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Abstract
In this thesis we develop the foundations for a theory of analytic geometry over
a non-trivially valued field, uniformly encompassing the case when the base field is
equipped with a non-archimedean valuation and that in which it has an archimedean
one. We will use the theory of bornological algebras to reach this goal. Since, at
our knowledge, there is not a vast literature on bornological algebras on which we
can base our results, we will start from scratch with the theory of bornological al-
gebras and we will develop it as far as we need for our scopes. In this way we
can construct our theory of analytic spaces taking as building blocks dagger affi-
noid algebras, i.e. bornological algebras isomorphic to quotients of the algebras of
germs of analytic functions on polycylinders. It turns out that for the category of
dagger affinoid algebras we can show the analogous of all the main results of the
category of classical affinoid algebras and hence we obtain a good theory of dagger
affinoid spaces. Indeed, these spaces behave very similarly to affinoid spaces used
to construct rigid analytic spaces. We emphasize that the archimedean case has
special features, that we study in the first section of the fifth chapter, and that these
special properties allow us to prove the generalization, in archimedean context, of
the main result of the affinoid algebras theory: the Gerritzen-Grauert theorem (we
remark that our proof is inspired by the new proof of Gerritzen-Grauert theorem in
Berkovich geometry given by Temkin in [62]).
After proving that we have a good affine theory, we end this thesis by constructing
the global theory of dagger analytic spaces. We use the theory of Berkovich nets
and hence a Berkovich-like approach to the globalization, as done in [12]. In this
way we obtain the category of dagger analytic spaces and we study the relations of
the spaces we have found with the ones already present in literature. In particular,
we see that our spaces are very strongly related to dagger spaces of Grosse-Klo¨nne,
[32], and that, in the archimedean case, the category of classical complex analytic
spaces embeds fully faithfully in the category of complex dagger analytic spaces.
In conclusion, in this work we obtain a complete affinoid theory of dagger spaces
over any valued field and we show that on this theory a good theory of dagger
analytic spaces can be developed, which deserves to be strengthened in the future.
Riassunto
In questa tesi vengono sviluppate le basi per una teoria degli spazi analitici su campi
valutati con valutazione non-banale, che comprende in modo uniforme il caso in cui
il campo base sia archimedeo o non-archimedeo. Per raggiungere questo obiettivo
useremo la teoria delle algebre bornologiche. Siccome non sembra essere disponibile
una ampia letteratura riguardo le algebre bornologiche, la prima parte della tesi si
occupa di stabilire alcuni risultati fondazionali a riguardo. In questo modo e` possi-
bile costruire una teoria degli spazi analitici prendendo come mattoni fondamentali
le algebre dagger affinoidi, i.e. algebre bornologiche isomorfe a quozienti delle alge-
bre dei germi di funzioni analitiche su policilindri. Si ottiene quindi che la categoria
delle algebre dagger affinoidi cosi definite soddisfa l’analogo di tutte le proprieta` piu`
importanti della categoria delle algebre affinoidi classiche e che di conseguenza si
ottiene una buona teoria degli spazi dagger affinoidi la cui categoria e` analoga alla
categoria degli spazi affinoidi usati in geometria rigida. C’e` da sottolineare che il
caso in cui il campo base e` archimedeo gli spazi dagger affinoidi hanno proprieta` par-
ticolari, studiate all’inizio del quinto capitolo, e che queste proprieta` permettono di
ottenere anche per spazi dagger affinodi archimedei il principale risultato strutturale
della teoria delle algebre affinoidi: il teorema di Gerritzen-Grauert (la dimostrazione
qui data di questo teorema e` ispirata dalla nuova dimostrazione data da Temkin in
[62] valida in geometria di Berkovich).
Dopo aver ottenuto una buona teoria affine, la tesi si conclude discutendo la
teoria globale degli spazi dagger analitici. Verra` utilizzato un approccio analogo
a quello usato da Berkovich in [12] per la globalizzazione. Dopo aver definito la
categoria degli spazi dagger analitici verranno studiate le relazioni tra questi spazi e
gli spazi analitici presenti in letteratura. In particolare si vedra` che questi spazi sono
fortemente correlati agli spazi dagger di Grosse-Klo¨nne e che nel caso archimedeo
la categoria degli spazi analitici complessi classica si immerge in modo pienamente
fedele nella categoria degli spazi dagger analitici complessi.
In conclusione, in questo lavoro si ottiene una teoria affinoide completa per spazi
dagger su ogni campo valutato sulla base della quale viene proposta una teoria degli
spazi dagger globali la quale dovra` essere approfondita in futuro.
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8Notation
• We shall follow standard notations: N is the set of natural numbers (with zero),
Z the set of integers, Q the set of rational numbers, R the set of real numbers,
C the set of complex numbers, Qp the set of p-adic numbers and we consider
on them the usual operations. We shall use the notation Rě0 “ tx P R|x ě 0u
and R` “ tx P R|x ą 0u.
• k will always denote a fixed base field which is always supposed to be complete
with respect to a non-trivial absolute value, archimedean or non-archimedean.
• By an extension of valued fields K{k we mean a valued field K equipped with
an embedding kãÑK which is an isometry onto its image.
• With the term polyradius we refer to a n-tuple ρ “ pρ1, . . . , ρnq P Rn`. We
define a partial order on the set of polyradii by setting ρ ă ρ1 if and only if ρ
and ρ1 have the same number of components and ρi ă ρ1i for every 1 ď i ď n.
• Given a polyradius ρ “ pρ1, . . . , ρnq, then:
– Dkpρ`q “ tx P kn||x|i ď ρi,@iu is the closed polycylinder of polyradius ρ;
– Dkpρ´q “ tx P kn||x|i ă ρi,@iu is the open polycylinder of polyradius ρ;
– if ρi “ r, for some r P R` and all i, we say that Dkpρ`q and Dkpρ´q are
polydisks.
• For any ring A we denote with Aˆ Ă A the subset of units of A.
• For a commutative ring A we denote with ModA the category of modules over
A and with ModfA the category of finite modules over A.
• Given a category C, we denote with ob pCq the class of objects of C.
• Sets denotes the category of sets.
• Snk denotes the category of semi-normed spaces over k, Nrmk denotes the
category of normed spaces over k, Bank denotes the category of Banach spaces
over k where the morphisms are bounded linear maps.
• Given a category C, we denote by IndpCq the category of ind-objects of C
and by PropCq the category of pro-objects of C, see appendix A for precise
definitions.
• If C is a site we denote by rC its associated topos.
• Given a diagram F : I Ñ C, where I is an index category, we say that the
diagram is monomorphic if for any morphism φ : i Ñ j in I the morphism
F pφq is a monomorphism in C. In the same way, we say that the diagram is
epimorphic if for all φ : iÑ j the morphism F pφq is an epimorphism in C.
9• We fix notation for inductive systems once for all, because we will use them
many times in the text. For any ordered diagram tEiuiPI of objects of C we
denote by ϕi,j the system morphisms ϕi,j : F piq Ñ F pjq for any i, j P I with
i ď j. The notation is unambiguous because we will only consider diagrams
for which there is at most one morphism between any couple of objects i, j P I.
We denote by αi : Ai Ñ limÑ
iPI
Ai the canonical morphisms to the colimit.
We say that the colimit limÑ
iPI
Ai is filtered if the diagram I Ñ C is directed,
and we say that is filtrant if I Ñ C is linearly ordered and each map ϕi,j is a
monomorphism.
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Chapter 0
Introduction
The aim of this work is to build the foundations for a theory of analytic geometry over
a non-trivially valued field, uniformly encompassing the case in which the base field is
equipped with a non-archimedean valuation and that in which it has an archimedean
one. The main tools we are going to use are the dagger affinoid algebras (or algebras
of germs of analytic functions), analogous to the dagger affinoid algebras defined by
Grosse-Klo¨nne [32], and the theory of bornological vector spaces.
Historically, one of the first attempts to develop a theory of analytic spaces over
non-archimedean valued fields in a systematic way, in particular analytic manifolds
over such fields, was made by Serre in his notes on Lie algebras and Lie groups, [55].
The idea was to mimic the theory of analytic spaces over the field of complex num-
bers, but it was soon clear that this point of view did not give the expected results
because of the pathological topologies non-archimedean valuations induces on fields.
Some years later, a new approach by John Tate, first published in [60], overcame
these problems with new and highly original ideas. His theory has the power to
give a non-archimedean version of a big part of the main results of complex ana-
lytic geometry and it has also proved to be so much useful for solving problems in
arithmetic geometry that now it is a fundamental tool for any arithmetic geome-
ter. But beside these good features, the theory of rigid analytic spaces introduces
an awkward asymmetry between two theories: archimedean analytic geometry and
non-archimedean analytic geometry. These theories start from (apparently) very
different foundation, use different techniques and they arrive to work out two par-
allel theories with analogous main results as for example the GAGA principle and
direct image theorem. In this work we will see that these differences can disappear
to an accurate inspection and with the use germs of analytic functions on closed
polydisks as starting point.
Let’s see in detail the contents of the chapters. In the first chapter we introduce
the concept of a bornology on a set: a bornology on a set X is a collection of subsets
B Ă PpXq which is an ideal of the boolean algebra PpXq and that covers X, cf.
definition 1.1.1. We will give a structure of category to the class of bornological
sets by defining bounded maps as the set-theoretical functions which map all the
bounded subsets of the domain to bounded subsets of the codomain. Then, we
study the basic properties of algebraic bornological structures: bornological groups,
bornological rings and bornological modules which we define as algebraic structures
11
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over bornological sets for which the structural maps are required to be bounded
maps. The main results of this chapter are the proof that the category of abelian
bornological groups is a quasi-abelian category (proposition 1.2.10), generalizing the
result of Prosman and Schneiders given in [51] for bornological vector spaces over C,
and the introduction of the notion of convexity over bornological rings and modules
(definition 1.3.6). In order to define convexity we attach to the submonoid of power-
bounded elements A˝ Ă A of a bornological ring a set RnpA˝q Ă An, for any n P N,
which encodes the information of how the monoid A˝ is embedded in A. It turns
out that the collection tRnpA˝qunPN defines in a natural way a “generalized ring”
in the sense of Durov’s thesis, cf. [23]. In this context absolutely convex subsets of
an A-module are interpreted as ΣA˝-submodules (where ΣA˝ is the monad, i.e. the
generalized ring, that we canonically associate to the immersion A˝ãÑA) in total
analogy with non-archimedean analysis where a subset of a k-vector space is called
absolutely convex if it is a k˝-module. As it appears, the “generalized ring” ΣA˝
is a more interesting object to study than simply A˝ if one wants to develop, for
example, a theory of formal models for archimedean dagger analytic spaces. We end
this chapter by recalling the basic definitions of the Halos theory, as developed by
Paugam in [47]. Our use of Halos theory is bounded to a simplification of notation
and formulas, not main results of [47] are needed.
In the second chapter we develop the tools needed to study our dagger affinoid
algebras. We start by recalling the definition of the adjoint pair of functors b and
t, given in [37] and their basic properties. The functor b goes from the category
of locally convex topological vector spaces over a non-trivially valued field to the
category of bornological vector spaces of convex type, while t goes in the other di-
rection. These functors correspond to the classical well-known constructions called
the canonical or Von Neumann bornology, for the functor b, and the topology of bor-
nivorous subsets, for the functor t. Then, we focus on complete bornological algebras
A over k (cf. definition 2.1.14) which is the more interesting class of bornological
algebras for us, since dagger affinoid algebras belong to this class which is a broad
generalization of the class of Banach algebras. We define the bornological spectrum
MpAq of a bornological algebra A using a Berkovich-like approach: points of the
spectrum are equivalence classes of bounded characters from A to complete valued
fields or equivalently bounded multiplicative seminorms, see definition 2.1.20. The
association A ÞÑMpAq has some problem if it is considered over the full category of
bornological algebras over k, for example there are bornological algebras with empty
spectrum. We show that if A is a bornological m-algebra (cf. definition 2.1.12)MpAq
is functorially associated to A and it is a non-empty compact Hausdorff topological
space, cf. theorem 2.1.30. After that, we define the ring of bornological strictly
convergent power-series AxXy for any bornological m-algebra and we show results
analogous to the classical theory for normed algebras (cf. theorems 2.2.9, 2.2.10 and
2.2.15):
• AxXy is a bornological m-algebra;
• if A is complete then also AxXy is complete;
• ArXs Ă AxXy Ă AvXw and moreover ArXs is bornologically dense in AxXy,
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i.e. the bornological closure of ArXs in AxXy is equal to all AxXy;
• AxXy satisfies the following universal property in the category of bornological
m-algebras: for every bounded morphism of algebras φ : AÑ B, with B com-
plete, and any power-bounded element b P B˝ there exists a unique bounded
morphism Φ : AxXy Ñ B such that Φ|A “ φ and ΦpXq “ b.
Then, we introduce the ring of bornological overconvergent power-series AxXy:,
and analogous properties to the ones just listed are proved for AxXy: (see theorems
2.3.5, 2.3.6 and 2.3.7). We would like to point out that to in order to express cor-
rectly the universal property characterising AxXy: we introduce the notion of weakly
power-bounded elements of a bornological algebra. In this way, AxXy: satisfies the
same universal property of AxXy providing that we substitute the concept of power-
bounded element with the concept of weakly power-bounded element. This allows us
to state the universal property which characterizes dagger affinoid algebras, and in
particular the algebras of overconvergent analytic functions on polydisks, in a more
satisfying way than what is stated in [32]. Moreover, if A is a regular bornological
algebra (cf. definition 2.4.5) the weakly power-bounded elements coincide with the
power-bounded elements of A equipped with its spectral seminorm (cf. definition
2.1.36), with respect to which A is not a Banach k-algebra in general. Hence, the
concept of weakly power-bounded elements permits us to study some kinds of non-
complete normed algebras as if they were complete (as they are, but with respect
to a finer notion of completeness). We end this chapter by showing the functoriality
property of the map A ÞÑ ΣA˛ which associates to a regular bornological algebra
the algebraic monad associated to the submonoid of weakly power-bounded elements
and then by studying the relations of the classical notion of spectra on topological
k-algebras with the notion of bornological spectrum we have introduced.
In the next chapter we start studying dagger affinoid algebras, dagger affinoid
spaces and dagger affinoid subdomains. We introduce the ring of overconvergent
analytic functions over the polydisk of polyradius 1 as the bornological algebra
Wnk
.“ kxX1, . . . , Xny: .“ limÑ
ρą1
Tnk pρq
where ρ is a polyradius bigger than p1, . . . , 1q, i.e. every component is strictly big-
ger than 1, and Tnk pρq is the algebra of summable power-series in the polydisk of
polyradius ρ (see the first paragraph of the third chapter for the definition of Tnk pρq
and the last section of the first chapter for our conventions on summations), and
we equip Wnk with the direct limit bornology. We then recall and discuss some
property of kxX1, . . . , Xny:: the fact that is a Noetherian, factorial domain and a
regular LF-space, cf. theorem 3.1.6. The main result of the first section is the fact
that any ideal I Ă Wnk is bornologically closed, cf. theorem 3.1.11. We underline
that it is usual to meet this property in the theory of affinoid algebras, but this
does not have an immediate archimedean analog: for example it is known that ev-
ery R-Banach algebra for which all principal ideals are closed must be a division
algebra. Hence, every Banach algebra kxρ´11 X1, . . . , ρ´1n Xny has non-closed ideals
and also non-finitely generated ideals because it is known that every Noetherian
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C-Banach algebra must be finite dimensional as C-vector space. Beside these facts,
CxX1, . . . , Xny: is Noetherian and all its ideals are bornologically closed. Although
this might looks strange for the reasons explained so far, it becomes reasonable once
one notices the bornological isomorphism CxX1, . . . , Xny: – limÑ
ρą1
OpDpρ´qq (where
OpDpρ´qq is the Stein algebra of holomorphic functions in the open polycylinder
Dpρ´q), when OpDpρ´qq is equipped with its canonical structure of Fre´chet algebra.
It is a classical result of complex analytic geometry that all finitely generated ideals
of OpDpρ´qq are closed (we are going to study in details this isomorphism in the
third section of the third chapter). We also notice that Wnk is characterized by
a universal property which is the same for any k, archimedean or not, fixing the
asymmetry that one finds by the lacking of an archimedean analogue of affinoid
algebras theory (see remark 3.3.3 for a more detailed discussion of this topic). In
the second section of the third chapter we define the category of dagger affinoid
algebras as the subcategory of the category of bornological algebras which are iso-
morphic to quotients of the form
Wnk
I . We will show that dagger affinoid algebras are
regular bornological algebras (in the sense of definition 2.4.5) and that all algebra
morphisms between dagger affinoid algebras are bounded (generalizing the results
of the theory of affinoid algebras). We also show that all morphisms are strongly
bounded, with respect to the “sub-generalized ring” ΣA˛ ãÑΣA. We describe basic
constructions like tensor products and direct products of dagger affinoid algebras
and this machinery permits us to define the “generalized ring of fractions” as done
in rigid geometry, with the difference that now the universal properties must be
stated in term of weakly power-bounded elements. Next, we define the category of
dagger affinoid spaces as the dual of the category of dagger affinoid algebras and we
represent the objects of this category by means of the bornological spectrum that
we defined in the previous chapter. We see that in the non-archimedean case the
category of strict dagger affinoid spaces is equivalent to the category of wide strict
k-affinoid space defined by Berkovich (proposition 3.4.2), which is an already-known
result, and that this equivalence gives an homeomorphism of the underlying topolog-
ical spaces between the underlying space of the germ and the bornological spectrum
of the associated dagger affinoid algebra. We also generalize this result to the case
in which the dagger affinoid algebras and the germs of analytic spaces are not strict
in proposition 3.4.3. Then, we see that in the archimedean case the bornological
spectrum of a dagger affinoid algebra coincides with the set of its maximal ideals,
giving an identification of archimedean dagger affinoid spaces with certain compact
Stein subsets of Cn. We conclude this chapter by defining the notion of dagger
affinoid subdomain by requiring the usual universal property characterizing open
embeddings. We check that most of the basic properties of the subdomains of clas-
sical rigid geometry still hold, and the proofs usually rely on the same ideas. We
underline, again, that the machinery developed so far permits us to handle both the
archimedean and the non-archimedean case as base field.
The next chapter is devoted to prove the Tate’s acyclicity theorem for coverings
made of strict dagger rational subdomains. The proof of the theorem is classical
and uses the same reduction argument to the case of Laurent coverings used by Tate
himself. It is quite obvious that Tate’s proof can be used to prove the acyclicity of
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the structural sheaf for dagger affinoid spaces when k is non-archimedean. It is not
so obvious that the same argument works with k archimedean. So, this chapter is
devoted to check that this is true, although the arguments used in this chapter are
mainly the same that can be found in chapter 8 of [15].
The fifth chapter contains the main structural result in the theory of dagger
affinoid spaces: the Gerritzen-Grauert theorem. We start this chapter by studying
in detail the notion of dagger affinoid subdomain when k is archimedean. We show
that in this case a subdomain U Ă X “MpAq is a compact Stein subset that may
have empty topological interior, when considered as a compact Stein subset of Cn.
In theorem 5.1.4 we show that the dagger affinoid algebra AU we associate to U by
requiring the universal property characterizing subdomains is in fact, for any rational
subdomain of X, isomorphic to the algebra of germs of analytic functions rOXpUq
that the composition of immersions U ãÑXãÑCn induces on U . This permits us to
give another proof of Tate’s acyclicity for rational coverings based on the Theorem
B of Cartan, when k is archimedean (theorem 5.1.24), by exploiting the fact that the
rational dagger site of X is contained in what we call the compact Stein site of X: the
site given by the G-topology for which the coverings of X are given by finite coverings
by compact Stein subsets. We will then see another peculiar feature of archimedean
subdomains: the failure of the transitivity property of Weierstrass subdomains, i.e. if
U Ă V Ă X are two Weierstrass subdomain embeddings then, in rigid geometry,
we can conclude that also the composition U Ă X is a Weierstrass subdomain
embedding. But the proof of this result relies on the non-archimedean character
of the base field and we will see that in the archimedean case one can only assert
that the inclusion U Ă X is a rational subdomain embedding. We end the chapter
with our main result in the theory of dagger affinoid spaces: our generalization of
the Gerritzen-Grauert theorem. We remark that in the non-archimedean case this
result easily follows from the classical one, instead in the archimedean case one
has to work out a new proof. Our proof is inspired by the new Temkin’s proof of
the Gerritzen-Grauert theorem [62] in Berkovich geometry, and it will exploit the
peculiar properties of archimedean subdomains we proved.
In the last chapter we construct the category of k-dagger analytic spaces. With
the aid of the dagger affinoid theory developed so far, we can use the same methods
of Berkovich, from [12], to define our analytic spaces. The first section is devoted to
some auxiliary results on the category of finite modules over a dagger affinoid algebra
and on the category of coherent sheaves over a dagger affinoid space. In particular
we endow any finite module with a canonical filtration induced by the filtration of
the dagger affinoid algebra over which it is defined and we shows results analog to
the ones of [10]: the category of finite modules over a dagger affinoid algebra is
equivalent to the category of finite dagger modules (proposition 6.1.6), i.e. every
finite module admits a unique canonical structure of complete bornological module
over A and every A-linear morphism between finite dagger modules is bounded.
Then, we deduce the general version of Tate’s acyclicity theorem for the weak G-
topology and for any module over any (also non-strict) k-dagger algebra. We end
this section with a proof of Kiehl’s theorem which is an adaptation of the classical
proof in rigid geometry, cf. theorem 6.1.21. In the next section we introduce the
notion of a k-dagger analytic space using the methods of Berkovich nets developed
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in [12] and we essentially follow the discussion of the first chapter of [12] to define
our spaces. Therefore, according to our definition, a k-dagger analytic space is a
triple pX,A, τq where X is a locally Hausdorff topological space, τ a Berkovich net
on X and A an atlas of dagger affinoid algebras for the net τ . We see that we
can perform all the basic constructions of [12], underlining the differences of the
two approaches and the relations of dagger analytic spaces with the pro-analytic
structure on the pro-site (as defined in appendix A) of X. The second-last section
of the sixth chapter is devoted to study the relations between our dagger analytic
spaces and the other definitions of analytic spaces already present in literature.
First we deal with the non-archimedean case, in which we are mainly interested to
compare our dagger analytic spaces with Grosse-Klo¨nne ones and with Berkovich’s
analytic spaces. Then, we show that in the complex case, the category of classical
complex analytic spaces embeds in a fully faithful way in the category of C-dagger
analytic spaces. In the last section we show how the notion of flatness behaves
better, and more naturally, for a morphism of k-dagger analytic spaces with respect
to a morphism of Berkovich k-analytic spaces.
Chapter 1
Bornological structures
In this chapter we introduce bornologies and bornological algebraic structures in a
general fashion. The idea of studying abstract bornological structures is not new
but there is no systematic study in literature (at our knowledge) of notions like
bornological groups, bornological rings, bornological modules, etc... This chapter
has the aim to perform a detailed study of these structures and to fix some notations
and terminology that will be used in subsequent chapters. We underline that even
if this chapter is mainly of introductory nature, some of its results are new.
We start by recalling the notion of bornological set and by studying some proper-
ties of the category they form. This category has several analogies with the category
of topological spaces but it seems to have no direct geometrical meaning. That is
why, apparently, bornologies are not interesting to be studied outside functional
analysis. As a further step, we introduce bornological groups and we prove that the
category of bornological abelian groups is quasi-abelian, generalizing the analogous
result of Prosmans and Schneiders [51] for bornological vector spaces. Then, we
pass to bornological rings and to study a notion of convexity which can be defined
over any bornological ring. We end the chapter by recalling some definitions and
notations of Paugam’s Halos theory that will be used later on.
1.1 Bornological sets
Definition 1.1.1. Let X be a set. A bornology on X is a collection B Ă PpXq
such that
1. B is a covering of X, i.e. @x P X, DB P B such that x P B;
2. B is stable under inclusions, i.e. A Ă B P B ñ A P B;
3. B is stable under finite unions, i.e. for each n P N and B1, ..., Bn P B,
nŤ
i“1
Bi P
B.
A pair pX,Bq is called a bornological set, and the elements of B are called
bounded subsets of X (with respect to B, if a specification is needed).
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We recall that PpXq has a canonical structure of boolean algebra with respect
to the operations Y,X and the complementation Y ÞÑ Y “ X ´ Y , for Y PPpXq.
Thus the definition of a bornology B on X is equivalent to the request that the
collection B ĂPpXq is an ideal of PpXq that contains the ideal F pXq defined by
finite subsets of X. So, the family of bornologies over a set X is in a one-to-one
correspondence with the ideals of the boolean algebra PpXq{F pXq and forms a
complete lattice with respect to unions (more precisely, the ideal generated by the
unions) and intersections.
For any collection S Ă PpXq there is a minimal bornology B on X such that
S Ă B, that is the smallest ideal of PpXq that contains the ideal generated by S
and F pXq. This bornology is called the bornology generated by S and is denoted
xSy, while S is said to be a bornological pre-basis of xSy. A family S Ă PpXq is
called a bornological basis of xSy if it is a covering of X and for any B1, B2 P xSy
there exists B P S such that B1 YB2 Ă B.
Example 1.1.2. 1. Each set X has two distinguished bornologies, which coin-
cide if and only if X is finite. They are the maximum and the minimum ele-
ments of the lattice of the family of bornologies over X. The former is called
the chaotic bornology, for which B “ PpXq, and the latter trivial bornology,
for which B “ F pXq.
2. The fact that B is an ideal of the boolean algebra PpXq implies that to check
that a bornology is chaotic it is enough to know that for one subset Y Ă X
both Y,X ´ Y P B. In fact, the only ideal for which this can happen is the
improper ideal.
3. The bounded subsets in a metric space form a bornology.
A morphism of bornological sets ϕ : pX,BXq Ñ pY,BY q is a bounded map
ϕ : X Ñ Y , i.e. a map of sets such that ϕpBq P BY for all B P BX . To check
that a map is bounded is sufficient to check that ϕpBq P BY for B varying on a
basis of BX . It is clear that the set theoretic composition of two bounded maps is
a bounded map, so we can define the category of bornological sets, denoted Born,
whose objects are bornological sets and arrows are bounded maps.
Remark 1.1.3. If B1,B2 are two bornologies on a set X then IdX : pX,B1q Ñ
pX,B2q is a bounded map if and only if B1 Ă B2, which is the opposite of the
condition that one finds for topologies over X. Indeed, the strongest bornology on
X is the trivial bornology and the weakest one is the chaotic bornology.
Let pX,Bq be a bornological set and f : Y Ñ X a map of sets. The family
f´1pBq .“ tf´1pBquBPB is a basis for a bornology on Y denoted f˚B; it is the
maximal bornology on Y such that f is a bounded map. If f is an injective map,
we write B|Y “ f˚B and call it the induced bornology on Y .
For a set theoretic inclusion i : Y Ñ pX,Bq the induced bornology on Y has the
usual universal property: In the diagram
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Y X
Z
i
f
i ˝ f
f is bounded if and only if i ˝ f is bounded. In fact, if f is bounded then i ˝ f is
bounded because it is a composition of two bounded morphisms. Now suppose that
f is not bounded, then f must map a bounded subset of Z on a subset of Y which
is not bounded with respect to the bornology induced on Y by X, hence also i ˝ f
will map the same subset of Z to a subset of X which is not bounded. Therefore
i ˝ f is not bounded. This universal property characterizes the induced bornology
uniquely up to isomorphism.
Definition 1.1.4. We say that a monomorphism pY,BY q Ñ pX,BXq is regular if
Y has the bornology induced by X. A subobject of pX,BXq is an equivalence class of
regular monomorphisms.
In a dual way, if g : X Ñ Z is another map of sets, and B a bornology on X, the
family gpBq .“ tgpBquBPB is a pre-basis for a bornology g˚B .“ xgpBqy on Z, minimal
among the bornologies on Z for which g is a bounded map. If g is surjective, we call
g˚pBq the quotient bornology of B under g and moreover in this case g˚pBq “ gpBq.
For a surjection of sets pi : pX,Bq Ñ Z the quotient bornology on Z has the
following universal property: In the diagram
X
Z Y
pi
f
f ˝ pi
f is bounded if and only if f ˝ pi is bounded. Indeed, if f is bounded then f ˝ pi
is bounded. Instead, if f is not bounded then there exists a bounded subset for the
quotient bornology B Ă Z such that fpBq is not bounded. But by definition there
exists a bounded subset B1 Ă X such that pipB1q “ B, so f ˝ pi is not bounded.
Definition 1.1.5. We say that an epimorphism f : pX,BXq Ñ pY,BY q is regular
if Y has the quotient bornology given by f . A quotient object of pX,BXq is an
equivalence class of regular epimorphisms.
The category of bornological sets admits small limits, that we are going to de-
scribe now. Let pXi,BiqiPI be a small family of bornological sets, then the direct
product
ś
iPI
pXi,Biq is defined to be the set ś
iPI
Xi equipped with the bornology gen-
erated by the family #ź
iPI
Bi|Bi P Bi,@i P I
+
.
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This bornology is the biggest bornology on
ś
iPI
Xi such that all the projections
pij :
ź
iPI
Xi Ñ Xj
are bounded maps.
Moreover, given two bounded maps of bornological sets ϕ : pX,BXq Ñ pZ,BZq, ψ :
pY,BY q Ñ pZ,BZq the fiber product pX,BXq ˆpZ,BZq pY,BY q is defined as the fiber
product of sets XˆZY “ tpx, yq P XˆY |ϕpxq “ ψpyqu, equipped with the bornology
generated by the family
tB ˆZ C|B P BX , C P BY u .
Hence pX,BXq ˆpZ,BZq pY,BY q is equipped with the bornology induced by the in-
clusion in pX,BXq ˆ pY,BY q. Notice that, as in the case of topological spaces, the
bornology on pX,BXq ˆpZ,BZq pY,BY q does not depend on the bornology on Z.
For coproducts, let pXi,BiqiPI be a small family of bornological sets, then the
coproduct
š
iPI
pXi,Biq is defined to be the set š
iPI
Xi equipped with the bornology
generated by the family#ž
iPI
Bi|Bi P Bi, and Bi “ ∅,@ but a finite number of i
+
.
This bornology is the smallest bornology on
š
iPI
Xi such that all the injections
αj : Xj Ñ
ž
iPI
Xi
are bounded maps.
We can describe pushouts considering two bounded maps ϕ : pX,BXq Ñ pY,BY q, ψ :
pX,BXq Ñ pZ,BZq and giving to the set theoretic pushout Y šX Z the bornology
generated by the family #
C
ž
X
D|C P BY , D P BZ
+
.
Hence pY,BY qšpX,BXqpZ,BZq is equipped with the bornology induced by the sur-
jection from pY,BY qšpZ,BZq. Notice that, as in the case of topological spaces, the
bornology on pY,BY qšpX,BXqpZ,BZq does not depend on the bornology on X.
So, we can summarize what we said with the next proposition.
Proposition 1.1.6. The category of bornological sets is complete and cocomplete
and the forgetful functor U : Born Ñ Sets, to the category of sets, commutes with
limits and colimits.
The next proposition explains our choice of names in definitions 1.1.4 and 1.1.5.
Proposition 1.1.7. Let f : AÑ B be a morphism in Born, then
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• f is a regular monomorphism in the sense of definition 1.1.4 if and only if it
is regular in the sense of category theory;
• f is a regular epimorphism in the sense of definition 1.1.5 if and only if it is
regular in the sense of category theory.
Moreover, in Born the categorical notions of regular and strict monomorphism (and
respectively regular and strict epimorphism) coincide.
Proof. In proposition 5.1.5 of [41] one can find the categorical definitions of strict and
regular epimorphism. More precisely, condition (1)(d) of proposition 5.1.5 of ibid.
defines regular epimorphisms and condition (1)(e) of proposition 5.1.5 of ibid. defines
strict epimorphisms. Bornk satisfies the condition of that proposition, therefore an
epimorphism between bornological sets is regular (in categorical sense) if and only
if it is strict. Then, proposition 5.1.5 of [41] has a clear dual statement which settles
the case of monomorphisms.
Then, consider a regular monomorphism (in the sense of definition 1.1.4) of
bornological sets i : pX,BXqãÑpY,BY q and consider the push-out of the diagram
X Y
Y
i
i
.
Then, pX,BXq – Ker pY Ñ Y šX Y q, hence i is a regular monomorphism. The
dual argument works for regular epimorphisms.
Proposition 1.1.8. Born is a concrete topological category.
Proof. A concrete category U : Born Ñ Sets is said topological if U is a topological
functor1. This means that for any diagram of the form
pY fiÑ UXiqiPI
there exists a unique initial lift
X
f iÑ Xi.
In the category of topological spaces this universal problem is solved by the weak
topology defined by the maps fi, and in the category of bornological sets we can
give the same description of the “weak bornology” which solves the same problem.
Consider the family of subsets of Y given by the intersectionč
iPI
fi˚ pBiq ĂPpY q
1Here we use the notion of topological functor of [1], definition 21.1, but in literature the term
topological functor is sometimes used with different meanings.
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of all the bornologies induced by the fi : Y Ñ Xi. This family is a bornology on Y
and it is the biggest bornology (hence the weakest, cf. remark 1.1.3) for which all
the maps fi are bounded. To give a lift of Y is the same to give a bornology on Y .
If X 1 is a lift of Y such that
X 1 f
1
iÑ Xi
is well defined, i.e. all maps are bounded, then the bornology of X 1 is smaller than
the bornology of X and so the identity map
X 1 Ñ X
is bounded, showing that X is the unique initial lift.
We conclude this section introducing an internal hom functor on Born.
Definition 1.1.9. Let pX,BXq and pY,BY q be two bornological sets. We define
HomBornpX,Y q to be the set HomBornpX,Y q equipped with the equiboundedness
bornology, i.e. H Ă HomBornpX,Y q is bounded if for any bounded subset B P BX
the set
HpBq “
ď
hPH
hpBq
is bounded in pY,BY q.
Proposition 1.1.10. Born equipped with the internal hom functor given by the
equiboundedness bornology and the direct product of bornological sets is a closed
symmetric monoidal category.
Proof. The only non-trivial condition to check is the bijection
HomBornpX ˆ Y,Zq – HomBornpX,HomBornpY,Zqq
for any triple of bornological sets pX,BXq, pY,BY q, pZ,BZq. Let f : X ˆ Y Ñ Z be
a bounded map. This map induces a map of sets pf : X Ñ HomBornpY, Zq by the
currying operation and we have to check that pf is a bounded map when we equip
the target with the equiboundednees bornology. Let BX P BX thenpfpBXq “ tfpb, ¨q|b P BXu
and for any BY P BY ,
p pfpBXqqpBY q “ ď
bPBX
fpb, BY q “ fpBX , BY q P BZ
hence pf is a bounded map. It is clear that the previous reasoning can be reversed,
therefore starting from any bounded map pf we can recover uniquely the bounded
map f from which pf comes from.
Remark 1.1.11. Last proposition marks a fundamental difference between Born
and the category of topological space Top. It is well known that Top cannot be
equipped with a structure of a closed monoidal category.
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Example 1.1.12. 1. Applying to Born the machinery of relative algebraic ge-
ometry of To¨en-Vezzosi we can define the category of bornological F1-schemes.
In the same way affine F1-schemes can be seen as the dual category of the cat-
egory of commutative monoids, which is the category of commutative algebras
(in the sense of tensor categories) of Sets, the category of affine bornological
F1-schemes can be defined as the dual category of bornological monoids.
2. We will see that BornpAbq, the category of bornological abelian groups, is
quasi-abelian and proposition 1.1.10 easily implies that the bornology of equi-
boundedness induces a structure of closed symmetric monoidal category also
on BornpAbq. This implies that the category of bornological commutative
rings can be seen as the category of commutative monoids of BornpAbq, al-
lowing the application of the machinery of [8] to its study. We remark that also
in this case the category ToppAbq does not share these properties: although
ToppAbq is quasi-abelian closed category it has no structure which renders it
a closed symmetric monoidal category.
1.2 Bornological groups
Definition 1.2.1. A group pG, ¨q is said to be a bornological group if the set G is
equipped with a bornology such that the map pg, hq ÞÑ g ¨ h (considering on G ˆ G
the product bornology) and the map g ÞÑ g´1 are bounded. If pG,Bq is a bornological
group, we also say that B is a group bornology. A morphism of bornological groups
is a group homomorphism which is also a bounded map.
Example 1.2.2. 1. On Q each valuation, archimedean | ¨ |8 or non-archimedean
| ¨ |p, give rise to a bornology on the additive group pQ,`q. A basis for the
bornology is the set of closed disks
D|¨|˚p0, q`q “ tx P Q||x|˚ ď qu
with ˚ P t8, 2, 3, 5, ...u.
2. The additive group (Z, +) can be equipped with the bornology generated by
the half-lines tn P Z|n ď au, for a P Z. This bornology is not a group bornology
because the map x ÞÑ ´x is not bounded.
3. Consider the multiplicative group pCˆ, ¨q, endowed with the bornology induced
by the usual bornology on C. This is not a group bornology on Cˆ, because the
inversion is not bounded. The standard way to make Cˆ into a bornological
group is to equip it with the bornology induced by the embedding pidC, invCq :
Cˆ Ñ CˆC (where invCpxq “ x´1), where the target space is equipped with
the product bornology.
Let pG,Bq be a bornological group and let f : H Ñ G be a homomorphism
of groups, then pH, f˚Bq is a bornological group. In fact, if B1, B2 P f˚B, then
B1 Ă f´1pBG1 q and B2 Ă f´1pBG2 q for some BG1 , BG2 P B. So
B1 `B2 Ă f´1pBG1 q ` f´1pBG2 q “ f´1pBG1 `BG2 q
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is a bounded subset.
On the other hand, given a morphism f : GÑ H then f˚B is a group bornology
on H if f is surjective. Indeed, in this case, given B1, B2 P f˚B then there exist
BG1 , B
G
2 P G such that fpBG1 q “ B1 and fpBG2 q “ B2 so
fpBG1 `BG2 q “ fpBG1 q ` fpBG2 q “ B1 `B2
which is bounded. But this argument works only if f is surjective, and it is easy to
construct examples where f˚B fails to be a group bornology (for example take the
immersion RÑ R2 with the canonical metric bornology on R).
In any case there exists a smallest group bornology which contains f˚B, thanks
to the next lemma.
Lemma 1.2.3. Let G be a group and pBiqiPI be any family of group bornologies on
G, then
Ş
iPI
Bi is a group bornology on G.
Proof. We know that B “ Ş
iPI
Bi is a bornology, we must show that it is a group
bornology. Let B,C P B, then B,C P Bi for any i P I and so
B ` C P Bi
because Bi are group bornologies. Therefore B ` C P B.
To check that the map x ÞÑ ´x is bounded, we can proceed in a similar fashion.
Lemma 1.2.4. Let G be a group and B a bornology on G. Then B is a group
bornology if and only if there exists a basis tBiuiPI for B such that
Bi `Bj Ă Bi1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YBin
for any i, j P I and
´Bi Ă Bj1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YBjm
for any i P I and some i1, . . . , in, j1, . . . , jm P I.
Proof. If B is a group bornology then Bi ` Bj is bounded and hence must be con-
tained in a finite union of the elements of the basis and the same is true for ´Bi.
On the other hand, if B has such a basis then for any couple of bounded subsets
R1, R2 P B we have that R1 Ă Bi1 and R2 Ă Bi2 for some i1, i2 P I. Then
´R1 Ă ´Bi1
and
R1 `R2 Ă Bi1 `Bi2
which shows that multiplication and inversion are bounded maps.
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We denote BornpAbq the category of bornological abelian groups. It is easy to
describe products and coproducts for any small family pGi,BiqiPI Ă ob pBornpAbqq;
indeed the group
ś
iPI
Gi endowed with the bornology defined by the family
ź
iPI
Bi “
#
B|B Ă
ź
iPI
Bi, Bi P Bi
+
is the product of pGi,BiqiPI in BornpAbq. Whereas endowing À
iPI
Gi with the bornol-
ogy à
iPI
Bi “
#
B|B Ăà
iPI
Bi, Bi P Bi, Bi “ 0 for almost all i P I
+
we get the coproducts in BornpAbq.
In these settings we have that the canonical projections
pij :
ź
iPI
Gi Ñ Gj
and the canonical injections
ij : Gj Ñ
à
iPI
Gi
are morphisms of bornological groups. So, the next proposition permits us to cal-
culate any limit and colimit in BornpAbq. In next pages we follow very closely the
discussion of Prosmans-Schneiders [51] on bornological vector spaces, adapting it to
bornological abelian groups.
Proposition 1.2.5. The category BornpAbq is additive and moreover, if f : GÑ
H is a morphism of bornological groups, then
1. Ker f is the subgroup f´1p0q of G endowed with the induced bornology;
2. Coker f is the quotient H{fpGq endowed with the quotient bornology;
3. Im f is the subgroup fpGq of H endowed with the induced bornology;
4. Coim f is the quotient G{f´1p0q endowed with the quotient bornology.
Proof. BornpAbq is additive because for any g1, g2 P Hom pG,Hq, h1 P Hom pH2, Gq,
h2 P Hom pH,H1q and B a bounded subset of G
pg1 ` g2qpBq “ tg1pxq ` g2pxq|x P Bu Ă g1pBq ` g2pBq
is bounded in H and the equalities pg1` g2q ˝ h1 “ g1 ˝ h1` g2 ˝ h1, h2 ˝ pg1` g2q “
h2 ˝g1`h2 ˝g2 hold because they hold for abelian groups and all maps are bounded.
The other statements have similar proofs, so we only give explicit proof of the first
one as an example. Let f : G Ñ H be a bounded homomorphism of bornological
groups and Ker f be the kernel of f in the algebraic sense. Then, for any group
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homomorphism φ : G1 Ñ G such that f ˝ φ “ 0 there exists a unique map ψ : G1 Ñ
Ker pfq such that the diagram
G1 G H
Ker pfq
φ
ψ
k
f
commutes, where k is the canonical morphism. Now, if we ask that all maps are
bounded we see that the request that k ˝ ψ is bounded for any bounded homomor-
phism φ is satisfied precisely when Ker f has the bornology induced by the inclusion
Ker f ãÑG because of the characterization of regular monomorphism of bornological
sets we gave so far, before definition 1.1.4.
Thus, BornpAbq is complete and cocomplete and the forgetful functor BornpAbq Ñ
Ab, from the category of bornological abelian groups to the category of abelian
groups, commutes with all limits and colimits.
We recall that, in general, a morphism f : GÑ H in an additive category with
kernels and cokernels is called strict if the induced morphism f : Coimu Ñ Imu is
an isomorphism.
Proposition 1.2.6. A morphism of bornological abelian groups f : GÑ H is strict
if and only if for any bounded subset B of H there exists a bounded subset B1 of G
such that
B X fpGq “ fpB1q.
Proof. Thanks to proposition 1.2.5 we know that f is strict if and only if the mor-
phism
f : G{f´1p0q Ñ fpGq
is an isomorphism in BornpAbq. f is an algebraic isomorphism, so it is an isomor-
phism of bornological groups if and only if it identifies the quotient bornology on
G{f´1p0q with the bornology induced on fpGq by its inclusion in H. This happens
precisely when the conditions of the proposition are verified because, by definition,
each bounded subset in G{f´1p0q is the image of a bounded subset B1 Ă G and any
bounded subset in fpGq is of the form B X fpGq for a bounded subset B Ă H.
Corollary 1.2.7. Let f : G Ñ H be a morphism of bornological abelian groups. f
is a strict monomorphism (resp. a strict epimorphism) if and only if it is a regular
monomorphism (resp. regular epimorphism) of the underlying bornological sets.
Definition 1.2.8. An additive category is called quasi-abelian if it admits kernels
and cokernels, and if the class of strict epimorphisms (resp. strict monomorphisms)
is stable under pullbacks (resp. pushouts). This means that given a cartesian square
P
vÝÝÝÝÑ B§§đf §§đg
A
uÝÝÝÝÑ C
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where u is a strict epimorphism then v is a strict epimorphism. In a dual way for
monomorphisms and cocartesian squares.
We record the following fact for the clearness sake.
Proposition 1.2.9. Let G,H be two bornological groups and G‘H be their direct
sum, then the canonical maps
piG : G‘H Ñ G, piH : G‘H Ñ H
and
iG : GÑ G‘H, iH : H Ñ G‘H
are strict morphisms.
Proof. By corollary 1.2.7, for a map to be a strict mono(resp. epi)morphism is equiv-
alent to be a regular mono(resp. epi)morphism as map of the underlying bornological
sets. Hence, the proposition is readily deduced by the description of the bornology
of G‘H given so far.
Proposition 1.2.10. The category BornpAbq is quasi-abelian.
Proof. We have only to show that pullbacks and pushouts preserve, respectively,
strict epimorphisms and strict monomorphisms.
Consider first the cartesian square
P
vÝÝÝÝÑ B§§đf §§đg
A
uÝÝÝÝÑ C
where u is a strict epimorphism. By the universal properties of the direct product
and of the pullback if we define the map
α “ pu,´gq : A‘B Ñ C
then we have that
P – Kerα “ tpa, bq P A‘B|upaq “ gpbqu.
We also have the canonical epimorphisms piA : A ‘ B Ñ A, piB : A ‘ B Ñ B, the
canonical monomorphism iα : KerαÑ A‘B and we can write
f “ piA ˝ iα, v “ piB ˝ iα.
The map v is surjective, as can be deduced, for example, applying proposition 11.18
of [1] and the fact that the forgetful functor BornpAbq Ñ Sets commutes with
limits; we have to show that v is strict. Let B1 Ă B be a bounded subset, so gpB1q
is bounded and since u is strict we can find a bounded subset B2 Ă A such that
upB2q “ gpB1q. Hence, pi´1A pB2qXpi´1B pB1q “ B2ˆB1 is a bounded subset of A‘B,
therefore
P X pi´1A pB2q X pi´1B pB1q “ P X pB2 ˆB1q
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is a bounded subset of P . Moreover, since upB2q “ gpB1q we have that
B2 ˆB1 Ă P,
thus
vpB2 ˆB1q “ piB ˝ iαpB2 ˆB1q “ piBpB2 ˆB1q “ B1,
proving that v is strict.
Now consider the cocartesian square
(1.2.10.1)
C
uÝÝÝÝÑ B§§đg §§đf
A
vÝÝÝÝÑ S
where u is a strict monomorphism. If we set
α “ pg,´uq : C Ñ A‘B
then we have
S – Cokerα “ A‘B
αpCq
with the canonical morphisms iA : A Ñ A ‘ B, iB : B Ñ A ‘ B, qα : A ‘ B Ñ S
and
v “ qα ˝ iA, f “ qα ˝ iB.
v is injective because
vpxq “ 0 ñ pqα ˝ iAqpxq “ 0 ñ qαppx, 0qq “ 0 ñ
ñ px, 0q P αpCq ñ Dc P C|gpcq “ x,´upcq “ 0 ñ c “ 0 ñ x “ 0.
We have to show that v is strict. Let R Ă S be a bounded subset and R1 Ă A‘B
another one such that qαpR1q “ R. We must show that v´1pqαpR1qq is bounded in
A. By definition we can find RA Ă A and RB Ă B such that R1 Ă RA ˆRB, hence
v´1pqαpR1qq Ă v´1pqαpRA ˆRBqq “ v´1pqαpRA ˆ t0uq ` qαpt0u ˆRBqq “
“ v´1pqα ˝ iApRAqq ` v´1pqα ˝ iBpRBqq
because RA ˆRB “ pRA ˆ t0uq ` pt0u ˆRBq and v´1pR`R1q “ v´1pRq ` v´1pR1q,
and
v´1pqα ˝ iApRAqq ` v´1pqα ˝ iBpRBqq “ v´1pvpRAqq ` v´1pfpRBqq.
Since u is a monomorphism it has a set-theoretical left inverse u´1 and
u´1pRBq “ RB X C
which is bounded in C because u is a strict monomorphism and so C can be
(bornologically) identified with Im pCq Ă B. It is enough to show that v´1pfpRBqq Ă
gpu´1pRBqq, because g is a bounded map. So, since v is injective
x P v´1pfpRBqq ðñ x P fpRBqXIm pAq ðñ x P fpRBqXIm pv˝gq ðñ x P Im pf˝uq.
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Indeed, the inclusion fpRBq X Im pv ˝ gq Ă fpRBq X Im pAq is obvious. So, if x P
fpRBq X Im pAq it means that there exist a P A and b P B such that fpbq “ x and
vpaq “ x, hence
fpbq “ pqα ˝ iBqpbq “ qαpp0, bqq “ x “ vpaq “ pqα ˝ iAqpaq “ qαppa, 0qq
hence
qαppa, 0qq ´ qαpp0, bqq “ qαppa,´bqq “ 0 ñ pa,´bq P αpCq
and this implies that there exists c P C such that gpcq “ a and upcq “ b. Therefore,
we proved that Dy P RB X C such that fpupyqq “ x i.e. vpgpyqq P fpRBq which
implies that x “ gpyq P gpu´1pRBqq.
So, we have that
v´1pqαpR1qq Ă RA ` v´1pfpRBqq
is bounded because px, yq ÞÑ x`y is a bounded map. And this proves the proposition.
Remark 1.2.11. The proof of proposition 1.2.10 is in total analogy with the proof
proposition 1.8 of [51], which works for bornological vector spaces of convex type
over a non-trivially valued field. We remark that, in order to show that cocartesian
squares preserve strict monomorphisms, our generalization of the proof uses the
boundedness of the addition instead of using the absolute convex envelopes as done
in [51]. Thus, it can be applied to bornological vector space without any convexity
assumption.
Proposition 1.2.12. In the category BornpAbq direct sums and direct products
are kernel and cokernel preserving.
Proof. We show that direct sums are cokernel preserving. If pfi : Ei Ñ FiqiPI is a
family of morphisms of BornpAbq it is well-known that algebraically Coker p‘
iPI
fiq –À
iPI
Coker fi. We denote by α :
À
iPI
Fi Ñ Coker p‘
iPI
fiq and αi : Fi Ñ Coker pfiq the
canonical maps, so that we have the following diagram
À
iPI
Ei
À
iPI
Fi
À
iPI
Coker pfiq
Coker p‘
iPI
fiq
À
iPI
fi
À
iPI
αi
α
γ
.
Coker p‘
iPI
fiq carries the quotient bornology given by the map α and this bornology
can be described by the image of bounded subsets of
À
iPI
Fi. Thus, the bounded
subsets of Coker p‘
iPI
fiq are of the form αpBi1 ˆ ...ˆBinq for bounded subsets Bij Ă
Fij , hence the bornologies on Coker p‘
iPI
fiq and on À
iPI
Coker fi coincide.
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Let us show that direct sums are kernel preserving. Consider a family pui : Ei Ñ
FiqiPI of morphisms of BornpAbq and for any ui denote Ki the kernel of ui and
ki : Ki Ñ Ei the canonical morphisms. We have the diagram
0
À
iPI
Ki
À
iPI
Ei
À
iPI
Fi
Ker p‘
iPI
uiq
À
iPI
ki
À
iPI
ui
γ
α
.
where γ is an isomorphism of the underlying abelian groups. We show that it is also
an isomorphism of bornological abelian groups.
Let B be a bounded subset of
À
iPI
Ei. By corollary 1.2.7, it is sufficient to show
that
pà
iPI
kiq´1pBq
is a bounded subset of
À
iPI
Ki. Bounded subsets of
À
iPI
Ei are of the form B ĂÀ
iPI
Bi for
some bounded subset Bi Ă Ei where Bi “ t0u for almost all i. Moreover, k´1i pBiq
is a bounded subset of Ki for any i P I and k´1i pt0uq “ t0u Ă Ki because ki is
injective. It follows that
pà
iPI
kiq´1pBq “
à
iPI
pk´1i qpBiq
is a bounded subset of
À
iPI
Ki.
Analogous (dual) arguments work for direct products.
Remark 1.2.13. The property of being quasi-abelian of the category of bornologi-
cal abelian groups is also important when one wants to study sheaves of bornological
groups (especially bornological vector spaces or bornological modules) over a topo-
logical space because it allows to use the theory of quasi-abelian categories and
quasi-abelian sheaves developed by Schneiders [57].
1.3 Bornological rings
In this work the word ring will always mean a commutative ring with 1. Given
a ring pA,`, ¨q and a bornology B on A, the quadruple pA,`, ¨,Bq is said to be a
bornological ring if
1. pA,`,Bq is a bornological group;
2. the map px, yq ÞÑ x ¨ y is bounded with respect to the product bornology on
AˆA.
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Bornological rings (resp. domains, resp. fields) form a category, with bounded
homomorphisms as morphisms, which we denote BornpRingsq (resp. BornpDomq,
resp. BornpFieldsq). Let pA,Bq be a bornological ring and let f : C Ñ A (resp.
f : A Ñ C) be a homomorphism of rings, then pC, f˚Bq (resp. pC, f˚Bq with f
surjective) is a bornological ring and f is a morphism in BornpRingsq.
We say that a morphism f : A Ñ B in BornpRingsq is a strict morphism if it
is strict as morphism of the underlying abelian groups.
Lemma 1.3.1. Let A be a ring and pBiqiPI be a family of ring bornologies on A,
then
Ş
iPI
Bi is a ring bornology on A.
Proof. Similar to the proof of lemma 1.2.3.
Lemma 1.3.2. Let A be a ring and B a bornology on A, then B is a ring bornology
if and only if B has a basis tBiuiPI such that tBiuiPI is a basis for a group bornology
(for the additive group of A) and for every i, j P I
BiBj Ă Bi1 Y . . .YBin
for some i1, . . . , in P I.
Proof. Similar to the proof of lemma 1.2.4.
BornpRingsq admits small cofiltered limits and all small colimits which we now
describe. The products in BornpRingsq are just the set theoretic products equipped
with the product bornology. In the same way one can see that the forgetful functors
BornpRingsq Ñ BornpAbq and BornpRingsq Ñ Born commute with all small
cofiltered limits.
On the other hand, in the category of commutative rings coproducts are given by
tensor products and we can make them into bornological rings in the following way.
Given two morphisms RÑ A and RÑ B, their pushout is AbR B and in the case
R “ Z this is the coproduct (this definition extends naturally also for an arbitrary
family of morphisms, i.e. the coproduct of a small family of rings is represented
by the filtered colimit of all the finite tensor products over Z of all the finite sub-
families). Hence, it is enough to describe the bornology to put on the tensor product
of two rings that ensure the universal property of push-out is satisfied, because the
forgetful functor Rings Ñ Sets commutes with filtered colimits which implies that
the same is true for BornpRingsq Ñ Born. By lemma 1.3.1 the smallest ring
bornology which contains the images of the bornologies A and B by the canonical
maps to A bR B is the bornology we are looking for. More explicitly, denoting
iA : AÑ AbR B defined a ÞÑ ab 1 and iB : B Ñ AbR B defined b ÞÑ 1b b. Then,
we take as the bornology of A bR B the bornology generated by the family of all
subsets of A bR B obtained by applying a finite number of algebraic operations to
the image of the bounded subsets of A and B with respect to iA and iB.
So, BornpRingsq is cocomplete but none of the forgetful functors BornpRingsq Ñ
BornpAbq nor BornpRingsq Ñ Born commute with colimits.
Definition 1.3.3. A bornological ring pA,Bq is said non-archimedean if its subring
Z ¨ 1A is B-bounded and it is said archimedean otherwise.
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An archimedean bornological ring therefore contains Z as sub-object equipped
with a bornology for which it is an unbounded subset, and so it is necessarily of
characteristic 0.
Let pA,Bq be a bornological ring. We define
AB˝ “ tx P A|txnunPN P Bu
and we call it the subset of B-power bounded elements of A. Notice that AB˝ is a
submonoid of pA, ¨q containing ˘1 and 0, since for x, y P AB˝ we have
tpxyqnunPN Ă txnunPN ¨ tynunPN P B.
Let UBpAq denotes the subgroup of AB˝ consisting of its invertible elements,
i.e. x P UBpAq if and only if x´1 P AB˝. It is clear that UBpAq is the unique minimal
face1 of the monoid AB˝, so the complement A
˝
B˝ “ AB˝zUBpAq is the unique maximal
ideal of the monoid.
We note also that if ϕ : pA1,B1q Ñ pA2,B2q is a morphism of bornological rings
then ϕpA1˝q Ă A2˝, because if txnunPN Ă A1 is a bounded subset then ϕptxnunPNq “
tϕpxqnunPN must be bounded in A2. Hence, we get a functor ˝ : BornpRingsq Ñ
Monoids from the category of bornological rings to the category of abelian monoids.
Proposition 1.3.4. Let pA,Bq be a bornological ring then AB˝ is a saturated sub-
monoid of pA, ¨q, in the sense that if x P A and there exists n ą 0 such that xn P AB˝
then x P AB˝.
Proof. Suppose that x P A and that there exists n ą 0 such that xn P AB˝. Then
P “ tpxnqmumPN is a bounded subset of pA,Bq. Hence, xP , x2P , . . ., xn´1P are
B-bounded subsets and the subset
P Y xP Y . . .Y xn´1P “ txnunPN P B
i.e. x P AB˝.
1.3.1 Convexity on bornological rings
We introduce the notion of convexity over a bornological ring.
Notation 1.3.5. Let pA,Bq be a bornological ring. For all n “ 1, 2, 3, . . . we define
RnpAB˝q Ă An as the set of n-tuples pλ1, . . . , λnq P An such that for all x1, . . . , xn P
AB˝
nÿ
i“1
λixi P AB˝.
We define
RBpAq “
8ď
n“1
RnBpAq
where, if m ě n, we identify RnBpAq with the subset of RmB pAq of m-tuples with the
last m´ n zero coordinates.
1A face in a monoid pM, ¨q, commutative with 1, is a submonoid F Ă M such that, @x, y P
M,xy P F ðñ x P F and y P F . An ideal of M is a subset I ĂM such that M ¨ I Ă I.
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Definition 1.3.6. Let pA,Bq be a bornological ring and V an A-module. A subset
S Ă V is said absolutely convex if for all n P N, for all x1, . . . , xn P S and all
pλ1, . . . , λnq P RnpAB˝q one has that
nÿ
i“1
λixi P S.
For S Ă V , the absolutely convex hull ΓBpSq of S in V is defined by the intersection
of all absolutely convex subsets of V containing S.
Proposition 1.3.7. Let pA,Bq be a bornological ring and V an A-module. The
intersection of any family of absolutely convex subsets of V is absolutely convex,
hence the definition of absolutely convex hull is well posed.
Proof. Let tSi Ă V uiPI be a family of absolutely convex subsets of V . Let x1, . . . , xn PŞ
iPI
Si and pλ1, . . . , λnq P RnpAB˝q then by hypothesis
nÿ
j“1
λjxj P Si
for all Si’s, hence
nÿ
j“1
λjxj P
č
iPI
Si
so
Ş
iPI
Si is absolutely convex.
The following, easy-to-show properties, are useful.
Lemma 1.3.8. Let pA,Bq be a bornological ring then
1. RnpAB˝q Ă pAB˝qn;
2. let pλ1, . . . , λnq P RnpAB˝q, then for any pa1, . . . , anq P AB˝ we have that pλ1a1, . . . , λnanq P
RnpAB˝q, i.e. RnpAB˝q is an ideal in pAB˝qn with respect to the direct product
monoid structure.
Proof. 1. Since 0, 1 P AB˝ by taking x1 “ 1, x2 “ 0, . . . , xn “ 0 we see that
nÿ
i“1
λixi P AB˝
implies RnpAB˝q Ă pAB˝qn.
2. If pλ1, . . . , λnq P RnpAB˝q, pa1, . . . , anq P AB˝ and it is given any other n-tuple
pb1, . . . , bnq P AB˝ then
nÿ
i“1
λiaibi “
nÿ
i“1
λipaibiq
and since AB˝ is a monoid then aibi P AB˝. Thus,
nř
i“1
λipaibiq “
nř
i“1
pλiaiqbi P AB˝,
which means that pλ1a1, . . . , λnanq P RnpAB˝q.
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Proposition 1.3.9. Let pA,Bq be a bornological ring and V an A-module. For all
S Ă V one has
ΓBpSq “
#
nÿ
i“1
λixi|n “ 1, 2, . . . , pλ1, . . . , λnq P RnpAB˝q, x1, . . . , xn P S
+
.
Proof. Let T be an absolutely convex subset of V containing S, then
ΓBpSq Ă T
by the definition of absolutely convex subset and the fact that S Ă T . Thus, we
only need to check that ΓBpSq is itself absolutely convex. Let x1, . . . , xn P ΓBpSq
and pλ1, . . . , λnq P RnpAB˝q, so
nÿ
i“1
λixi “
nÿ
i“1
λi
miÿ
j“1
µi,jsi,j
with pµi,1, . . . , µi,miq P RmipAB˝q and si,j P S. So, the only thing left to show is that
pλ1µ1,1, λ1µ1,2, . . . , λnµn,mnq P RmpAB˝q where m “
nř
i“1
mi. Let pai,jq P pAB˝qm, then
for all i
a˜i “
miÿ
j“1
µi,jai,j P AB˝
by the choice of the µi,j . Since by the lemma 1.3.8 RnpAB˝q is an ideal of the monoid
pAB˝qn we have that pλ1a˜1, . . . , λna˜nq P RnpAB˝q, which implies that
nř
i“1
λixi P ΓBpSq.
So, the proposition is proved.
Proposition 1.3.10. The definition of absolutely convex subset of an A-module
coincides with the usual definition for A “ R,C or for A a non-archimedean field,
equipped with the bornologies induced by the valuations.
Proof. For A “ R,C and V an A-vector space, a subset S of V is absolutely convex
in the classical sense if for any λ1, . . . , λn P A with
nř
i“1
|λi| ď 1, and any x1, . . . , xn P S
it happens that
nř
i“1
λixi P S. So, we have to show that, if A “ R,C then
pλ1, . . . , λnq P RnpAB˝q ðñ
nÿ
i“1
|λi| ď 1.
If pλ1, . . . , λnq P RnBpAq, we consider the elements xi “ |λi|λi P AB˝ “ DCp0, 1`q
.“
tx P C||x| ď 1u, for i “ 1, 2, . . . , n. So, by definitionˇˇˇˇ
ˇ nÿ
i“1
λixi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ nÿ
i“1
λi
|λi|
λi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ nÿ
i“1
|λi| ď 1.
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For the converse, if λ1, . . . , λn P C are such that
nř
i“1
|λi| ď 1, then for any x1, . . . , xn P
DCp0, 1`q, we have ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ nÿ
i“1
λixi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď nÿ
i“1
|λi||xi| ď
nÿ
i“1
|λi| ď 1.
If A is a non-archimedean field, we call R its ring of integers, and let V be an A-
vector space. A subset S of V is usually said to be absolutely convex if it is an
R-submodule of V . On the other hand
pλ1, . . . , λnq P RnpAB˝q ðñ λi P R,@i “ 1, . . . , n,
is an immediate consequence of the non-archimedean nature of A which implies that
R “ AB˝ is a subring of A.
The data tRnpAB˝qunPN is equivalent to the generalized ring ΣAB˝ associated to the
inclusion of monoids AB˝ãÑA, defined definition B.2.4. Moreover, using the language
of generalized rings, a subset X Ă A is absolutely convex if and only if it is a
ΣAB˝ -submodule of A.
So, up to now, we have showed that given any bounded morphism of bornological
rings f : pA,BAq Ñ pB,BBq we get the following commutative diagram of maps of
monoids
A B
AB˝A BB˝B
f
f˝
.
Hence, it is natural to ask whether this map gives rise to a map of generalized rings
making the following diagram commutative
ΣA ΣB
ΣAB˝A
ΣBB˝B
f
f˝
.
Thanks to proposition B.2.7 we know that this is always the case.
1.4 Bornological modules
In this section A denotes a bornological ring (always commutative with identity)
and E denotes an A-module.
Definition 1.4.1. We say that E is a bornological module over A if E is equipped
with a group bornology for which the map pλ, xq : pA ˆ Eq Ñ E defined x ÞÑ λx is
bounded.
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In total analogy with previous sections we can define the category of bornological
modules over A whose morphism are bounded homomorphism of modules and it will
be denote with BornpModAq. The results that we discussed for the category of
bornological groups easily extend to BornpModAq. We only list these properties,
without giving proves.
1. BornpModAq is complete and cocomplete and the forgetful functor to the
category of A-modules commutes with both limits and colimits;
2. BornpModAq is additive and admits kernel and cokernel;
3. Given a morphism of bornological modules f : E Ñ F , we have that
(a) Ker f “ f´1p0q endowed with the subspace bornology;
(b) Coker f “ F {fpEq endowed with the quotient bornology;
(c) Im f “ fpEq endowed with the bornology induced by the inclusion fpEqãÑF ;
(d) Coim f “ E{f´1p0q endowed with the quotient bornology.
4. BornpModAq is quasi-abelian.
In the next chapter we recall the rich theory of bornological vector spaces over
a valued field.
1.5 The language of halos and the tropical addition
We recall here some definitions used by Paugam in [47], which will be useful in the
next sections.
Definition 1.5.1. A halo is a semiring A, with an identity, whose underlying set
is equipped with a partial order ď which is compatible with its operations: x ď z
and y ď t implies xy ď zt and x` y ď z ` t. A morphism between two halos is an
increasing map f : AÑ B which is submultiplicative, i.e. fp1q “ 1 and
fpabq ď fpaqfpbq,@a, b P A
and subadditive, i.e. fp0q “ 0 and
fpa` bq ď fpaq ` fpbq,@a, b P A.
A halo morphism is called
• square-multiplicative if fpa2q “ fpaq2 for all a P A;
• power-multiplicative if fpanq “ fpaqn for all a P A and n P N;
• multiplicative if fpabq “ fpaqfpbq for all a, b P A.
The class of halos with halo morphisms form a category that is denoted Halos.
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Lemma 1.5.2. On a ring A there exists only one halo structure, up to isomor-
phisms. This structure is given by the trivial order on A.
Proof. [47], Lemma 1.
Remark 1.5.3. This lemma not only implies that there exists a canonical functor
that embeds the category of rings in the category of halos, but also that this functor
is fully faithful. Indeed, the inequalities in the subadditivity and submultiplicativity
conditions for halo morphisms become equalities when the halos are equipped with
the trivial order.
In the next definition we change the names used in [47] a little, for our conve-
nience.
Definition 1.5.4. Let R be a halo. We say that R is
• positive, if 0 ă 1;
• a pre-aura, if R is a semifield, i.e. if R´ t0u is a group for the multiplication
operation;
• an aura, if R is a positive pre-aura whose order is total;
• tropical, if it is totally ordered and @a, b P R we have that a` b “ maxta, bu.
Definition 1.5.5. Let A be a ring and R an aura. A (generalized) seminorm on A
with values on R is a halo morphism | ¨ | : AÑ R.
In the following chapters we use the language of halos as a shortcut to deal
at the same time with archimedean and non-archimedean seminorms over algebras
over valued fields. Our use of the concepts we have introduced in this section aims
at having a better notation for dealing with normed algebras over archimedean
and non-archimedean base fields at the same time. In particular, when we deal
with an algebra A over a non-archimedean valued field k, we (tacitly) equip Rě0
with its structure of tropical aura in order to obtain from the triangle inequality of
definition 1.5.5, formally written |a`b| ď |a|`|b|, the ultrametric triangle inequality
|a ` b| ď maxt|a|, |b|u. Moreover, this will be handy in dealing with power-series
over k and the summation norm on
8ř
i“0
aiX
i P kvXw which will be formally written
}
8ÿ
i“0
aiX
i} “
8ÿ
i“0
|ai|
but its meaning is different with respect to the halos structure considered on Rě0.
If we are working on an archimedean valued field the summation symbol stands
for the usual addition between real numbers whereas if we are dealing with a non-
archimedean one it stands for tropical addition. From now on we will adopt this
convention (we will also have the care of remind the reader about this fact in its
most important uses).
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Finally, we remark that when we deal with algebras over a non-archimedean
valued field, this convention implies that we work in a full subcategory of the cate-
gory of all seminormed algebras, i.e. precisely the one endowed with an ultrametric
seminorm. Indeed, we are avoiding to consider algebras which are endowed with a
seminorm which does not satisfy the ultrametric triangle inequality when they are
defined over a non-archimedean valued field (considered as pathological objects by
some authors). This is a point we must keep in mind especially when we state the
universal properties of the algebras that we will study in the following chapters.
In particular, from this choice it depends the correct statement of the universal
properties characterizing the Tate’s algebras over non-archimedean valued fields.
Chapter 2
Bornological spectra and
power-series
This chapter is devoted to the study of bornological algebras over a non-trivially
valued complete field, archimedean or non-archimedean. Some results of this chapter
can be found in some form in literature, in different contexts or less generality. This
chapter is not meant to be an encyclopaedic collection of results on bornological
algebras. Its aim is to study bornological algebra as far as needed in next chapters,
mainly to have a well-established theory over which we can base the theory of dagger
affinoid algebras.
In the first section we define the notion of spectrum of a bornological algebra.
This notion naturally extends Berkovich’s notion of the spectrum of a seminormed
algebra and it is functorially, contravariantly, attached to bornological algebras.
Thus, for a bornological algebra A, its spectrum MpAq is defined as a suitable
set of multiplicative and bounded seminorms over A and equipped with the weak
topology obtained pulling back the topology of Rě0. The most interesting fact about
this spectra is that we can show that, for a large class of bornological algebras,
MpAq is a non-empty, Hausdorff and compact topological space. After this, we
show some results about power-series rings of bornological algebras. In particular
we characterize the rings AxXy and AxXy: of strictly convergent and overconvergent
power-series over a bornological algebra by a universal property and study some of
their basic properties. In particular, we show that the associations A ÞÑ AxXy and
A ÞÑ AxXy: preserve several properties of the algebra A we care about.
We end this chapter by recalling some results on spectra of locally convex topo-
logical algebras which are often found in literature explained only over C, but which
are valid over any valued field, and we relate these with our results on bornological
algebras.
2.1 Spectra of bornological algebras
Let pk, | ¨ |q be a fixed field complete with respect to a non-trivial absolute value
| ¨ | : k Ñ Rě0. From now on, all vector spaces and algebras are defined over k. It is
clear that the valuation on k induces a bornology given by subsets B Ă k such that
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|B| ă C for some C P Rě0. We call this bornology canonical and we denote it by
B|¨|.
Definition 2.1.1. A vector space E over k is said to be a bornological vector
space if on E is defined a bornology compatible with the structure of vector space,
i.e. the vector sum and the multiplication by scalars are bounded maps, where on k
we consider the canonical bornology given by | ¨ |. In other words, E is a bornological
module over the bornological ring pk,B|¨|q.
As we saw in the previous chapter the category of bornological vector spaces is
complete, cocomplete and quasi-abelian. We are interested in studying bornologies
over k-vector spaces which can be defined by mean of seminorms. Thus, we recall
now some results and definitions about the theory of bornological vector spaces of
convex type.
Definition 2.1.2. Let E be a k-vector space and A Ă E an absolutely convex
subset, also called disks (see [37], page 80 for the definition of disks). We associate
to A the gauge or Minkowski functional µA : E Ñ Rě0 defined by
µApxq .“ inf
λPk t|λ||x P λAu ,
which is a seminorm. We denote EA the vector subspace of E generated by A
equipped with the seminorm given by the gauge µA.
The unit ball of a seminormed k-vector space E is an absolutely convex subset of
E whose gauge coincides with the given seminorm. It is therefore possible to show
that there is a bijective correspondence between seminorms on E and absorbing
absolutely convex subsets of E modulo a suitable equivalence relation, that we will
not describe here since is not interesting for our scopes. It is also clear that the family
of all bounded subsets of a seminormed space induces a structure of bornological
pk,B|¨|q-module on E. The family of balls of all possible radii is a base for this
bornology which hence has a base made of absolutely convex subsets. So, in next
definition we want to generalize these properties of seminormed spaces.
Definition 2.1.3. A bornological vector space E over k is said of convex type if
there exists a base for the bornology consisting of absolutely convex subsets of E.
This is the same as saying that E is a filtered inductive limit, calculated in the
category of bornological vector spaces, of seminormed vector spaces (equipped with
their canonical bornology induced by the seminorms) as shown by Houzel in [37]
proposition 1, page 92. Explicitly, let E be a bornological vector space of convex
type over k and let BE denote the family of bounded disks of E, then
(2.1.3.1) E – limÑ
BPBE
EB
in BornpModkq. On the other hand, it is easy to verify that given any inductive
system tEiuiPI of seminormed spaces, then the canonical bornologies of the semi-
norms of Ei induce on E “ limÑ
iPI
Ei a bornology of convex type. More precisely, one
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can show that the category of bornological vector spaces of convex type is equiva-
lent to the full subcategory defined by the essentially monomorphic objects in the
category of Ind-objects of the category of seminormed spaces, cf. [51] corollary 3.5.
So, from now on, we will make no difference between a bornological vector space
and a monomorphic inductive system that represents it in the category of IndpSnkq.
We will denote with Bornk the full subcategory of BornpModkq identified by the
bornological vector spaces of convex type.
Definition 2.1.4. Let E be a bornological vector space of convex type and consider
the system limÑ
BPBE
EB of equation 2.1.3.1 which represents E. Then,
• E is said to be separated if each EB is normed;
• E is said to be complete if limÑ
BPBE
EB admits a final subsystem for which each
EB is a k-Banach space.
We will denote by SBornk (resp. CBornk) the full subcategories of Bornk
identified by the separated (resp. complete) bornological vector spaces.
Proposition 2.1.5. A bornological vector space of convex type is complete if and
only if
E – limÑ
iPI
Ei
for a monomorphic filtered system where all Ei are k-Banach spaces.
Proof. [37] page 96, proposition 7.
It is not difficult to check that this last proposition implies that CBornk is
equivalent to the full subcategory of IndpBankq identified by essentially monomor-
phic inductive systems, see proposition 5.15 of [51]. The analogous result also hold
for SBornk which is equivalent to the full full subcategory of IndpNrmkq made of
essentially monomorphic objects, cf. corollary 4.20 of [51].
Notation 2.1.6. We denote by Topk the category of locally convex topological
vector spaces over k whose morphisms are continuous linear maps of vector spaces.
We recall that Houzel in [37] has defined two functors b : Topk Ñ Bornk,
t : Bornk Ñ Topk and that these functors are adjoints. More precisely, t is the
left adjoint functor of b. We recall briefly how these functors are defined: Let
pE, T q be a topological vector space, the canonical bornology on E is defined by the
family of subsets B Ă E such that for any open neighborhood of 0 there exists a
λ P kˆ with B Ă λU ; i.e. the bounded subsets are the subsets absorbed by any
open neighborhood of 0 P E. It is easy to check that this family induces on E the
structure of a bornological vector space which is of convex type if E is a locally
convex vector space. This association is functorial and is precisely the definition
of the functor b, i.e. pE, T qb is the bornological vector space obtained equipping E
with the canonical (also called von Neumann) bornology.
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On the other hand, if we have a bornological vector space pE,Bq, then the family
of subsets which absorb all bounded subsets of E forms a filter of neighborhoods of
0 which induces a topology on E which endows E with a structure of topological
vector space which turns out to be a locally convex space if pE,Bq is of convex type.
The association of this topology is functorial, is denoted by pE,Bqt and is called the
topology of bornivorous subsets.
Definition 2.1.7. A bornological vector space E over k is said to be normal if
pEtqb – E. The same definition is given for a topological vector space E, which is
normal if pEbqt – E.
The full subcategories of normal bornological and topological vector spaces are
equivalent by mean of the functors b and t. These subcategories are very useful
since they are the categories where the concepts of boundedness and of continuity
of linear maps are equivalent.
Example 2.1.8. 1. Metrizable, bornological or topological, vector spaces are
normal, cf. [37] page 109.
2. Normal topological vector spaces are what Bourbaki calls “bornological locally
convex spaces”, cf. definition 1 in page III.12 of [16].
3. In next chapters we will work with LF-spaces1, defined as monomorphic count-
able filtrant direct limits of Fre´chet spaces, and very often LB-space i.e. monomor-
phic countable filtrant direct limits of Banach spaces. On these spaces one can
consider the locally convex direct limit topology which has the main drawback
of being not easy to deal with. For example, it is known that no LB-space
(our main object of study in the following) is metrizable as topological vector
space. This implies that the family of neighborhoods of zero is not count-
able. We can simplify the handling of such spaces by equipping them with
the direct limit bornology, which has a countable base, it is easy to describe
and often contains the same amount of information of the direct limit locally
convex topology. LF-spaces are not always normal and there are many works
in literature studying normality of some classes of LF-spaces.
4. Our main example of LB-space is the Washnitzer algebra defined by Grosse-
Klo¨nne [32] as the colimit
Wnk “ limÑ
ρą1
ρP?kˆ
Tnk pρq
where Tnk pρq are the Tate algebras for the polydisk of radius ρ for a non-
archimedean field k. We will see that Wnk is a normal and LF-regular LB-
space.
1What we call LF-spaces are sometimes called generalized LF-spaces by some authors. This
happens mainly when the term LF-space is reserved for what other authors call strict LF-spaces;
we follow the nomenclature of calling strict LF-space the ones defined by inductive systems with
strict monomorphism and use LF-space otherwise.
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So, on a normal bornological vector space we do not lose any information by
considering the canonical topology associated to it and vice-versa. It is known that
if E is a complete locally convex vector space then Eb is a complete bornological
vector space. But it is possible that Eb is bornologically complete even if E is not
complete. A common issue when dealing with the functors b and t is whether they
commute with some particular kind of limits or colimits.
Proposition 2.1.9. Let tEiuiPI be any directed family of bornological vector spaces
of convex type then
1. plimÑ
iPI
Eiqt – limÑ
iPI
Eti ;
2. if I “ N, with the canonical order, and the morphisms En`1 Ñ En are strict
epimorphisms then plimÐ
iPI
Eiqt – limÐ
iPI
Eti .
Let tEiuiPI be any directed family of locally convex topological vector spaces then
1. plimÐ
iPI
Eiqb – limÐ
iPI
Ebi ;
2. if I “ N, with the canonical order, and the morphisms En Ñ En`1 are closed
strict monomorphisms then plimÑ
iPI
Eiqb – limÑ
iPI
Ebi .
Proof. The commutation of t with colimits and b with limits follows from the fact
that they form an adjoint pair of functors. For the other claims we refer to [37]
pages 104-105.
Although last proposition will be very useful, it is not enough for all our purposes
and we will need stronger results that we will show in next chapters. The following
property gives an idea of why bornological vector spaces are suitable for studying
direct limits of seminormed spaces.
Proposition 2.1.10. The forgetful functor Bornk Ñ BornpModkq from the cate-
gory of bornological vector spaces of convex type to the category of bornological vector
spaces commutes with all colimits.
Proof. [37] page 95.
The previous property is in contrast with what one meets in the theory of locally
convex topological vector space, for which the forgetful functor to the category of
topological vector spaces commutes with limits but not with colimits, making it hard
to understand locally convex direct limit topologies.
So, after this recall of the theory of bornological vector spaces we start the study
of the main objects of this section: Bornological algebras over k.
Definition 2.1.11. A bornological vector space A over k equipped with a bilinear
associative function A ˆ A Ñ A, called multiplication map, is said a bornological
k-algebra if the multiplication map is bounded. We always suppose that A has an
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identity and that the multiplication is commutative. A morphism of bornological
algebras is a bounded linear map that preserves multiplication and maps 1 to 1. We
denote by BornpAlgkq the category of bornological algebras over k.
Thus, there is an inclusion functor BornpAlgkqãÑBornpRingsq. It is easy to
check that this functor commutes with any kind of limit (for the ones that ex-
ist) and colimit. We can compose the functors BornpAlgkqãÑBornpRingsq
˝Ñ
Monoids, where the functor ˝ is the one defined so far. So, given an element
A P ob pBornpAlgkqq we will write
A˝ .“  f P A|tf, f2, ...u is bounded(
for the subset of power-bounded elements of A.
Definition 2.1.12. A bornological algebra A P ob pBornpAlgkqq is said multiplica-
tively convex (or simply m-algebra) if
A – limÑ
iPI
Ai
in the category of bornological algebras, with Ai seminormed algebras.
Remark 2.1.13. The important request in the previous definition is that the maps
of the system limÑ
iPI
Ai are required to be algebras morphisms and not only linear maps!
Definition 2.1.14. Let A be a multiplicatively convex bornological algebra we say
that A is complete if there is an isomorphism
A – limÑ
iPI
Ai
where the system is filtered, the system morphisms ϕi,j are monomorphisms of the
underlying bornological spaces and Ai are k-Banach algebras.
We denote by {BornpAlgkq the full subcategory of BornpAlgkq identified by
complete bornological algebras.
Proposition 2.1.15. The underlying bornological vector space of a complete bornolog-
ical algebra is a complete bornological vector space.
Proof. Immediate consequence of proposition 2.1.10.
The inclusion {BornpAlgkqãÑBornpAlgkq commutes with monomorphic filtered
colimits. Notice that given a multiplicatively convex bornological algebra A – limÑ
iPI
Ai
such that the system is filtered and monomorphic it is not clear that the completionpA – limÑ
iPI
pAi is well defined, where pAi is the separated completion of Ai. This is
due to the fact that the completion functor, also considered on the category of
normed k-algebras, does not preserve monomorphisms in general. Since we only
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work with complete algebras we do not discuss the issue of defining the completion
of bornological m-algebras.
The notion of multiplicatively convex bornological algebra that we defined, fol-
lowing Houzel’s ideas from [38], is equivalent to the notion of locally multiplicative
bornological algebra introduced by Meyer in [46], cf. theorem 3.10 and definition
3.11. Meyer discusses only the archimedean case of the theory but his arguments
easily extend to any non-trivially valued complete base field. Following Meyer we
have the next proposition.
Proposition 2.1.16. The category of multiplicatively convex bornological algebras
is closed under the following operations:
1. subalgebras, equipped with the induced bornology, of bornological m-algebras are
m-algebras;
2. all kind of small colimits;
3. finite limits (when they exist);
where all limits and colimits are calculated in BornpAlgkq.
Proof. [46] lemma 3.18, page 113.
As immediate corollary we have the following result.
Corollary 2.1.17. The following are equivalent:
1. A is a multiplicatively convex bornological algebra;
2. A can be written as a monomorphic filtered direct limit of seminormed algebras.
Definition 2.1.18. Let A be a bornological vector space. We say that a seminorm
} ¨ } : A Ñ Rě0 is bounded if it is bounded as map in the category of bornological
sets, with Rě0 equipped with the canonical metric bornology.
We will be interested to study a particular kind of bounded seminorms defined
over bornological algebras.
Definition 2.1.19. Let A be a bornological algebra over k. A seminorm } ¨ } : AÑ
Rě0 is said to be compatible with the vatuation on k if the restriction of } ¨ } to k is
equal to the valuation on k, i.e. that the following diagram
k A
Rě0
i
} ¨ }
| ¨ |
is commmutative.
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Definition 2.1.20. Let A be a bornological algebra. The bornological spectrum (or
simply the spectrum) of A is the set MpAq of all bounded multiplicative seminorms
compatible with the valuation on k. MpAq is equipped with the weakest topology such
that all maps MpAq Ñ R` defined } ¨ } ÞÑ }f}, for f P A, are continuous.
The classical definition of boundedness for seminorms, for example as defined
in the first chapter of [10], says that | ¨ |2 : A Ñ R` is bounded with respect to
| ¨ |1 : AÑ R` if there exist a constant C ą 0 such that
|f |2 ď C|f |1
for all f P A, where A can be a general Banach (or normed) ring, not necessarily a
k-algebra. We now check that our definitions naturally extend the classical ones for
k-algebras, while this is no longer true for a general Banach ring.
Proposition 2.1.21. Let pA, | ¨ |q be a seminormed k-algebra, in classical sense. If
| ¨ | is non-trivial and multiplicative then it is also compatible with the valuation on
k.
Proof. Quotienting by the kernel of | ¨ | we can reduce the proof to the case when A is
normed, since by hypothesis Ker p| ¨ |q ‰ A. Then, since k is a complete valued field
and | ¨ | is a norm this implies that | ¨ | is compatible with the valuation on k because
the restriction of | ¨ | is a valuation on k and therefore uniquely determined.
Proposition 2.1.22. Let pA, | ¨ |1q be a seminormed algebra over k, in the classical
sense, and | ¨ |2 : A Ñ R` a multiplicative seminorm. Then, | ¨ |2 is bounded with
respect to | ¨ |1 in the sense of [10] if and only if it is in the sense of definition 2.1.18.
Proof. Suppose that | ¨ |2 is bounded with respect to | ¨ |1 in the sense of [10]. This
means that if B Ă A is bounded for | ¨ |1, i.e. there exists a ρ P R` such that
|f |1 ď ρ
for each f P B, then
|f |2 ď ρC
for some constant C. This means that each bounded subset, with respect to | ¨ |1,
is mapped to a bounded subset in Rě0 by | ¨ |2, i.e. | ¨ |2 is a bounded map of
bornological sets, when A is equipped with the bornology induced by the subsets
which are bounded for the seminorm | ¨ |1. This shows one implication.
On the other hand, suppose that the bornology induced by | ¨ |2 is coarser than
the bornology induced by | ¨ |1. This means that each bounded subset for | ¨ |1 is
bounded for | ¨ |2. Then, we have
|D|¨|1p0, 1`q|2 Ă r0, Cs
for some C P R` (where D|¨|1p0, 1`q denotes the closed ball of radius 1, centered in
0 for the seminorm | ¨ |1), which is equivalent to say that
|f |2 ď C
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for each f P D|¨|1p0, 1`q. Given an arbitrary f P A, then we can always find a λ P k
such that1 for any  ą 0
1´  ď |λ´1f |1 ď 1 ñ |λ´1f |2 ď C.
So
|f |2 ď C|λ|2 “ C|λ| ď Cp1´ q |f |1
where we use the fact that | ¨ |2 is multiplicative and proposition 2.1.21. Last in-
equality implies that | ¨ |2 is bounded with respect to | ¨ |1, in classical sense.
Corollary 2.1.23. Let pA, | ¨ |1q be a seminormed algebra over k, in the classical
sense, then the bornological spectrum of A coincides with the spectrum of A in the
sense of Berkovich.
Proof. Let | ¨ |2 be an element of the Berkovich’s spectrum of pA, | ¨ |1q. Then pA, | ¨ |2q
is a multiplicative seminormed algebra, thus by proposition 2.1.21 it is compatible
with the valuation of k and by proposition 2.1.22 it is bounded in bornological sense.
Therefore it is an element of the bornological spectrum of pA, | ¨ |1q. On the other
hand, by proposition 2.1.22 every element of the bornological spectrum of pA, | ¨ |1q
defines an element of the Berkovich’s spectrum, which hence coincides with the
bornological spectrum.
Remark 2.1.24. From now on, when we talk of seminorms on a bornological algebra
we always assume them to be compatible with the valuation of k.
Remark 2.1.25. The statement of proposition 2.1.22 is false over a general normed
ring. Consider for example the ring Z equipped with the trivial valuation | ¨ |0 and a
p-adic valuation | ¨ |p for a prime p. If we look at them as maps of bornological sets
with respect to the bornology they pullback from Rě0, we see that both | ¨ |0 and
| ¨ |p induce the chaotic bornology on Z. Thus, they induces the same bornology on
Z and hence they are equivalent from a bornological point of view. Instead, if now
we apply the classical definition of boundedness, in one case we see that |n|p ď 1 for
every n ‰ 0 which shows that
|n|p ď |n|0
for every n, hence | ¨ |p is bounded with respect to | ¨ |0 in the usual sense. But on
the other hand
|pn|p “ 1
pn
can be arbitrarily near to 0 so there does not exists a constant C ą 0 such that
|n|0 ď C|n|p
for each n P Z.
1For non-archimedean base fields, finding such a λ P k is always possible if the norm | ¨ |1 is solid,
in sense of definition 2.1.10 of [49]. By Theorem 2.1.11 of ibid. we can always find an equivalent
seminorm to | ¨ |1 which is solid and hence we can always suppose that | ¨ |1 is solid, because the
boundedness of | ¨ |2 with respect to | ¨ |1 only depends on the equivalence class of | ¨ |1.
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We denote by U : BornpAlgkq Ñ Born the forgetful functor from the category
of bornological algebras to the category of bornological sets.
Lemma 2.1.26. Let A “ limÑ
iPI
pAi, | ¨ |iq be a bornological multiplicatively convex
algebra which satisfies the condition
limÑ
iPI
UpAiq – UplimÑ
iPI
Aiq.
Then, a seminorm } ¨ } : AÑ Rě0 is bounded if and only if } ¨ } ˝ αi is bounded with
respect to | ¨ |i for each i P I (where αi : Ai Ñ A are the canonical morphisms).
Proof. Let } ¨ } : A Ñ Rě0 be a bounded seminorm and let αi : Ai Ñ A be the
canonical morphisms. Each }¨}˝αi is a seminorm on Ai and since it is a composition
of bounded maps, it is bounded.
Now let } ¨ } : A Ñ Rě0 be a seminorm such that the map } ¨ } ˝ αi is bounded
for every i. We have the following canonical maps of bornological sets
UpAiq UpαiqÑ limÑ
iPI
UpAiq JÑ UplimÑ
iPI
Aiq }¨}Ñ Rě0.
By the universal property of the direct limit J ˝ } ¨ } is bounded if and only if
Upαiq ˝ J ˝ } ¨ } are bounded for each i. Thus, the same is true for } ¨ } if J is an
isomorphism of plain bornological sets.
It is known that the property stated in last lemma may fail if limÑ
iPI
UpAiq fl
UplimÑ
iPI
Aiq, for example one can check that MpT 2k q fl MpTkq ˆMpTkq where Tk
is the Tate algebra over the non-archimedean field k. Nevertheless, this lemma
applies in the following interesting case.
Proposition 2.1.27. Let A “ limÑ
iPI
Ai be bornological multiplicatively convex algebra,
then
limÑ
iPI
UpAiq – UplimÑ
iPI
Aiq,
if the limit limÑ
iPI
Ai is filtered.
Proof. The forgetful functor BornpAlgkq Ñ Algk and the forgetful functor Born Ñ
Sets, from bornological sets to sets, commute with all limits and colimits. Thanks
to the commutative square of forgetful functors
BornpAlgkq Algk
Born Sets
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it is enough to check that the functor Algk Ñ Sets commutes with filtered colimits.
This is proved in [1], Example 13.2 (2).
Corollary 2.1.28. Let A “ limÑ
iPI
pAi, | ¨ |iq be a bornological multiplicatively convex
algebra, where the inductive limit is filtered. Then, a seminorm } ¨ } : A Ñ Rě0 is
bounded if and only if } ¨ } ˝ αi is bounded with respect to | ¨ |i for each i P I (where
αi : Ai Ñ A are the canonical morphisms).
Proof. Thanks to proposition 2.1.27 we can apply lemma 2.1.26 to the system
limÑ
iPI
pAi, | ¨ |iq to deduce the corollary.
Lemma 2.1.29. Let A “ limÑ
iPI
pAi, | ¨ |iq be a multiplicatively convex bornological
algebra such that limÑ
iPI
UpAiq – UplimÑ
iPI
Aiq. A seminorm }¨} : AÑ Rě0 is multiplicative
if and only if } ¨ } ˝ αi is multiplicative for any i.
Proof. Let }¨} : AÑ R` be a multiplicative seminorm, then }¨}˝αi is multiplicative
because αi is an algebra morphism.
Suppose now that each } ¨ } ˝ αi is multiplicative. This means that
p} ¨ } ˝ αiqpxyq “ p} ¨ } ˝ αiqpxqp} ¨ } ˝ αiqpyq
for all x, y P Ai, i.e.
}αipxyq} “ }αipxq}}αipyq} ñ }αipxqαipyq} “ }αipxq}}αipyq}.
The condition limÑ
iPI
UpAiq – UplimÑ
iPI
Aiq ensure that any couple of elements x, y P A
is in the set-theoretic image of some Ai, and hence the assertion of the lemma is
proved.
Next one is our main result about spectra of bornological algebras.
Theorem 2.1.30. Let A “ limÑ
iPI
Ai be a multiplicatively convex bornological algebra
for which
limÑ
iPI
UpAiq – UplimÑ
iPI
Aiq.
Then, MpAq is a compact Hausdorff topological space, which is always non-empty.
Proof. Reasoning as in lemma 2.1.29 it is easy to see that a seminorm on A is
compatible with the valuation of k if and only if its pullback on Ai is a compatible
seminorm over k for every i P I. Combining lemma 2.1.29 and corollary 2.1.28 we
see that to give an element } ¨ } PMpAq is equivalent to give a system of bounded
multiplicative seminorms | ¨ |i : Ai Ñ Rě0 such that
| ¨ |j ˝ ϕi,j “ | ¨ |i
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where ϕi,j are the morphisms of the system that defines A. The association Ai ÞÑ
MpAiq is contravariantly functorial (see the first chapter of [10]) hence to the system
limÑ
iPI
Ai we can associate the projective system limÐ
iPI
MpAiq, where the maps of the
system are the continuous maps induced by the pullback by ϕi,j , as above. So, we
showed that to give a bounded multiplicative seminorm on A is equivalent to give a
an element
} ¨ } P limÐ
iPI
MpAiq
therefore there is a bijection of sets limÐ
iPI
MpAiq –MpAq.
We endow limÐ
iPI
MpAiq with the projective limit topology and we show that this
topology coincides with the topology ofMpAq. The maps that associate } ¨ } ÞÑ }f}
for each } ¨ } P limÐ
iPI
MpAiq are continuous for all f P A. More precisely, fixed an f P A
the map } ¨ } ÞÑ }f} factors
limÐ
iPI
MpAiq
MpAiq R
pii
| ¨ |i ÞÑ |f |i
} ¨ } ÞÑ }f}
in a cofinal part of the projective limit, where i is such that f P Ai. The map
p| ¨ |i ÞÑ |f |iq ˝ pii is continuous because MpAiq agrees with the Berkovich spectrum
of Ai. Therefore, the identity limÐ
iPI
MpAiq ÑMpAq is continuous because MpAq is
endowed with weakest topology for which all the maps }¨} ÞÑ }f} are continuous. On
the other hand, the association } ¨ } ÞÑ | ¨ |i ˝αi, where αi : Ai Ñ A are the canonical
morphisms, is a continuous map MpAq ÑMpAiq for each i P I and so the identity
MpAq Ñ limÐ
iPI
MpAiq is a continuous map, by the universal property characterizing
the projective limit.
To prove last claim, notice that MpAiq are compact Hausdorff spaces (because
they are Berkovich spectra and we can apply theorem 1.2.1 of [10]) and non-empty
because Ai are k-algebras. It follows that MpAq is compact Hausdorff too, because
it can be described as a closed subset of a compact Haudorff space (namely the direct
product
ś
iPI
MpAiq), and it is non-empty because of a general result of A.H. Stone,
cf. [59] Theorem 5 (to apply the theorem of Stone, notice that every continuous
map between compact Hausdorff spaces is closed).
Corollary 2.1.31. Let A be a multiplicatively convex bornological algebra and B
another algebra for which there exists a bornological isomorphism A – B. Then,
MpAq is homeomorphic toMpBq; i.e.MpAq depends only on the isomorphism class
of A and not on the representation of A as a direct limit of seminormed algebras.
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Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the functoriality property of spectrum
showed in last theorem, that it depends only on the isomorphism class of A.
In general the associationA ÞÑMpAq is functor from the category of all bornolog-
ical algebras to the category of topological spaces. Indeed, given a bounded homo-
morphism of bornological algebras φ : A Ñ B and a bounded multiplicative semi-
norm | ¨ | : B Ñ Rě0 then | ¨ | ˝ φ is a bounded seminorm on A because composition
of bounded maps is a bounded map. Notice that M is a contravariant functor.
Next proposition describes a useful equivalent characterization of the bornological
spectrum.
Proposition 2.1.32. Let A be a bornological algebra. Then, MpAq is in bijection
with the equivalence classes of characters of A to valued extensions of k.
Proof. Consider a point x “ |¨| PMpAq. Since Ker p|¨|q is a prime ideal of A, we can
extend | ¨ | to A{Ker p| ¨ |q and then to its field of fractions. In this way we obtain a
field with a valuation whose completion is denoted Hpxq. Composing the morphisms
involved, we get a bounded homomorphism A Ñ Hpxq which is a complete valued
field which extends k because | ¨ | is supposed to be compatible with the valuation
on k.
On the other hand, a character A Ñ H to complete valued field, must factor
through the quotient of A by a prime ideal. Thus AÑ H gives an element ofMpAq
by composing the valuation of H with the character homomorphism. It is clear that
the multiplicative seminorm so obtained on A is compatible with the valuation on k if
and only if H is a valued extension of k. Finally, two points x “ |¨|, x1 “ |¨|1 PMpAq
are equal if and only if they define the same equivalence class of characters i.e. if
and only if they have the same kernel and there is a complete valued field K{k and
isometric embeddings KãÑHpxq and KãÑHpx1q for which the diagram
Hpxq
A K
Hpx1q
χx
χx1
commutes.
The last proposition shows that we can interpret the bornological spectrum as
the set of equivalence classes of bounded character of a bornological algebra in an
analogous way as one can do with the Berkovich spectrum of a ring.
Example 2.1.33. 1. The Washnitzer algebra
Wnk “ lim
ρą1
ρP?kˆ
Tnk pρq,
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fulfils all the hypothesis of theorem 2.1.30 hence its bornological spectrum is
non-empty, compact and Hausdorff. We will prove in the following pages that
it is homeomorphic to the Berkovich spectrum of Tnk p1q.
2. Using the theory of dagger affinoid algebras, developed by Grosse-Klo¨nne in
[32], we will see that to every dagger affinoid algebra A we can associate its
bornological spectrum. In this association the spectrum of A is a Berkovich-
like spectrum which is homeomorphic to the topological space of the germ of
analytic spaces associated to A as done by Berkovich in [9], §3.4. In next
chapters we will study precisely the relations between dagger affinoid spaces
and germs of analytic spaces in the sense of Berkovich.
3. Fre´chet algebras are bornological algebras but they are not of multiplicatively
convex type, in general.
4. The spectrum of a bornological algebra can be empty. We borrow an example
of such an algebra from [3]. For any n P N, let An be the set of analytic
functions on C ´ Dpn`q, the complement in C of the closed disk of radius n.
We equip An with the usual Fre´chet structure given by the family of norms
|f |k,n .“ sup
n` 1
k
ď|z|ďn`k
|fpzq|
for any k P N. In [3] is shown that the LF-algebra
A
.“ limÑ
nÑ8
An.
is suchMtpAq is empty, whereMtpAq is the topological spectrum of A i.e. the
equivalences classes of continuous characters to C. Proposition 15 of [3], shows
that A is a normal bornological/topological vector space, so a character AÑ C
is bounded if and only if it is continuous which implies that the topological
spectrum and the bornological spectrum of A coincide and hence they are both
empty.
In [38] Houzel introduced the following definition (cf. definition 6).
Definition 2.1.34. Let A be a bornological algebra, the spectral radius of x P A is
defined to be the number
qApxq .“ inf t|λ||λ P k, x P λA˝u .
Then, in [38] is shown the following proposition (cf. proposition 1).
Proposition 2.1.35. Let A be a (not necessarily commutative) multiplicatively con-
vex bornological algebra and x, y P A such that xy “ yx, then
qApx` yq ď qApxq ` qApyq
qApxqqApyq ď qApxqqApyq
qApxnq “ qApxqn
and qApxq ă 8 for all x P A, i.e. qA is a seminorm.
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Proof.
We would like to conclude that, at least under some suitable hypothesis, for all
f P A one has qApfq “ sup
xPMpAq
|fpxq|. But this is false in the following interesting
case. Let
WnQp “ limÑ
ρą1
TnQppρq
be the n-dimensional Washnitzer over Qp equipped with the direct limit bornology.
We will see in next sections that MpWnQpq – MpTnQpq, for now let’s take it for
granted. For the sake of simplicity suppose n “ 1 and consider X P WQp , the
coordinate variable, then we have that
|X|sup “ sup
xPMpWnQp q
|Xpxq| “ 1.
But since the valuation group of Qp is a discrete subgroup of R` then
qWQp pXq “ inft|λ||λ P Qp, x P λWQ˝pu ą 1
because X R WQ˝p (since X R TQppρq˝ for any ρ ą 1, see lemma 2.1.48), hence
qWQp pXq “ p.
Thus, we introduce our version of the definition of spectral norm of a bornological
m-algebra.
Definition 2.1.36. Let A be a bornological m-algebra then we define for all f P A
ρApfq “ sup
xPMpAq
|fpxq|
and we call it the spectral radius of f and the function ρA : A Ñ Rě0 the spectral
seminorm.
Remark 2.1.37. Since we showed that MpAq is compact and non-empty then
ρApfq “ max
xPMpAq
|fpxq| ă 8, is well defined.
Definition 2.1.38. Let A be a bornological m-algebra, then f P A is said spec-
trally power-bounded if f P pA, ρAq˝. We denote the set of spectrally power-bounded
elements by As.
Notice that it is easy to check that A˝ Ă As, but there is no reason to expect
that an equality between the two sets holds in general. Later on we will study an
important case when this inclusion is a proper inclusion.
Theorem 2.1.39. The association A ÞÑ pA, ρAq is a functor from the category of
bornological m-algebras to the category of seminormed algebras.
Proof. Given a bounded map between complete bornological algebras which satisfy
the above hypothesis φ : AÑ B then for any f P A we have that ρBpφpfqq ď ρApfq.
Because φ induces a map of spectra φ˚ :MpBq ÑMpAq and so
ρBpφpfqq “ sup
xPMpBq
|pf ˝ φqpxq| “ sup
xPφ˚pMpBqqĂMpAq
|fpxq| ď sup
xPMpAq
|fpxq| “ ρApfq,
which shows that φ : pA, ρAq Ñ pB, ρBq is bounded.
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2.1.1 Bornological convergence and topologically nilpotent elements
We need now to recall some definitions from [37] for introducing the concept of
convergence on bornological vector spaces and related notions. Since there is no
need to restrict the discussion to the case of bornological vector space of convex
type, in this subsection we drop this hypothesis, although later the results will be
applied only to bornological spaces of convex type.
Definition 2.1.40. Let E be a bornological k-vector space and Φ a filter of subsets
of E. We say that Φ converges to 0 in the sense of Mackey if there exists a bounded
subset B Ă E such that for every λ P kˆ we have that λB P Φ. We say that Φ
converges to a P E if Φ´ a converges to 0.
The previous definition applies in particular to the filter associated to a sequence.
Definition 2.1.41. Let E be a bornological k-vector space, we say that a sequence
txnunPN Ă E is Cauchy-Mackey if the double sequence txn´ xmun,mPN converges to
zero in the sense of Mackey. We say that E is semi-complete if all the sequences of
Cauchy-Mackey of E have a limit in E.
A complete bornological vector space is semi-complete but the converse is not
true in general, cf. [37] page 98.
Definition 2.1.42. Let A be a bornological algebra, we say that a P A is topologi-
cally nilpotent if the sequence
ta, a2, a3, . . .u
converges to 0 in the sense of Mackey.
We denote by A˝˝ the set of topologically nilpotent elements of A. We notice
that A˝˝ is a multiplicative sub-semigroup of A because given a, b P A˝˝ then
lim
nÑ8pabq
n “ lim
nÑ8 a
n lim
nÑ8 b
n “ 0
because the multiplication is a bounded map. We also notice that A˝˝ Ă A˝ because
if a P A˝˝ it follows that there exists an N P N such that
tanuněN Ă B
for a bounded subset B Ă A: Hence tanunPN is bounded, because it is the union of a
bounded subset and a finite subset. The image of a topologically nilpotent element
by a bounded map is topologically nilpotent, because in general if φ : A Ñ B
is a bounded map of bornological algebras and tanunPN Ă A is a bornologically
convergent sequence, then
lim
nÑ8φpanq “ φp limnÑ8 anq.
This shows that the association A ÞÑ A˝˝ is a functor from the category of bornolog-
ical algebras to the category of commutative semigroups.
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Definition 2.1.43. Let E be a bornological k-vector space and X Ă E a subset. We
say that X is (bornologically) closed in E if for any sequence tf1, f2, ...u of elements
of X which have a bornological limit in E, the limit is an element of X. The closure
of a subset X Ă E is defined to be the intersection of all closed subsets that contain
X.
The closure of a subset is a closed subset and the intersection of any family of
closed subsets is a closed subset, as usual. Indeed, one can show that the bornological
closed subsets of E define a topology on it, but E endowed with this topology may
not be a topological vector space and neither a topological group. The notion of
separated bornological vector space (cf. definition 2.1.4) can be generalized to spaces
of non-convex type in the following way.
Definition 2.1.44. Let E be a bornological k-vector space, E is said to be separated
if t0u is the only bounded subspace of E.
It is easy to check that if E is of convex type the definition of separatedness just
given is equivalent to the one given so far.
Proposition 2.1.45. Let E be a bornological k-vector space and F Ă E a vector
subspace, then F is closed if and only if E{F is separated.
Proof. [37], page 50.
We can restate the previous proposition by saying that closed subspaces of E
are in bijection with kernels of homomorphisms from E to separated bornological
vector spaces. The following proposition easily follows.
Proposition 2.1.46. Let φ : E Ñ F be a bounded morphism of bornological vector
spaces and H Ă F a closed subspace then φ´1pHq is closed.
Proof. It is enough to consider the composition ψ : E Ñ F Ñ FH and to notice that
Ker pψq “ φ´1pHq.
We end this section by giving some properties of nilpotent and power-bounded
elements.
Proposition 2.1.47. Let A be a semi-complete bornological algebra and x “ 1´ y
with y P A˝˝ , then x is a unit in A and
x´1 “
8ÿ
n“0
yn.
Proof. The series
8ř
n“0
yn is convergent. Indeed, @m ą 0
lim
nÑ8 y
n ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` yn`m “ lim
nÑ8 y
np1` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ymq “ 0
because yn Ñ 0 and the other factor is bounded. Since A is semi-complete then the
series defines an element of A. The usual argument of Neumann’s series applies and
it implies that the series
8ř
n“0
yn defines an inverse of x.
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Lemma 2.1.48. Let A “ limÑ
iPI
Ai be a bornological m-algebra. Suppose that I is
filtered and the morphisms of the system are injective, then
A˝ “ limÑ
iPI
Ai˝
as a set.
Proof. The image of a power-bounded element by a bounded map is a power-
bounded element, as we remarked so far, therefore limÑ
iPI
Ai˝ Ă A˝. Let now a P A˝, this
means that ta, a2, ¨ ¨ ¨ u is a bounded subset of A, hence there are some Ai1 , ..., Ain
such that
ta, a2, ¨ ¨ ¨ u Ă Im pBi1q Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Im pBinq
for Bij bounded in Aij . The limit is filtered, so we can find an index k such that
i1, ..., in ď k, and this means that there exists a1 P Ak such that αkpa1q “ a and
B11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , B1n Ă Ak, bounded such that B1j “ Im pBij q. Since the system morphisms
are injective then
ta, a2, ¨ ¨ ¨ u Ă B11 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YB1n
proving that a P Ak Ă limÑ
iPI
Ai˝ .
Corollary 2.1.49. Let A be a bornological m-algebra, then there exists a represen-
tation of A – limÑ
iPI
Ai, with Ai seminormed, such that A
˝ “ limÑ
iPI
Ai˝ .
Proof. By corollary 2.1.17 we can always find a representation of A such that 2.1.48
applies.
Lemma 2.1.50. Let A “ limÑ
iPI
Ai be a bornological m-algebra which satisfies the same
hypothesis of lemma 2.1.48, let tXi Ă AiuiPI be a system of closed subsets then limÑ
iPI
Xi
is a closed subset of A.
Proof. Let txnunPN be a bornologically convergent sequence in A, with limit x P A
and with xn P Xin . By the definition of bornological convergence this means that
there exists a bounded subset B Ă A such that for any λ P kˆ
x´ xn P λB
for all n ą N , for some N “ Npλq P N. But to be bounded in A means that there
exists an Ai such that B Ă Ai and B is bounded in Ai, hence x´xn P Ai for n ą N .
Moreover, the condition
x´ xn P λB
turns out to be equivalent to Mackey convergence in Ai, which is equivalent to the
convergence for the seminorm on Ai.
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Now, since x is an element of A there must exist an index k such that x P Ak.
Hence taking a j ě i, k we have that in Aj
x´ xn P λB
for all n ą N and since x P Aj and x´xn P Aj then xn P Aj , and so xn P Xj . Since
Xj is closed in Aj we have that x P Xj Ă limÑ
iPI
Xi.
Proposition 2.1.51. Let A “ limÑ
iPI
Ai be a bornological m-algebra which satisfies the
same hypothesis of lemma 2.1.48, then A˝ is a closed submonoid of A. So, if A is
semi-complete then also A˝ is semi-complete.
Proof. It is enough to combine last two lemmas.
2.2 Bornological strictly convergent power-series
Notation 2.2.1. From this section on, we will use the language halos and the
conventions explained in section 1.5.
Let pA, | ¨ |q be a seminormed algebra over k and consider the elements f “
8ř
j“0
ajX
j P AvXw such that
(2.2.1.1) lim
iÑ8
i`mÿ
n“i
|an| “ 0,@m ą 0
where | ¨ | is the seminorm of A. Specializing this formula in the archimedean case,
the request is that
8ÿ
i“0
|an| ă 8.
In the non-archimedean case we have to interpret the summation symbol as a tropical
sum, obtaining
lim
nÑ8 |an| “ 0.
We denote by AxXy Ă AvXw the subset of elements that satisfy equation (2.2.1.1)
and call this ring the ring of strictly convergent power series over A. AxXy is a
seminormed ring whose seminorm is defined
(2.2.1.2) }f} .“
8ÿ
j“0
|aj | ă 8
for f “
8ř
j“0
ajX
j P AxXy. Notice that following our convention on summations,
formula (2.2.1.2) means
}f} “
8ÿ
j“0
|aj | ă 8
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in the usual sense, if k is archimedean, and
}f} “ max
jPN |aj |
if k is non-archimedean.
This seminorm is well-defined and equips AxXy with a structure of a seminormed
subalgebra of AvXw. In fact, for every f “
8ř
j“0
ajX
j ,
8ř
k“0
bkX
k P AxXy we have that
}f ˘ g} ď }f} ` }g} “
8ÿ
j“0
|aj | `
8ÿ
k“0
|bk| ă 8
showing that f ˘ g P AxXy. In a similar way
}fg} “ }
8ÿ
l“0
ÿ
j`k“l
ajbk} ď
8ÿ
l“0
ÿ
j`k“l
|aj ||bk| “
˜ 8ÿ
j“0
|aj |
¸˜ 8ÿ
k“0
|bk|
¸
ă 8
so fg P AxXy. Next is the most important (for our discussion) property of the ring
of strictly convergent power series.
Proposition 2.2.2. Let pA, | ¨ |Aq and pB, | ¨ |Bq be seminormed k-algebras with B
complete. For every bounded ring homomorphism φ : A Ñ B and every b P B˝
there exists a unique bounded homomorphism Φ : AxXy Ñ B such that Φ|A “ φ and
ΦpXq “ b, i.e. the map
Hom pAxXy, Bq Ñ Hom pA,Bq ˆB˝
defined by Φ ÞÑ pΦ|A,ΦpXqq is bijective.
Proof. Let taiu be a sequence in A such that
8ÿ
i“0
|ai|A ă 8
and b P B˝, then the sequence
lim
nÑ8
nÿ
i“0
φpaiqbi
converges to an element in B because φ is bounded, b is power-bounded and B is
supposed to be complete. Therefore, the association
8ÿ
i“0
aiX
i ÞÑ lim
nÑ8
nÿ
i“0
φpaiqbi
is a well-defined map from AxXy Ñ B which we denote by Φ. By definition Φ|A “ φ
and ΦpXq “ b. Next, we show that Φ is a bounded ring homomorphism. We have
that
|Φp
8ÿ
i“0
aiX
iq|B “ |
8ÿ
i“0
φpaiqbi|B ď
8ÿ
i“0
|φpaiq|B|bi|B.
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Choose a σ P R such that |φpaq|B ď σ|a|A for all a P A and |bi|B ď σ for all i. This
choice is always possible and it follows that
|Φp
8ÿ
i“0
aiX
iq|B ď
8ÿ
i“0
σ|ai|Aσ “ σ2
8ÿ
i“0
|ai|A “ σ2}
8ÿ
i“0
aiX
i}A
hence Φ is bounded. The restriction of Φ to ArXs is a ring homomorphism, so Φ is
a ring homomorphism by extension by continuity.
If Ψ : AxXy Ñ B is another bounded ring homomorphism, with Ψ|A “ φ and
ΨpXq “ b, then by continuity
Ψp
8ÿ
i“0
aiX
iq “ Ψp lim
nÑ8
nÿ
i“0
aiX
iq “ lim
nÑ8Ψp
nÿ
i“0
aiX
iq “ lim
nÑ8Φp
nÿ
i“0
aiX
iq “ Φp
8ÿ
i“0
aiX
iq.
Remark 2.2.3. In the last proposition we could have worked with the summation
norm (i.e. the norm }f} “
8ř
j“0
|aj |, with the summation symbol denoting the sum
of real numbers) also for non-archimedean base fields. Indeed, this kind of algebras
have been already discussed in [27], especially in the first chapter. The proof still
works, but the algebra AxXy will be equipped with a norm which does not satisfy
the ultrametric triangle inequality. Even when A “ k then kxXy would not be the
Tate algebra used in non-archimedean geometry. It satisfies the analogous universal
property of the Tate algebra in the category of all seminormed algebras over k, but
in the category of algebras over k equipped with non-archimedean seminorm the
universal object described so far is the Tate algebra. This is important to point out
mainly for easily compare our construction with the literature and to ensure that the
dagger affinoid algebras we will introduce later will be characterized by the correct
universal properties.
A posteriori one can show that for overconvergent analytic functions one does
not need to pay attention to this issue, as it is explained in section 6 of [6]. But this
is beyond the scope of the current work.
Remark 2.2.4. Another fact to remark is that in the non-archimedean case the
“summation” norm that we defined, specialized in the case when A “ k, coincides
with the Gauss norm, which agrees with the spectral norm of kxXy and therefore
it is multiplicative. If k is archimedean, this is no longer true and on kxXy the
summation norm is neither multiplicative nor power-multiplicative. On kxXy one
can consider the spectral seminorm, for which kxXy is not complete, and then take
its completion ĆkxXy. This new algebra satisfies the following universal property:
given any seminormed ring A whose seminorm is power-multiplicative and a P A˝,
then there exists a unique map φ : ĆkxXy Ñ A such that φpXq “ a. We will
see in section 3.3 how our approach fixes this asymmetrical behaviour obtaining a
dagger affinoid algebra theory which works naturally in archimedean and in non-
archimedean settings and whose overconvergent function algebra on the unit polydisk
satisfies the “right” universal property regardless on the choices that can be made
to define it.
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Proposition 2.2.5. Let A be a complete normed algebra, then AxXy is complete.
Proof. Let
tfju “
# 8ÿ
i“0
ai,jX
i
+
be a Cauchy sequence in AxXy. By the estimate
|ai,j`m ´ ai,j | ď }fj`m ´ fj} Ñ 0
we get that the sequences of coefficients tai,ju are Cauchy sequences for j Ñ 8.
Since A is complete these sequences have limits in A and we denote by them ai, for
i P N. Consider the series
f “
8ÿ
i“0
aiX
i
then
}f} “
8ÿ
i“0
|ai| “ lim
jÑ8
8ÿ
i“0
|ai,j | “ lim
jÑ8 }fj}
and hence by the reverse triangle inequality and the fact that tfju is a Cauchy
sequence we have that
|}fj`m} ´ }fj}| ď }fj`m ´ fj} Ñ 0
so lim
jÑ8}fj} is a Cauchy sequence which converges to }f} which is therefore finite.
So, f P AxXy and f “ lim
jÑ8fj .
Now, we want to generalize these facts about seminormed algebras to multiplica-
tively convex bornological algebras over k.
Definition 2.2.6. Let A – limÑ
iPI
Ai be a multiplicatively convex bornological algebra.
We define the ring of strictly convergent power-series over A as the ring
AxXy .“ limÑ
iPI
AixXiy
where the morphisms AixXiy Ñ AjxXjy are the natural extensions of Ai Ñ Aj
mapping Xi Ñ Xj.
More clearly, let ϕi,j : Ai Ñ Aj be a map of the system defining A “ limÑ
iPI
Ai.
This map can be composed with the canonical injection Aj ãÑAjxXjy obtaining a
bounded map Ai Ñ AjxXjy. By the universal property of AixXiy shown above,
there exists a unique bounded map AixXiy Ñ AjxXjy extending ϕi,j mapping Xi to
Xj , and we use it to define the system of definition 2.2.6.
Remark 2.2.7. Since the association A ÞÑ AxXy is manifestly functorial, definition
2.2.6 does not depend (up to isomorphism) on the choice of the isomorphism A –
limÑ
iPI
Ai.
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What follows is a simple lemma on filtered colimits, that we put here for the
sake of clarity because we will use this argument several times in the next proofs.
Lemma 2.2.8. Let A “ limÑ
iPI
Ai be a bornological m-algebra indexed by the directed
set I and let i0 P I. Suppose also that the system morphism of the direct limit are
injective, then
limÑ
iěi0
Ai – limÑ
iPI
Ai.
Proof. Clearly there is a bounded injection
limÑ
iěi0
AiãÑ limÑ
iPI
Ai.
We show that this map is also surjective. Let a P limÑ
iPI
Ai, then there exists aj P Aj
for some j P I, such that αjpajq “ a, where αj : Aj Ñ limÑ
iPI
Ai is the canonical map.
Since the colimit is filtered we have that there exists an element k P I such that
k ě i0 and k ě j. This means that Ak is in the subsystem obtained by taking all
i ě i0 and moreover
αjpajq “ αkpϕj,kpajqq “ a
proving that a P limÑ
iěi0
Ai as claimed.
Theorem 2.2.9. Let A be a bornological m-algebra, then AxXy is a subalgebra of
AvXw and
A Ă ArXs Ă AxXy.
Moreover, AxXy is a bornological m-algebra, and if A is complete then also AxXy is
complete.
Proof. We fix an isomorphism A – limÑ
iPI
Ai for a filtered monomorphic inductive
system of seminormed algebras. Since all the constructions that we will use in the
proof are functorial, nothing will depend on the choice of this isomorphism. Then,
AxXy is clearly multiplicatively convex and it is complete if the Ai are complete
because then limÑ
iPI
AixXiy are complete by proposition 2.2.5 and the functorA ÞÑ AxXy
preserve monomorphisms.
By definition for each i we have
AixXiy Ă AivXiw
so we have that
AxXy “ limÑ
iPI
AixXiy Ă limÑ
iPI
AivXiw
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where the system morphisms of limÑ
iPI
AivXiw are canonically defined as did above for
limÑ
iPI
AixXiy (and also in this case are uniquely determined). So, we are reduced to
show the isomorphism
limÑ
iPI
pAivXiwq – plimÑ
iPI
AiqvXw “ AvXw.
To show this isomorphism we check that limÑ
iPI
AivXiw has the same universal property
of AvXw in the category of A-algebras. Indeed, the universal property characterizing
AvXw is the following: given any commutative A-algebra AÑ S and any ideal I Ă S
such that S is complete in the I-adic topology and an element x P I there exists a
unique morphism Φ : AvXw Ñ S such that
1. Φ is an A-algebra morphism;
2. Φ is continuous for the pXq-adic and I-adic topologies, respectively;
3. ΦpXq “ x.
Now, to give an A-algebra structure on S is equivalent to give a system of Ai-algebra
structures such that if ϕi,j : Ai Ñ Aj is a morphism of the inductive system which
defines limÑ
iPI
Ai, we have the commutative diagram
Ai
Aj S
ϕi,j
.
This follows immediately from the universal property that characterizes A “ limÑ
iPI
Ai.
By the universal property of the Ai-algebras AivXiw, we have a unique system of
morphisms Φi : AivXiw Ñ S, with the three properties listed so far. This system of
morphisms gives a map
Φ “ limÑ
iPI
Φi : limÑ
iPI
AivXiw Ñ S
which is well-defined (by compatibility of the Φi with the system morphisms) and
that is an A-algebra morphism. Then, take Xi P AivXiw and denote its image in
limÑ
iPI
AivXiw by the canonical morphisms αi : AivXiw Ñ limÑ
iPI
AivXiw with X. This
element is independent of i because if we take another Xk P AkvXkw then there
exists a Xl P AlvXlw such that i ď l and k ď l and so
αi “ αl ˝ ϕi,l, αk “ αl ˝ ϕk,l
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and so
X “ αipXiq “ αl ˝ ϕi,lpXiq “ αlpXlq
and
αkpXkq “ αl ˝ ϕi,kpXkq “ αlpXlq “ αipXiq “ X.
Thus, we see that if x “ ΦipXiq for i P I then from the universal property of AivXiw,
we have
x “ ΦipXiq “ limÑ
iPI
ΦipαipXiqq “ ΦpXq.
To show that Φ is continuous it is enough to show that for each n ą 0 there exists
an m “ mpnq ą 0 such that
pXmq Ă Φ´1pInq.
This follows from the fact that for each i we have
pXmii q Ă Φ´1i pInq
combined with the fact that ϕi0,ipXi0q “ Xi, for i ě i0. We can then write
pXmi0i q Ă Φ´1i pInq
for any i ě i0 for a fixed i0, because
Φ´1i pInq Ą ϕi0,ipΦ´1i0 pInqq Ą ϕi0,ippX
mi0
i0
qq
and since Φ´1i pInq is an ideal then Φ´1i pInq Ą pXmi0i q. By lemma 2.2.8 we have that
limÑ
iěi0
AivXiw – limÑ
iPI
AivXiw
hence Φ is continuous. Finally, the uniqueness of the morphism is ensured by the
universal property of the direct limit.
To show that ArXs Ă AxXy we proceed by showing an isomorphism similar to
the previous one, i.e. the following
limÑ
iPI
AirXis – plimÑ
iPI
AiqrXs “ ArXs
defining the inductive system for limÑ
iPI
AirXis always mapping Xi Ñ Xj . So, we
consider the universal property that characterizes ArXs, which is the following:
given any ring B with a ring homomorphism φ : A Ñ B and any b P B there
exists a unique morphism Φ : ArXs Ñ A such that ΦpXq “ b and Φ|A “ φ. To
give a morphism A Ñ B is equivalent to give a compatible system of morphism
Ai Ñ B which gives a system of morphism Φi : AirXis Ñ B. These morphisms are
compatible, hence we get a morphism Φ “ limÑ
iPI
Φi : limÑ
iPI
AirXis Ñ B whose restriction
to A is equal to φ by definition and ΦpXq “ b since ΦipXiq “ b for any i. As before
the universal property of the direct limit ensure that this morphism is unique, and
this proves that ArXs and limÑ
iPI
AirXis have the same universal property.
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Theorem 2.2.10. If A is a complete bornological m-algebra, then ArXs is (bornolog-
ically) dense in AxXy.
Proof. We have, using the same notation of previous theorem, the isomorphism
limÑ
iPI
AirXis – ArXs,
where the system is monomorphic. For each i
AirXis – AixXiy
and this induces an isomorphism
limÑ
iPI
AirXis – limÑ
iPI
AixXiy “ AxXy.
So, it is enough to check the equality
limÑ
iPI
AirXis “ limÑ
iPI
AirXis.
In proposition 2.1.45 we saw that a subspace of a bornological vector space A is
closed if and only if it is the kernel of a morphism
φ : AÑ B
where B is a separated bornological vector space, i.e. t0u “ t0u in B. In our case,
we have that AxXy is a complete bornological m-algebra, which is to say that it is
a filtered limit of k-Banach algebras where the morphisms ϕi,j are monomorphisms.
To give a morphism from AxXy to a separated bornological vector space is the same
to give a system of morphisms φi : AixXiy Ñ B, such that φj ˝ ϕi,j “ φi. Hence, all
kernels Ker pφiq must be closed subspaces of AixXiy and also
Ker pφq – limÑ
iPI
Ker pφiq,
because with filtered colimits commute with kernels in CBornk
2.
Now suppose that
limÑ
iPI
AirXis Ă AxXy “ limÑ
iPI
AirXis
is a strict inclusion. Then, there must exist a linear map of bornological vector
spaces
f : AxXy Ñ B
2Filtered colimits are exact and strongly exact in any elementary quasi-abelian category, see
[57] proposition 2.1.16. For a proof that the category of complete bornological vector spaces is
elementary quasi-abelian see lemma 3.45 of [6].
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with B separable and Ker f “ limÑ
iPI
AirXis. This gives a system of maps
fi “ f ˝ αi : AixXiy Ñ B
whose kernel is a closed subset that contains AirXis, hence Ker pfiq “ AixXiy, i.e. fi
is the null map for all i P I. This implies that also f is the null map and finally that
the closure of limÑ
iPI
AirXis is AxXy.
Definition 2.2.11. Let A be a bornological m-algebra, by induction on n ą 0 we
define
AxX1, ..., Xny .“ AxX1, ..., Xn´1yxXny.
Notice that theorem 2.2.9 immediately implies that AxX1, ..., Xny is a bornolog-
ical m-algebra and that AxX1, ..., Xny is complete if A is complete. Furthermore, it
does not matter the order of the variables, for example
AxX,Y y – AxY,Xy
i.e.
AxXyxY y – AxY yxXy.
We can see it using the isomorphisms
AixXiyxYiy – AixYiyxXiy
for each i P I, which give a well-defined map
limÑ
iPI
AixXiyxYiy – limÑ
iPI
AixYiyxXiy
that induces the isomorphism
AxX,Y y – AxY,Xy
because it is an isomorphism of systems.
Proposition 2.2.12. Let A – limÑ
iPI
Ai be a complete bornological algebra, then
pAxXyq˝ “ limÑ
iPI
pAixXiyq˝
as monoids.
Proof. We are in the hypothesis of lemma 2.1.48.
For the next theorem we need a couple of lemmas.
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Lemma 2.2.13. Let A be a k-seminormed algebra such that A – limÑ iPI Ai, with Ai
seminormed subalgebras of Ai ( i.e. the morphism of the system are strict inclusions),
then
limÑ
iPI
AixXiy – AxXy
i.e. the two definitions of AxXy as a seminormed or as a bornological m-algebra
coincide.
Proof. Knowing the universal property of AxXy, it is enough to check that limÑ
iPI
AixXiy
satisfies the same one. Let φ : A Ñ B be a bounded morphism of k-seminormed
algebras, with B complete, we obtain φi “ φ ˝ αi : Ai Ñ B, by composing with
the canonical morphisms induced by the inclusions. We get canonical morphisms
Φi : AixXiy Ñ B which extends all the φi. From this we obtain a unique morphism
Φ : limÑ
iPI
AixXiy Ñ B with the required universal property.
Lemma 2.2.14. Let A be a seminormed algebra and B a complete bornological m-
algebra. For every bounded morphism of rings φ : A Ñ B and any power-bounded
element b P B˝ there exists a unique bounded morphism of rings Φ : AxXy Ñ B
such that Φ|A “ φ and ΦpXq “ b. In other words, the map Hom pAxXy, Bq Ñ
Hom pA,Bq ˆB˝ defined by Φ ÞÑ pΦ|A,ΦpXqq is bijective.
Proof. We write B – limÑ
iPI
Bi as a monomorphic inductive limit of k-Banach algebras.
Thus, we have that
Im pφq “ limÑ
iPI
pBi X φpAqq
with the bornology induced by the inclusion Im pφqãÑB. Each BiXφpAq is a normed
subalgebra of Bi and we have the commutative diagram
A limÑ iPI Bi
limÑ iPIpBi X φpAqq
φ
.
From this we deduce a system of bounded homomorphisms of seminormed algebras
pii : φ
´1pBi X φpAqq Ñ Bi X φpAq.
Moreover, Bi X φpAq is a subalgebra of φpAq, hence φ´1pBi X φpAqq is a subalgebra
of A. Now suppose that the element b P B˝, chosen in the hypothesis, is such that
b P Bi˝0 , for a fixed i0 P I. This implies that b P Bi˝ for all i ą i0, but this part of
the inductive system is final in the system tBiuiPI by lemma 2.2.8, therefore we can
suppose b P Bi˝ for each i. It follows that we can always find a unique system of
maps of k-seminormed algebras
Πi : φ
´1pBi X φpAqqxXiy Ñ Bi
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with Πi|BiXφpAq “ pii and ΠipXiq “ b. We can apply the functor limÑ , because we
have the systems with the same diagrams, and obtain a map
Φ : limÑ
iPI
φ´1pBi X φpAqqxXiy Ñ limÑ
iPI
Bi
and, by lemma 2.2.13
limÑ
iPI
φ´1pBi X φpAqqxXiy – plimÑ
iPI
φ´1pBi X φpAqqqxXy “ AxXy.
Therefore, we have obtained a well-defined map
Φ : AxXy Ñ limÑ
iPI
Bi
which is unique by construction, because all the maps of the system are uniquely
determined. Moreover, Φ|A “ φ and ΦpXq “ b are clear by the definition of Φ.
Theorem 2.2.15. Let A and B be bornological m-algebras with B complete. For
every bounded morphism of algebras φ : A Ñ B and any power-bounded element
b P B˝ there exists a unique bounded morphism of algebras Φ : AxXy Ñ B such that
Φ|A “ φ and ΦpXq “ b. In other words, the map
Hom pAxXy, Bq Ñ Hom pA,Bq ˆB˝
defined by Φ ÞÑ pΦ|A,ΦpXqq is bijective.
Proof. We can write A “ limÑ
iPI
Ai and B “ limÑ
jPJ
Bj where the systems are monomorphic
and Bj are k-Banach algebras. To give a morphism φ : A Ñ B is tantamount to
give a system of morphisms φi : Ai Ñ B, so by the previous lemma we get a system
of maps Φi : AixXiy Ñ B of which we can take the direct limit map
Φ : limÑ
iPI
Φi : limÑ
iPI
AixXiy – AxXy Ñ B.
The property Φ|A “ φ and ΦpXq “ b are inherited from the maps Φi
In next sections we will be mainly interested to the following generalization:
Corollary 2.2.16. Let A and B be bornological m-algebras with B complete. For
every bounded morphism of rings φ : AÑ B and any finite set of power-bounded ele-
ments b1, ..., bn P B˝ there exists a unique bounded morphism of rings Φ : AxX1, ..., Xny Ñ
B such that Φ|A “ φ and ΦpXiq “ bi.
Proof. Direct generalization of the proof of last theorem.
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2.3 The ring of bornological overconvergent power-series
In order to define the ring of overconvergent power-series we describe the following
generalization of definition 2.2.6. Given any seminormed k-algebra A and a real
number ρ ą 0, we define the ring
(2.3.0.1) Axρ´1Xy .“
# 8ÿ
i“0
aiX
i P AvXw| lim
iÑ8
i`mÿ
n“i
|an|ρi “ 0,@m ą 0
+
.
This algebra satisfies the following universal property:
Proposition 2.3.1. Given any complete normed algebra B, any ρ ą 0, a morphism
φ : A Ñ B and a f P B such that λ´1f P pB bk Kq˝ (where K{k is any valued
extension of k with ρ “ |λ| P |K|), for λ P K, then there exists a unique morphism
Φ : Axρ´1Xy Ñ B
such that ΦpXq “ f and Φ|A “ φ.
Proof. The only thing to check is that for any sequence paiqiPN such thatÿ
iPN
|ai|ρi ă 8
the series ÿ
iPN
|ai|f i
converges in B. But this is equivalent to say that
max
|¨|PMpBq
|f | ď ρ
which holds by hypothesis.
We can generalize (2.3.0.1) to any bornological m-algebra, simply defining, for
A – limÑ
iPI
Ai
Axρ´1Xy .“ limÑ
iPI
Aixρ´1Xy
with obvious system morphisms. In the same vein we can define
Axρ´11 X1, ..., ρ´1n Xny
for any n-tuple of real numbers such that ρi ą 0.
Theorem 2.3.2. Let A be a bornological m-algebra, then
1. Axρ´1Xy is a bornological m-algebra;
2. ArXs Ă Axρ´1Xy Ă AvXw;
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3. ArXs is bornologically dense in Axρ´1Xy;
4. if A is complete then also Axρ´1Xy is complete.
Proof. The proofs are very similar to the ones given in the previous section for the
case ρ “ 1.
The next definition introduces the main object of this section.
Definition 2.3.3. Given a bornological m-algebra A – limÑ
iPI
Ai we define the ring of
overconvergent power-series as the bornological algebra
(2.3.3.1) AxXy: .“ limÑ
ρą1
Axρ´1Xy
where the morphisms Axρ´1Xy Ñ Axpρ1q´1Xy are given by the canonical embeddings
of Axρ´1Xy in Axpρ1q´1Xy if ρ ą ρ1. Since we are calculating the colimit (2.3.3.1)
in the category of bornoloigcal algebras, we consider on it the direct limit bornology.
Remark 2.3.4. Again, the functorialiy of the association A ÞÑ AxXy: ensure that
definition 2.3.3 does not depend (up to isomorphism) on the choice of the isomor-
phism A – limÑ
iPI
Ai.
Theorem 2.3.5. Let A be a bornological m-algebra, then AxXy: is a bornological
subalgebra of AvXw and
ArXs Ă AxXy: Ă AxXy.
Moreover, also AxXy: is a bornological m-algebra.
Proof. The inclusion AxXy: Ă AxXy is deduced by the inclusions Axρ´1Xy Ă AxXy
for any ρ ą 1 and also ArXs Ă AxXy: is obtained by the inclusions ArXs Ă
Axρ´1Xy, for any ρ ą 1. Finally, AxXy: is by a bornological m-algebra because
it is by definition a colimit of m-algebras and hence, by proposition 2.1.16, it is a
bornological m-algebra.
Theorem 2.3.6. If A is a complete bornological algebra, then also AxXy: is com-
plete.
Proof. LetA – limÑ
iPI
Ai withAi k-Banach algebras and the system morphism monomor-
phic. Then, by definition
Axρ´1Xy “ limÑ
iPI
Aixρ´1Xiy
where also Aixρ´1Xiy are k-Banach algebras. So,
AxXy: “ limÑ
ρą1
limÑ
iPI
Aixρ´1Xiy – limÑ
ρą1
iPI
Aixρ´1Xiy
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where the last colimit is the composition of the two colimits. The fact that these
two systems have the same colimit is a general result of category theory, and the
system is clearly filtered. So, AxXy: is a filtered colimit of k-Banach algebras with
injective system maps, hence it is bornologically complete.
Theorem 2.3.7. If A is a complete bornological algebra, then ArXs is dense in
AxXy:.
Proof. For any ρ we have that ArXs is dense in Axρ´1Xy, hence the same reasoning
we have used in the case of AxXy (see the proof of theorem 2.2.10) applies to show
that ArXs is bornologically dense in AxXy:. We omit the details.
Definition 2.3.8. Let A be a bornological m-algebra, by induction for each n ą 0
we define
AxX1, ..., Xny: .“ AxX1, ..., Xn´1y:xXny:.
Notice that by previous propositions AxX1, ..., Xny: is a complete bornological
algebra when A is complete. The order of the variables does not matter, for example
AxX,Y y: – AxY,Xy:
i.e. that
AxXy:xY y: – AxY y:xXy:.
We can see it using the isomorphisms
Aixρ´1Xiyxρ´1Yiy – Aixρ´1Yiyxρ´1Xiy
which give a well-defined map
limÑ
ρą1
iPI
Axρ´1Xiyxρ´1Yiy – limÑ
ρą1
iPI
Axρ´1Yiyxρ´1Xiy
which gives the isomorphism
AxX,Y y: – AxY,Xy:
since the two inductive systems are isomorphic.
The following notion will be of crucial importance for us. It will be our replace-
ment of the notion of power-boundedness when we are working with bornological
algebras of overconvergent analytic functions. So, in the next chapter all the uni-
versal properties which will characterize our dagger affinoid algebras will be stated
in terms of the concept of weak-power-boundedness, which we are now going to
explain.
Definition 2.3.9. Let A be a bornological algebra over k and k a completion of an
algebraic closure of k. We say that f P A satisfies the weak power-boundedness
condition if for any λ P k with |λ| ą 1, λ´1f P pA bk kq˝. We also say that f is
weakly power-bounded. We denote the set of weakly power-bounded elements of A
with A˛ .
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Remark 2.3.10. We need to use k to deal with the case when |kˆ| is a discrete
subgroup of R`. In that case, we would like to avoid the problems explained before
definition 2.1.36. The reason why we use this definition of weak power-bounded
element instead of using the spectral seminorm to define them is explained in remark
2.3.24.
Theorem 2.3.11. Let A and B be bornological m-algebras and let B be complete.
For every bounded morphism of algebras φ : A Ñ B and any element b P B˛ , there
exists a unique bounded morphism of rings Φ : AxXy: Ñ B such that Φ|A “ φ and
ΦpXq “ b. In other words, the map
Hom pAxXy:, Bq Ñ Hom pA,Bq ˆB˛
defined by Φ ÞÑ pΦ|A,ΦpXqq is bijective.
Proof. Direct consequence of the definition of AxXy: and the universal properties
that characterize the algebras Axρ´1Xy (cf. proposition 2.3.1).
Corollary 2.3.12. Let A and B be bornological m-algebras and let B be complete.
For every bounded morphism of algebras φ : A Ñ B and any finite set of elements
b1, ..., bn P B˛ , there exists a unique bounded morphism of rings Φ : AxX1, ..., Xny: Ñ
B such that Φ|A “ φ and ΦpXiq “ bi.
Proof.
Remark 2.3.13. We notice that X R pAxXy:q˝ but λ´1X P pAxXy: bk kq˝ for any
λ P k with |λ| ą 1.
The last remark shows that for a general bornological algebra A˝ Ă A˛ in a
strict way, and we have the following characterization.
Proposition 2.3.14. Let A be a bornological algebra, then
A˛ “
č
λPk,|λ|ą1
λpAbk kq˝ XA “ pAbk kq˛ XA.
Proof. By definition f P A˛ if and only if λ´1f P pA bk kq˝ for all λ P k, |λ| ą 1,
hence f P λpAbk kq˝ XA for all λ P k, |λ| ą 1.
Proposition 2.3.15. Let A be a bornological algebra, then A˛ is a multiplicative
submonoid of A containing 0.
Proof. Let f, g P A˛ , then
fg P pAbk kq˛ pAbk kq˛ XA
but pAbk kq˛ pAbk kq˛ “ pAbk kq˛ since |kˆ| is dense in R`.
Proposition 2.3.16. Let φ : A Ñ B be a morphism of bornological algebras, then
φpA˛ q Ă B˛ .
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Proof. It is easy to check that φpA˝q Ă B˝, so λφpA˝q Ă λB˝, and the proposition
follows.
Corollary 2.3.17. The association A ÞÑ A˛ is a functor from the category of
bornological algebras to the category of multiplicative monoids.
Proof.
Proposition 2.3.18. Let A be a seminormed algebra, then A˝ “ A˛ .
Proof. Suppose k “ k. We have to show that in a k-seminormed algebrač
λPk,|λ|ą1
λA˝ “ A˝.
The inclusion
Ş
λPk,|λ|ą1
λA˝ Ą A˝ is clear because λA˝ Ą A˝ for any λ P k with
|λ| ą 1. For the other inclusion, we consider f P Ş
λPk,|λ|ą1
λA˝. This means that
|f |sup ď |λ| for any |λ| ą 1 hence |f |sup ď 1 ñ f P A˝.
If k ‰ k then by proposition 2.3.14
A˛ “ pAbk kq˛ XA “ tf P A||f |sup ď 1u “ A˝.
Proposition 2.3.19. Let A be a bornological m-algebra, then A˛ is closed in A.
Proof. By proposition 2.1.51 we know that A˝ is closed. Hence λA˝ is closed for
any λ P kˆ, because f ÞÑ λf is an isomorphism of underlying bornological sets. It
follows that pAbk kq˛ is closed, by applying proposition 2.3.14. Since AÑ Abk k
is a bounded map then A˛ is bounded because it is the preimage of a bornologically
closed subset.
Lemma 2.3.20. Let φ : AÑ B be a morphism of bornological m-algebras such that
the set of elements of the form φpfqφpgq with f, g P A and φpgq invertible, is dense in B.
Then, the induced map on spectra φ˚ :MpBq ÑMpAq is injective.
We give two proofs of this lemma. One using a purely bornological reasoning,
the other using the spectral semi-norm of A and B. We start with the bornological
proof.
Proof. First of all, if both A and B are seminormed k-algebras the result is known,
see [10] remark 1.2.2 (iii), where the result is discussed for Banach rings but it is
easy to see that it holds for any seminormed k-algebra. We will reduce the general
case to the case of seminormed algebras. We define the set
Aφ
.“ tf P A|φpfq P Bˆu.
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Aφ is a multiplicative system of A, so we can form the localization of A with respect
to Aφ, which will be denoted by Alocφ . By hypothesis φ has a factorization of the
form
AÑ Alocφ φ˜Ñ B
as a bare map of k-algebras. We can always suppose to have two representations
of A and B as monomorphic filtered colimits of seminormed k-algebras indexed by
the same set and that φ can be written as a system map between these systems, see
[6] remark 2.3 and proposition 2.5. Explicitly, we will write A – limÑ
iPI
Ai, B – limÑ
iPI
Bi,
φi : Ai Ñ Bi and φ “ limÑ
iPI
φi, meaning that there exists a commutative diagram
A B
limÑ
iPI
Ai limÑ
iPI
Bi
φ
– –
limÑ φi
.
For each i we define
pAiqφi .“ tf P Ai|φpfq P Bˆi u
and pAiqlocφi the localization of Ai with respect to pAiqφi . We notice that as a
monoids
Aφ – limÑ
iPI
pAiqφi .
The inclusion limÑ
iPI
pAiqφi Ă Aφ is obvious. To show the reverse inclusion, we pick an
element g P Aφ. This means that there exists a b P B such that φpgqb “ 1. Since I
is filtered, there must exist i, j P I such that g P Ai, b P Bj and a k P I such that
k ě i, j. It then follows that g P pAkqφk and hence g P limÑ
iPI
pAiqφi . From this, we can
deduce that
Alocφ “
"
f
g
|f P A, g P Aφ
*
“
$&%fg |f P limÑ
iPI
Ai, g P limÑ
iPI
pAiqφi
,.- “ limÑ
iPI
pAiqlocφi
so we see that, as a morphism of k-algebras, we have a factorization
Ai pAiqlocφi Bi
φ˜i
φi
.
In order to end the proof we just need to show that the map pAiqlocφi Ñ Bi has
dense image, because then we can apply remark 1.2.2 (iii) of [10] to deduce that the
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map on spectra MpBiq ÑMpAiq is injective and so MpBq ÑMpAq turns out to
be injective because it is a projective limit of injective maps. Hence,
Bi “ φ˜pAlocφq XBi “ tx P B|x P Bi, x P φ˜pAlocφqu “ tx P Bi|x P φ˜plimÑ
iPI
pAiqlocφi qu “
“ tx P Bi|x P φ˜ippAiqlocφi qu
proving the claim and the lemma.
Then the argument with the spectral semi-norms.
Proof. By Theorem 2.1.39 the spectral seminorm is functorial, so φ : AÑ B induces
a bounded morphism φ : pA, ρAq Ñ pB, ρBq. In the previous proof we saw that as
map of k-algebras we have a factorization
AÑ Alocφ φ˜Ñ B.
Consider the sub-algebra C “ φ˜pAlocφq Ă B equipped with the bornology induced by
the inclusion. By hypothesis C is dense in B and the canonical map B Ñ pB, ρBq
is bounded. In particular this implies that B Ñ pB, ρBq is continuous for the
topology induced by the bornological convergence, so for any subset X Ă B we have
X Ă XpρBq, where XpρBq denotes the closure of X for the topology induced on B by
ρB. Applying this reasoning to C Ă B we obtain that the closure of C with respect
to the topology induced by ρB is the whole B, and the lemma is proved, again.
Proposition 2.3.21. Let AxX1, . . . , Xny: be the ring of overconvergent power series
over a complete bornological m-algebra A – limÑ
iPI
Ai, then
MpAxX1, . . . , Xny:q “
č
ρ1,...,ρną1
MpAxρ´11 X1, . . . , ρ´1n Xnyq.
Proof. Given two polyradii ρ ą ρ1, the maps of the system Axρ´11 X1, . . . , ρ´1n Xny Ñ
Axpρ11q´1X1, . . . , pρ1nq´1Xny are bounded monomorphisms and as a consequence of
theorem 2.2.10 they have bornologically dense image, because they contain the poly-
nomials. Applying lemma 2.3.20 we get that the induced map of spectra
(2.3.21.1) MpAxpρ11q´1X1, . . . , pρ1nq´1Xnqy ÑMpAxρ´11 X1, . . . , ρ´1n Xnyq
is injective. Then, the projective system is in fact an intersection of topological
spaces. The topology on MpAxX1, . . . , Xny:q coincides with the topology of the
intersection because the maps of equation (2.3.21.1) are continuous maps between
compact Hausdorff spaces, hence they are closed (and injective) maps.
The following theorem gives the geometrical interpretation of weak-powerbounded
elements.
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Theorem 2.3.22. Let AxXy: be the ring of overconvergent power series over a
seminormed k-algebra, then
1. f P pAxXy:q˝ ðñ |fpxq| ď 1 for all x PMpAxρ´1Xyq for a suitable ρ ą 1;
2. f is topologically nilpotent if and only if |fpxq| ă 1 for all x PMpAxXy:q;
3. f P pAxXy:q˛ ðñ |fpxq| ď 1 for all x PMpAxXy:q.
Proof. 1. By lemma 2.1.48, we know that pAxXy:q˝ “ limÑ
ρą1
A˝xρ´1Xy, because
Axρ´1Xy are seminormed algebras, the system is monomorphic and AxXy: is
equipped with the direct limit bornology. Hence, f P pAxXy:q˝ is equivalent
to f P A˝xρ´1Xy for some ρ ą 1 which is equivalent to |fpxq| ď 1 for all
x PMpAxρ´1Xyq.
2. f is topologically nilpotent in AxXy: if and only if is topologically nilpotent in
Axρ´1Xy for some ρ ą 1, because of the definition of bornological convergence.
3. Suppose f P pAxXy:q˛ , this means that f P pAxρ´1Xyq˝ for all ρ ą 1, and
so |fpxq| ď 1 for any x P MpAxρ´1Xyq. This is true for any ρ ą 1 hence
|fpxq| ď 1 for all x PMpAxXy:q.
Example 2.3.23. The main example of an element which is weakly-power-bounded
but not power-bounded is X P AxXy:: X P pAxXy:q˛ because for any λ P k with
|ρ| ą 1 we have that ρ´1X P pAxXy:q˝. But X R pAxXy:q˝ because X R Axρ´1Xy
for any ρ ą 1.
Remark 2.3.24. The condition f P pAxXy:q˛ is equivalent to |f |sup ď 1, where the
sup is calculated on the point of the spectrum. The difference between thinking f as
a weakly power-bounded element of AxXy:, endowed with the direct limit bornology
or as power-bounded element of AxXy: endowed with its spectral norm, is that in
the latter case there is no clear universal property that characterized AxXy: in the
category of seminormed algebras. On the contrary, working in our bornological
settings we have a pretty good universal property to work with and a bornological
notion of completeness to exploit.
The next proposition shows the strict link between the direct limit bornology of
AxXy: and the spectral norm.
Proposition 2.3.25. Let A be a seminormed k-algebra, then
MpAxXy:q –MppAxXy:, | ¨ |supqq –MpAxXyq.
Proof. The second isomorphism is classical. MpAxXy:q – MpAxXyq is a conse-
quence of proposition 2.3.21, noticing that the norm of AxXy is precisely the infimum
of the family of norms of Axρ´1Xy on AxXy:. More precisely, for any f P AxXy:
we can consider the norm
}f} “ inf
ρą1 |f |ρ
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where | ¨ |ρ is the norm of Axρ´1Xy. Since AxXy: “ limÑ
ρą1
Axρ´1Xy the value }f} is
well-defined and finite for all f P AxXy:. The norm } ¨ } concides with the restriction
of the norm of AxXy to AxXy: and since } ¨ } is the minimum of the family of
the seminorms that defines the bornology of AxXy:, all bounded seminorms (and
multiplicative in the case of the elements of the spectrum) for the bornology of
AxXy: must be also bounded for } ¨ }.
Analogous statements of the previous proposition and theorem can be given for
AxX1, . . . , Xny:. We omit a detailed study of these cases that can be obtained by
an easy induction argument. We conclude this section by noticing that we can
also define the algebras Axρ´11 X1, . . . , ρ´1n Xny: whose explicit description is easy to
deduce from what done up to here and therefore it is omitted. We need a concluding
remark.
Remark 2.3.26. The proof of theorem 2.3.22 easily adapts to every LB-algebra.
Therefore, for any LB-algebra A we have that As “ A˛ .
2.4 Weak power-bounded elements and algebraic mon-
ads
Let φ : AÑ B be a morphism bornological m-algebras. We saw so far that φ induces
two maps of monoids
φ˛ : A˛ Ñ B˛ ,
φ˝ : A˝ Ñ B˝.
We study the first one that is more interesting for the geometrical study we will do
in next chapters. In the aim of finding a geometrical meaning to the functor ˛ , we
associate to A not simply the monoid A˛ but the algebraic monad defined
ΣA˛ pXq .“
#ÿ
xPX
mxx|pmxq P RpA˛ q
+
for any set X3. We notice that |ΣA˛ | “ ΣA˛ p1q – A˛ and that ΣA˛ is an object
which carry more information than A˛ , in fact its structure depends also on the
embedding A˛ ãÑA and on the additive structure of A. Recall that in proposition
2.3.18 we showed that for seminormed k-algebra A˛ “ A˝. We will need the following
characterization of power-bounded elements.
Lemma 2.4.1. Let A be a seminormed C-algebra then
pfiq P ΣA˛ pnq ðñ sup
xPMpAq
nÿ
i“1
|fipxq| ď 1.
3See the appendix B for notations about monads and in particular definition B.2.4 for the monad
associated to any multiplicative submonoid of a ring.
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Proof. First we check that sup
xPMpAq
nř
i“1
|fipxq| ď 1 ñ pfiq P ΣA˛ pnq. Given any
g1, ..., gn P A˛ , then |gi|sup ď 1, hence
sup
xPMpAq
|
nÿ
i“1
pfigiqpxq| ď sup
xPMpAq
nÿ
i“1
|fipxq||gipxq| ď sup
xPMpAq
nÿ
i“1
|fipxq| ď 1
so
nř
i“1
figi P A˛ .
Now we suppose that pfiq P ΣA˛ pnq. Consider the elements
zi “ |fipxq|
fipxq P k
˝ãÑA˛
for a fixed x PMpAq. Since pfiq P ΣA˛ pnq,
|
nÿ
i“1
pfiziqpxq| ď 1
so
|
nÿ
i“1
fipxq |fipxq|
fipxq | “ |
nÿ
i“1
|fipxq|| “
nÿ
i“1
|fipxq| ď 1.
We can vary x PMpAq freely, so we have that
nÿ
i“1
|fipxq| ď 1,@x PMpAq
which ends the proof.
Remark 2.4.2. If k is non-archimedean, the statement of the previous lemma holds
trivially. Moreover, if k “ R we can tensor A with C, applying the lemma and then
pull back the result on A because A˛ “ pAbR Cq˛ XA.
Proposition 2.4.3. The association A ÞÑ ΣA˛ is a functor from the category of
k-seminormed algebras to the category of algebraic monads.
Proof. We have to check that a bounded k-algebra homomorphism φ : A Ñ B
induces a morphism of algebraic monads φ˛ : ΣA˛ Ñ ΣB˛ . Since φ is bounded then
for any f P A we have that |φpfqpxq| “ |fpφ˚pxqq|, for x PMpBq. For f1, ..., fn P A
we have the following equivalence of statements
nÿ
i“1
|fipxq| ď 1,@x PMpAq ðñ pfiq P ΣA˛ pnq
thanks to lemma 2.4.1. Hence
nÿ
i“1
|φpfiqpxq| “
nÿ
i“1
|fipφ˚pxqq| ď 1,@x PMpBq
which, again applying lemma 2.4.1, implies pφpfiqq P ΣB˛ pnq. Thus, we have a well-
defined map φ˛ which is a monad morphism because φ is a morphism of rings and
ΣA˛ , ΣB˛ are submonads of ΣA and ΣB respectively.
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Remark 2.4.4. If k is non-archimedean the previous proposition is almost trivial
and well-known.
Definition 2.4.5. Let A be a bornological m-algebra, we say that A is regular if
A˛ “ tf P A||f |sup ď 1u “ As.
i.e. a bornological m-algebra A is regular if for the elements of A the con-
cept of spectrally power-boundedness coincides with the concept of weakly power-
boundedness.
Example 2.4.6. 1. All seminormed algebras are regular, because of proposition
2.3.18;
2. The main example of ”non-trivial” regular bornological algebra is given by
AxXy: as a consequence of theorem 2.3.22.
3. Remark 2.3.26 shows that all LB-algebras are regular.
Theorem 2.4.7. The association A ÞÑ ΣA˛ is a functor from the category of regular
bornological m-algebras to the category of algebraic monads.
Proof. We write A “ limÑ
iPI
Ai, B “ limÑ
jPJ
Bj with Ai, Bj seminormed algebras and
φ : A Ñ B a bounded map. Thanks to proposition 2.4.3 to show that φ induces a
map of algebraic monads φ˛ : ΣA˛ Ñ ΣB˛ it is enough to show that φ is bounded
with respect to the spectral seminorm of A and B. But this is shown in theorem
2.1.39
Remark 2.4.8. We showed in theorem 2.3.22 that the ring of overconvergent power-
series AxXy: is regular, if A is a k-seminormed algebra, because we characterized the
elements of pAxXy:q˛ as the power-bounded elements with respect to the spectral
norm of AxXy:. Hence, we can restate this observation by saying that the diagram
of functors
RBornpAlgkq Mon pSetsq
SnpAlgkq
˛
˝
commutes, where RBornpAlgkq denotes the category of regular bornological m-
algebras over k, SnpAlgkq the category of seminormed algebras over k and the
functor RBornpAlgkq Ñ SnpAlgkq is the functor which associates to any regular
bornological algebra A the seminormed algebra pA, |¨|supq, where |¨|sup is the spectral
seminorm of A.
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2.5 Spectra of locally convex algebras
The aim of this section is to discuss spectra of topological algebras over any k
similarly as did in [26] and [45] for topological algebras over C, and to compare these
spectra with our bornological spectra. We do not go in a deep and detailed study of
general topological algebras over k, restricting our attention on the multiplicatively
convex.
Definition 2.5.1. Let A be a locally convex topological k-vector space. We call A a
locally convex topological algebra if A is equipped with a bilinear map AˆAÑ A,
which is continuous and associative. We will always suppose that the multiplication
is commutative and that A has an identity element. A morphism of locally convex
algebras is a continuous k-algebra homomorphism which preserves identities.
Definition 2.5.2. Let A be a locally convex algebra, we say that A is multiplicatively
convex if
A – limÐ
iPI
Ai
with Ai seminormed algebras, and where the system morphisms are algebra mor-
phisms.
Definition 2.5.3. Let A be a topological algebra, we define the spectrum MpAq of
A as the set of continuous multiplicative seminorms on A which are compatible with
the valuation on k, i.e. whose restriction on k is equal to its valuation. We endow it
with the weak topology induced by the evaluation morphism | ¨ | ÞÑ |f |, for | ¨ | PMpAq
and f P A.
Proposition 2.5.4. Let SpAq be the set equivalence classes of continuous charac-
ters4. Then, we have a bijection
SpAq –MpAq.
Proof. The proof follows from classical argumentations. We consider a continuous
character χ : AÑ K to a complete valued field K{k. The valuation | ¨ | : K Ñ Rě0
induces on A a seminorm | ¨ |˝χ which is a continuous multiplicative seminorm on A.
Given two characters χ1 : AÑ K1 and χ2 : AÑ K2, they induces two multiplicative
seminorms | ¨ |1, | ¨ |2 : AÑ Rě0 and | ¨ |1 “ |¨ |2 if and only if there exist two isometric
embeddings KãÑK1, KãÑK2 and a continuous character χ : A Ñ K such that the
4A character χ : AÑ K is a continuous k-algebra morphism from A to a valued field extension
K{k.
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following diagram commutes
K1
A K
K2
χ
χ1
χ2
,
i.e. if and only if χ1 and χ2 are in the same equivalence class of continuous characters.
Moreover, since A is a k-algebra we have that k Ñ A Ñ K is a morphism of
complete valued field, hence it must be an isometric embedding, since the spectrum
of a complete valued field is a point. Therefore, any continuous character χ induces
a seminorm on A, | ¨ | ˝ χ, that is compatible with the valuation on k.
On the other hand, given a continuous multiplicative seminorm | ¨ | : A Ñ Rě0,
then | ¨ |´1p0q is a closed prime ideal of A and we can extend | ¨ | to a multiplicative
norm on K “ Frac
´
A
|¨|´1p0q
¯
. Taking the completion of K we get a complete valued
field pK and a character χ : AÑ pK. In general this character is continuous but the
embedding kãÑ pK may not be an isometric embedding. To ensure this to be true, the
seminorm | ¨ | must be compatible with the valuation on k, as it is for the elements
of MpAq.
It is easy to check that the two associations described so far are inverse of each
other set-theoretically.
Remark 2.5.5. We would like to think of points of spectra as seminorms, as in
Berkovich’s approach, but in this section we find it more convenient to think of
points as characters.
Our next objective is to generalize lemma 7.1 of page 175 of [45] to the case of a
general valued field, in order to be able to express the spectrum of a multiplicatively
convex topological algebra by mean of spectra of k-Banach algebras in a dual way
compared to what we did in the case of bornological m-algebras in theorem 2.1.30.
But the theory of multiplicatively convex topological algebras is far more compli-
cated than the theory of bornological m-algebras. So, we bound ourself in discussing
the few results we need.
We say that a projective limit A “ limÐ
iPI
Ai is cofiltered if the set I is directed, and
we say that is cofiltrant if I is linearly ordered and maps are injective. We also use
the notation ϕi,j : Ai Ñ Aj for the system morphisms of the projective limit, for
i, j P I with j ď i. We also write pii : limÐ
iPI
Ai Ñ Ai for the canonical projections from
the limit.
Definition 2.5.6. Let A “ limÐ
iPI
Ai be a cofiltered locally convex topological algebra,
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we say that the limit is a dense if for any i, j P I with i ď j we have that
ϕj,ipAjq “ Ai.
We say that the limit is strictly dense if it is a dense and for any i the canonical
map pii : limÐ Ai Ñ Ai has dense image.
Theorem 2.5.7. Let A “ limÐ
iPI
Ai be a strictly dense (and hence cofiltered) projective
limit of multiplicatively convex topological algebras. Then, there is a continuous
bijection of topological spaces
limÑ
iPI
MpAiq ÑMpAq.
Proof. The following proof is an adaptation of lemma 7.1, chapter V of [45]. By the
functoriality of the spectrum, the topological space limÑ
iPI
MpAiq is well-defined. Given
any φ PMpAiq, by composition we get φ ˝ pii PMpAq. Moreover, for any j ď i we
also get that
φ ˝ pii “ φ ˝ ϕj,i ˝ pij
with φ ˝ ϕj,i ˝ pij PMpAjq. This shows that the diagram
MpAq
MpAjq MpAiq
pi˚j
ϕ˚i
pi˚i
,
commutes, where the ˚ stands for the opposite maps on spectra. Hence, by the
definition of colimit we have a unique continuous map h : limÑ
iPI
MpAiq ÑMpAq. We
show that this map is injective. We consider u, v P limÑ
iPI
MpAiq and suppose that
hpuq “ hpvq. We can assume that u “ ui and v “ vi for ui, vi PMpAiq, since the
limit limÑ
iPI
MpAiq is filtered. Given a x “ pxiq P limÐ
iPI
Ai one has that
hpuqpxq “ uipxiq, hpvqpxq “ vipxiq.
Therefore, we get that ui “ vi on piipAq and since piipAq “ Ai, by the continuity of
ui and vi we deduce that ui “ vi everywhere, obtaining injectivity claim.
The surjectivity is the only thing left to show. Let u PMpAq, i.e. a continuous
character of A compatible with k. Then, u : A Ñ K is a continuous linear map
between k-locally convex spaces, and in particular K is a k-Banach space. This is
equivalent to say (cf. proposition 1.1 of page 75 of [54]) that, if P is the family of
seminorms that defines the topology on A, there exists a finite set p1, ..., pn P P and
a constant c ą 0 such that
}upxq} ď c sup pipxq
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where } ¨ } is the valuation on K. Consider the topology generated by p1, ..., pn
on A, and denote this topological vector space by A˜. Since this is a finite family
of seminorms then there exists a seminorm which induces the same topology of
p1, ..., pn and the identity AÑ A˜ is a continuous map. Moreover, the projective limit
topology of A is obtained by pulling back by the canonical morphisms pii : AÑ Ai
the topologies of Ai. Since this system is cofiltered for any finite sets of seminorm in
P there exists a k P I such that Ak Ñ A˜ is continuous. Hence, the map u : AÑ K
factors through Ak, proving the surjectivity and the theorem.
In general the continuous bijection of the last theorem is not a homeomorphism,
although it is in a particular, important case that we now explain.
Lemma 2.5.8. Let A “ limÐ
iPN
Ai be a strictly dense (and hence cofiltered) projective
limit of Banach algebras. Let x PMpAq and pin : AÑ An the canonical projections,
then
x PMpAnq ðñ |fpxq| ď |pinpfpxqq|
for all f P A.
Proof. Let x PMpAq and let Hx be the residue field of x. By the same argument
of the last part of the proof of theorem 2.5.7, the character
f ÞÑ fpxq
is continuous as a linear map A Ñ Hx if and only if there exist a C ą 0 and an
n P N such that
|fpxq| ď C|pinpfpxqq|,
again as an application of proposition 1.1 of page 75 of [54]. Since the seminorm
which corresponds to x is multiplicative we get that
|fpxq|m ď C|pinpfmpxqq| ď C|pinpfpxqq|m ñ |fpxq| ď m
?
C|pinpfpxqq|.
Taking the limit for mÑ8 yields |fpxq| ď |pinpfpxqq| for all f P A.
Conversely, suppose that x PMpAnq ĂMpAq. It is then obvious that |fpxq| ď
|pinpfpxqq| for all f P A, concluding the proof.
Proposition 2.5.9. Let A “ limÐ
iPN
Ai be a strictly dense (and hence cofiltered) pro-
jective limit of Banach algebras. Then, the map
limÑ
iPN
MpAiq ÑMpAq
is a homeomorphism.
Proof. By theorem 2.5.7 we only need to show that the inverse map MpAq Ñ
limÑ
iPN
MpAiq is continuous. By corollary V.5.1 of [45] it is enough to show that
limÑ
iPN
MpAiq “
ď
iPN
MpAiq
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is an exhaustion of MpAq, i.e. that MpAq is hemicompact. More concretely, we
need to show that given any compact subset K ĂMpAq there exists an i P N such
that K ĂMpAiq.
Consider on A the family of norms
pi
.“ pii˚ p| ¨ |iq, i P N
where pii : AÑ Ai is the canonical morphism and | ¨ |i is the norm of Ai. The family
tpiuiPN induces on A its Fre´chet structure (the one given by the projective limit that
defines A) and for each i P N we have that
pi ď pi`1.
Let K ĂMpAq be a compact subset. For each n P N consider the set
nK˝ .“
č
xPK
tf P A||fpxq| ď nu.
nK˝ is closed in A because each tf P A||fpxq| ď nu is closed. Since the map
f ÞÑ fpxq
is continuous and K is compact in MpAq, then fpKq is compact in R and hence
A “
ď
nPN
nK˝.
A is a Baire space, and by Baire’s theorem we can deduce that there exists an n such
that nK˝ has non-empty interior. Since the topology of A is given by the norms
tpiuiPN, we can then find a j P N, an  P |kˆ| and a g P nK˝ such that
tf P A|pjpf ´ gq ă u Ă nK˝ ðñ tf P A|pjpf ´ gq ă 
n
u Ă K˝.
Let h P A be such that pjphq ‰ 0. Then, for any λ P k such that |λ| “ 2pjphq
g ` λh P K˝ ðñ |pg ` λhqpxq| ď 1, @x P K.
The relation |φpgq| ď 1 yields
|pλhqpxq| ď 2 ñ |hpxq| ď 2
λ
ðñ |hpxq| ď 4

|pjphq|.
Since the semi-norm associated to x is multiplicative
|phnqpxq| “ |hpxq|n ď 4

|pjphnq|
so taking the nth square root we get that
|hpxq| ď n
c
4

n
b
|pjphnq| ď n
c
4

|pjphq|
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which implies
(2.5.9.1) |hpxq| ď |pjphq|,@x P K.
On the other hand, if pjphq “ 0, then for any c P k
g ` ch P K˝
because g ` ch is contained in any neighborhood of g in A. Thus
(2.5.9.2) |hpxq| ď 2|c| , @c P k ñ |hpxq| “ 0,@x P K.
Together equations (2.5.9.1) and (2.5.9.2) imply that we can apply Lemma 2.5.8
to deduce that x P MpAjq Ă MpAq, which shows that K Ă MpAjq proving that
MpAq is hemicompact.
Corollary 2.5.10. Let A be a topological multiplicatively convex Fre´chet algebra
whose topology is not given by a single norm, then MpAq is hemicompact but not
compact. So, as bornological algebra there is no presentation of a multiplicatively
convex Fre´chet algebra of the form
A – limÑ
iPI
Ai
with Ai seminormed algebras: i.e. multiplicatively convex Fre´chet algebras (in the
topological sense), in general, are not multiplicatively convex in bornological sense.
Proof. The only thing to check is that for Fre´chet algebras the notion of bornolog-
ical spectrum and topological spectrum coincide. This follows from the fact that
Fre´chet spaces are normal spaces, in the sense of definition 2.1.7, so the bounded-
ness of a character is equivalent to its continuity. The corollary is proved using
proposition 2.5.4 and proposition 2.1.32 which characterize the bornological spec-
trum as the equivalence classes of bounded characters and the topological spectrum
as the equivalence classes of continuous characters.
Remark 2.5.11. The same conclusions of corollary 2.5.10 were drawn in warning
3.12 of [46] for the case k “ C.
Example 2.5.12. 1. In complex analytic geometry the Stein spaces can be thought
as spectra of Stein algebras. Indeed, Stein algebras have a canonical structure
of Fre´chet algebras as, for example, the space of analytic functions over the
open disk of radius 1 in C do have. Its spectrum has a canonical complex
analytic space structure which is isomorphic to the open disk of radius 1 in
C itself. One can even show that the association of Stein algebras to Stein
spaces gives an anti-equivalence between the category of Stein spaces and that
of Stein algebras (the so-called Forster’s theorem).
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2. In [10] Berkovich introduced the affine space Ank over a non-archimedean field k
as the set of bounded multiplicative seminorms over krX1, ..., Xns compatible
with the valuation of k. He then showed that this space is homeomorphic to
the spaceď
ρą0
Mpkxρ´1X1, ..., ρ´1Xnyq “ limÑ
ρą0
Mpkxρ´1X1, ..., ρ´1Xnyq.
It seems more satisfactory, from the prospective of analytic geometry, to
be able to describe this space as the spectrum of some topological algebra,
equipped with some nice topology. In fact, we can do this noticing that we
can define
OpAnkq .“ limÐ
ρą0
kxρ´1X1, ..., ρ´1Xny
and call this algebra the algebra of entire functions on Ank . This algebra is a
Fre´chet algebra over k and satisfies the hypothesis of theorem 2.5.7 hence
MpOpAnkqq – limÑ
ρą0
Mpkxρ´1X1, ..., ρ´1Xnyq – Ank
coincides with Berkovich definition. Note also the analogy of this algebra with
the Fre´chet algebra OpCnq of entire holomorphic functions on Cn. We shall
analyse these analogies more in depth in the following chapters.
Definition 2.5.13. Let ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Ai Ñ Ai`1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ be an inductive system of Fre´chet
algebras. We say that
A – limÑ
iPN
Ai
is an LF-algebra (where calculated in the category of topological algebras) if the
colimit is filtrant. We say that A is a strict LF-algebra if the system morphisms are
strict. We use the term LB if the Fre´chet spaces Ai are Banach.
Definition 2.5.14. Let A be an LF-algebra, we say that A is LF-regular if the
underlying topological vector space is LF-regular ( i.e. normal).
Proposition 2.5.15. Let A be an LF-regular LF-algebra. If A can be presented as
a LB-algebra A – limÑ
iPN
Ai, then there is a homeomorphism
MpAbq –MpAq –
č
iPN
MpAiq
between the bornological and topological spectrum.
Proof. If A – limÑ
iPI
Ai, with Ai Banach and A is LF-regular, then canonically A
b –
limÑ
iPN
Abi . Moreover, for normal bornological/topological vector spaces boundedness of
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linear maps is equivalent to continuity, hence a character from A to a valued field
is continuous if and only if is bounded hence MpAbq –MpAq. We can then apply
theorem 2.1.30 to the system limÑ
iPI
Abi and deduce the proposition.
Remark 2.5.16. We saw in example 2.1.33 (4) that there exist LF-regular LF-
algebras with empty spectrum. So, we cannot relax the hypothesis that A possesses
a presentation as an LB-algebra in the last proposition.
Chapter 3
Dagger affinoid spaces
In this chapter we introduce the basic ingredients of dagger analytic geometry: Dag-
ger affinoid algebras and dagger affinoid spaces. We start the first section by review-
ing some properties of the algebras of germs of analytic functions over polydisks and
recasting some classical results using the language of bornological vector spaces and
bornological algebras. Our main result of this first section is Theorem 3.1.11 which
asserts that all the ideals of the algebra Wnk pρq are bornologically closed for the
”dagger bornology” we are considering on it. This result permits to develop the
theory of dagger affinoid algebras, in the subsequent section, and to prove in our
context some of the main basic properties these algebras are expected to satisfy: for
example we show that every algebra morphism between dagger affinoid algebras is
bounded. Then, we will devote a section to compare the algebras we defined with
the classical algebras of germs of analytic functions over compact Stein subset when
the base field is C. After that we will introduce dagger affinoid spaces and compare
them with analogous objects already present in literature: for k a non-archimedean
base field we compare them with the notion of germs of analytic spaces given by
Berkovich in [12] and when the base field is C we show that our dagger affinoid spaces
have a canonical structure of compact Stein subset of Cn, for some n. We conclude
this chapter introducing the notion of dagger affinoid subdomain and discussing the
basic properties of dagger affinoid subdomains.
3.1 Overconvergent analytic functions on polydisks
Let k be an arbitrary complete non-trivially valued field. Given any polyradius
ρ “ pρ1, ..., ρnq P Rn` we define
Tnk pρq .“ kxρ´11 X1, ..., ρ´1n Xny
with j “ pj1, ..., jnq a multi-index, where we are using notation introduced in section
2.2. We call it the Tate algebra on the polycylinder of polyradius ρ “ pρ1, ..., ρnq. In
the case of k “ R,C we can identify any element of Tnk pρq with an analytic function
on the open polycylinder of polyradius ρ, whose algebra is denoted by OpDkpρ´qq,
and by the identity theorem we have that the map
Tnk pρqãÑOpDkpρ´qq
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is injective. Moreover, we can consider on Tnk pρq the norm
|
ÿ
iPNn
aiX
i|ρ .“
ÿ
iPNn
|ai|ρi11 ...ρinn
and Tnk pρq is a k-Banach algebra with respect to this norm (remember our conven-
tions on summation symbols from section 1.5). For f “ ř
iPNn
aiX
i P Tnk pρq we have
the estimate
}f}sup “ sup
xPDkpρ`q
|fpxq| ď |f |ρ
hence given a Cauchy sequence tfnu Ñ f for | ¨ |ρ we see that
}fn ´ fm}sup ď |fn ´ fm|ρ Ñ 0,
therefore the convergence for the norm | ¨ |ρ implies the uniform convergence. There-
fore, we can deduce that, for k “ R,C, any element in Tnk pρq defines an analytic
function in Dkpρ´q which is continuous on the boundary of the polycylinder. But in
general, not all analytic functions in Dkpρ´q which have a continuous extension on
the boundary can be represented by a series which belongs to Tnk pρq.
Definition 3.1.1. For any polyradius ρ “ pρ1, ..., ρnq P Rn` we define
Wnk pρq “ kxρ´11 X1, ..., ρ´1n Xny: .“ limÑ
rąρ
Tnk prq “
ď
rąρ
Tnk prq
and we call it the ring of overconvergent analytic functions on the polycylinder of
polyradius ρ “ pρ1, ..., ρnq centered in zero. Moreover, if ρ “ p1, ..., 1q we simply
write
Wnk “ kxX1, ..., Xny:
and we call it the ring of overconvergent analytic functions on the polydisk of radius
1.
We put on Wnk pρq the direct limit bornology induced by the k-Banach algebra
structure on Tnk prq, and we call it the canonical (or dagger) bornology on Wnk pρq.
Remark 3.1.2. Definition 3.1.1 is just definition 2.3.8 applied with A “ k.
We use the notation Wnk when we do not need an explicit reference to the vari-
ables, otherwise we use the notation kxX1, ..., Xny:.
Remark 3.1.3. Our main objects of study will be the algebras Wnk pρq and their
quotients. If k is trivially valued then Wnk “ Tnk p1q “ krX1, ..., Xns, the Tate algebra
of k and so our constructions will reduce to Berkovich theory. So, in this work, we
have nothing new to add to the theory in the case of trivially valued field.
Proposition 3.1.4. Wnk pρq is a complete bornological algebra whose bornology has
a countable base.
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Proof. Wnk pρq is by definition a filtrant direct limit of a family k-Banach algebras
with monomorphic system morphisms. By choosing a monotonic strictly decreasing
sequence of polyradii tρiuiPN such that ρi Ñ ρ, then
limÑ
iPN
Tnk pρiq –Wnk pρq.
Hence, the bornology of Wnk pρq has the following explicit description. A subset
B Ă Wnk pρq is bounded if and only if there exists a ρi such that B Ă Tnk pρiq and
B is bounded in Tnk pρiq. This readily implies that the bornology of Wnk pρq has a
countable base.
Remark 3.1.5. It is easy to show that the functor b commutes with strict monomor-
phic direct limits with closed image, cf. Theorem 1, page 105 of [37]. In our case
the maps of the system which defines Wnk are not strict, since the image of T
n
k pρq is
dense in Tnk pρ1q, for ρ ą ρ1, and if the inclusion was a strict monomorphism then it
would be surjective, because both algebras are complete. The issue of understanding
if the functor b commutes with a countable direct limits
E “ limÑ
iPN
Ei
of Fre´chet spaces is a complicated problem, for which there is a vast literature. It
turns out that, even if one considers a direct limit of Banach spaces, the colimit may
not commute with b (see Kho¨te [42], 31.6). The condition that b commutes with the
direct limit which defines the LF-algebra is called regularity in literature, and since
we already reserved this word in the previous chapter (definition 2.4.5) we adopt
the term LF-regularity. Finally, we call LF-dagger structure of LF-dagger topology
or simply dagger topology the locally convex LF topological vector structure given
to Wnk by the system
pWnk pρqqt – plimÑ
rąρ
Tnk prqqt – limÑ
rąρ
Tnk prqt.
Theorem 3.1.6. The system
pWnk pρqqt – plimÑ
rąρ
Tnk prqqt
is compactoid ( i.e. any morphism limÑ T
n
k prqãÑ limÑ T
n
k pr1q is a compactoid map) hence
Wnk pρq is a LF-regular bornological algebra with the dagger LF-structure.
Remark 3.1.7. The concept of compactoid subset X Ă E of locally convex topo-
logical vector space is defined in [49], definition 3.8.1. This concept is essential
when one is dealing with functional analysis over a non-locally compact complete
field. If the base field is locally compact the concept of compactoid subset reduces
to the concept of pre-compact subset. Namely, the concept of compactoid subset
is precisely the generalization of the notion of pre-compact subset when the base
field is not locally compact, in which case pre-compactness lose its usefulness. The
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word compactoid is usually used in non-archimedean functorial analysis, and since
we want to have a unified treatment for archimedean and non-archimedean base
fields we use the word compactoid also to mean pre-compact subsets of locally con-
vex spaces over archimedean base fields. This choice cannot cause any confusion
because the definition of compactoid subset, as the one cited in [49], is equivalent
to the definition of pre-compact subset when it is considered over R or C.
Proof. This is a known result, but scattered in literature specialized in the complex
case or in the non-archimedean case. The non-archimedean case is solved in [49],
remark 11.4.3, and the archimedean case can be deduced applying the results of
Vogt in [63] or one can find an explicit proof in [39]. We give here a proof for the
sake of clarity.
We only deal with the case when k is locally compact just to explain the main
ideas of the proof. It is enough to show that for any ρ ą 1 the canonical map
Tnk pρq Ñ Tnk is compact, i.e. it maps the unit ball of Tnk pρq to a compact subset of
Tnk . We consider the unit ball
Bρ “ tf P Tnk pρq|}f}ρ ď 1u.
For any f P Bρ we can write
f “
8ÿ
i“0
aiρ
´iXi
for a summable sequence
8ř
i“0
|ai| ď 1 . Consider a sequence
tfjujPN “
# 8ÿ
i“0
ai,jρ
´iXi
+
jPN
Ă Bρ.
We have to check that tfjujPN has a convergent subsequence in Tnk . The sequences
ai,j , for fixed i and j Ñ8, are bounded sequences (bounded by 1), so we can extract
a convergent subsequence a˜i,j for any i. Therefore, we can define a subsequence
tf˜jujPN “
# 8ÿ
i“0
a˜i,jρ
´iXi
+
jPN
because we can always choose indexes in the appropriate way (continuing to extract
convergent subsequence from bounded ones). If we denote ai “ lim
jÑ8a˜i,j , then f˜j Ñ
f “
8ř
i“0
aiρ
´iXi in Tnk and f is a well-defined element of Tnk since |ai| ď 1 for all i.
Hence, for the norm of Tnk we have
}
8ÿ
i“0
aiρ
´iXi} “
8ÿ
i“0
|ai|ρ´i ď
8ÿ
i“0
ρ´i “ ρ
1´ ρ ă 8,
and this shows that the image of Bρ is compact in T
n
k , so the system plimÑ
rąρ
Tnk prqqt is
compact.
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The previous theorem asserts the following relations of commutation of colimits
with functors: if we equip Wnk pρq with the dagger bornology then
ppWnk pρqqtqb “ pplimÑ
rąρ
Tnk prqqtqb – plimÑ
rąρ
Tnk prqtqb – limÑ
rąρ
pTnk prqtqb –Wnk .
The preceding theorem has the following remarkable consequences.
Corollary 3.1.8. Wnk pρqt is a Hausdorff, nuclear, reflexive, complete, locally com-
plete LF-algebra.
Proof. These properties are common to all compactiod inductive limits: for the non-
archimedean version see [49] 11.3.5; for the archimedean version see the paragraph
8.5 in [18]. Notice that in the archimedean case for Wnk pρqt to be nuclear is a stronger
requirement with respect to require that plimÑ
rąρ
Tnk prqqt is a compact system. One can
easily show that the maps of this system are in fact nuclear, see for example [39].
We notice that Wnk pρq is a regular bornological algebra in the sense of definition
2.4.5, as a consequence of theorem 2.3.22. So, we can apply proposition 2.3.21 to
deduce the homeomorphism
MpWnk pρqq –MpTnk pρqq.
Moreover, if k is algebraically closed we also have
Max pWnk pρqq – Max pTnk pρqq – Dkpρ`q.
In the following lemmas and theorems we will use results established in the
appendix C to which we refer for the notation and terminology we use. We now
start to prove results for Wnk and strict dagger affinoid algebras and we will see later
how to generalize them to Wnk pρq and non-strict dagger affinoid algebras.
Lemma 3.1.9. Let k be an algebraic closure of k, then for any M P Max pWnk q
there exists an injection
pWnk qM ãÑKnpMq
where KnpMq is the k stellen-algebra centred in M P Dkpp1, ..., 1q`q which is a point
over M , and pWnk qM is the localization of Wnk at M .
Proof. We saw so far that
Max pWnk q – limÐ
ρą1
Max pTnk pρqq – Max pTnk pp1, ..., 1qqq.
If k is an algebraic closure of k then
Max pTnk pp1, ..., 1qqq –
Dkpp1, ..., 1q`q
Gal pk{kq
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giving to
Dkpp1,...,1q`q
Gal pk{kq the quotient topology. It is clear that KnpMq – Okn,M , the
ring of germs of analytic functions at M , and the identity theorem implies that
pWnk qM ãÑKnpMqãÑKnpMq
since any element of pWnk qM can be identified with an analytic function in a neigh-
borhood of M .
In the next lemma and in next theorem when we consider M P Max pWnk q we also
suppose to fix a M P Dn
K
p1`q which is mapped on M by the canonical projection
obtained by quotienting with the Galois action on Dn
K
p1`q.
Lemma 3.1.10. Let M P Max pWnk q and I Ă pWnk qM be an ideal, then there exists
an ideal J Ă KnpMq such that
I “ pWnk qM X J.
Proof. The ring homomorphism pWnk qM ãÑKnpMq is a local homomorphism of Noethe-
rian rings both of which have dimension n. This means that there exists a set of
generators of the maximal ideal of KnpMq, m “ pf1, ..., fnq such that their preimages
generate the maximal ideal of pWnk qM . Since the morphism is injective, this implies
that pWnk qM contains a set of generators of m (we call it again f1, . . . , fn) and that
the maximal ideal of pWnk qM is generated by pf1, ..., fnq.
Any ideal of pWnk qM and of KnpMq is of the form pP1, ..., PnqKnpMq (resp.pP1, ..., PnqpWnk qM q for some polynomials Pi P KnpMqrf1, ..., fns (resp. Pi P pWnk qM rf1, ..., fns)
since the local rings are regular, (cf. [21], Theorem 4.1), and therefore
pP1, ..., PnqKnpMq X pWnk qM “ pP1, ..., PnqpWnk qM .
The next theorem is our main result about Wnk .
Theorem 3.1.11. Wnk is Noetherian, factorial and every ideal of W
n
k is closed for
the dagger bornology.
Proof. That Wnk is Noetherian and factorial is well-known: in [25] (cf. theorem
I.9) there is the first proof that Wnk is Noetherian and in [20] a proof that W
n
k is
factorial (cf. theorem 1), for the archimedean case; for the non-archimedean case
one can see the first section of [32]. So, we have only to show that all the ideals are
bornologically closed.
For any M P Max pWnk q we have that Wnk ãÑOkn,M – KnpMq and by lemma
3.1.9 we have the factorization
Wnk ãÑpWnk qM ãÑKnpMq.
If we put on Wnk the dagger bornology and on KnpMq the inductive limit bornology
given by the isomorphism
KnpMq – limÑ
ρą0
Tn
k
pρqrM s
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(where Tn
k
pρqrM s is the Tate algebra over k with polyradius ρ centred in M), we
obtain that Wnk Ñ KnpMq is bounded because of the maximum modulus princi-
ple. Proposition C.1.5 implies that the identity KnpMq Ñ KnpMq is bounded if
we put on the domain the just mentioned bornology and the bornology of coeffi-
cientwise boundedness on the codomain, see appendix C for the definition of the
latter bornology. Hence, we get a bounded map Wnk Ñ KnpMq, which factors
through the inclusion pWnk qM ãÑKnpMq. Therefore, Wnk ãÑpWnk qM is bounded if we
put on pWnk qM the bornolgy induced by the coefficientwise boundedness bornology
on KnpMq. Moreover, all the ideals of pWnk qM are closed for the bornology of co-
efficientwise boundedness since by lemma 3.1.10 all the ideals of pWnk qM are of the
form pWnk qM X J for J Ă KnpMq and all the ideals of KnpMq are bornologically
closed, by proposition C.1.10.
Therefore, the preimage of any ideal of pWnk qM in Wnk is bornologically closed.
Since Wnk is Noetherian then any I ĂWnk satisfies the relation
I “
č
MPMax pWnk q
pIM XWnk q “
č
MPMax pWnk q
φ´1M pIM q
where φM : W
n
k Ñ pWnk qM is the canonical injection and IM is the extension of I topWnk qM . So I is an intersection of bornologically closed subsets of Wnk , hence it is a
bornologically closed subset.
Remark 3.1.12. Notice that the same argument does not apply to Tnk pρq because
the ideals of Tnk pρq are not finitely generated (for k “ R,C), and so not all localization
of Tnk pρq are Noetherian. Furthermore, it is known that not all ideals of Tnk pρq are
closed, neither the finitely generated nor the principal ones. In fact, one can show
that a R-Banach algebra on which every principal ideal is closed is a division algebra.
Remark 3.1.13. For k non-archimedean one could deduce previous theorem by
noticing that all the ideals of Tnk pρq are closed for the topology induced by the
norm, and this readily implies that all ideals of Wnk are closed for the direct limit
bornology. As explained in the previous remark, there is no hope to find an analogous
argumentation for archimedean base fields, and the advantage of theorem 3.1.11 is
that it applies for any base field.
Proposition 3.1.14. Let ITnk pρq denotes the lattice of closed ideals of Tnk pρq andIWnk the lattice of ideals of Wnk , then
IWnk – limÐ
ρą1
ITnk pρq
where the maps of the system are given by
Iρ ÞÑ Iρ X Tnk pρ1q
for ρ1 ą ρ.
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Proof. We can define a map PpWnk q ÑPpTnk pρqq by mapping a subset S ĂWnk to
S X Tnk pρq. If we consider an ideal I ĂWnk we have for each ρ a subset I X Tnk pρq Ă
Tnk pρq which is an ideal of Tnk pρq. Since any element of I must belong to Tnk pρq, for
some ρ ą 1, we see that
I “
ď
ρą1
I X Tnk pρq “ limÑ
ρą1
I X Tnk pρq.
Given an ideal I ĂWnk , by theorem 3.1.11 we know that I is closed and so IXTnk pρq
is a closed ideal of Tnk pρq (because Tnk pρq ÑWnk is bounded).
On the other hand, take a filtrant system of closed ideals Iρ Ă Tnk pρq. Their limit
I “ limÑ
ρą1
Iρ “
ď
ρą1
I X Tnk pρq
is an ideal of Wnk . In fact, I is clearly a subspace of W
n
k and for each a P Wnk and
x P I we have that there exists a ρ such that both a, x P Tnk pρq and so ax P Iρ ñ
ax P I. Moreover, I is bornologically closed because Wnk carries the direct limit
bornology. So a sequence txnunPN ĂWnk converges in Wnk if and only if there exists
a bounded subset B such that for all λ P kˆ, txnunPN Ă λB for all n ą N for some
N “ Npλq P N. But B Ă Tnk pρq for some ρ ą 1, hence txnunPN converges to an
element of Tnk pρq with respect to the norm of Tnk pρq.
This shows that we have two maps σ : IWnk Ñ limÐ
ρą1
ITnk pρq and τ : limÐ
ρą1
ITnk pρq Ñ
IWnk , since elements of ITnk pρq are precisely systems of closed ideals. These maps are
clearly inverse of each other and preserve the orderings hence they are isomorphisms
of partially ordered sets.
Proposition 3.1.15. Let I ĂWnk be an ideal then Wnk {I is a complete bornological
algebra. Moreover, if I “ pf1, ..., frq then we can write
Wn
I
– limÑ
ρą1
˜
Tnk pρq
pf1, ..., frqρ
¸
,
for ρ small enough.
Proof. Since I “ pf1, ..., frq is finitely generated there must exist a ρ1 ą 1 such that
fi P Tnk pρq for each ρ ă ρ1 and since
limÑ
ρ1ąρą1
Tnk pρq – limÑ
ρą1
Tnk pρq
we can suppose that fi P Tnk pρq for all ρ. To conclude the proof it is enough to notice
that calculating a quotient is a colimit operation, hence it commutes with all colimits
by abstract non-sense. This commutation property is precisely a restatement of the
claimed isomorphism.
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3.2 The category of dagger affinoid algebras
Definition 3.2.1. A strict k-dagger affinoid algebra is a complete bornological al-
gebra which is isomorphic to a quotient Wnk {I, with I an ideal. We denote by SAff :k
the full subcategory of BornpAlgkq whose objects are strict k-dagger affinoid algebras
and whose morphisms are bounded algebra morphisms.
Proposition 3.2.2. If A is a strict k-dagger affinoid algebra then A is a complete
bornological algebra for which all ideals are bornologically closed.
Proof. A inherits the quotient bornology from Wnk . With this bornology A is a
complete bornological m-algebra by proposition 3.1.15. Suppose that I Ă A is a
non-closed ideal of A then A{I is a non-separated bornological algebra and the
composition Wnk Ñ A Ñ A{I is a surjective morphism of Wnk to a non-separated
bornological algebra, hence the preimage of I is a non-closed ideal of Wnk . This
contradicts theorem 3.1.11, therefore all ideals of A are bornologically closed.
Proposition 3.2.3. Every strict k-dagger affinoid algebra is canonically a LF-
regular algebra.
Proof. We showed that Wnk is defined by a compact (or compactoid if k is not locally
compact) direct limit and that pWnk qt is an LF-regular algebra. If A – W
n
k
I equipped
with the quotient topology then we have that
(3.2.3.1) A – limÑ
ρą1
Tnk pρq
Tnk pρq X I
,
by the open mapping theorem for LF-spaces. Let X Ă Tnk pρq be an open subset
such that ϕρ,ρ1pXq Ă Y Ă Tnk pρ1q for Y compact in Tnk pρ1q then piρpXq Ă T
n
k pρq
IXTnk pρq is
an open subset in
Tnk pρq
IXTnk pρq because piρ is a strict epimorphism and piρ1pY q Ă
Tnk pρ1q
IXTnk pρ1q
is compact(oid) (where ϕρ,ρ1 denotes the system morphisms of (3.2.3.1) and piρ :
Tnk pρq Ñ T
n
k pρ1q
IXTnk pρ1q the quotient map). Moreover, we have that
ϕρ,ρ1ppiρpXqq Ă piρ1pY q
hence the system of definition of A is compact(oid) which implies that A is LF-
regular.
We have the following corollary, which sum up the analogous corollary to the
theorem 3.1.6.
Corollary 3.2.4. Let A be a strict k-dagger affinoid algebra then At is Hausdorff,
nuclear, reflexive, complete, locally complete LF-algebra.
Proof. Same proof of corollary 3.1.8.
Proposition 3.2.5. Every strict k-dagger affinoid algebra is regular as bornological
algebra.
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Proof. Given a dagger affinoid algebra A the proposition is deduced from the pre-
sentation
A – limÑ
ρą1
Tnk pρq
pf1, ..., frqρ
for some n P N and f1, . . . , fr P Wnk given by proposition 3.1.15, which permits to
apply the same reasoning of theorem 2.3.22 to deduce that A is regular.
For the next result we need to prove a lemma which is a generalization of the
proposition 3.7.5 of [15]. We state our lemma at the maximal generality that we can
prove it, and in doing so we recall a couple of definitions from [4], which generalize
to any base field the work done in [30].
Definition 3.2.6. Let F be a k-vector space. A net on F is a map N : Ť
jPN
Nj Ñ
PpF q such that
1. each N pn1, . . . , njq is a disk;
2. N p∅q “ F ;
3. for every finite sequence pn0, . . . , njq one has
N pn0, . . . , njq “
ď
nPN
N pn0, . . . , nj , nq.
Notice that condition p2q of previous definition is used to give sense to the formula
F “ N p∅q “
ď
nPN
N pnq.
If s : NÑ N is a sequence we will use the notation
Ns,j “ N psp0q, . . . , spjqq.
Definition 3.2.7. Let F be a separated bornological k-vector space of convex type.
Then, we say that a net N on F is compatible with its bornology if
1. for every sequence s : N Ñ N there is a sequence of positive real numbers
bpsq : N Ñ Rą0 such that for all xj P Ns,j and aj P K with |aj | ď bpsqj the
series ÿ
jPN
ajxj
converges bornologically in F and
ř
kěn
ajxj P Ns,n for every n P N.
2. For every sequence tλjujPN of elements of k and s : NÑ N the setč
jPN
λkNs,j
is bounded in F .
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We say that a separated bornological vector space has a net if there exists a net on
it which is compatible with its bornology.
The concept of bornological vector space with net is quite general and it is easy
to show that the underlying bornological vector space of a dagger affinoid algebra
has a net (e.g. example 2.3 (3) of [4]). The following lemma is a less general version
of lemma 4.23 of [4], which is enough for our scope. We reproduce here the full proof
for the sake of clarity.
Lemma 3.2.8. Let A,B be bornological algebras for which the underlying bornolog-
ical vector space of A is complete and the one of B has a net. Let φ : AÑ B be an
algebra morphism. Suppose that in B there is a family of ideals I such that
1. each I P I is bornologically closed in B and each φ´1pIq is bornologically closed
in A;
2. for each I P I one has dim kB{I ă 8;
3.
Ş
IPI
I “ p0q.
Then, φ is bounded.
Proof. Let I P I and let β : B Ñ B{I denotes the residue epimorphism and ψ “ β˝φ.
Let ψ : A{Ker pψq Ñ B{I denotes the canonical injection, which gives the following
commutative diagram
A B
A{Ker pψq B{I
φ
β
ψ
ψ
.
We have that Ker pψq “ φ´1pIq, therefore, since by hypothesis B{I is finite dimen-
sional, also A{Ker pψq is. Thus, both B{I and A{Ker pψq are finite dimensional
separated bornological algebras, when they are equipped with the quotient bornol-
ogy. Therefore, their underlying bornological vector spaces are isomorphic to the
direct product of a finite number of copies of k. So, ψ is bounded and this implies
the boundedness of ψ.
Let tanunPN Ă A be a sequence such that lim an “ 0, bornologically. Then
βp lim
nÑ8φpanqq “ limnÑ8pβ ˝ φqpanq
because β is bounded, hence
lim
nÑ8pβ ˝ φqpanq “ limnÑ8ψpanq “ ψplim anq “ 0
which implies that φp lim
nÑ8anq P I. Since this must be true for any I P I and
Ş
IPI
I “
p0q we deduce that φplim anq “ 0. This implies that the graph of φ is bornologically
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closed, because then for any sequence tanunPN in A such that lim
nÑ8an “ a one has
that
lim
nÑ8pan, φpanqq “ pa, φpaqq P Γpφq.
Now we can apply theorem 2.7 of [4] to infer that φ is bounded.
Theorem 3.2.9. Let A,B P ob pSAff :kq and φ : AÑ B an algebra morphism, then
φ is bounded.
Proof. It is enough to show that every morphism between strict k-dagger affinoid
algebras fulfils the conditions of lemma 3.2.8. Let I be the family of ideals of B
defined by
I “ tme|e ě 1,m is maximal in Bu.
We know all ideals of A and B are closed and that B{me is a finite dimensional
k-vector space. We have to check thatč
IPI
I “ 0
but this is a classical consequence of Krull intersection lemma, because B is Noethe-
rian.
Dagger affinoid algebra morphisms have also nice relations with respect to the
natural filtrations with which dagger affinoid algebras are equipped. We need a
lemma to explain this.
Lemma 3.2.10. Let ρ “ pρ1, ..., ρnq with ρi P
?
kˆ then there exist an m P N and a
surjective bounded algebra morphism
Tmk “ Tmk p1q Ñ Tnk pρq.
Proof. The proof for the non-archimedean case is in [15] 6.1.5/4. The same proof in
the archimedean case shows that there is an isomorphism
Tnk Ñ Tnk pρq
for any ρ.
In the following proposition we follow the convention of choosing a base of neigh-
borhoods of the closed polydisk p1, . . . , 1q made of polydisks of the form pρ, . . . , ρq
for ρ ą 1.
Proposition 3.2.11. Let
φ : A “ W
n
k
pf1, ..., frq Ñ B “
Wmk
pg1, ..., gsq
be a morphism of strict k-dagger affinoid algebras. Then, there exists ρA and ρB
such that
A – limÑ
1ăρăρA
Tnk pρq
pf1, ..., frqρ “ limÑ
1ăρăρA
Aρ
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B – limÑ
1ăρăρB
Tmk pρq
pg1, ..., gsqρ “ limÑ
1ăρăρB
Bρ,
for each ρ Pa|kˆ| with ρ ă ρA and ρ ă ρB there exists a ρ1 such that the canonical
morphism
Aρ Ñ AÑ B
factorize through
Bρ1 Ñ B.
Proof. For the non-archimedean case the result is proved by Grosse-Klo¨nne in [32],
lemma 1.8. The archimedean case can be solved by the same reasoning. Indeed, we
have the morphisms
Tnk
„Ñ Tnk pρq Ñ Aρ Ñ A φÑ B.
We denote the composition Tnk “ kxX1, ..., Xny Ñ B with the symbol α. Since it is
a composition of bounded morphisms we have that αpXiq P B is power-bounded for
each i and so there exists a ρ1 with αpXiq P Bρ1 , for all 1 ď i ď n (because they are
a finite number of elements). We have that
φpAρq “ αpTnk q Ă Bρ1 Ñ B
which proves the proposition.
Corollary 3.2.12. Let φ : A Ñ B be an algebra homomorphism between dagger
affinoid algebras then φ “is compatible with the filtrations”. So, if we consider dagger
algebras as ind-objects of the category of seminormed algebras, to give an algebra
morphism is equivalent to give a morphism of A and B as objects of IndpSnpAlgkqq.
Proof. This is simply a restatement of last proposition.
We can restate the previous corollary in the following way.
Corollary 3.2.13. The following diagram
SAff :k IndpSnpAlgkqq
BornpAlgkq
κ
ι
is commutative and the immersions ι and κ are fully faithful.
Proof.
The definition of Wnk is a particular case of the definition of the ring of bornologi-
cal overconvegent power series, applied when A “ k (see definition 2.3.3). Moreover,
the notation that we are using in the theory of dagger affinoid algebra is consistent
with the notation introduced in the previous chapter. Therefore, we can state the
universal property characterizing Wnk :
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Proposition 3.2.14. Given any complete bornological algebra A and a1, ..., an P A˛
weakly power-bounded elements, there exists a unique morphism
Φ : Wnk “ kxX1, ..., Xny: Ñ A
such that ΦpXiq “ ai.
In particular, if Φ : kxX1, ..., Xny: Ñ A is a strict epimorphism (and hence A is
a strict k-dagger affinoid algebra) we say that f1 “ ΦpX1q, ..., fn “ ΦpXnq form a
system of affinoid generators of A and we write
A “ kxf1, ..., fny:.
The category of strict k-dagger affinoid algebras has tensor products, which
represent coproducts and push-outs. Given two morphisms of k-dagger affinoid
algebras AÑ B and AÑ C we define
B b:A C .“ BpbAC
where pb denotes the completion of the projective bornological tensor product1 of B
and C, over k, modulo the ideal generated by element of the form
pabq b c´ bb pacq
for a P A, b P B, c P C. Notice that this ideal is always closed because B b:k C is a
strict k-dagger affinoid algebra.
Proposition 3.2.15. Let A P ob pSAff :kq then there is an isomorphism
AxX1, ..., Xny: Ñ Ab:k Wnk .
Proof. It is enough to show that both algebras satisfy the same universal prop-
erty in the category of complete bornological algebras. The universal property of
AxX1, ..., Xny: is given by theorem 2.3.11. Let φ : AÑ B be a morphism of A to a
complete bornological algebra and let b1, ..., bn P B˛ . By the universal property of
Wnk there exists a unique morphism ψ : W
n
k Ñ B such that ψpXiq “ bi. And finally,
by the universal property of the tensor product there exists a unique morphism γ
which makes the following diagram commutative
A Wnk
Ab:k Wnk
B
α1 α2
γ
φ ψ
1The projective tensor product for bornological vector spaces, and its completed version, are
discussed in chapter 4 of [37]. Also in section 3.3 of [6] one can find an account of the basic
properties of the completed projective tensor product with a particular emphasis on the closed
symmetric monoidal structure that CBornk gets from the functor ¨pb¨.
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where αi are the canonical maps of the tensor product. Therefore AxX1, ..., Xny:
and Ab:k Wnk satisfy the same universal property whence they are isomorphic.
Corollary 3.2.16.
Wnk b:k Wmk –Wn`mk
and if k1{k is an extension of complete valued fields then
Wnk1 –Wnk b:k k1.
Proof. It is easy to show the isomorphisms by checking universal properties as we
did in last proposition.
Proposition 3.2.17. Let A,B,C be strict k-dagger affinoid algebras and A Ñ B,
AÑ C two morphisms, then
B b:A C
is a strict k-dagger affinoid algebra.
Proof. By hypothesis there are strict epimorphisms Wnk Ñ A, Wmk Ñ B, W pk Ñ C
and B b:k C Ñ B b:A C. We then get strict epimorphisms
Wmk b:k W pk Ñ B b:k C Ñ B b:A C.
and by the isomorphism Wmk b:kW pk ÑWm`pk showed in last corollary, we get that
the strict epimorphisms
Wm`pk Ñ B b:k C Ñ B b:A C
shows that B b:A C is strictly affinoid.
Proposition 3.2.18. The category SAff :k has finite direct products.
Proof. We check that the ring-theoretic direct product has the desired property. It
is enough to check that Wnk ‘ Wmk is an object of SAff :k and we notice that we
can suppose n “ m (since we have to find a surjective homomorphism). The map
Wnk xXy: ÑWnk ‘Wnk defined
8ÿ
i“0
aiX
i ÞÑ pa0,
8ÿ
i“0
aiq
is a bounded and strict epimorphism, which proves the proposition.
We gave the definition
AxXy: “ limÑ
ρą1
Axρ´1Xiy
for a bornological m-algebra. It is now clear that we can work out other similar
constructions. For example, we can define
AxX´1y: .“ AxX,X´1y: .“ limÑ
ρą1
Axρ´1Xi, ρX´1i y
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The algebra AxX´1y: satisfies the following universal property: given any complete
bornological algebra B, a unit f P B such that f´1 P B˛ and a morphism φ : AÑ B,
then there exists a unique morphism
Φ : AxX´1y: Ñ B
such that Φ|A “ φ and ΦpXq “ f . We can also define
AxXy:xY ´1y:
where now X “ pX1, ..., Xnq and Y “ pY1, ..., Ymq are vectors of variables, and
verify that this algebra satisfies the following universal property: given any complete
bornological algebra B, and f1, ..., fn P B and units g1, ..., gm P B such that fi, g´1j P
B˛ and a morphism φ : AÑ B, then there exists a unique morphism
Φ : AxXy:xY ´1y: Ñ B
such that Φ|A “ φ and ΦpXiq “ fi and ΦpYiq “ gi. We will use the notation
AxXy:xY ´1y: “ AxX,Y ´1y:.
If A is an object of SAff :k, we showed that AxX1, ..., Xny: P ob pSAff :kq. Hence,
we see that there is a canonical surjection
AxX1, X2y: Ñ AxX,X´1y:
which shows that also AxX,X´1y: is a strict dagger affinoid algebra and more gen-
erally
AxX,Y ´1y:
for X “ pX1, ..., Xnq and Y “ pY1, ..., Ymq is a strict dagger affinoid algebra.
Now, let A P ob pSAff :kq and let f “ pf1, ..., fnq, g “ pg1, ..., gmq be elements of
A. Following classical rigid geometry, we define the following algebra
Axf, g´1y: .“ AxX,Y y
:
pX ´ f, gY ´ 1q .
It is clear that Axf, g´1y: is a strict dagger affinoid algebra, which satisfies the
following universal property.
Proposition 3.2.19. Let ϕ : A Ñ B be a homomorphism between strict k-dagger
affinoid algebras, such that ϕpgjq are units and ϕpfiq, ϕpgjq´1 P B˛ , then there exists
a unique morphism ψ : Axf, g´1y: Ñ B for which the diagram
A Axf, g´1y:
B
ϕ
ψ
commutes.
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Proof. Immediate consequence of the universal property of AxXy: and that of the
quotient.
We can mimic another classical construction. Given g, f1, ..., fn P A with no
common zeros, we define
A
B
f
g
F:
.“ AxXy
:
pgX ´ fq .
It is clear that Axfg y: is a strict dagger affinoid algebra, which satisfies the following
universal property.
Proposition 3.2.20. Let ϕ : A Ñ B be a homomorphism between strict k-dagger
affinoid algebras, such that the elements ϕpfiqϕpgjq P B˛ , then there exists a unique
morphism ψ : A
A
f
g
E: Ñ B for which the diagram
A A
A
f
g
E:
B
ϕ
ψ
commutes.
Proof. Again easy verifications.
In order to understand Berkovich geometry from a dagger perspective, we intro-
duce the notion of non-strict dagger affinoid algebra.
Definition 3.2.21. A (non-strict) k-dagger affinoid algebra is a bornological algebra
which is isomorphic to a quotient
kxρ´11 X1, ..., ρ´1n Xny:
I
“ W
n
k pρq
I
where ρ “ pρiq P Rn` is any given polyradius. We consider on Wnk pρq{I the quotient
bornology and call it the dagger bornology.
We denote the category of all k-dagger affinoid algebras with bounded algebra
morphisms with the symbol Aff :k.
Remark 3.2.22. It is clear that the results of proposition 3.2.11, 3.2.15, 3.2.17,
3.2.18, 3.2.19 and 3.2.20, with appropriate modifications, can be stated also for
non-strict k-dagger affinoid algebras. We omit the details which are pretty straight-
forward. Notice also that every dagger affinoid algebra A can be written as a direct
limit
A – limÑ
ρąrA
Aρ
for some polyradius rA, where Aρ are strict affinoid algebras (of course is enough to
let ρ varies only on polyradii whose coordinates values are in
a|kˆ|).
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Lemma 3.2.23. Let K{k be an extension of complete valued fields and A P ob pSAff :kq,
then Ab:k K P ob pSAff :Kq.
Proof. Let Wnk Ñ A be a strict epimorphism, then by the functoriality of the dagger
tensor product we have a morphism Wnk b:k K Ñ A b:k K, and we showed that
Wnk b:k K – WnK . The lemma is proved noticing that b:k is right exact, i.e. it
preserves surjective morphisms (cf. [37], chapter 4, §1, n˝ 10).
Proposition 3.2.24. Let A be a k-dagger affinoid algebra, then there exists a finitely
generated extension K{k of complete valued fields such that
Ab:k K
is a strict K-dagger affinoid algebra.
Proof. We note that only in the non-archimedean case one can meet non-strict
algebras, so we suppose that k is non-archimedean, without lost of generality. By
definition
A – kxρ
´1
1 X1, ..., ρ
´1
n Xny:
I
.
and let K{k be such that ρi P
a|Kˆ|, for all i. We can always find such a field, as
explained in section 2.1 of [10]. It is enough to show that
kxρ´11 X1, ..., ρ´1n Xny: b:k K –WnKpρq –Wnk
because then we get a surjection (because tensor product is right exact)
kxρ´11 X1, ..., ρ´1n Xny: b:k K Ñ
kxρ´11 X1, ..., ρ´1n Xny:
I
b:k K.
So
kxρ´11 X1, ..., ρ´1n Xny: b:k K “ p limÑ
λąρ1
Tkpλqq b:k ...b:k p limÑ
λąρn
Tkpλqq b:k K –
– limÑ
λ1ąρ1,...,λnąρn
`
Tkpλ1qpbk...pbkTkpλnqpbkK˘ –
limÑ
λ1ąρ1,...,λnąρn
`
TKpλ1qpbK ...pbKTKpλnq˘ – p limÑ
λąρ1
TKpλqqb:K ...b:Kp limÑ
λąρn
TKpλqq –WnKpρq
where with pb we denote the complete projective tensor product and where we use the
fact that the complete projective tensor product commutes with arbitrary inductive
limits because it is left adjoint to the internal hom functor of Bornk (again cf. [37],
chapter 4, §1, n˝ 10).
Hence, we can often reduce problems about dagger affinoid algebras to problems
about strict dagger affinoid algebras by tensoring with a suitable finitely generated
extension of k, as Berkovich did in his foundational work on non-strict affinoid
algebras, cf. chapter 2 of [10].
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Proposition 3.2.25. Let A be a k-dagger affinoid algebra. All the ideals of A are
closed for the dagger bornology.
Proof. Notice again that only in the non-archimedean case we can find non-strict
dagger affinoid algebras. In this case the result follows easily from [10] proposition
2.1.3.
Proposition 3.2.26. All algebra morphisms between dagger affinoid algebras are
bounded.
Proof. Noticing that any non-strict dagger affinoid algebra can be written as a direct
limit of strict ones, by the same reasoning of 3.2.11 (also cf. remark 3.2.22). Also,
every algebra morphism can be written as a morphism of direct systems of algebras,
in the same way we did in proposition 3.2.11. Therefore, every morphism between
non-strict dagger affinoid algebras can be written as a direct limit of bounded ones,
hence it is bounded.
We conclude this section with a useful proposition.
Proposition 3.2.27. Let B P ob pAff :kq and ϕ : B Ñ A a bounded finite mor-
phism where A is a bornological algebra whose underlying bornological vector space
is complete. Then, A P ob pAff :kq.
Proof. We may assume B “ Wnk pρq, since B is a quotient of some Wnk pρq and we
have to find a strict epimorphism of underlying bornological vector spaces from
some Wnk to A. The assumption that ϕ : B Ñ A is finite means that A is a finite
B-module with respect to the module structure given by ϕ, hence
A “
mÿ
i“1
ϕpBqai “
mÿ
i“1
ϕpWnk pρqqai
for some ai P A, and we may assume ai P A˛ . We can considerWnk pρqxX1, ..., Xmy: –
Wm`nk pρ1q and by its universal property, we can find
Φ : Wm`nk pρ1q Ñ A
such that ΦpXiq “ ai for each i. Therefore, Φ is surjective and bounded and for
theorem 4.9 of [4] it also a strict morphism, showing that A is an object of Aff :k.
Remark 3.2.28. Proposition 3.2.27 is a generalization to dagger context of proposi-
tion 6.1.1/6 of [15] valid for classical affinoid algebras. We will need this proposition
in the second section of chapter 6.
3.3 Complex dagger algebras as Ind-Stein algebras
We now define three different filtrations in Wnk and study the relations between
them. These filtrations will be studied only in the archimedean case because they
give the link between our work and the theory of Stein algebras, whereas in the
non-archimedean case there is no such a well-established theory to compare with, or
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at least not so well-known. For more information about the non-archimedean case
of the results of this section one can refer to section 6 of [6]. Thus, here we bound
our discussion to the case when k is archimedean.
We denote the closed polycylinder of polyradius ρ “ pρ1, ..., ρnq with Dkpρ`q.
It has a neighborhood basis formed by the open polycylinders of polyradii ρ1 “
pρ11, ..., ρ1nq with ρ1i ą ρi for all i. On any open polycylinder, denoted Dkpρ´q, we can
consider three natural function algebras: the algebra of summable power-series
Tnk pρq
the algebra of holomorphic functions
OpDkpρ´qq
and the disk algebra
DpDkpρ´qq “ OpDkpρ´qq X C pDkpρ`qq
where C pDkpρ`qq is the ring of continuous functions on Dkpρ`q. These algebras are
in the following set-theoretic relations
Tnk pρq Ă DpDkpρ´qq Ă OpDkpρ´qq
and every inclusion is strict in general (i.e. not every holomorphic function on Dkpρ´q
has a continuous extension to the border of the polycylinder and not every function
which is holomorphic inside the polycylinder and continuous on the border can be
represented by a power-series in Tnk pρq).
As a set, the ring of germs of analytic functions on Dkpρ`q is defined by
OpDkpρ`qq “ limÑ
VĄDkpρ`q
open
OpV q
and since the open polycylinders Dkpρ1´q of polyradius ρ1 ą ρ form a neighborhood
basis for Dkpρ`q, we can write
OpDkpρ`qq “ limÑ
ρ1ąρ
OpDkpρ1´qq.
This means that given any f P OpDkpρ`qq we can always find a ρ1 ą ρ such that
f P OpDkpρ1´qq and then a ρ1 ą ρ2 ą ρ such that f P Tnk pρ2q Ă OpDkpρ2´qq,
i.e. OpDkpρ1´qq Ă Tnk pρ2q. So, set-theoretically we have the identification
OpDkpρ`qq – limÑ
ρ1ąρ
Tnk pρ1q.
The inclusions
Tnk pρ1q Ă DpDkpρ1´qq Ă OpDkpρ1´qq
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give also the bijections of sets
OpDkpρ`qq “ limÑ
ρ1ąρ
OpDkpρ1´qq – limÑ
ρ1ąρ
Tnk pρ1q – limÑ
ρ1ąρ
DpDkpρ1´qq.
Moreover, the bijection OpDkpρ`qq – limÑ
ρ1ąρ
Tnk pρ1q shows that OpDkpρ`qq coincides
with what we called Wnk pρq in the previous sections.
Proposition 3.3.1. Consider on limÑ
ρ1ąρ
OpDkpρ1´qq and on limÑ
ρ1ąρ
DpDkpρ1´qq the direct
limit bornologies. Then, we have the following isomorphism of bornological algebras
limÑ
ρ1ąρ
OpDkpρ1´qq – limÑ
ρ1ąρ
DpDkpρ1´qq.
We give two proofs of this proposition. One using general results for the theory
of bornological vector spaces, and a more elementary one in order to explain the
meaning of the result more explicitly.
Proof. Since the bijections described so far are algebra morphisms, we just need
to check that the underlying bornological vector spaces are isomorphic. Also, both
bornological spaces are complete, because they are monomorphic direct limits of
complete ones, and they both have a net compatible with their bornology, by theorem
2.8 (1) of [4]. We can therefore apply theorem 2.7 of [4] to deduce that the mentioned
bijection is bounded in both directions from the fact that it is clearly bounded in
one direction.
Then the more elementary proof.
Proof. A subset
B Ă limÑ
ρ1ąρ
OpDkpρ1´qq
is bounded if and only if it is bounded in OpDkpρ1´qq for some ρ1 ą ρ. As a bornolog-
ical k-algebra
OpDkpρ1´qq – limÐ
ρ2ăρ1
pOpDkpρ1´qq, } ¨ }Dkpρ2`qq
where pOpDkpρ1´qq, } ¨ }Dkpρ2`qq denotes the underlying algebra of OpDkpρ1´qq en-
dowed with the norm
}f}Dkpρ2`q .“ sup
xPDkpρ2`q
|fpxq|.
It is clear that if Dkpρ3`q Ă Dkpρ2`q then
}f}Dkpρ3`q ď }f}Dkpρ2`q,
hence the identity pOpDkpρ1´qq, } ¨ }Dkpρ2`qq Ñ pOpDkpρ1´qq, } ¨ }Dkpρ3`qq is a bounded
map, and this projective system gives precisely the Fre´chet structure on OpDkpρ1´qq.
Therefore, a subset B1 Ă OpDkpρ1´qq is bounded if and only if it is bounded in
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OpDkpρ2´qq for all ρ2 ă ρ1. Hence, B Ă limÑ
ρ1ąρ
OpDkpρ1´qq is bounded if and only if
there exists ρ1 ą ρ such that B is bounded in DpDkpρ1´qq, which is precisely the
property which characterizes the bornology of
limÑ
ρ1ąρ
DpDkpρ1´qq.
Proposition 3.3.2. We have also the bornological identification
limÑ
ρ1ąρ
DpDkpρ1´qq – limÑ
ρ1ąρ
Tnk pρ1q.
The arguments of the first proof of proposition 3.3.1 applies also for proving this
proposition. Also in this case we find convenient to write an elementary proof, for
the sake of a deeper understanding.
Proof. Since DpDkpρ1´qq is the completion of Tnk pρ1q with respect to its spectral
norm, there exists a canonical bounded morphism Tnk pρ1qãÑDpDkpρ1´qq. This implies
that the bijection
limÑ
ρ1ąρ
Tnk pρ1q Ñ limÑ
ρ1ąρ
DpDkpρ1´qq
is bounded. It is harder to check that the inverse map is bounded too. This is
equivalent to the existence of a canonical bounded map DpDkpρ1´qq Ñ Tnk pρ2q (the
restriction map) for any ρ2 ă ρ1. One can easily reduce the general case to the case
when ρ1 “ 1, so we have to check that for any ρ ă p1, . . . , 1q there is a bounded
restriction map
Dn “ DpDkpp1, . . . , 1q´qq Ñ Tnk pρq.
The boundedness of this map can be deduced as a consequence of Cauchy formula
for several complex variables. Indeed, if f P Dn then one can write
f “
ÿ
iPNn
aiX
i
with
ai “
ż
Tn
fpzqzidmpzq
where dm is the normalized Haar measure of the n-torus Tn (see for example [52],
chapter 1 for a precise definition of dm). To check that a map between Banach spaces
is bounded is enough to check that the unit ball of the domain space is mapped on
a bounded subset of the codomain. The unit ball of Dn consists of the elements
f P Dn such that
}f}sup “ sup
xPMpDnq
|fpxq| ď 1
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hence for these elements we have the estimate |ai| ď 1 for all i. It follows that the
series
ř
iPNn
aiX
i is dominated by
ř
iPNn
Xi and if ρ ă p1, . . . , 1q
}f}ρ ď }
ÿ
iPNn
Xi}ρ “
ÿ
iPNn
ρi ă 8.
Therefore the injection DnãÑTnk pρq is bounded.
Remark 3.3.3. When we described the ring of overconvergent power-series we
characterized its universal property by the identification
kxXy: – limÑ
ρą1
kxρ´1Xy
and we noticed that the k-algebras kxρ´1Xy are not complete with respect to their
spectral norm if k is archimedean, and that the universal property which character-
izes the completion of kxρ´1Xy with respect to the spectral norm is (necessarily)
different from that of kxρ´1Xy itself. This fact emphasizes once more that if k is
archimedean there is no theory of affinoid algebras analogous to the one of rigid
geometry.
We saw in the previous section that Wnk has all the good properties of Tate
algebras (interpreted with the right language, i.e. one has to replace the concept of
closed ideal with bornologically closed, power-bounded with weakly power-bounded,
etc..) and the previous proposition also shows that Wnk allows to have a uniform
theory i.e. in all cases (archimedean and non-archimedean) and with all possible
(reasonable) definitions we always get a unique algebra: Wnk .
These identifications of algebras imply also the identification of spectra
MpWnk pρqq – limÐ
ρ1ąρ
MpOpDkpρ1´qqq – Dkpρ
`q
Gal pk{kq ,
as a consequence of proposition 2.5.15.
Theorem 3.3.4. Let
φ : A “ W
n
k
pf1, ..., frq Ñ B “
Wmk
pg1, ..., gsq
be a morphism of k-dagger affinoid algebras. Then, there exist ρA and ρB such that
A – limÑ
1ăρăρA
Dnk pDkpρ´qq
pf1, ..., frqρ “ limÑ Aρ
B – limÑ
1ăρăρB
Dmk pDkpρ´qq
pg1, ..., gsqρ “ limÑ Bρ,
so for each ρ ą 1 with ρ ă ρA and ρ ă ρB there exists a ρ1 such that the canonical
morphism
Aρ Ñ AÑ B
factorizes through
Bρ1 Ñ B.
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Proof. The isomorphism proved in proposition 3.3.2 shows that all the arguments
used in proposition 3.2.11 with the presentation Wnk – limÑ
ρą1
Tnk pρq applies also to the
presentation Wnk – limÑ
ρą1
DpDkpρq´q. So, we can derive the claimed isomorphisms and
the required factorization with the same methods.
Theorem 3.3.5. Let
φ : A “ W
n
k
pf1, ..., frq Ñ B “
Wmk
pg1, ..., gsq
be a morphism of k-dagger affinoid algebras. Then, there exist ρA and ρB such that
A – limÑ
1ăρăρA
Onk pDkpρ´qq
pf1, ..., frqρ “ limÑ Aρ
B – limÑ
1ăρăρB
Omk pDkpρ´qq
pg1, ..., gsqρ “ limÑ Bρ,
so for each ρ ą 1 with ρ ă ρA and ρ ă ρB there exists a ρ1 such that the canonical
morphism
Aρ Ñ AÑ B
factorizes through
Bρ1 Ñ B.
Proof. The proof uses the same kind of argumentations of theorem 3.3.4.
Corollary 3.3.6. If k “ C then the category of C-dagger affinoid algebras embeds
fully faithfully in the category IndpSteinq, where Stein denotes the category of Stein
algebras.
Proof. Immediate consequence of last theorem.
Remark 3.3.7. We have already remarked that our closedness theorem for the
ideals of dagger affinoid algebras is coherent with respect to the results on classical
affinoid algebras. With last theorem we can underline that our theorem 3.1.11 is
coherent with respect to the theory of Stein spaces and Stein algebras, as explained
for example in chapter 5 of [28]. Furthermore, our result about the boundedness
of any algebra morphism between dagger algebras is coherent not only with respect
to the theory of affinoid algebras but also with the theory of Stein algebras: see
page 185 of [28] (and the discussion in the preceding pages) where we show that
every algebra morphism between Stein algebras is continuous. Notice that since
Stein algebras are Fre´chet algebras, the boundedness of morphism is equivalent to
continuity.
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3.4 Dagger affinoid spaces
In this section we study the dual category of the category of dagger affinoid algebras:
The category of dagger affinoid spaces.
Definition 3.4.1. The category of strict k-dagger affinoid spaces has as objects
the topological spaces MpAq, for A strict k-dagger affinoid algebras, and as mor-
phisms the continuous maps which are duals of strict k-dagger algebra morphisms.
The category of (non-strict) k-dagger affinoid spaces has as objects the topological
spaces MpAq, for A (non-strict) k-dagger affinoid algebras, and as morphisms the
continuous maps which are duals of k-dagger algebra morphisms.
We do not reserve particular symbols for the categories of dagger affinoid spaces,
we denote them simply by pSAff :kq˝ and pAff :kq˝.
We use the bornological spectra of dagger affinoid algebras as a mean to give a
concrete representation of the objects of pSAff :kq˝ and pAff :kq˝.
Proposition 3.4.2. If k is non-archimedean then there is an equivalence of cate-
gories
pSAff :kq˝ – SGermsk
between the category of strict k-dagger affinoid spaces and the category of wide strict
k-affinoid germs of analytic spaces in the sense of Berkovich. Moreover, the functor
which associates to a strict k-dagger affinoid space its corresponding analytic germ
induces a homeomorphism of underlying topological spaces.
Proof. Berkovich has shown that the category of strict wide analytic germs is anti-
equivalent to the category of strict k-dagger affinoid algebras, defined by Grosse-
Klo¨nne in [32] (see lemma 5.1.1, page 73, in [9]). Clearly, our category of strict dag-
ger affinoid algebras is equivalent to that of Grosse-Klo¨nne, if k is non-archimedean.
Therefore, we get the desired equivalence of categories. Given a strict k-dagger affi-
noid space X “ MpAq, then X is homeomorphic to the underlying space of the
associated wide strict k-affinoid germs of analytic spaces because, by the same rea-
soning used in proposition 2.3.21, X is homeomorphic to the (Berkovich) spectrum
of the affinoid algebra A1 associated to A as in theorem 1.7 of [32]. We will discuss
further the association A ÞÑ A1 after theorem 6.4.5.
We can generalize last proposition in the following way.
Theorem 3.4.3. Let k be non-archimedean, then there is an equivalence
pAff :kq˝ – Germsk
between the category of k-dagger affinoid spaces and the category of wide k-affinoid
germs of analytic spaces of Berkovich. Moreover, the functor which associates to a
k-dagger affinoid space its corresponding analytic germ induces a homeomorphism
of underlying topological spaces.
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Proof. Any dagger affinoid algebra A can be presented as a direct limit
A – limÑ
ρ1ąρ
Aρ1
with Aρ1 strict k-dagger affinoid algebras. So, one can associate a wide k-affinoid
germ of Berkovich analytic space and vice versa to a dagger affinoid algebra. Any
morphism of dagger affinoid algebras
A “ limÑ
ρ1ąρ
Aρ1 Ñ B “ limÑ
r1ąr
Br1
is given by a system of morphism, as we have already discussed in the proof of
proposition 3.2.26. By definition, a morphism of germs of Berkovich analytic spaces
is precisely a morphism of the systems of its neighborhoods, or, using language of
appendix A, is a morphism of pro-analytic spaces. Therefore, we obtain the required
equivalence of categories. The claim about the homeomorphism of the underlying
topological spaces follows directly from the analogous claim of 3.4.2.
Proposition 3.4.4. Let A be a dagger affinoid algebra over C or R, then there is a
bijection of sets
MpAq – Max pAq.
Proof. Let | ¨ | PMpAq. Ker p| ¨ |q is a closed prime ideal of A and we can extend the
multiplicative seminorm | ¨ | to
K “ Frac
ˆ
A
Ker p| ¨ |q
˙
.
Then, we can take the completion pK which is therefore a field complete with respect
to an archimedean absolute value, hence pK – C or pK – R. This means that we
have a character χ : A Ñ C and to give such a character is the same as giving a
system of characters χρ : Aρ Ñ C, where each of the Aρ can be chosen to be a
Stein algebra, by theorem 3.3.5. By the theory of Stein spaces, cf. chapter 5 of
[28], MpAρq – Max pAρq for Stein algebras (where Max denotes finitely generated
maximal ideals). Finally, as a consequence of proposition 3.1.14, we have that
Max pAq “ limÐ
ρą1
Max pAρq.
So, we showed that each bounded character of A defines a point of Max pAq, proving
the proposition.
Finally, one can easily prove the following proposition.
Proposition 3.4.5. Let A be a dagger affinoid algebra, then
MpAq – tx PMpWnk pρqq|f1pxq “ 0, . . . , frpxq “ 0, fi PWnk pρqu
for some n P N and some polyradius ρ ą 0.
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Proof. The statement of the proposition is simply a geometric restatement of the
definition of dagger affinoid algebras. Indeed, for any such algebra it must exist an
isomorphism
A – W
n
k pρq
I
, n P N, I ĂWnk pρq
which correspond to the claimed closed immersion (in the sense of definition 5.2.1)
of MpAq in MpWnk pρqq.
Corollary 3.4.6. Every k-dagger affinoid space MpAq is locally arcwise connected.
Proof. If k is non-archimedean the claim has been proved by Berkovich in theorem
3.2.1 of [10], for affinoid spaces. Thanks to proposition 3.4.2 and theorem 3.4.3. We
know that the underlying topological space of a dagger affinoid space is homeomor-
phic to the associated affinoid space.
In the archimedean case, we can apply proposition 3.4.5 to describe MpAq as a
Zariski closed subset of MpWnk q, for some n P N and we can deduce the corollary
using the fact that analytic sets (in complex geometry) are well-known to be locally
arcwise connected.
3.5 Dagger affinoid subdomains
Definition 3.5.1. Let A be a k-dagger affinoid algebra. A closed subset V ĂMpAq
is called a k-dagger affinoid subdomain of MpAq if there exists a k-dagger affinoid
algebra AV and a morphism φ
˚ : A Ñ AV whose opposite morphism of spaces
φ : MpAV q Ñ MpAq satisfies Im pφq Ă V and for any given ψ˚ : A Ñ B with
Im pψq Ă V there exists a unique bounded homomorphism AV Ñ B such that the
following diagram
A AV
B
φ˚
ψ˚
is commutative, for any K-dagger affinoid algebra B, where K{k is an extension of
valued fields.
We say that V ĂMpAq is a strict k-dagger affinoid subdomain if the associated
algebra AV is a strict k-dagger algebra. The map on spectra φ : MpAV q ÑMpAq
opposite to a φ˚ as above is called dagger affinoid subdomain embedding. Further-
more, we will often refer to a map AÑ AV whose map on spectraMpAV q ÑMpAq
is a dagger affinoid subdomain embedding as a dagger affinoid localization or simply
a localization.
Proposition 3.5.2. Let U Ă V Ă X be two inclusions of k-dagger affinoid subdo-
mains, then U is a subdomain in X.
Proof. Easy consequence of the universal properties involved.
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Proposition 3.5.3. Let φ : X “MpAq Ñ Y “MpBq be a morphism of k-dagger
affinoid spaces and U Ă Y a k-dagger affinoid subdomain. Then, φ´1pUq is a
subdomain of X.
Proof. Consider the following cartesian square
X ˆY U U
X Y
p1
p2 i
φ
.
Then p2 is injective and Im pp2q Ă φ´1pUq, by the definition of fibre product. Sup-
pose now that ψ : Z Ñ X is another affinoid map such that Im pψq Ă φ´1pUq. This
implies that Im pφ ˝ ψq Ă U so φ ˝ ψ : Z Ñ Y factors through U . By the fact that
U is a dagger affinoid subdomain in Y it follows that there exists a unique map
ψ1 : Z Ñ U which makes the triangle
Z U
Y
ψ1
φ ˝ ψ
i
commutative. Thus, we have maps Z Ñ U and Z Ñ X and by the universal
property that characterizes X ˆY U we deduce that there exists a unique map
ψ2 : Z Ñ X ˆY U of objects over Y . Hence, ψ “ p2 ˝ ψ1, with φ1 determined in a
unique way, so p2 represents every map with Im pψq Ă φ´1pUq. Therefore φ´1pUq
is a k-dagger affinoid subdomain of B, whose associated dagger affinoid algebra is
B b:A AU .
Corollary 3.5.4. Let U, V Ă X “ MpAq be two k-dagger affinoid subdomains of
X then U X V is a k-dagger affinoid subdomain of X.
Proof. Particular case of the previous proposition.
Proposition 3.5.5. Let A be a strict k-dagger affinoid algebra and φ :MpAU qãÑMpAq
a strict k-dagger affinoid subdomain embedding, for a subdomain U ĂMpAq. Then
1. φ is injective and satisfies φpMpAU qq “ U ;
2. for any x P Max pAU q and n P N, the map φ˚ : AÑ AU , opposite of φ, induces
an isomorphism
A
mnφpxq
Ñ AU
mnx
;
3. for any x P Max pAU q, mx “ φ˚pmφpxqqAU .
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Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of proposition 7.2.2/1 of [15]. We write
the full proof for the sake of clarity. Let y P Max pAqXU and consider, for any fixed
n P N, the following diagram
(3.5.5.1)
A AU
A
mny
AU
φ˚pmny qAU
φ˚
pi piU
σ
α
where pi and piU are the canonical strict epimorphisms and σ is induced by φ
˚.
Since φ represent all the dagger affinoid maps into U there exists a unique map
α : AU Ñ Amny making the upper triangle commutative. Both the maps piU and σ ˝α
make the diagram
A AU
AU
φ˚pmny qAU
φ˚
σ ˝ pi
piU or σ ˝ α
commutative. Therefore, for the universal property of AU , piU “ σ˝α, which implies
that also the lower triangle of the diagram (3.5.5.1) commutes. This commutativity
relation easily implies that σ and α are surjective and also
Ker ppiU q “ φ˚pmny qAU Ă Kerα,
proving that σ is bijective. This settles claims (2) and (3). For claim (1) we can
consider n “ 1 and we see that φ˚pmyqAU is a maximal ideal, showing the injectivity
of φ on the subsets of maximal ideals
Max pAU q Max pAq
MpAU q MpAq
.
This settles the archimedean case, because in this case Max pAU q “ MpAU q and
Max pAq “MpAq, by proposition 3.4.4. The non-archimedean case follows by the
application of proposition 2.1.15 of [10] to the injection Max pAU qãÑMax pAq.
Corollary 3.5.6. Let A be a k-dagger affinoid algebra and φ : MpAU qãÑMpAq a
k-dagger affinoid embedding into U ĂMpAq. Then, MpAU q “ U .
Proof. Notice that the non-strict case occurs only for non-archimedean base fields,
and in this case the same reasoning of Proposition 2.2.4 of [10] applies.
We conclude this section by introducing some particular classes of dagger affinoid
subdomains. Let A be a k-dagger affinoid algebra and X “ MpAq its spectrum.
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We use the following notations for f “ pf1, . . . , fnq P An and g “ pg1, . . . , gmq P Am,
h P A, r “ priq P Rną0, s “ psiq P Rmą0
Xpr´11 f1, . . . , r´1n fnq “ Xpr´1fq “ tx P X||fipxq| ď riu
and
Xpr´11 f1, . . . , r´1n fn, s´11 g´11 , . . . , s´1m g´1m q “
“ Xpr´1f, s´1g´1q “ tx P X||fipxq| ď ri, |gjpxq| ě sju .
While if f1, . . . , fn, h do not have any common zero
X
ˆ
r´11 f1
h
, . . . ,
r´1n fn
h
˙
“ X
ˆ
r´1f
h
˙
“
"
x P X| |fipxq||hpxq| ď ri
*
Proposition 3.5.7. Let A be a k-dagger affinoid algebra and X “MpAq its spec-
trum then
1. for any f1, . . . , fn P A and r “ priq P Rną0, Xpr´11 f1, . . . , r´1n fnq is a k-dagger
affinoid subdomain of X, called a Weierstrass subdomain;
2. for any f1, . . . , fn, g1, . . . , gm P A and r “ priq P Rną0, s “ psiq P Rmą0,
Xpr´11 f1, . . . , r´1n fn, s´11 g´11 , . . . , s´1m g´1m q is a k-dagger affinoid subdomain of
X, called a Laurent subdomain;
3. for any f1, . . . , fn, g P A and r “ priq P Rną0, such that f1, . . . , fn, g do not
have any common zero, Xp r´1fg q is a k-dagger affinoid subdomain of X, called
a rational subdomain.
Proof. 1. Let φ˚ : AÑ B be a homomorphism of dagger affinoid algebras whose
opposite map φ :MpBq ÑMpAq is such that Im pφq Ă Xpr´11 f1, . . . , r´1n fnq.
For all x PMpBq one has
|φpfiqpxq| ď ri
so φpfiq P riB˛ . Then, by the universal property of Axr´1fy: (cf. proposition
3.2.19) we have a unique map
AÑ Axr´1i fy: “
Axr´1i Xy:
pX ´ fq
which represents all dagger affinoid maps with image contained inXpr´11 f1, . . . , r´1n fnq.
So, the association Xpr´1fq ÞÑ Axr´1fy: gives the required k-dagger affinoid
subdomain.
2. We can use the same reasoning on the universal property characterizingAxr´1f, s´1g´1y:,
given in proposition 3.2.19.
3. Again the same reasoning on the universal property characterizing Ax r´1fg y:,
showed in proposition 3.2.20.
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Proposition 3.5.8. Let A be a k-dagger affinoid algebra and X “MpAq its spec-
trum;
1. let U, V Ă X be dagger affinoid subdomains. If they are both Weierstrass then
also U X V is Weierstrass. The same is true for Laurent and rational;
2. every Weierstrass subdomain is a Laurent subdomain and any Laurent subdo-
main is a rational subdomain;
3. let φ : X Ñ Y be a map between dagger affinoid spaces and U Ă Y a dagger
affinoid subdomain. If U is Weierstrass (resp. Laurent, resp. rational) then
φ´1pUq is Weierstrass (resp. Laurent, resp. rational);
Proof. We use the same reasoning of [15], 7.2.3/7, 7.2.3/8 and 7.2.3/6.
1. The Weierstrass and Laurent cases are very easily to deduce from definitions,
so we only check that the intersection of two rational subdomains is a rational
subdomain. Let
U “ X
ˆ
r´11 f1
h
, . . . ,
r´1n fn
h
˙
V “ X
ˆ
s´11 g1
l
, . . . ,
s´1m gm
l
˙
then pr´11 f1, . . . , r´1n fn, hq “ A and ps´11 g1, . . . , s´1m gm, lq “ A. Thus, also the
products figj , fil, gjl, hl generates the unit ideal. So
Y “ X
ˆ
r´11 s
´1
1 f1g1
hl
, . . . ,
r´1n s´1m fngm
hl
˙
is a well-defined rational subdomain of X. We have that U X V Ă Y since if
x P U X V then
|fipxq| ď ri|hpxq|, |gjpxq| ď sj |lpxq|
for all i, j, so by the multiplicativity of | ¨ | we have that for all i and j
|pfigjqpxq| ď risj |phlqpxq|.
For the other inclusion, let x P Y then it satisfies the relation
|fipxq||lpxq| ď ri|hpxq||lpxq|
for all i . Since |hpxq||lpxq| ‰ 0, otherwise there is a common zero between the
functions defining Y , one can cancel lpxq from the above relation obtaining
|fipxq| ď ri|hpxq|.
The same can be done for gj and h in place of fi and l, proving the claim.
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2. Any Weierstrass subdomain is Laurent by definition. Furthermore, by the
previous point we see that for any Laurent subdomain we have the relation
Xpr´11 f1, . . . , r´1n fn, s´11 g´11 , . . . , s´1m g´1m q “ Xp
r´11 f1
1
q X . . .XXp 1
s´1m gm
q
whose right hand side is a finite intersection of rational subdomains, therefore
it is a rational subdomain.
3. Let U “ Y pr´11 f1, . . . , r´1n fnq be a Weierstrass subdomain of Y . To the map
of dagger affinoid spaces φ : X Ñ Y corresponds a map of dagger affinoid
algebras φ˚ : AY Ñ AX . So, we have that
φ´1pY pr´11 f1, . . . , r´1n fnqq “ tx P X||φpfiqpxq| ď riu “
“ Xpr´11 φ˚pf1q, . . . , r´1n φ˚pfnqq.
The same argument works for Laurent and rational subdomains.
The last proposition we discuss is needed in Chapter 5.
Proposition 3.5.9. Suppose that f : AÑ B and g : B Ñ C are maps of dagger affi-
noid spaces. Suppose that f and g˝f are Weierstrass (resp. Laurent, resp. rational)
localizations, then g is a Weierstrass (resp. Laurent, resp. rational) localization.
Proof. The proof can be easily worked out by checking the universal properties that
characterize f , g ˝ f and g. The three cases are similar. We work out the details
only of the (strict) Weierstrass one for the sake of brevity.
Under the hypothesis of the proposition we can write
B – Axf1, . . . , fny:, C – Axg1, . . . , gmy:
for some f1, . . . , fn, g1, . . . , gm P A. Notice that we also have a commutative diagram
of morphism of dagger affinoid spaces
MpCq MpBq
MpAq
g˚
pg ˝ fq˚
f˚
.
Therefore, g˚ is injective and Im pg˚q is contained in the dagger affinoid subdomain
ofMpAq identified by f˚. So, the map g is unique by the definition of dagger affinoid
subdomain. This shows that there is an isomorphism
Axg1, . . . , gmy: – Axf1, . . . , fny:xfpg1q, . . . , fpgmqy: – C
which proves that g is a Weierstrass localization.
Chapter 4
Tate’s acyclicity for dagger
rational subdomains
This chapter is devoted to the proof of the Tate’s acyclity theorem in the context
of dagger affinoid algebras. For the moment we will prove this theorem for finite
rational coverings of strict affinoid algebras. Our aim is to show that Tate’s argument
can be easily adapted in the dagger settings providing a proof that works uniformly
over any base field. We will deal in chapter 6 with the non-strict case, which occurs
only for non-archimedean base field, where we use the same reduction argument to
the strict case discussed in [10]. In the next chapter we will prove the Gerritzen-
Grauert theorem for dagger affinoid spaces, whose main consequence is that the
Tate’s acyclicity theorem we prove in this chapter extends to all finite dagger affinoid
coverings.
4.1 Tate’s acyclicity theorem
In this chapter we use the notation OXpUq to denote the k-dagger affinoid algebra
associated to a k-dagger affinoid subdomain U Ă X of a k-dagger affinoid space
X “MpAq. This algebra is simply what we denoted by AU in the previous chapter.
We suppose also that A is a strict k-dagger affinoid algebra.
Definition 4.1.1. We say that a family of dagger affinoid subdomains Ui Ă X “
MpAq is a dagger affinoid covering if Ť
iPI
Ui “ X.
By the properties of the subdomains ofMpAq it is clear that the family of finite
affinoid coverings give to MpAq the structure of a G-topological space. Moreover,
the association U ÞÑ OXpUq is a presheaf for this G-topology. In this chapter we
check that this presheaf is an acyclic sheaf for rational coverings. To do this we use
the same reduction argument to Laurent coverings used in the classical Tate’s proof,
that can be found for example in [15], section 8.2. We need some lemmata.
Lemma 4.1.2. Let X “ MpAq be a strict affinoid space and X “ Ť
iPI
Ui a strict
dagger affinoid covering, then OXpXq Ñ ś
iPI
OXpUiq is injective.
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Proof. We can prove this lemma reasoning in the same way of proposition 7.3.2/3
of [15], but we can give a shorter argument. We note that the non-archimedean case
is an easy consequence of 2.4 of [32] in combination with proposition 7.3.2/3 of [15].
The archimedean case follows directly from 5.1.4 (where we prove that in fact the
algebras OXpUiq coincides with the algebras of analytic functions on Ui given by
the immersion MpAqãÑCn, when both MpAq and MpAUiq are thought as compact
Stein subsets of Cn, for some n P N). It is easy to check that there are no circular
arguments in this forward reference.
Lemma 4.1.3. Let A be a strict k-dagger affinoid algebra. Then, for any f P A
there exists a point x PMpAq such that
|fpxq| “ sup
xPMpAq
|fipxq|.
Proof. The spectral semi-norm is well-defined because MpAq is compact as conse-
quence of the fact that A is a bornological m-algebra. So, sup
xPMpAq
|fipxq| must be
attained at some x PMpAq.
Lemma 4.1.4. Let X “ MpAq with A a strict k-dagger affinoid algebra and
f1, . . . , fn P A. Then, the function
αpxq .“ max
1ďiďn |fpxq|
assume its minimum in X.
Proof. The proof is identical to [15] lemma 7.3.4/7. If the fi’s have a common zero
then the statement holds trivially. Otherwise, they generate the unit ideal in A.
Consider the covering of X given by
Xi “ X
ˆ
f1
fi
, . . . ,
fr
fi
˙
“ tx P X|αpxq “ |fipxq|u .
By the previous lemma |fipxq| assumes its minimum on Xi, because fi is invertible
on Xi and the minimum of |fipxq| on Xi is realised as the maximum of f´1i . So, α
assumes its minimum in X which is the least of the minimum of the fi’s over the
Xi’s.
Definition 4.1.5. Let A be a strict k-dagger affinoid algebra, f1, . . . , fn P A and
X “MpAq. Then, each
Ui “
 
Xpfiq, Xpf´1i q
(
is a k-dagger affinoid covering of X. We denote by U1 ˆ . . . ˆ Un the covering
consisting of all the intersections of the form U1 X . . .X Un where Ui P Ui. We call
U1 ˆ . . .ˆUn the Laurent covering of X generated by f1, . . . , fn.
More explicitly, the elements of the Laurent covering generated by f1, . . . , fn are
Laurent subdomains of the form
Xpfµ11 , . . . , fµnn q
with µi “ ˘1.
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Definition 4.1.6. Let A be a strict k-dagger affinoid algebra, f1, . . . , fn P A with
no common zeros and X “MpAq. Then
U
.“
"
X
ˆ
f1
fi
, . . . ,
fn
fi
˙*
i“1,...,n
is a k-dagger affinoid covering called the rational covering ofX generated by f1, . . . , fn.
We call the G-topology on X induced by finite covering by strict rational domains
the rational G-topology on X.
Lemma 4.1.7. Let U be a rational covering of X, then there exists a Laurent
covering V of X such that for any V P V the covering U |V 1 is a rational covering
of V , which is generated by units in OXpV q.
Proof. The proof is very similar to [15] lemma 8.2.2/3. Let f1, . . . , fn P OXpXq be
the elements which generate the rational covering U . Choose a constant c P kˆ
such that
|c|´1 ă inf
xPXpmax1ďiďn |fipxq|q.
The element c can always be found and |c| ą 0 by lemma 4.1.4.
Let V be the Laurent covering generated by cf1, . . . , cfn. Consider the sets
V “ Xppcf1qµ1 , . . . , pcfnqµnq P V
where µi “ ˘1. We can assume that there exists a s P t0, 1, . . . , nu such that
µ1 “ . . . “ µs “ 1 and µs`1 “ . . . “ µn “ ´1. Then
X
ˆ
f1
fi
, . . . ,
fn
fi
˙
X V “ ∅
for i “ 1, . . . , s, because
max
1ďiďs |fipxq| ď |c|
´1 ă max
1ďiďn |fipxq|
for all x P V . In particular for all x P V
max
1ďiďn |fipxq| “ maxs`1ďiďn |fipxq|
hence U |V is the rational covering of V generated by fi|V for s` 1 ď i ď n, which
are units in V .
Lemma 4.1.8. Let U be a rational covering of X which is generated by units
f1, . . . , fn P OXpXq. Then, there exists a Laurent covering V of X which is a
refinement of U .
1U |V denotes the elements of U which are subsets of V .
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Proof. Yet the proof of this lemma follows the one of a lemma of [15], cf. lemma
8.2.2/4. We take as V the Laurent covering generated by all the products fif
´1
j
with 1 ď i ă j ď n. Consider V P V . Defining I “ tpi, jq P N2|1 ď i ă j ď nu, we
can find a partition I1
š
I2 “ I such that
V “
č
pi,jqPI1
Xpfif´1j q X
č
pi,jqPI2
Xpfjf´1i q.
We define a partial order ă˜ on t1, . . . , nu with the following rule: If pi, jq P I1 then
iă˜j, otherwise if pi, jq P I2 then jă˜i. For each i, j P t1, . . . , nu with i ‰ j then iă˜j
or jă˜i. Consider a maximal chain (which always exists because we are dealing with
finite posets) i1ă˜ . . . ă˜ir of elements of t1, . . . , nu. Since ir is maximal we have that
for any i P t1, . . . , nu the relation iă˜ir must holds, which implies |fipxq| ď |firpxq|
for all x P V , i.e.
V Ă X
ˆ
f1
fir
, . . . ,
fn
fir
˙
.
Lemma 4.1.9. Let F be a presheaf for the rational G-topology of X “MpAq. If
the Laurent coverings are acyclic then all rational coverings are acyclic.
Proof. Last lemma shows that any rational covering can be refined by a Laurent
covering, directly proving the proposition.
Theorem 4.1.10. Let X “MpAq be a strict k-dagger affinoid space. The presheaf
OX defined so far is acyclic for the rational G-topology.
Proof. By previous lemmata we can reduce the theorem to the case of Laurent
coverings. Then, by induction we can reduce it to the case of the Laurent covering
U “ tXpfq, Xpf´1qu generated by one element f P OXpXq. Writing OXpXq “ A
we have to verify that
(4.1.10.1) 0 Ñ A αÑ Axfy: ˆAxf´1y: βÑ Axf, f´1y: Ñ 0
is an exact sequence, where α is the canonical injection and where we have identified
Axf, f´1y: “ OXpXpf, f´1qq with the module of alternating 2-cochains of the C˘ech
complex. Also, the second map is defined βpf1, f2q “ f1 ´ f2.
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We can construct the following commutative diagram of A-modules
0 0
pX ´ fqAxXy: ˆ p1´ fY qAxY y: pX ´ fqAxX,X´1y: 0
0 A AxXy: ˆAxY y: AxX,X´1y: 0
0 A Axfy: ˆAxf´1y: Axf, f´1y: 0
0 0
ζ ξ
γ
–
i δ
α β
where X and Y are variables, α and β are as in (4.1.10.1), i is the canonical injection,
δph1pXq, h2pY qq “ h1pXq ´ h2pX´1q and γ is induced by δ. The map γ is well-
defined, because if
ph1pXq, h2pY qq P pX ´ fqAxXy: ˆ p1´ fY qAxY y: Ă AxXy: ˆAxY y:
then δph1pXq, h2pY qq P pX ´ fqAxX,X´1y:, because we can write
h1pXq “ pX ´ fqr1pXq, h2pY q “ p1´ fY qr2pY q
for some r1pXq P AxXy:, r2pY q P AxY y:, so
h1pXq ´ h2pX´1q “ pX ´ fqr1pXq ´ p1´ fX´1qr2pX´1q “
“ pX ´ fqr1pXq ´XX´1p1´ fX´1qr2pX´1q “
“ pX ´ fqr1pXq ´X´1pX ´ fqr2pX´1q P pX ´ fqAxX,X´1y:.
The vertical maps are defined by X ÞÑ f and Y ÞÑ f´1.
We check the exactness of the maps in the diagram. The column on the left is
exact by the definition of Axfy: and of Axf´1y:. Now consider the column on the
right: By definition
Axf, f´1y: “ AxX,Y y
:
pX ´ f, 1´ fY q
and
AxX,X´1y: “ AxX,Y y
:
p1´XY q .
The map induced by X ÞÑ f from AxX,X´1y: to Axf, f´1y: is surjective and its
kernel is cleary equal pX ´ fqAxX,X´1y:. Hence also the second column is exact.
Now we consider the rows. We have that as an A-module
AxX,X´1y: – AxXy: ‘X´1AxX´1y:
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and so
pX ´ fqAxX,X´1y: “ pX ´ fqAxXy: ‘ p1´ fX´1qAxX´1y:
hence γ : pX ´ fqAxXy:ˆ p1´ fX´1qAxX´1y: Ñ pX ´ fqAxX,X´1y: is surjective,
and consequently also δ is surjective. Now, suppose that
δph1pXq, h2pY qq “ 0.
This means that
(4.1.10.2) h1pXq ´ h2pX´1q “ 0,
so that h1 is a power-series in X and h2 is a pwoer-series in X
´1. Therefore, the
equation (4.1.10.2) implies that all coefficients of the two series must be zero but the
ones on degree 0. This is equivalent to say that h1 and h2 must be constant proving
that the second row is exact.
Consider the last row. The injectivity of α follows from lemma 4.1.2. β is
surjective because it sits in a commutative where three maps are surjective, so β ˝ ζ
and ζ are surjective which implies that β is surjective too. Finally, by the definition
of β it follows easily that Im pαq Ă Ker pβq. To prove the other inclusion, consider
h P Ker pβq. This means that βphq “ 0, so
ξ´1pβphqq Ă pX ´ fqAxX,X´1y:
δ´1pξ´1pβphqqq Ă A` pX ´ fqAxXy: ˆ p1´ fY qAxY y:
therefore
h P ζpδ´1pξ´1pβphqqqq Ă A “ Im pαq.
This proves the theorem.
Remark 4.1.11. The non-archimedean case of theorem 4.1.10 was already proved
by Grosse-Klo¨nne in [32], proposition 2.6. In this section we saw that the theory
developed until here permits to extend the reasoning used rigid geometry to encom-
passe also dagger affinoid spaces defined over archimedean fields.
Chapter 5
The Gerritzen-Grauert theorem
In this chapter we prove the main structural theorem of the theory of dagger affinoid
spaces, i.e. the dagger version of the celebrated Gerritzen-Grauert theorem. We have
two different strategies for the proof: One works for non-archimedean base fields and
the other for the archimedean ones. In particular, in the first part of this chapter we
study in more details the archimedean side of the theory we developed so far and we
prove some results needed in the subsequent section to deduce the dagger version of
the Gerritzen-Grauert theorem.
5.1 Archimedean dagger affinoid subdomains
In this section we study more in details dagger affinoid subdomains when k is an
archimedean complete valued field. We see some particular features which are dif-
ferent from the non-archimedean case.
Definition 5.1.1. We say that a k-dagger affinoid subdomain U ĂMpAq is roomy
if has non-empty topological interior with respect to the topology ofMpAq ( i.e. Berkovich’s
topology of the spectrum).
Using the same arguments of proposition 2.2.3 (iii) of [10], one can show that if k
is non-archimedean then every strict k-dagger affinoid subdomain is roomy, although
the non-strict ones may be not. If k is archimedean only the strict case exists but
anyway non-roomy subdomains exist, as the following example shows.
Example 5.1.2. Consider f1 “ 2z1, ..., fn “ 2zn PWnk , with k archimedean. Then
MpWnk xf1, ..., fny:q “ tx P Dkpp1, ..., 1q`q||f1| ď 1, ..., |fn| ď 1u “
“ tx P Dkpp1, ..., 1q`q||z1| ď 1
2
, ..., |zn| ď 1
2
u.
Moreover,
MpWnk xf´11 , ..., f´1n y:q “ tx P Dkpp1, ..., 1q`q||f1| ě 1, ..., |fn| ě 1u “
“ tx P Dkpp1, ..., 1q`q||z1| ě 1
2
, ..., |zn| ě 1
2
u
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hence
MpWnk xf1, ..., fny:qXMpWnk xf´11 , ..., f´1n y:q “ tx P Dkpp1, ..., 1q`q||z1| “
1
2
, ..., |zn| “ 1
2
u
which has empty topological interior as subset of MpWnk q.
Definition 5.1.3. Let X be a k-dagger affinoid space and U Ă X a k-dagger affinoid
subdomain. We say that U is Stein in the following case:
• if k is non-archimedean for every U ;
• if k “ R,C, if U is a compact Stein subset of X in the sense explained below.
We will focus in the case k “ C whence the case k “ R can be easily deduced.
We proved in proposition 3.4.5 that for any dagger affinoid algebra there is an
embeddingMpAqãÑCn for a suitable n (Cn modulo complex conjugation if k “ R).
This embedding gives to MpAq a the natural analytic structure of compact Stein
set, or equivalently a pro-analytic structure in the sense of appendix A. In fact, this
structure agrees with the one given by the representation
(5.1.3.1) MpAq “ limÐ
ρą1
MpAρq
as pro-Stein space obtained in theorem 3.3.5. Let U ĂMpAq be a pro-open subset.
We denote rOMpAqpUq the following algebra
(5.1.3.2) rOMpAqpUq “ limÑ
VĄU
rOMpAqpV q
where V ranges over all open neighborhoods of U in Cn. This pre-sheaf is in fact
the structural sheaf of the pro-analytic site structure that Cn induces on MpAq,
following the definitions we give in appendix A. We say that a subset U Ă MpAq
is compact Stein if it is a compact Stein subset of Cn when MpAq is thought as a
compact Stein subset of Cn. Next theorem shows that this is a weel-defined notion.
Theorem 5.1.4. Let U Ă X “MpAq be a C-dagger rational subdomain of X, thenrOXpUq – AU
as algebras.
Proof. Let U “ X
´
f
g
¯
, with f “ pf1, . . . , fnq, g P A. It is easy to show that there is
an homeomorphism of U with the set
Y “MpAxf
g
y:q “ tpx, yq PMpAq ˆMpWnk q|gpxqy1 ´ f1pxq “ 0, . . . , gpxqyn ´ fnpxq “ 0u ,
given by the projection on MpAq, because f1, . . . , fn, g does not have a common
zero. We write pi : Y Ñ X for this projection. pi is an analytic map and so we have
the induced map
pi˚ : rOXpUq Ñ rOY pY q – Axf
g
y:.
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pi˚ is injective because pi is induced by the system of maps of Stein spaces
Yρ “MpAρxf
g
y:q “
“  px, yq PMpAρq ˆMpOpDCpρ´qqq|gpxqy1 ´ f1pxq “ 0, ..., gpxqyn ´ fnpxq “ 0(
to
Xρ “ tx P Aρ||f1pxq| ă ρ|gpxq|, . . . , |fnpxq| ă ρ|gpxq|u
for all 1 ă ρ ă ρ1 for some ρ1 ą 1, where Aρ is as in equation (5.1.3.1). So, writing
piρ : Yρ Ñ Xρ for these projections we have that pi “ limÐ
ρą1
piρ, which implies that
pi˚ “ limÑ
ρą1
piρ˚ . The maps piρ˚ are all injective for 1 ă ρ ă ρ1 because piρ : Yρ Ñ Xρ is a
homeomorphism and therefore we can apply the identity theorem. This shows that
pi˚ is injective because limÑ is an exact functor.
To prove surjectivity, note that the fig define holomorphic functions on a neigh-
borhood U , therefore they are elements of rOXpUq. Their pullback to rOY pY q is
precisely mapped on ι
´
fi
g
¯
, when we identify ι : Axfg y: – rOY pY q. Notice that U is
a multiplicatively convex bornological algebra such that
U –Mp rOXpUqq
just because it is the algebra of germs of analytic functions on a compact Stein and
fi
g is spectrally power-bounded because
max
xPU |
fi
g
pxq| ď 1.
Since rOXpUq we can apply remark 2.3.26 to deduce that rOXpUq spectrally power-
bounded elements agree with weakly power-bounded elements which implies that
fi
g P rOXpUq˛ . Since rOXpUq is obviously an A-algebra, by the universal property
of AxX1, . . . , Xny:, there is a unique map AxX1, . . . , Xny: Ñ rOXpUq that sends Xi
to fig . It is also obvious to check that this maps makes commutative the following
diagram
AxX1, . . . , Xny:
rOXpUq Axfg y:ι´1 ˝ pi˚
where the vertical map is defined by Xi ÞÑ fig and it is surjective by the definition
of Axfg y:. Therefore, pi˚ is surjective.
Remark 5.1.5. In a more concise way, one can restate the previous proof by saying
that the morphism
piρ : Yρ Ñ Xρ
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is e´tale and bijective, for all 1 ă ρ ă ρ1, for some ρ1 ą 1, therefore it is an iso-
morphism of Stein spaces. So pi “ limÐ
ρą1
piρ (and dually pi
˚ “ limÑ
ρą1
piρ˚ ) are limits of
isomorphisms which implies that pi is an isomorphism of pro-analytic spaces, as
defined in appendix A.
Corollary 5.1.6. Let U Ă X “MpAq be a k-dagger rational subdomain of X, then
U is a compact Stein subset of X.
Proof. O˜XpUq – Axfg y: is an Ind-Stein algebra.
Corollary 5.1.7. Let U Ă X “MpAq be a k-dagger rational subdomain of X, then
O˜XpUq does not depend on the embedding MpAq Ñ Cn.
Proof. Immediate consequence of the isomorphism O˜XpUq – Axfg y:.
Corollary 5.1.8. Let U Ă X “MpAq be a k-dagger rational subdomain of X, then
rOXpUq – AU
as bornological algebras when on rOXpUq is given the direct limit bornology given by
(5.1.3.2).
Proof. This corollary can be proven with the same reasoning used to prove propo-
sitions 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. In particular, following the first proof we gave of proposi-
tion 3.3.1 we remark that is easy to show that the bornologies of AU and rOXpUq
have nets. Therefore, we can apply the closed graph theorem for bornological vec-
tor spaces with nets, see theorem 2.7 of [4] or theorem 3.2 of [30], to deduce the
bornological isomorphism.
Theorem 5.1.4 can be interpreted by saying that the ringed site defined by the
weak G-topology of rational dagger subdomains is equivalent to the ringed site de-
fined by rational compact Stein subsets ofMpAq endowed with the analytic structure
induced by Cn. Thus, from now, on we will use the same symbol, OMpAq, for both
sheaves.
Definition 5.1.9. We say that a k-dagger affinoid subdomain U ĂMpAq is good
in the following cases: if k is non-archimedean, and if k is archimedean if OXpV q –
AV .
Theorem 5.1.4 shows that for k archimedean all rational dagger affinoid sub-
domains are good in this sense. We will see that the Gerritzen-Grauert theorem
implies that all dagger affinoid subdomains are good.
Corollary 5.1.10. Any x PMpAq has a neighborhood basis, for the topology of the
spectrum, made of good roomy k-dagger subdomains.
Proof. Since k is archimedean, Weierstrass roomy subdomains which contains x in
their interior form a basis of neighborhoods for the topology of x in MpAq, and
they are good by theorem 5.1.4. This is a consequence of the fact that the spectrum
consists only of the maximal ideals of A.
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In the non-archimedean case the proposition is proved in the chapter 2 of [10]
(because by theorem 3.4.3 the topological spaceMpAq corresponds to the topological
space of the germ, in the sense of Berkovich, associated toMpAq whose topological
space agrees with the associated affinoid space).
Definition 5.1.11. Let φ : B Ñ C be a morphism of dagger affinoid algebras both
of which are A-algebras for a A P ob pAff :kq. φ is called inner with respect to A if
there exists a strict epimorphism pi : Axr´11 X1, . . . , r´1n Xny: Ñ B such that
ρCpφppipXiqqq ă ri
for all 1 ď i ď n.
Definition 5.1.12. Let φ : MpAq “ X ÑMpBq “ Y be a morphism of k-dagger
affinoid spaces. The relative interior of φ is the set
Int pX{Y q .“ tx P X|AÑ Hx is inner w.r.t. Bu.
The complement of Int pX{Y q is called the relative boundary of φ and it is denoted
by BpX{Y q. If B “ k, the sets Int pX{Y q and BpX{Y q are denoted by Int pXq and
BpY q and they are called the interior and the boundary of X.
Proposition 5.1.13. Let φ : MpAq “ X Ñ MpBq “ Y be a morphism of k-
dagger affinoid spaces. The Int pX{Y q ĂMpAq is an open subset with respect to the
topology of the spectrum.
Proof. If Int pX{Y q “ ∅ the statement of the proposition holds trivially, so suppose
that Int pX{Y q ‰ ∅. Consider x P X and denote by χx : A Ñ Hx a character
that belongs to the equivalence class identified by x. χx is by hypothesis an inner
morphism with respect to B, so we can find a strict epimorphism
pi : Bxr´11 X1, . . . , r´1n Xny: Ñ A
such that
|χxppipXiqq| ă ri
for all 1 ď i ď n. We define the functions ζi : X Ñ Rě0, given by the formula
ζipx1q “ |χx1ppipXiqq|
for x1 P X. Since the topology of X is by definition the weakest topology making
all functions of the form | ¨ | ÞÑ |f | continuous, for f P A, then the functions ζi are
continuous. Therefore, the preimages of r0, riq Ă Rě0 by the functions ζi are open
subsets of X, hence
U “ ζ1pr0, r1qq X . . .X ζnpr0, rnqq
is an open subset of X. It is clear that U Ă Int pX{Y q because all points of U are
inner with respect to the same pi we chose above, proving that Int pX{Y q is an open
subset of MpXq.
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Although we just shown that the interior of a morphism is open it might be the
empty set, as the next examples show.
Example 5.1.14. 1. Let k be a non-Archimedean field and let r R a|kˆ|. The
non-strict (and not dagger) affinoid algebra
Kr
.“ kxr
´1X, rY ´1y
pXY ´ 1q
is a valued field extending k. This can be shown by noticing that every element
f P Kr can be written as a power-series
f “
8ÿ
i“´8
|ai|Xi, with |ai|ri Ñ 0, for |i| Ñ 8.
The condition r R a|kˆ| implies that there exists a unique i P N such that
maxt|ai|riu is realized and without loss of generality we can suppose that i “ 0
and a0 “ 1. So, we can write
f “ 1´ h
with |h| ă 1, which implies that the series
8ÿ
n“0
hn
converges and is an inverse of f . There is also a dagger version of this example.
Indeed, one can define
K:r
.“ kxr
´1X, rY ´1y:
pXY ´ 1q
which is a bornological field over k. To see that this algebra is a field one
can notice that K:r is a one-point subdomain of the one dimensional disk X “
MpkxXy:q. If we denote x P X the image of the dagger affinoid embedding
MpK:rq Ñ X, then
K:r – OX,x
and the fact that OX,x is a field is discussed in [13] exercise 1.3.6 (ii). Geo-
metrically one can explain the fact that K:r is field by the absence of type 1
points on the spectrum of MpK:rq. Since analytic functions on X can vanish
only on points of type 1 (as a consequence of the identity theorem), for any
given analytic function on X it is always possible to find a neighborhood of x
such that f does not vanish on it.
Notice that it is also possible to consider algebras like
Ab:k K:r
for any A P ob pAff :kq, but these algebras are not K:r -dagger affinoid, because
K:r is not a valued field. The last thing to notice is that the completion of K:r
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with respect to the norm maxt|ai|riu is Kr, as already noticed in [13] exercise
1.3.6 (ii).
The interior of MpKrq is empty, cf. [10] page 39, and this is also true for
MpK:rq as a consequence of the same reasoning or as a consequence of propo-
sition 5.1.17.
2. An analogous example can be given also for archimedean base fields. In this
case, only strict dagger affinoid algebras exists and we can consider
kxX,Y ´1y:
pXY ´ 1q .
The interior of the dagger affinoid space associated to this dagger affinoid alge-
bra is empty. This can be deduced using proposition 5.1.17 which says that the
spectrum of dagger affinoid spaces with non-empty interior over archimedean
base fields must have topological dimension equal two times the dimension
of the affinoid space. Since the affinoid space associated to kxX,Y
´1y:
pXY´1q is one
dimensional and its spectrum is also one dimensional as topological space (it
is homeomorphic to S1), we deduce that MpkxX,Y ´1y:pXY´1q q has empty interior.
The important fact to notice about the examples given so far is that they are
some sort of manifestations of the same phenomena. In both cases the underlying
topological spaces have the ”wrong” topological dimension: MpKrq is a point, hence
it is zero dimensional, but MpKrq as affinoid space has dimension one. This is also
true for MpK:rq, defining the dimension of a dagger affinoid space as in [10], page
34. Then, MpCxX,X´1y:q is a 1-dimensional dagger affinoid subdomain of the
unital disk but it has topological dimension 1 and not 2 which is the expected
topological dimension in complex analytic geometry. We now make this observation
more precise.
Definition 5.1.15. Let A P ob pAff :kq. We define the dimension of MpAq as the
Krull dimension of the ring A b:k K, for any K such that A b:k K is strictly K-
affinoid, and it is denoted dim pXq.
Lemma 5.1.16. Let X “MpAq be a dagger affinoid space.
1. If k is non-archimedean then the topological dimension of X is less or equal
dim pXq.
2. If k is archimedean then the topological dimension of X is less or equal 2 ¨
dim pXq.
Proof. The (non-dagger) non-archimedean case of the proposition was shown by
Berkovich in theorem 3.2.6 of [10], therefore the dagger affinoid case follows by a
direct application of theorem 3.4.3.
Consider the archimedean case. It is enough to notice that MpAq is a compact
Stein subset of Cn endowed with its ring of germs of analytic functions, as shown in
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theorem 5.1.4, and the result is well-known1.
Last lemma can be strengthened under the hypothesis that X has non-empty
interior.
Proposition 5.1.17. Let X “MpAq be a dagger affinoid space which is connected.
1. If k is non-archimedean and Int pXq ‰ ∅ then the topological dimension of X
is equal dim pXq.
2. If k is archimedean and Int pXq ‰ ∅ then the topological dimension of X is
equal 2 ¨ dim pXq.
Proof. We only need to check that under the hypothesis of the proposition, then
inequality of lemma 5.1.16 is in fact an equality.
Let x P Int pXq and let χx : AÑ Hx be a character that belongs to the equiva-
lence class identified by x. χx is inner with respect to the morphism k Ñ A, so we
can find an strict epimorphism
pi : kxr´11 X1, . . . , r´1n Xny: Ñ A
such that |χxppipXiqq| ă ri, for all 1 ď i ď n. We denote r “ priq and r1 “ pr1iq two
n-tuples of real numbers such that with |χxppipXiqq| ă r1i ă ri. We can calculate the
following pushout diagram
Wnk prq A
Wnk pr1q Ab:Wnk prqW
n
k pr1q .
By proposition 3.5.3 the map AÑ Ab:Wnk prqW
n
k pr1q induces a dagger affinoid sub-
domain embedding MpA b:Wnk prq W
n
k pr1qqãÑMpAq. The conditions of χx of being
inner and the choice of r1, readily implies that χx also defines a point ofMpAb:Wnk prq
Wnk pr1qq which is then non-empty and therefore Ab:Wnk prqW
n
k pr1q ‰ 0. For the non-
archimedean case, we can conclude by noticing that we can consider a polyradius r2
with r1 ă r2 ă r and with r2i P
a|k|. In this way, Ab:Wnk prqWnk pr2q is a strict dagger
affinoid algebra with a dagger affinoid embedding MpA b:Wnk prq W
n
k pr2qqãÑMpAq.
Clearly dim pA b:Wnk prq W
n
k pr2qq “ dim pAq (by the fact that X is supposed to be
1One can show that the topological dimension ofMpAq is less or equal to its dimension as follow.
Let n “ dim pMpAqq. Since MpAq is a compact Stein it can be embedded as a closed subset of
a Stein space of dimension n. Therefore, it is enough to show that the topological dimension of
a Stein space of dimension n is precisely 2n. It is well known that a Stein space X, of dimension
n, can be stratified as a disjoint union X “ Xp0q Y . . . Y Xpnq, where Xpiq is a Stein manifold of
dimension n ´ i. This stratification can be obtained by defining Xp0q as the non-singular locus of
X and, inductively, Xpiq as the non-singular locus of Xpi´1q. Clearly, the topological dimension of
a Stein manifold of dimension n is 2n because it is a complex analytic manifold, proving the claim.
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connected) and the topological dimension of strict dagger affinoid spaces is equal to
their dimension (cf. theorem 3.2.6 of [10]), therefore the non-archimedean case of
the proposition is proved.
In the archimedean case, we can work out a similar reasoning using the theory
of Stein spaces. Fixing again a polyradius r1 ă r2 ă r we can define a Stein space
by the push-out square
Wnk prq A
OpDppr2q´qq Ab:Wnk prq OpDppr
2q´qq
.
Ab:Wnk prq OpDppr
2q´qq is a Stein algebra (because the bottom horizontal morphism
is surjetive) canonically endowed with an open embedding (of pro-analytic spaces)
MpAb:Wnk prqOpDppr
2q´qqãÑMpAq. This shows that dim pAb:Wnk prqOpDppr
2q´qqq “
dim pAq (by the fact that X is supposed to be connected) as analytic spaces be-
cause the open embeddingMpAb:Wnk prqOpDppr
2q´qqãÑMpAq is an isomorphism on
stalks. By the theory of Stein spaces, we know that the topological dimension of
MpAb:Wnk prq OpDppr
2q´qq is 2 ¨ dim pMpAb:Wnk prq OpDppr
2q´qqq which implies that
the topological dimension of MpAq is 2 ¨ dim pAq.
Remark 5.1.18. The connectedness hypothesis in proposition 5.1.17 is used to
ensure avoiding the case when a space has several connected components some with
non-empty interior and some with empty interior. One can replace it with the
hypothesis that Int pXq has non-empty intersection with all connected components
of X.
Remark 5.1.19. For examples of dagger affinoid spaces X for which the topological
dimension is less than the expected value we refer to examples 5.1.14. We also notice
that considering, for instance, K:r one can show that for every r1 ă r
kxpr1q´1X, r1Y y: b:
kxr´1X,rY y: Kr “ 0.
This proves that the affinoid embedding Mpkxpr1q´1X, r1Y y: b:
kxr´1X,rY y: Krq Ñ
MpAq is trivial, because Mpkxpr1q´1X, r1Y y: b:
kxr´1X,rY y: Krq “ ∅. This is where
the resoning of proposition 5.1.17 fails for dagger affinoid spaces with empty interior.
Conjecture 5.1.20. We expect that the converse of proposition 5.1.17 holds: if the
topological spaceMpAq has the ”right” topological dimension, then Int pMpAqq ‰ ∅.
This conjecture seems harder to prove with respect to proposition 5.1.17 and less
interesting for our scopes.
Definition 5.1.21. Let A P ob pAff :kq and G Ă MpAq be an open subset for the
topology of the spectrum. We say that G is good if G admits an exhaustion by
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good dagger affinoid subdomains, i.e. if there exists a sequence of good subdomains
Ui ĂMpAq such that Ui Ă Int pUi`1q andď
iPN
Ui “ G.
For any good open subset we can define the algebra
OXpGq “ AG .“ limÐ
iPN
AUi ,
where tUiuiPN is an exhaustion of G. In the next chapter we will study more system-
atically how to extend the structural sheaf we defined so far for the weak G-topology
to the topology of the spectrum. Here we record some basic properties we will need
later on.
Proposition 5.1.22. Let G ĂMpAq “ X be a good open subset. Then,
1. the algebra AG can be equipped canonically with a structure of a bornological
Fre´chet algebra;
2. there exists a homeomorphism G –MpGq;
3. the space MpGq does not depend on the choice of the exhaustion.
Proof. 1. Let tUiuiPN be an exhaustion of G. Then there is a canonical sequence
of maps
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Ai`1 Ñ Ai Ñ Ai´1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
given by the dagger subdomain embeddings UiãÑUi`1, where Ui “ MpAiq.
The Ai are dagger affinoid algebras, hence we can write Ai “ limÑ
ρiąri
Aρii and we
get a presentation
AG “ limÐ
iPN
limÑ
ρiąri
Aρii .
The request that Ui Ă Int pUi`1q implies that the Ui must have non-empty
interior, at least for a final part of the colimit. Therefore, we can suppose that
all the Ui have non-empty interior. Also, the condition Ui Ă Int pUi`1q implies
that for any i there exists a ρi ą ri such the map Ai`1 Ñ Ai factors through
a map Ai`1 Ñ Aρii . So, reasoning by cofinality, we get an isomorphism of
bornological vector spaces
AG “ limÐ
iPN
Aρii .
Thus, we can write AG as a projective limit of Banach algebras therefore
this gives to AG the structure of a Fre´chet algebra (It is easy to check that
the normality property of metrizable topological vector spaces implies that
the bornology of limÐ
iPN
Aρii coincides with the bornology of limÐ
iPN
pAρii qt which is a
Freche´t space by definition).
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2. We notice that the limit
AtG –
¨˝
limÐ
iPN
Aρii
‚˛t – limÐ
iPI
pAρii qt
satisfies the condition of theorem 2.5.7, hence
MpAGq –MpAtGq –
ď
iPN
MpAtiq –
ď
iPN
Ui “ G.
3. AG is a Freche´t algebra, thus the definition of the spectrum is intrinsic.
Example 5.1.23. The main examples of good open subsets are given by open
subsets of dagger affinoid spaces exhausted by rational subdomains. We can see it
with a simple example. In the disk X “MpW 1k q, consider
G “ tx P X||x| ă 1
2
u.
G is exhausted by the family of subdomains
Ui “ tx P X||x| ď 1
2
´ 1
i
u, i P N, i ą 1.
It is clear that if k “ C
limÐ
iPN
AUi “ OXpGq
the usual set of analytic functions on the open disk G and the projective limit
bornology we are considering on it is the von Neumann bornology of the Freche´t
structure classically considered on OXpGq.
We give now another proof of Tate’s acyclicity for rational coverings, in the case
k is archimedean, exploiting the isomorphism given in 5.1.4.
Theorem 5.1.24. (Tate’s acyciclity for k archimedean)
Let MpAq “ X be a dagger affinoid space over C and consider on it the G-topology
given by finite coverings by rational subdomains. Then, the presheaf U ÞÑ AU is
acyclic.
Proof. Consider a covering of X, tU1, ..., Unu1ďiďn, made by rational k-dagger sub-
domains. We can suppose that each Ui is roomy, otherwise it has zero measure and
is necessarily contained in some other (roomy) element of the covers. X can be seen
as a pro-Stein space that can be presented with the formula
X “
č
ρą1
Xρ
where Xρ are Stein spaces, as a consequence of theorem 3.3.5. By theorem 5.1.4
we know that AUi – OXpUiq, where OX is the canonical sheaf of the pro-analytic
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site of X given by (one of) its embedding in Cn. So there exists a sequence of open
Stein subspaces Uρi Ă Xρ such that
Ui “
č
ρą1
Uρi
and
OXpUiq – limÑ
ρą1
OXρpUρi q.
Since the Ui cover X, we can find a ρ ą 1 small enough (and suitale Uρ1i ) such that
for any ρ1 ă ρ the Uρ1i cover Xρ1 . Hence, we get that the C˘ech complex
0 Ñ OXρ1 Ñ
ź
1ďiďn
O
Uρ
1
i
Ñ
ź
1ďi,jďn
O
Uρ
1
i XUρ
1
j
Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
is acyclic for ρ1 ă ρ. Taking the direct limit on the ρ we get the diagram
0 Ñ limÑ
ρą1
OXρpXρq Ñ limÑ
ρą1
ź
1ďiďn
OUρi pU
ρ
i q Ñ limÑ
ρą1
ź
1ďi,jďn
OUρi XUρj pU
ρ
i X Uρj q Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
which calculate
(5.1.24.1) 0 Ñ OXpXq Ñ
ź
1ďiďn
OXpU iq Ñ
ź
1ďi,jďn
OXpUi X Ujq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
because the part of diagram with ρ1 ă ρ is final and the functor limÑ commutes with
finite limits. By the fact that limÑ is an exact functor we deduce that the complex
(5.1.24.1) is acyclic.
Remark 5.1.25. The fact that affinoid subdomains of rigid analytic spaces can be
seen as the non-archimedean counterpart of the compact Stein subsets of classical
complex spaces is a classical observation that goes back at the origin of rigid geome-
try. The fact that this analogy can also reversed was suggested by Brian Conrad in
[19]. If X is a separated complex analytic space we can define a site Xs, which we
can call the compact Stein site of X, whose objects are the compact Stein subsets of
X and the coverings are the locally finite coverings. By the properties characterizing
the compact Stein subsets of a separated analytic space it is easy to deduce that
this site is well-defined and that the C˘ech cohomology of coherent sheaves of Xs
coincides with the usual sheaf cohomology of X.
Up to now we saw a lot of similarities between analytic geometry over C and
over non-archimedean base fields. Now we discuss a property that distinguish the
archimedean and the non-archimedean base field cases. If k is a non-archimedean
base field, then the (dagger) Weierstrass subdomains satisfy the transitivity prop-
erty, i.e. if V Ă U is a Weierstrass subdomain and U Ă X is a Weierstrass subdo-
main, then V Ă X is a Weierstrass subdomain. The proof of this result is based
on the “rigidity” of Weierstrass subdomains, i.e. on the fact that if Xpf1, ..., fnq
and Xpg1, ..., gnq are Weierstrass subdomains and |fi ´ gi|sup ď 1 for any i then
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Xpf1, ..., fnq “ Xpg1, ..., gnq (cf. theorem 7.4.2/2 of [15]). This is consequence of the
non-archimedean nature of | ¨ |sup which fails if the base field is archimedean, mak-
ing the “rigidity” of Weierstrass subdomains no more true, as next counter-example
shows.
Example 5.1.26. Consider the functions z, 3z2 PW 1C. Then notice that |z´ 3z2 |sup “| ´ z2 |sup ď 1 but Xpzq ‰ Xp3z2 q as dagger affinoid subdomains of MpW 1Cq. We can
also produce an explicit counter-example to the transitivity of Weierstrass dagger
subdomains in the archimedean case. Let fpzq “ 4z´ 12 and consider the subdomain
Xpfq ĂMpW 1Cq. By theorem 5.1.4 we know that AXpfq – T 1Cp14q in a non-canonical
way, because the center of the disk is placed at z “ 12 . Now, the function 1z is
analytic and well-defined on Xpfq and so the subset
U “ tx P Xpfq||1
z
| ď 8
3
u Ă Xpfq
is a Weierstrass subdomain of Xpfq but it is not a Weierstrass subdomain ofMpW 1Cq,
for which it is a Laurent subdomain.
Examples as 5.1.26 do not exist for non-archimedean base fields because it is
impossible to “move” the centres of disks because all the k-rational points belongings
in disks are centres for them.
Definition 5.1.27. Let X “MpAq be a k-dagger affinoid space. Then, we define
the ring of germs of analytic functions at x P X as
OX,x “ limÑ
xPV
AV ,
where V varies over the family of k-dagger affinoid subdomains of X that contains
x.
Remark 5.1.28. The previous definition is different from the definition of OX,x
given by Berkovich at the beginning of section 2.3 of [10], for the fact that we do
not ask for V to vary over the set of dagger affinoid neighborhoods (for the topology
of the spectrum) of x. We can give this different definition, obtaining the right
result (i.e. OX,x coincides with the local ring of x of Berkovich geometry for k non-
archimedean when we associate to X its classical affinoid spaces, if x is not in the
Shilov boundary) because we are working with dagger affinoid subdomains, which
are by definition equipped with germs of analytic functions.
Definition 5.1.29. Let φ : X Ñ Y be a map of k-dagger affinoid spaces, we say
that φ is an open immersion if it is injective and the induced map
φx˚ : OY,φpxq Ñ OX,x
is a bijection for any x P X.
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We notice that with respect to this definition, dagger analytic geometry improves
some bad features of Berkovich geometry. In fact, if a definition like the one we
just gave of open immersions is given in Berkovich geometry then the subdoman
embeddingMpKrq ÑMpT 1k q of example 5.1.14, is not an open immersion, whereas
the dagger version MpK:rq ÑMpW 1k q is. So, the use of dagger analytic geometry
allows to restore compatibility of the notion of affinoid subdomain with the notion
of open immersion, as in classical rigid geometry.
Proposition 5.1.30. Let X be a k-dagger affinoid space and z P X. If k is
archimedean then OX,z is a k-dagger affinoid algebra and the open immersion tzuãÑX
is a Weierstrass subdomain embedding.
Proof. Consider the case X “MpWnk q and k “ C. Then, given any z “ pz1, . . . , znq
with |zi| ď 1 we can choose other 2n n-tuples of complex numbers, for any r ą 0
defined
αi “ pα1,i “ z1, . . . , αi,i “ zi ` r, . . . , αn,i “ znq
βi “ pβ1,i “ z1, . . . , βi,i “ zi ´ r, . . . , βn,i “ znq
Then, the C-dagger affinoid subdomain
U “ ty PMpWnk q||g1pyq| ď r, . . . , |gnpyq| ď r, |h1pyq| ď r, . . . , |hnpyq| ď ru “ tzu
where
gipX1, . . . , Xnq “ Xi ` αi, hipX1, . . . , Xnq “ Xi ` βi.
This is the required representation of tzu as a Weierstrass subdomain. If k “ R
and z is R-rational then we can reason as before. Otherwise, if z “ pz1, . . . , znq is
not an R-rational point, then we can consider z “ pz1, . . . , znq and the real number
z1 “ pz1z1, . . . , z2z2q “ pz11, . . . , z1nq. Defining α and β
αi “ pα1,i “ z11, . . . , αi,i “ z1i ` r, . . . , αn,i “ z1nq
βi “ pβ1,i “ z11, . . . , βi,i “ z1i ´ r, . . . , βn,i “ z1nq
the subdomain
U “ ty PMpWnk q||g1pyq| ď r, . . . , |gnpyq| ď r, |h1pyq| ď r, . . . , |hnpyq| ď ru “ tzu
where
gipX1, . . . , Xnq “ X2i ´ Im pziq, hipX1, . . . , Xnq “ X2i ´ Im pziq
is the required subdomain.
Finally, if X is any k-dagger affinoid space then there exists a closed immersion
φ : X Ñ Wnk and the pullback of tφpxqu Ă Wnk is a subdomain of X of Weierstrass
type whose underlying subset is txu, @x P X, because φ is injective and because of
proposition 3.5.8.
Corollary 5.1.31. In the hypothesis of last proposition, for any x P X, one has
that Atxu – OX,x.
Proof. Particular case of theorem 5.1.4.
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Corollary 5.1.32. OX,x is a local Noetherian ring.
Proof. Well-known both in archimedean and non-archimedean case, cf. [28] and
[10].
Proposition 5.1.33. Let φ : U ãÑX “ MpAq be a k-dagger affinoid subdomain
embedding. Then, φ is an open immersion.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of definition 5.1.27, because we define local
rings using the weak G-topology induced by dagger affinoid subdomains (compare
our definition with the one given at the beginning of section 2.3 of [10]).
Proposition 5.1.34. Every k-dagger affinoid space MpAq has a basis for the weak
topology formed by open connected subsets countable at infinity.
Proof. We can reason in the same way as [10], proposition 2.2.8. Let U be an open
neighborhood of x PMpAq and choose a roomy Laurent subdomain V pf1, . . . , fn, g´11 , . . . , g´1m q
such that V Ă U (we can always do it because they are a base of closed neighbor-
hood of the topology ofMpAq). We choose a monotonic increasing sequence of real
numbers tiu such that 0 ă i ă 1 for all i P N. For any i P N define the sequence of
subdomains
Vi “ Xpif1, . . . , ifn, ´1i g´11 , . . . , ´1i gmq.
We choose for any Vi the connected component Wi Ă Vi which contains x. So, Wi
is a Laurent roomy connected neighborhood of x and each Wi lies in the topological
interior of Wi`1, then
W “
8ď
i“1
Wi
is an open connected neighborhood which is countable at infinity.
5.2 The Gerritzen-Grauert theorem
Definition 5.2.1. A morphism of k-dagger affinoid spaces f : X “MpAq Ñ Y “
MpBq, is called closed immersion if f˚ : B Ñ A (the correspondent map of k-dagger
affinoid algebras) is a surjective homomorphism of algebras.
Definition 5.2.2. A morphism of k-dagger affinoid spaces f : X Ñ Y is called
locally closed immersion if the induced homomorphism of local rings OY,fpxq Ñ OX,x
is surjective for all x P X.
As Temkin noticed in [62] and as we already pointed our in last section, the
notion of locally closed immersion in Berkovich geometry is not meaningful for non-
strict affinoid spaces. This issue forced Temkin to state his version of the Gerritzen-
Grauert theorem in terms of monomorphisms of affinoid spaces. Although in our
context we can avoid to discuss the relation between locally closed immersions and
monomorphisms of (dagger) affinoid spaces, we include such a study for the sake of
completeness and for further applications like the ones in [6].
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Recall that a morphism φ : X Ñ Y in a category C is called monomorphism if
for all Z P ob pCq the induced maps Hom pZ, Y q Ñ Hom pZ,Xq are injective. If C
has fiber products then φ : X Ñ Y is a monomorphism if and only if the diagonal
morphism ∆ : X Ñ XˆY X is an isomorphism (cf. [34], 5.3.8). The dual statement
holds: if C has pushouts then φ : X Ñ Y is an epimorphism if and only if the
codiagonal morphism Y
š
X Y Ñ Y is an isomorphism.
Lemma 5.2.3. Let A be a dagger affinoid algebra. Then, the canonical morphism
AÑ ś
xPMpAq
OMpAq,x is injective.
Proof. If A is a strict dagger affinoid algebra the map AÑ ś
xPMpAq
OMpAq,x is injec-
tive by lemma 4.1.2. If A is not strict, we can find a valued field extension K{k such
that Ab:k K is a strict dagger affinoid algebra. In the commutative diagram
A
ś
xPMpAq
OMpAq,x
Ab:k K
ś
xPMpAb:kKq
OMpAb:kKq,x
the vertical arrows are injective, the bottom horizontal arrow is injective and hence
also the top arrow is injective.
Lemma 5.2.4. If a morphism of dagger affinoid spaces φ : X “ MpBq Ñ Y “
MpAq is a locally closed immersion. Then, φ˚ : A Ñ B is an epimorphism of
dagger affinoid algebras.
Proof. Let φ : X Ñ Y be a locally closed immersion. Then for each x P X the
induced morphism on stalks OY,φpxq Ñ OX,x is surjective. Let f˚, g˚ : C Ñ B be
morphisms of dagger affinoid algebras such that φ˚ ˝ f˚ “ φ˚ ˝ g˚. Let Z “MpCq
and f, g : Z Ñ X be the maps of dagger affinoid spaces that correspond to f˚ and
g˚. Then, we have the commutative diagram
(5.2.4.1)
A
ś
zPZ
OY,φpfpzqq
B
ś
zPZ
OX,fpzq
C
ś
zPZ
OZ,z
φ˚
ś
zPZ
φz˚
ι
g˚f˚
ś
zPZ
gz˚
ś
zPZ
fz˚
where
ś
zPZ
φz˚ is surjective. So, from φ
˚˝f˚ “ φ˚˝g˚ we can deduce pś
zPZ
fz˚ q˝p
ś
zPZ
φz˚ q “
pś
zPZ
gz˚ q ˝ p
ś
zPZ
φz˚ q which implies
ś
zPZ
fz˚ “
ś
zPZ
gz˚ . Since the bottom square in diagram
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5.2.4.1 is commutative it follows that ι˝f˚ “ ι˝g˚. By Lemma 5.2.3 ι : C Ñ ś
zPZ
OZ,z
is injective and so f˚ “ g˚.
To prove the converse of lemma 5.2.4 we need some preparatory lemmas.
Lemma 5.2.5. Let tfi : pXi,OXiq Ñ pYi,OYiquiPI be a cofiltered projective system of
morphisms of locally ringed spaces such that all fi are injective onto their image and
they induces isomorphisms (resp. surjection, resp. injection) on all stalks. Then,
limÐ fi : limÐ
iPI
pXi,OXiq Ñ limÐ
iPI
pYi,OYiq has the same property.
Proof. First notice that if tpXi,OXiquiPI is such an inverse system of locally ringed
spaces and pii : X Ñ Xi denote the canonical morphisms of the projective limit of
the underlying topological spaces, then limÐ
iPI
pXi,OXiq – plimÐ
iPI
Xi, limÑ
iPI
pi´1i OXiq, where
limÑ
iPI
pi´1i OXi is the direct limit of the direct system of sheaves of rings obtained by
pulling back to X the structural sheaves of Xi by pii (for a proof of the fact that this
space is indeed the projective limit in the category of ringed spaces, and even locally
ringed spaces, see theorem 4 of [31]). Thus, if we have a morphism tfi : pXi,OXiq Ñ
pYi,OYiquiPI of two such systems tpXi,OXiquiPI and tpYi,OYiquiPI such that all fi
are injective on the underlying topological space, then f “ limÐ fi is injective at the
level of spaces because projective limits of injective maps are injective. The maps
on stalks are therefore obtained as a filtered direct limit of homomorphisms, hence
OYi,fpxq Ñ OXi,x are isomorphisms (resp. surjections, resp. injections) because
filtered colimits are functorial (resp. colimits, resp. exact).
Lemma 5.2.6. Let f : X Ñ Y be a morphism of Stein spaces over k, where k “ R
or k “ C. Then, f is a monomorphism if and only if it is a locally closed immersion.
Proof. The if part of the lemma can be proved in the same way of lemma 5.2.4. To
prove the converse consider a morphism f : X Ñ Y which is not a locally closed
immersion. Suppose that there exists a point y P Y such that x, x1 P f´1pyq with x ‰
x1. Then, for the two immersions ι : txu Ñ X and ι1 : tx1u Ñ X we have that f ˝ ι “
f ˝ ι1, thus f is not a monomorphism. Suppose now that f is injective and that there
is a y P Y such that OY,y Ñ OX,f´1pyq is not surjective. Choosing a representative
for an element of h P OX,f´1pyq which is not in the image of OY,y Ñ OX,f´1pyq
one can see that on any (small enough) neighborhood of f´1pyq the map f does
not restrict to a monomorphism. In fact, one can find small enough neighborhoods
UX of f
´1pyq and UY of y for which h can be lifted to an analytic function on
UX such that the identity morphism OXpUXq Ñ OXpUXq is not distinguishable
from the morphism OXpUXq Ñ OXpUXq which sends h to 0, by the restriction of
f given by OY pUY q Ñ OXpUXq, proving that f is not a monomorphism. Thus,
monomorphisms of Stein spaces are necessarily locally closed immersions.
Lemma 5.2.7. Let k be non-archimedean. Let f :MpBq ÑMpAq be a closed im-
mersion of classical strictly affinoid spaces. Then, for any x PMpBq the morphism
OMpAq,fpxq Ñ OMpBq,x is surjective.
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Proof. Let tUiuiPI be a base of neighborhoods of fpxq in MpAq. Each Ui can be
chosen to be a strictly affinoid neighborhood of fpxq. The family tMpBq XUiuiPI is
therefore a base of neighborhoods of x made of strictly affinoid subdomains (because
f is an injective morphism between compact Hausdorff spaces, therefore it is a
homeomorphism onto its image). The following diagram
A B
AUi AUi pbAB
shows that the maps AUi Ñ AUiXMpBq are surjective, because AUiXMpBq – ApbAB
and because pbA preserve surjective maps (since it is a left adjoint functor). To
conclude, we notice that OMpAq,fpxq – limÑ
iPI
AUi and OMpBq,x – limÑ
iPI
AUiXMpBq, and
since limÑ
iPI
is exact, because I is filtered, we get that the map on stalks is surjective.
Lemma 5.2.8. Let A,B P Aff :k and let f :MpBq ÑMpAq be a morphism in the
category of k-dagger affinoid spaces. Assume that f is a monomorphism, then f is
a locally closed immersion.
Proof. If k is non-Archimedean we can writeMpAq “ limÐ
ρąrA
MpAρq,MpBq “ limÐ
ρąrB
MpBρq
and f “ limÐ fρ a monomorphism in pAff
:
kq˝, where Aρ and Bρ are strictly affinoid al-
gebras and rA, rB are polyradii obtained from presentations of A and B as in remark
3.2.22. The morphisms fρ :MpBρq ÑMpAρq can be chosen to be monomorphisms
as a consequence of proposition 3.2.11 and remark 3.2.22. Indeed, f by hypothesis
is a monomorphism which implies that the morphism of dagger affinoid algebras
B b:A B Ñ B is an isomorphism, therefore it is easy to check that Bρ b:Aρ Bρ Ñ Bρ
must be isomorphism of strictly affinoid algebras for ρ small enough, which implies
that fρ are monomorphisms. Then, proposition 1.2 of [62] yields that fρ are lo-
cally closed immersions. Therefore, by the Gerritzen-Grauert Theorem for strictly
affinoid spaces there exists a finite covering tXi,ρuiPI of MpAρq such that fρ re-
stricted to f´1pXi,ρq is a Runge immersion. Recall that closed immersions are finite
morphisms, so their relative interior is the whole domain (cf. corollary 2.5.13 (i)
of [10]) and the relative interior of affinoid domain embeddings coincides with the
topological interior of the underlying topological spaces. Therefore, using lemma
5.2.7 and lemma 2.5.8 (iii) of [10] we see that for all x P Int pMpBρq{MpAρqq the
morphisms induced on stalks by fρ are surjective. As locally ringed spaces we have
the isomorphism
limÐ
ρąrB
Int pMpBρq{MpAρqq –MpBq
Therefore, applying lemma 5.2.5 we deduce the claim.
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If k is archimedean, we notice that the representations MpAq “ limÐ
ρą1
MpAρq,
MpBq “ limÐ
ρą1
MpBρq now can be chosen with MpAρq and MpBρq Stein spaces by
applying theorem 3.3.5. Also in this case one can easily check that fρ are monomor-
phisms using the same argument used in the non-archimedean case. Since the under-
lying locally ringed spaces of MpAq and MpBq coincide with the projective limits
limÐ
ρąrA
MpAρq and limÐ
ρąrB
MpBρq of the underlying locally ringed spaces, it is enough to
show that monomorphisms of Stein spaces are locally closed immersions and then
again the lemma follows directly applying lemma 5.2.5. The fact that monomor-
phisms of Stein spaces are locally closed immersions is proved in lemma 5.2.6.
Putting together lemma 5.2.8 and lemma 5.2.4 we have the following direct
corollary.
Corollary 5.2.9. Let A,B P Aff :k and let f : MpBq Ñ MpAq be a morphism in
the category of k-dagger affinoid spaces. f is a monomorphism if and only if f is a
locally closed immersion.
Proof.
Definition 5.2.10. A morphism of k-dagger affinoid spaces f : X Ñ Y , is called
Runge immersion if it factors in a diagram
X Y
Y 1
f
g h
where g is a closed immersion and h : Y 1 Ñ Y is a Weierstrass domain embed-
ding. The map of k-dagger affinoid algebras that corresponds to f is called Runge
localization.
We will need the following two lemmas about Runge localizations.
Lemma 5.2.11. Let f : AÑ B be a morphism of dagger affinoid algebras that can
be factored as h˝g where h is a Weierstrass localization and g is a closed immersion,
then f is a Runge localization.
Proof. We notice that if k is non-archimedean we can reason like proposition 7.4.3/2
of [15] and characterize Runge localizations as morphisms of k-dagger affinoid alge-
bras with dense set-theoretic image. But this argument does not work for archimedean
base fields, therefore we give another argument.
consider morphisms A
gÑ C hÑ B as in the statement. Then C – Apg1,...,gnq for
some g1, . . . , gn P A and B “ Cxh1, . . . , hmy: for some h1, . . . , hm P C. Consider any
representative h˜i of hi in A. The algebra
B1 “ Axh˜1, . . . , h˜my
:
pg1, . . . , gnq
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is isomorphic to B because it can be characterized by the same universal property.
By definition AÑ B1 is a Runge localization.
Lemma 5.2.12. Let f : AÑ B be a Runge localization and let h˝g be a factorization
of f such that g is a Weierstrass localization. Then, h is a Runge localization.
Proof. We write g : A Ñ C and h : C Ñ B. Since f is a Runge localization it
admits a factorization f “ h1 ˝ g1 where g1 : AÑ D is a Weierstrass localization and
h1 : D Ñ B is a closed immersion. Consider the diagram
A C
D C b:A D .
The canonical maps C Ñ C b:A D and D Ñ C b:A D are Weierstrass localizations
by the stability of Weierstrass localizations by base change (cf. proposition 3.5.8).
Therefore, by the universal property characterizing C b:A D, we get a commutative
diagram
C
C b:A D B
D
h
h1
.
The fact that h1 is surjective implies that C b:A D Ñ B is surjective. Therefore, we
have factored h as a Weierstrass localization followed by a surjective map proving
that it is a Runge localization.
We can state our generalization of the Gerritzen-Grauert theorem.
Theorem 5.2.13. Let φ : X Ñ Y be a locally closed immersion of k-dagger affinoid
spaces. Then, there exists a finite covering of φpXq by rational subdomains Yi of Y
such that all morphisms φi : φ
´1pYiq Ñ Yi are Runge immersions.
We divide the proof in two separated case. The case when the base field is
archimedean and the one when it is non-archimedean.
Non-archimedean case:
Proof. One possible strategy to prove the non-achimedean case of the theorem is
to write a dagger version of the arguments used by Temkin in [62]. But it is more
easy to deduce the dagger version of the Gerritzen-Grauert theorem relying on the
classical one. Hence, we use the second approach.
Let φ : X “MpAq Ñ Y “MpBq be a locally closed immersion of dagger affinoid
spaces. Consider, as in the first part of the proof of lemma 5.2.8 a presentation
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MpAq “ limÐ
ρąrA
MpAρq,MpBq “ limÐ
ρąrB
MpBρq and φ “ limÐ φρ such that Aρ and Bρ are
strictly affinoid algebras and rA, rB are polyradii and the morphisms fρ :MpBρq Ñ
MpAρq can be chosen to be monomorphisms for all ρ small enough (see ibid. for
an explanation of why such a choice is always possible). We will also suppose that
rA “ rB, because in the case rA ‰ rB the proof needs only an easy adaptation of
the indexes.
Therefore, fixing a ρ small enough to have that φρ is a monomorphism, we
can apply the classical Gerritzen-Grauert theorem to get a finite covering tYρ,i “
MpB1ρ,iquiPI of Yρ such that
φρ,i : φ
´1
ρ pYρ,iq Ñ Yρ,i
are Runge immersions of classical affinoid spaces. Thus, for such a fixed ρ and any
i P I we have a diagram of the form
(5.2.13.1)
Bρ AρpbBρB1ρ,i
B1ρ,i Cρ,i
where the left vertical arrow corresponds to a rational subdomain embedding, the
bottom horizontal to a Weierstrass embedding and the right vertical arrow to a closed
immersion. We fix presentations TnBk pρq Ñ Bρ, T
nB1,i
k pρq Ñ B1ρ,i and TnC,ik pρq Ñ
Cρ,i. Of course we can always put nB “ nB1,i “ nC,i “ n by taking n “ maxtnB, nB1,i, nC,iu.
For any rB ă ρ1 ă ρ we can calculate the complete tensor product along the mor-
phism Tnk pρq Ñ Tnk pρ1q obtaining a diagram of strictly affinoid algebras
Bρ1 Aρ1 pbBρ1B1ρ1,i
B1ρ1,i Cρ1,i
whenever the coordinates of ρ1 lie in
a|kˆ| (where B1ρ1,i “ B1ρ,ipbTnk pρqTnk pρ1q and
Cρ1,i “ Cρ,ipbTnk pρqTnk pρ1q). It is straightforward to check that Bρ1 Ñ B1ρ1,i is a ratio-
nal subdomain localization, B1ρ1,i Ñ Cρ1,i is a Weierstrass subdomain localization and
that Cρ1,i Ñ Aρ1 pbBρ1B1ρ1,i is surjecutve. Indeed, since Tnk pρq Ñ Tnk pρ1q is a Weier-
strass subdomain localization then applying (3) of proposition 3.5.8 we obtain that
the morphisms Bρ Ñ Bρ1 , B1ρ,i Ñ B1ρ1,i, Cρ,i Ñ Cρ1,i and AρpbBρB1ρ,i Ñ Aρ1 pbBρ1B1ρ1,i
are Weierstrass subdomain localization. Therefore, the commutative diagram
Bρ Bρ1
B1ρ,i B1ρ1,i
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directly yields that Bρ1 Ñ B1ρ1,i is rational subdomain embedding (since that other
three maps in the diagram are and we can apply proposition 3.5.9) and the commu-
tative diagram
B1ρ,i B1ρ1,i
Cρ,i Cρ1,i
yields that Bρ1,i Ñ C 1ρ1 is a Weierstrass subdomain localization for the same reason
(again applying proposition 3.5.9). Whereas, to prove that C 1ρ1,i Ñ Aρ1 pbBρ1B1ρ1,i is
a surjective one has to notice that the diagram
Cρ,i Cρ1,i
AρpbBρB1ρ,i Aρ1 pbBρ1B1ρ1,i
is cocartesian, in the category of complete bornological algebras, because (writing
Dρ “ AρpbBρB1ρ,i and Dρ1 “ Aρ1 pbBρ1B1ρ1,i)
Dρ1 “ DρpbTnk pρqTnk pρ1q – pDρpbCρ,iCρ,iqpbTnk pρqTnk pρ1q –
– DρpbCρ,ipCρ,ipbTnk pρqTnk pρ1qq – DρpbCρ,iCρ1,i
and therefore Cρ1,i Ñ Dρ1 is surjective because complete tensor products preserve
the surjectivity of algebra morphisms.
Hence, we constructed dagger affinoid algebras Bi “ limÑ
ρąrB
B1ρ,i, Ci “ limÑ
ρąrB
Cρ,i
such that tMpBiquiPI is a rational covering of Y and the morphisms
B Ab:B Bi
Bi Ci
are suitable to prove the theorem, i.e. Bi Ñ Ci is a dagger Weierstrass subdomain
localization and Ci Ñ Ab:B Bi is surjective, because all properties are clearly stable
by countable filtered colimits. The theorem is therefore proved.
We now settle the archimedean case of the theorem (the idea of the proof is
inspired by the proof of the Gerritzen-Grauert theorem for affinoid spaces of Temkin
in [62]). For this case, we need some further lemmata. Notice that now k “ R,C
and so only strict dagger affinoid algebras are considered.
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Lemma 5.2.14. Let φ : A Ñ B be a morphism of k-dagger affinoid algebras then
φ is surjective if and only if there exists a system of dagger affinoid generators
h1, ..., ht P B˛ and some generators l1, ..., lt P A˛ such that φpliq “ hi (the tliu1ďiďt
might not be a full system of generators of A).
Proof. If B “ kxh1, ..., hty: and there exists l1, ..., lt P A˛ such that φpliq “ hi
then we can compose the canonical morphism pi : Wnk Ñ A for which pipX1q “
l1, . . . , pitpXtq “ lt and n ě t with φ obtaining a map Wnk Ñ B, which is surjective
by the definition of generators. Hence, φ is surjective because pi and φ ˝ pi are.
On the other hand, let φ : A Ñ B be surjective and let ψ : Wnk Ñ A be the
canonical map defining A. The composition φ ˝ ψ : Wnk “ kxX1, ..., Xny: Ñ B is
surjective and so pφ ˝ψqpXiq is a system of affinoid generators of B and ψpXiq P A˛
and the image of ψpXiq is a system of affinoid generators of B.
Lemma 5.2.15. Let φ : A Ñ B be a surjective morphism of k-dagger affinoid
algebras. We apply proposition 3.2.11 to write
A – limÑ
1ăρ
Tnk pρq
pf1, ..., frqρ
“ limÑ
1ăρ
Aρ
B – limÑ
1ăρ
Tmk pρq
pg1, ..., gsqρ
“ limÑ
1ăρ
Bρ,
for some f1, . . . , fr P A and g1, . . . , gs P B. Then, we can find ρ ą 1 such that for
any 1 ă ρ1 ă ρ the induced maps φρ1 : Aρ1 Ñ Bρ1 are surjective.
Proof. We can write
B “ kxh1, ..., hty:
for a finite system of affinoid generators of B. By lemma 5.2.14 the surjectivity of
the map φ : A Ñ B implies that there is a set of element l1, ..., lt P A˛ such that
φpliq “ hi. So, since tliu1ďiďt is a finite number of elements there exists a ρ1 such
that li P Aρ1 for any i. Hence, φρ : Aρ Ñ Bρ is surjective for any ρ ă ρ1 by the same
reasoning of lemma 5.2.14 applied to the map φρ.
Lemma 5.2.16. Let A “ limÑ
ρą1
Aρ be a k-dagger affinoid algebra and let ρ
1 ą 1 be
such that Aρ1 contains a set of affinoid generators of A, f1, . . . , fn P Aρ1. Then, the
algebra
A1 “ limÑ
ρąρ1
Aρ
is a k-dagger affinoid algebra and the canonical map A1 Ñ A is a dagger affinoid
subdomain localization, i.e. MpAqãÑMpA1q is a subdomain. Moreover
A – A1xf1, ..., fny:.
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Proof. Let pi : Wnk Ñ A be a presentation of A such that Xi ÞÑ fi and let ρ1 ą 1 be
a polyradius such that fi P Aρ1 for all i. It is clear that Wnk pρ1q is a dagger affinoid
algebra. Then, the map
Wnk pρ1q Ñ A1
obtained by restricting pi is clearly a strict epimorphism, because
A1 – kxpρ11q´1X1, . . . , pρ1nq´1Xny:.
We know that the map MpAqãÑMpA1q is injective. It is easy to check that the
commutative diagram
(5.2.16.1)
Wnk pρ1q Wnk
A1 A
is cocartesian, where horizontal maps are canonical injections. The injectionWnk pρ1qãÑWnk
is a subdomain embedding and is easy to check the isomorphism
Wnk pρ1qxX1, . . . , Xny: –Wnk ,
where Xi P Wnk pρ1q and Wnk pρ1qxX1, . . . , Xny: is the Weierstrass localization of
Wnk pρ1q corresponding to the subset defined by the inequalities |Xi| ď 1, for all
i. Proposition 3.5.3 applied to the cocartesian square (5.2.16.1) implies that A1 Ñ A
is an affinoid localization and by the commutativity of the previous diagram we see
that for all i the element fi P A1 is mapped to a generator of A (i.e. over itself) so
that
A – A1xf1, ..., fny:.
Hence, MpAq is a Weierstrass subdomain of MpA1q.
Lemma 5.2.17. Let A “ limÑ
ρą1
Aρ be a k-dagger affinoid algebra and let φ : A Ñ
B “ limÑ
ρą1
Bρ be a dagger subdomain localization, where we represented A and B as
inductive limits of Stein algebras using theorem 3.3.5. Let ρ1 ą 1 be such that Bρ1
contains a set of affinoid generators of B and Aρ1 a set of affinoid generators of A.
Then, MpBρq is an open Stein subspace of MpAρq for all 1 ă ρ ă ρ1.
Proof. φ can be written as a direct limit limÑ
ρ
φρ “ limÑ
ρą1
Aρ Ñ limÑ
ρą1
Bρ, for ρ small enough,
where Aρ and Bρ are Stein algebras. We claim that for ρ ą 1 small enough φρ is
an open embedding of Stein spaces. To prove that, consider presentations A – WnkI
and B – WmkJ where I “ pf1, . . . , frAq and J “ pg1, . . . , grB q. The data of the dagger
affinoid subdomain localization φ is therefore equivalent to the inclusion
tx P Amk ||Xipxq| ď 1, g1pxq “ . . . “ grB pxq “ 0u Ă tx P Ank ||Xipxq| ď 1, f1pxq “ . . . “ frApxq “ 0u
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of the associated dagger affinoid spaces. Since the series f1, . . . , frA and g1, . . . , grB
are over-convergent it makes sense to consider them in a neighborhood of MpWnk q
and MpWmk q respectively. Therefore, it makes sense to ask if the inclusion
tx P Amk ||Xipxq| ď 1` , g1pxq “ . . . “ grB pxq “ 0u Ă
Ă tx P Ank ||X 1ipxq| ď 1` , f1pxq “ . . . “ frApxq “ 0u
holds for  ą 0 small enough. Indeed, the simple change of variables Xi ÞÑ λYi
and X 1i ÞÑ λY 1i , with |λ| ě 1 `  shows that the last inclusion holds. Using strict
or non-strict inequalities does not change the validity of the inclusions. Therefore,
for dimension reasons (at each point of the spectra), the inclusions φρ : MpAρq Ñ
MpBρq are open embeddings.
Lemma 5.2.18. Let φ : A “ limÑ
ρą1
Aρ Ñ B “ limÑ
ρą1
Bρ be a dagger affinoid subdomain
localization and ρ1 ą 1 be such that Bρ1 contains a set of generators of B and Aρ1
contains a set of generators of A. Defining
A1 “ limÑ
ρąρ1
Aρ, B
1 “ limÑ
ρąρ1
Bρ
then
AÑ Ab:A1 B1
is a roomy dagger subdomain of MpAq containing φ˚pMpBqq.
Proof. First we notice that, reasoning like in the proof of lemma 5.2.17 we can show
that, in the commutative square
A1 B1
A B
all the maps are subdomain embeddings. Moreover, by lemma 5.2.16 the vertical
maps are Weierstrass subdomain embeddings. Now, considering the diagram
A1 B1
A
φ1
ψ
we can calculate the pushout Ab:A1 B1. Moreover, by the definition of the pushout
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there is a unique map Ab:A1B1 Ñ B which makes the following diagram commutative
B1
A Ab:A1 B1
B
φ
.
The maps A Ñ A b:A1 B1 and A b:A1 B1 Ñ B are dagger subdomain embeddings
because dagger affinoid embeddings are stable by base change. A b:A1 B1 is roomy
in A becauseMpAb:A1 B1q “MpAq ˆMpA1qMpB1q, which is indeed an intersection
of subsets of MpA1q. So MpAq XMpBρq ĂMpA b:A1 B1q for any 1 ă ρ ă ρ1, and
MpBρq is a Stein space by lemma 5.2.17.
Remark 5.2.19. In the previous lemma we used dagger affinoid algebras instead of
dagger affinoid spaces. This can be confusing if one wants to grasp the geometrical
aspects of the discussion. For the convenience of the reader we put the dual diagram
of maps that we discussed so far to help to visualize what is happening
MpBq
MpAb:A1 B1q MpAq
MpB1q MpA1q
,
keeping the notation of lemma 5.2.18, where all maps are dagger affinoid embeddings.
So, we can now prove the archimedean case of the Gerritzen-Grauert theorem.
Proof. Let φ : X “MpAq Ñ Y “MpBq be a locally closed immersion. This means
that φ is injective and for each x P X there is a surjection
φx˚ : OY,φpxq Ñ OX,x.
By proposition 5.1.30, in the archimedean caseOY,φpxq andOX,x are k-dagger affinoid
algebras and txu, tφpxqu are dagger affinoid subdomains of Weierstrass type of X
and Y respectively. Thus, we can write
OY,φpxq “ Bxf1, ..., fny: “ D, OX,x “ Axg1, ..., gmy: “ C
for f1, ..., fn P B and g1, ..., gm P A. We can write presentations
C “ Axg1, ..., gmy: “ limÑ
ρą1
pAxg1, ..., gmyqρ Ñ Bxf1, ..., fny: “ limÑ
ρą1
pBxf1, ..., fnyqρ “ D
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and since morphisms of dagger affinoid algebras can always be written as morphisms
of inductive systems, there exists a ρ1 ą 1 such that for every 1 ă ρ ă ρ1, the
morphism φx˚ can be written as the inductive limit of the morphisms
φρ˚ : pBxf1, ..., fnyqρ Ñ pAxg1, ..., gmyqρ.
Moreover, since φx˚ is surjective also the morphisms φρ˚ can be chosen to be surjective,
applying lemma 5.2.15.
We define Cρ “ pAxg1, ..., gmyqρ and Dρ “ pBxf1, ..., fnyqρ and also
A1 “ limÑ
ρąρ1
Aρ, B
1 “ limÑ
ρąρ1
Bρ
and
C 1 “ limÑ
ρąρ1
Cρ, D
1 “ limÑ
ρąρ1
Dρ
for a fixed ρ1 ą 1. These algebras fits into the commutative diagram
B1 A1
D1 C 1
where the bottom map is surjective. We can define the pushouts C2 “ Ab:A1 C 1 and
D2 “ B b:B1 D1. We claim that these data define two roomy subdomains of X and
Y containing x and φpxq, respectively. We will focus on the inclusion MpC2qãÑX;
the same reasoning can be done for MpD2qãÑY changing A with B and C with D.
In the diagram
A1 A
C 1 C
all maps are dagger affinoid localizations and it is easy to check that, by its construc-
tion also A1 Ñ C 1 is a Weierstrass subdomain localization. This fact, in combination
with lemma 5.2.18, implies that the inclusions MpD2qãÑY and MpC2qãÑX define
roomy Weirstrass localizations. Therefore, we get a commutative diagram
D1 C 1
D2 C2
where the upper horizontal map is a surjective and the vertical maps are Weierstrass
localizations (the mapD2 Ñ C2 is obtained as the composition of the canonical maps
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B b:B1 D1 Ñ Ab:A1 D1 Ñ Ab:A1 C 1 and the commutativity of the diagram is clear).
Applying lemma 5.2.11 we deduce that the map D1 Ñ C2 is a Runge localization
and applying lemma 5.2.12 we deduce that D2 Ñ C2 is a Runge localization. It is
easy to check that
C2 – D2 b:B A
because both algebras define the same subdomain of MpAq. Therefore, we get a
commutative diagram
B D2 b:B A
D2
where the vertical map is a Weierstrass localization and the diagonal map is a Runge
localization (compare this diagram with the diagram (5.2.13.1)).
Finally, since our choice of x P MpAq “ X was arbitrary and MpD2q Ă Y
is roomy we can always cover φpXq made of a finite number of this subdomains
D21, . . . , D2r (since MpBq “ Y is compact) which define roomy subdomains of a
finite number of points φpx1q, . . . , φpxrq P φpXq. Therefore, we showed that there
exists a finite covering D21, . . . , D2n of φpXq as required to prove the theorem.
The main corollaries to the Gerritzen-Grauert theorem are the following ones.
Corollary 5.2.20. Let X be a k-dagger affinoid space and U Ă X a k-dagger
affinoid subdomain. Then, there exists a finite number of rational subdomains Ui Ă
X such that
Ť
Ui “ U .
Proof. As for the classical case, it is enough to apply the Gerritzen-Grauert theorem
to the open immersion U ãÑX which is a particular locally closed immersion.
Corollary 5.2.21. Let X be a dagger affinoid space. Then the G-topology gener-
ated by finite coverings made of dagger subdomains and the one generated by finite
coverings by rational subdomains coincide.
Proof. As corollary 5.2.20 shows, every affinoid subdomain can be written as a union
of finitely many rational subdomains. Therefore, every dagger affinoid subdomain is
an admissible open for the G-topology generated by finite coverings made of rational
subdomains.
Remark 5.2.22. We remark a major difference between the archimedean and
the non-archimedean case of the Gerritzen-Grauert theorem. In the proof of the
archimedean version we showed that we can factor a locally closed immersion in
a Runge immersion followed by a Weierstrass domain embedding, choosing a suit-
able dagger affinoid covering of the codomain. Using the intuition developed in
non-archimedean rigid geometry one would deduce from this fact that any dagger
affinoid subdomain is a finite union of Weierstrass subdomains. But this is false!
Indeed, we saw in the previous section (see the discussion after the remark 5.1.25
and example 5.1.26) that in the archimedean case, unlike the non-archimedean case,
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the transitivity property of Weierstrass subdomains fails. So the composition of
two Weierstrass embeddings is, in general, a rational embedding. With this dif-
ference in mind, we see that in the archimedean case we cannot obtain a stronger
statement with respect to corollary 5.2.20, which is the main consequence of the
Gerritzen-Grauert theorem. Therefore, the the last two corollaries are the precise
generalization of the known ones in the classical theory of affinoid algebras, valid
in the same fashion uniformly in the archimedean case and in the non-archimedean
case.
Remark 5.2.23. In this section we discussed two very different strategies to prove
the Gerritzen-Grauert theorem, one for the case when the base field is archimedean
and one for the case when base field in archimedean. Both these proofs fail to be
extended to encompass all cases at once, at least if one uses only obvious adaptations.
Hence, a natural question to ask is if there is a way to uniformize the proof of the
Gerritzen-Grauert theorem. We have no answer to this question.
We end our study of the dagger affinoid subdomains by showing that the dagger
site is strictly contained in compact Stein site, when k is archimedean, i.e. that in
general there exist compact Stein subsets ofMpWnk q that are not dagger subdomains.
One easy example is the following: by [25] (page 124), we see that OMpW 2R qpKq is
non-Noetherian if K ĂMpW 2Rq is the holomorphic convex hull of
K 1 .“
"
px, yq P R2| exp
ˆ
´ 1
x2
˙
sin
ˆ
1
x
˙
ď y ď 1, 0 ď x ď 1
*
.
K is a compact Stein subset of the two dimensional dagger unitary polydisk whose
algebra of holomorphic germs is non-Noetherian, therefore it cannot be written as a
quotient of WnR for any n. OMpW 2R qpKq is non-Noetherian because the function
exp
ˆ
´ 1
x2
˙
sin
ˆ
1
x
˙
oscillates wildly near px, yq “ p0, 0q and the following theorem of Siu.
Theorem 5.2.24. (Siu)
Let K be a compact Stein subset of an analytic space pX,Oq. Then OXpKq is
Noetherian if and only if V XK has finitely many topological components for each
complex-analytic subvariety V defined in an open neighbourhood of K.
Proof. See [56].
Indeed, K 1Xtx “ 0u has infinitely many connecetd components and OMpW 2R qpKq
is therefore non-Noetherian. Siu’s characterization of Noetherianity of OXpKq per-
mits to deduce the following consquence.
Proposition 5.2.25. Let K Ă X be a compact Stein sub-space of a dagger affinoid
space such that OXpKq is non-Noetherian, then K cannot be written as a finite
union of dagger affinoid subdomains of X.
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Proof. Let U1, . . . , Un be dagger affinoid subdomains of X such thatď
1ďiďn
Ui “ K.
Let KãÑV be an open embedding of K, as a pro-analytic space, in a Stein space V ,
i.e. an injective map such that OV,x Ñ OK,x is an isomorphism of stalks for every
x P K. For every i and any closed analytic variety Y of V , the intersection Ui X Y
has finitely many topological connected components by Siu’s theorem. Clearly, the
number of connected components ofKXY is less or equal to the sum of the connected
components of Ui X Y over i. Hence, applying again Siu’s theorem we deduce that
OXpKq is Noetherian, in contraddiction with our hypothesis.
Even more interesting is to describe a complex compact Stein space such that
its algebra of germs of analytic functions is Noetherian which is not dagger affinoid.
Definition 5.2.26. We denote
Bn
.“ tz “ pz1, . . . , znq P Cn||z| “
a|z1|2 ` . . .` |zn|2 ď 1u
and we call it the n-dimensional ball in Cn.
One can show that Bn is a compact Stein subset of Cn writing it as the intersec-
tion of the open balls of radius bigger than 1. The open balls are known to be Stein,
cf. [53]. It is an easy consequence of Siu’s theorem that OCnpBnq is Noetherian.
Theorem 5.2.27. Bn is not a dagger affinoid space for n ě 2.
We give two proofs of this result.
Proof. If Bn is a dagger affinod space then there exists an m and a closed embedding
ι : BnãÑMpWmC q. It is easy to check that BBn “ ι´1pιpBnq X BpMpWmC qqq (where
now B means topological boundary with respect to Cm). Therefore, ι restricts to
a map from the interior of Bn to the interior of MpWmC q, i.e. from the open unit
ball to the open polydisk. This restriction is clearly a proper map, but no such map
exists thanks to theorem 15.2.4 of [53].
The second proof.
Proof. Again, if Bn is a dagger affinod space then there exists an m and a closed
embedding ι : BnãÑMpWmC q. This implies that there exists a morphism of algebras
ι˚ : WmC Ñ OCnpBnq
which is surjective. We can write
OCnpBnq “ limÑ
ρą1
OCnpBnpρ´qq
where OCnpBnpρ´qq are the Stein algebras of analytic functions on open balls of
radius ρ. Reasoning like proposition 3.2.11 one can show that ι˚ is induced by a
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map of inductive systems and hence it is induced by (i.e. it is the restriction of) a
proper map
ιpρq : Bnpρ´qãÑDmpρ´q
where Dmpρ´q is the m-dimensional open polydisk of radius ρ ą 1. But again by
theorem 15.2.4 of [53] ιpρq cannot exist.
We end this section by recalling the work of Liu [44]. In ibid. the notion of com-
pact Stein space in classical non-archimedean geometry is introduced. Liu performs
a very precise analysis of these spaces showing their main properties: The category
they form is anti-equivalent to the category of their algebras of analytic functions,
their algebras of analytic functions are Noetherian and he also gives an example of
a compact Stein space which is not an affinoid space. Therefore, these spaces looks
like a generalization of affinoid spaces akin to compact Stein spaces of complex ge-
ometry, of which dagger affinoid spaces form a subclass. Indeed, these analogies
can be made precise but it is not the aim of this work to deal with it. Notice also
that Liu is able to show that the algebras of analytic functions on non-archimedean
compact Stein spaces are always Noetherian, in contrast with what can happen over
C, as we saw so far. But this is only a by-product of the definition he uses. We refer
the reader to [5], where we discuss the details of these issues.
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Chapter 6
Dagger analytic spaces
This last chapter is devoted to the construction of the category of k-dagger analytic
spaces following the methods that Berkovich developed in [12]. In the first section
we prove some auxiliary results on finite modules on a dagger affinoid algebra and
on coherent sheaves over a dagger affinoid space. In particular, we show that the
category of finite modules over a dagger affinoid algebra A is equivalent to the
category of finite dagger modules, i.e. the category of finite A-modules endowed
with a canonical structure of complete bornological module from the bornology of A.
Then, we deduce the general version of the Tate’s acyclicity theorem, extending the
results of chapter 4 to the weak G-topology induced by dagger affinoid subdomains
and encompassing also to the non-strict case. We end the first section with a proof
of the Kiehl’s theorem on coherent sheaves adapting the classical proof of rigid
geometry. In the subsequent section we introduce the notion of k-dagger analytic
space. We use the methods of Berkovich nets, so a k-dagger analytic space is a
triple pX,A, τq where X is a locally Hausdorff topological space, τ a Berkovich
net on X and A an atlas of dagger affinoid algebras for the net τ . We see that
we can perform all the basic constructions of [12], underlining the differences of
the two approaches and the relations of dagger analytic spaces with the pro-analytic
structure on the pro-site of X (as defined in appendix A). The next section discusses
the relations between our dagger analytic spaces and the other definitions of analytic
spaces already present in literature. First we deal with the non-archimedean case:
We are mainly interested to compare our dagger analytic spaces with the Grosse-
Klo¨nne ones and with Berkovich’s analytic spaces. Then, we show that in the
complex case, the category of classical complex analytic spaces embeds in a fully
faithful way in the category of dagger analytic spaces. In the last section we see
how, for non-archimedean base fields, the notion of flat morphism in dagger analytic
geometry behave better than the respective notions in Berkovich geometry. More
precisely, the naive definition of flatness for dagger analytic spaces is stable by base
change and is equivalent to the non-naive one given by Ducros in the context of
Berkovich geometry in order to fix the non-stability by base change of naive flatness
for Berkovich spaces.
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6.1 Coherent sheaves over a dagger affinoid space
Notation 6.1.1. In this section A will always denote a k-dagger affinoid algebra.
We will also suppose, when needed, to have fixed a representation A – limÑ
ρąr
Aρ, as
the one given in proposition 3.2.11 and theorems 3.3.4 and 3.3.5, when needed.
For any ring A we denote with ModA the category of modules over A with
A-linear morphisms and with ModfA the full subcategory of ModA made of finite
A-modules.
Definition 6.1.2. Let A be a k-dagger affinoid algebra, we say that a bornological
A-module is a finite dagger module (or simply a dagger module) if there exist a
strict epimorphism An Ñ M . We denote with Mod:A the category of finite dagger
A-modules with bounded A-linear morphisms.
For any k-dagger affinoid algebra, the free module Aµ, for any cardinal µ, has a
canonical filtration induced by the filtration of A that we denote
Aµ “ limÑ
ρąr
pAµqρ.
Definition 6.1.3. Let A be a k-dagger affinoid algebra and M an A-module. Then,
any surjection
ψ : Aµ ÑM
induces a filtration on M and we call it the filtration on M with respect to ψ and
denotes its elements by
M “ limÑ
ρąr
pMψqρ
where pMψqρ “ ψppAµqρq.
In general this filtration is not preserved by bounded A-module morphisms.
Proposition 6.1.4. Let A be a k-dagger affinoid algebra, M a finite A-module and
ψ : An ÑM , ψ1 : Am ÑM two presentation of M . Then, there exists a r1 ą r such
that for any r ă ρ ă r1
pMψqρ “ pMψ1qρ
and pMψqρ are all finitely generated Aρ-modules.
Proof. First of all, we notice that the fact that A – limÑ
ρąr
Aρ is Noetherian implies
that M is of finite presentation. Hence, we can write the following exact sequences
An
1 φÑ An ψÑM Ñ 0
Am
1 φ1Ñ Am ψ1ÑM Ñ 0
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and M – Coker pφq – Coker pφ1q. For any r ă ρ ă r1 we have the inclusion
morphisms pAρqn1 ãÑAn1 and pAρqnãÑAn. We write tf1, . . . , fn1u for a base for An1
and te1, . . . , enu for a base for An, in order to write
φpfiq “
nÿ
j“1
ai,jej
for some ai,j P A. Since tai,ju is a finite subset of A, we can find a ρ ą r such that
ai,j P Aρ1 for any r ă ρ1 ă ρ. This shows that we can find a commutative diagram
An
1
An M 0
pAρqn1 pAρqn Coker pφρq 0
φ ψ
φρ ψρ
where Coker pφρq “ pMφqρ and the map φρ is simply defined by mapping fi ÞÑ
nř
j“1
ai,jej . The same reasoning can be applied to the presentation
Am
1 φ1Ñ Am ψ1ÑM Ñ 0
for a base te11, . . . , e1mu of Am.
Now consider the two systems of generators tψpe1q, . . . , ψpenqu and tψ1pe11q, . . . , ψ1pe1mqu
of M . Since they generate M we can write
ψpeiq “
mÿ
j“1
bi,jψ
1pe1jq
and
ψ1pe1iq “
nÿ
j“1
ci,jψpejq
for some ci,j , bi,j P A. Taking ρ ą r small enough to have ci,j , bi,j P Aρ for
every i and j, the Aρ-submodule of M generated by tψpe1q, . . . , ψpenqu and by
tψ1pe11q, . . . , ψ1pe1mqu is the same, hence pMψqρ “ pMψ1qρ, which concludes the proof.
By the previous proposition, when we deal with finite A-module we suppress
the dependence of the filtration with respect to ψ, and therefore we can deduce the
following immediate corollary.
Corollary 6.1.5. Let M be a finitely generated A-module. Then, on M there is
a uniquely determined, up to isomorphism, bornology which makes M into a finite
dagger A-module.
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Proof. Since M “ limÑ
ρąr
Mρ and Mρ are Aρ-Banach modules, then M with the direct
limit bornology induced by this direct limit is a finite dagger A-module. The cofi-
nality result of proposition 6.1.4 immediately implies that any two such bornologies
on M are isomorphic.
Corollary 6.1.6. Let A be a k-dagger affinoid algebra, then the category of finite
A-modules is equivalent to the category of finite dagger modules.
Proof. It is enough to show that every submodule N Ă M of a finitely generated
A-module is bornologically closed because then we can apply the bornological closed
graph theorem (cf. theorem 3.3 of [4]) to deduce that every homomorphism between
finitely generated A-modules is bounded.
Consider an inclusion N ĂM of finite A-modules where M is equipped with its
canonical dagger bornology described in corollary 6.1.5. It is easy to check that the
bornology on M induces a bornology on N which makes N into a finite dagger A-
module. Therefore, the bornology induced by M on N is equivalent to the quotient
bornology induced by a presentation An Ñ N . Hence, N is a complete bornological
vector space and by lemma 3.14 of [7] is a closed subspace of M (see ibid. for a
discussion of why LB bornological spaces are proper and therefore lemma 3.14 can
be applied to M).
Definition 6.1.7. Let A be a commutative, unital complete bornological k-algebra.
We say that a complete bornological k-algebra B is a A-dagger affinoid algebra if
there exists a surjective morphism Axρ1X1, . . . , ρnXny: Ñ B of algebras which is a
strict epimorphism of underlying bornological vector spaces.
Remark 6.1.8. When A is a dagger affinoid algebra then also Axρ1X1, . . . , ρnXny:
is a dagger affinoid algebra and therefore it has a countable base for the bornology.
Therefore, Buchwalter’s theorem (cf. theorem 4.9 of [4]) implies that the condi-
tion on strict epimorphism of underlying bornological vector spaces is equivalent to
bounded surjectivity (provided that B is complete as we specified).
Lemma 6.1.9. Let A be a k-dagger affinoid algebra, B an A-dagger affinoid algebra
and M,N P Mod:A. Then
1. M b:A N –M bA N P Mod:A;
2. M b:A B –M bA B P Mod:B;
3. any A-linear morphism M Ñ N is strict.
Proof. All the three assertion are formal consequence of the equivalence showed in
corollary 6.1.6.
Lemma 6.1.10. Let X “ MpAq be a strict k-dagger affinoid subdomain, x P
Max pAq Ă X and mx the maximal ideal corresponding to x. The canonical map
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A Ñ OX,x factors through the localization Amx, which embeds into OX,x. We also
get isomorphisms
(6.1.10.1)
A
mnxA
Ñ Amx
mnxAmx
Ñ OX,x
mnxOX,x
for any n P N and pAÑ yAmx Ñ zOX,x
between the mx-adic completions.
Proof. Consider the closed immersionMpA{mnxqãÑMpAq given by the quotient map
AÑ Amnx . The space MpA{mnxq has only one point and it is a direct consequence of
proposition 3.5.5 that
A
mnxA
– OX,x
mnxOX,x
.
Since
mxOX,x “ th P OX,x|hpxq “ 0u,
then every element of A not in mx is mapped to a unit of OX,x. This proves that
the map AÑ OX,x factors through Amx . The isomorphisms (6.1.10.1) just showed,
easily imply the isomorphisms on mx-adic completions.
It remains to show that the map Amx Ñ OX,x is injective. This follows from
Krull’s intersection theorem which implies that yAmx is Hausdorff and the maps to
the mx-adic completion is injective. Indeed, we can then write the commutative
diagram
Amx OX,x
yAmx zOX,x–
where all maps but the top horizontal are known to be injective. Hence also Amx Ñ
OX,x is injective.
The next lemma is an important generalization of proposition 2.1.2 of [10] to
the case of bornological vector spaces. In analogy with [10], we use this lemma to
reduce proofs for modules over non-strict k-dagger affinoid algebras to the case of
modules over strict k-dagger affinoid algberas.
Lemma 6.1.11. Let r1, . . . , rn P Rě0 with r1, . . . , rn R
a|kˆ| and K a valued
extension of k such that r1, . . . , rn P
a|Kˆ|. Then, a sequence M Ñ N Ñ P of
k-dagger modules morphisms is exact if and only if the sequence
(6.1.11.1) M b:k K Ñ N b:k K Ñ P b:k K.
Proof. It is an easy consequence of proposition 6.1.4 that the data of an exact
sequence M Ñ N Ñ P is equivalent to the data of a system of exact sequences
Mρ Ñ Nρ Ñ Pρ
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of k-Banach spaces for some sufficiently small ρ ą r. Then, we can apply proposition
2.1.2 of [10] to deduce that the exactness of Mρ Ñ Nρ Ñ Pρ is equivalent to the
exactness of the sequences
MρpbkK Ñ NρpbkK Ñ PρpbkK
which, by another application of proposition 6.1.4, is equivalent to the exactness of
the sequence (6.1.11.1).
Remark 6.1.12. We underline that, also if not explicit mentioned, the previous
lemma applies only for k non-archimedean because the non-strict case does not
exist for archimedean base fields.
Proposition 6.1.13. Let A be a k-dagger affinoid algebra and V ĂMpAq a dagger
affinoid subdomain. Then, AV is a flat A-algebra.
Proof. Suppose first that A is a strict k-dagger affinoid algebra and that V is a
strict dagger affinoid subdomain of MpAq. Let x P Max pAV q ĂMpAq, m Ă A and
mV Ă AV be the maximal ideals that correspond to x. By lemma 6.1.10 the map
A Ñ AV induces a bijection pA Ñ xAV between the m-adic completion of A and the
mV -adic completion of AV . It is a well-known result of commutative algebra that
this implies that AV is a flat A-algebra, see [17], Alge´bre Commutative Chap. III,
§5.2.
For the non-strict case, we can reason in the same way of [10], proposition 2.2.4.
Consider a complete valued field K{k such that both A b:k K and AV b:k K are
strict dagger affinoid algebras, and an injective morphism φ : M Ñ N of finite A-
modules. We can endow M and N with their canonical k-dagger bornology and so
the injection φ : M Ñ N becomes a strict monomorphism of bornological modules.
By lemma 6.1.11 also the morphism M b:k K Ñ N b:k K induced by φ is injective,
and it is also necessarily strict because M b:kK and N b:kK are finite modules over
Ab:k K. Then, AV b:k K is a flat Ab:k K algebra, hence the morphism
φ1 : pM b:k Kq b:Ab:kK pAV b
:
k Kq Ñ pN b:k Kq b:Ab:kK pAV b
:
k Kq
is injective. Moreover, we have
pM b:k Kq b:Ab:kK AV b
:
k K – pM bA AV q b:k K
because both objects satisfy the same universal property. The analogous statement
holds for N . We obtain the exact sequence
0 Ñ pM bA AV q b:k K Ñ pN bA AV q b:k K
which by lemma 6.1.11 implies the exactness of the sequence
0 ÑM bA AV Ñ N bA AV .
This implies that AV is a flat A-algebra because any A-module can be written as
the filtered direct limit of its finitely generated submodules and the filtered direct
limit functor of k-vector spaces is an exact functor.
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Now we can state the general version of the Tate’s acyclicity theorem.
Theorem 6.1.14. Let A be a k-dagger affinoid algebra and M an A-module. Then,
for any finite dagger affinoid covering tViuiPI of MpAq the C˘ech complex
0 ÑM Ñ
ź
iPI
M bA AVi Ñ
ź
i,jPI
M bA AViXVj Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
is exact. Moreover, if M P ob pMod:Aq then the morphism of the complex are all
strict.
Proof. For the proof we can use the same reduction to the case of strict dagger
affinoid algebras and to the case M “ A used in proposition 2.2.5 of [10], for the
classical affinoid case. This is possibile because we have all the required ingredients:
we proved that the category of finite A-modules is equivalent to the category of
finite A-dagger modules, that A Ñ AV is a flat morphism of rings and we proved
the dagger version of Tate’s acyclicity theorem for rational coverings and Gerritzen-
Grauert theorem in chapters 4 and 5.
Remark 6.1.15. In the case k “ C we saw that the dagger subdomains of MpAq
are compact Stein subsets of MpAq and the acyclicity of coherent analytic sheaves
for finite coverings of compact Stein subsets is a well-known property.
We recall the definition of coherent sheaf over a ringed G-topological space (or
G-ringed space).
Definition 6.1.16. Let pX,OXq be a G-ringed space and F an OX-module.
1. F is called of finite type, if there exists an admissible covering tXiuiPI of X
together with exact sequences of type
OsiX |Xi Ñ F |Xi Ñ 0, i P I,
with si P N.
2. F is called of finite presentation, if there exists an admissible covering tXiuiPI
of X together with exact sequences of type
OriX |Xi Ñ OsiX |Xi Ñ F |Xi Ñ 0, i P I,
with si, ri P N.
3. F is called coherent if F is of finite type and if for any admissible open
subspace U Ă X the kernel of any morphism OsX |U Ñ F |U is of finite type.
We now consider on dagger affinoid spaces X the weak G-topology given by finite
coverings by dagger affinoid subdomains. The category of coherent OX -modules for
this G-topology is denoted by CohpXq.
Consider a k-dagger affinoid space X “MpAq and a A-module M . We can look
at the functor F from the category of k-dagger affinoid subdomains in X which
associates to any affinoid subdomainMpA1q Ă X the tensor product MbAA1. F is
a presheaf on X with respect to the weak G-topology, and this presheaf is, in fact,
a sheaf by Tate’s acyclicity theorem, 6.1.14.
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Definition 6.1.17. Let M P ModA. We call the OX-module given by
F pUq “M bA A1
for any dagger affinoid subdomain U “MpA1q ĂMpAq, the OX -module associated
to the A-module M , and denote it by F “M bA OX .
Proposition 6.1.18. Let X “MpAq be a k-dagger affinoid space.
1. The functor
¨ bA OX : M ÞÑM bA OX
from A-modules to OX-modules is fully faithful:
2. The functor ¨ bA OX commutes with the formation of kernels, images, coker-
nels, and tensor products.
3. A sequence of A-modules 0 ÑM 1 ÑM ÑM2 Ñ 0 is exact if and only if the
associated sequence
0 ÑM 1 bA OX ÑM bA OX ÑM2 bA OX Ñ 0
is exact.
Proof. 1. The canonical map
HomApM,M 1q Ñ HomOX pM bA OX ,M 1 bA OXq
is bijective, since any OX -morphism M bA OX Ñ M 1 bA OX is uniquely
determined by the A-morphism between M “M bAOXpXq and M 1 “M 1bA
OXpXq.
2. By its definition the functor commutes with tensor products. If
0 ÑM 1 ÑM ÑM2 Ñ 0
is an exact sequence of A-modules, the induced sequence
0 ÑM 1 bA A1 ÑM bA A1 ÑM2 bA A1 Ñ 0
is exact for any affinoid subdomainMpA1q Ă X, since the corresponding map
A Ñ A1 is flat, by lemma 6.1.13. From this one easily concludes that the
functor of taking associated OX -modules is exact.
3. We already proved the exactness of the functor ¨ bA OX : M ÞÑM bA OX , so
it remain only to prove the only if part of last claim. It is enough to notice
that an A-module M is trivial if and only if M bA OX is trivial.
Definition 6.1.19. Let pX,OXq be a G-ringed space. We say that a sheaf F of
OX-modules, is U -coherent, for an admissible covering U , if F |Xi is associated to
a finite OXipXiq-module for all i P I.
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Lemma 6.1.20. Let X “ MpAq be a k-dagger affinoid space and F a sheaf of
OX-modules over X. Then, F is coherent if and only if there exists an admissible
(hence finite) dagger affinoid convering tUiuiPI of X such that F |Ui is associated to
a finite OXpUiq-modules for each i P I.
Proof. This is a simple restatement of the condition of definition 6.1.16 in the par-
ticular case of dagger affinoid spaces equipped with the weak G-topology.
The following proof is an adaptation of the classical argument for proving Kiehl’s
theorem, as one can find, for example, in [14], theorem 1.14.4.
Theorem 6.1.21. (Kiehl’s theorem)
Let A be a strict k-dagger affinoid algebra and X “MpAq. Then, a OX-modules is
coherent if and only if it is associated to a finite A-dagger module.
Proof. If F is associated to a finite A-module, then it is coherent as a trivial conse-
quence of lemma 6.1.20. The other implication is the hard part of the theorem, and
we proceed by steps following the classical proof done in rigid geometry.
• First step: By lemma 6.1.20 we can reduce the problem of checking coherence
of F to check the U -coherence for a suitable covering. We will use the strict
Laurent coverings of the form Xpfq Y Xpf´1q “ X for f P A. So now, we
check that the classical proof of Kiehl’s theorem needs only the properties of the
category of dagger affinoid algebras we proved so far and the non-archimedean
nature of the base field plays no role in this proof.
• Second step: We consider the covering U “ tU1 “ Xpfq, U2 “ Xpf´1qu
and let F be a U -coherent OX -module. We claim that H1pU ,F q “ 0.
By our assumptions, M1 “ F pU1q,M2 “ F pU2q, M12 “ F pU1 X U2q are
finite modules over Axfy:, Axf´1y:, and Axf, f´1y: respectively, and the C˘ech
complex of alternating cochains C‚apU ,F q becomes
0 ÑM1 ˆM2 d0ÑM12 Ñ 0.
Since H1pU ,F q can be computed using alternating cochains it is only neces-
sary to show that d0 : M1 ˆM2 Ñ M12 is surjective. Recall that we already
proved that the map Axfy: ˆ Axf´1y: Ñ Axf, f´1y: is surjective in theorem
4.1.10. Choose elements v1, . . . , vm PM1 and w1, . . . , wn PM2 which generate
M1 as a Axfy:-module and M2 as a Axf´1y:-module. Using the fact that F is
U -coherent, the restrictions of v1, . . . , vm to U1XU2, as well as the restrictions
of w1, . . . , wn to U1XU2 generate M12 as Axf, f´1y:-module. We consider two
epimorphisms
pAxfy:qm ÑM1
pAxf´1y:qn ÑM2.
Since F is U -coherent, F |U1 and F |U2 are generated by global sections, so
the above epimorphisms give two epimorphisms
pAxf, f´1y:qm ÑM12
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pAxf, f´1y:qn ÑM12.
Now denoting B “ Axfy: ˆ Axf´1y: we get (by construction) the following
commutative diagram
Bm ˆBn pAxf, f´1y:qm ˆ pAxf, f´1y:qn M12 ˆM12
M1 ˆM2 M12
∆
d0
where ∆ is the codiagonal map, which is well-defined because M12 ˆM12 –
M12 ‘M12. All maps of the diagram are surjective by construction except
for d0, which is then necessarily surjective. (We remark that the argument we
used to settle the second step of the proof is much shorter than the one in
theorem 1.14.4 of [14]).
• Third step: We claim that from the previous step we can deduce that F
is associated to a finite A-module. The proof of this step is identical to the
classical proof of Kiehl’s theorem. We write here all details for the convenience
of the reader.
We claim that the fact that for anyU -coherent module one hasH1pU ,F q “ 0,
implies that F is associated to a finite A-module. For this last step it is
not necessary to make a difference between Laurent and more general ad-
missible strict dagger affinoid coverings. Therefore, consider a covering U “
tUiui“1,...,n of X consisting of dagger affinoid subdomains Ui “MpAiq Ă X.
Since F is U -coherent, F |Ui is associated to a finite Ai-module Mi. Consider
a maximal ideal mx Ă A (where with x we denote the corresponding point
x P MpAq) and denote by mxOX the associated coherent ideal sheaf of the
structural sheaf OX . Its product with F yields a submodule mxF Ă F which
is U -coherent, since its restriction to each Ui is associated to the submodule
mxMi Ă Mi which is finite, because Mi is a finite module over a Noetherian
ring. Then F {mxF is U -coherent by proposition 6.1.18 and
0 Ñ mxF Ñ F Ñ F {mxF Ñ 0
is a short exact sequence of U -coherent OX -modules. If U 1 “ MpA1q is a
dagger affinoid subdomain of X which is contained in Ui for some index i, then
the above short exact sequence restricts to a short exact sequence of coherent
modules on U 1. More precisely, as the modules mxF , F , and F {mxF are
U -coherent, their restrictions to Ui are associated to finite Ai-modules, from
which it follows that the same is true for restrictions to U 1 in terms of A1-
modules. By proposition 6.1.18, the above short exact sequence leads to a
short exact sequence of A1-modules
0 Ñ mxF pU 1q Ñ F pU 1q Ñ F {mxF pU 1q Ñ 0.
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In particular, U 1 can be any intersection of sets in U , and we thereby see that
the canonical sequence of C˘ech complexes
0 Ñ C‚pU ,mxF q Ñ C‚pU ,F q Ñ C‚pU ,F {mxF q Ñ 0
is exact. Since we are assuming that H1pU,mxF q “ 0, the associated long
exact sequence in cohomology yields a short exact sequence
0 Ñ mxF pXq Ñ F pXq Ñ F {mxF pXq Ñ 0.
Next we claim that the restriction homomorphismF {mxF pXq Ñ F {mxF pUjq
is bijective for any index j such that x P Uj . To justify the claim, consider a
dagger affinoid subdomain U 1 “MpA1q Ă X such that F |U 1 is associated to a
finite A1-module M 1 and write U 1XUj “MpA1jq. Then F {mx|U 1 is associated
to the quotient M 1{mxM 1, and the canonical map
M 1{mxM 1 Ñ pM 1{mxM 1q bA A1j Ñ pM 1{mxM 1q bA1{mxA1 pA1j{mxA1jq
is bijective for x P Uj . This follows from proposition 3.5.5 if x P U 1XUj , since
the restriction map A1{mxA1 Ñ A1j{mxA1j is bijective in this case. However,
the latter is also true for x R U 1 since in this case the quotients A1{mxA1 and
A1j{mxA1j are trivial. Now, since F is U -coherent, we look at the canonical
diagram
pF {mxF qpXq
nś
i“1
pF {mxF qpUiq
nś
i,k
pF {mxF qpUi X Ukq
pF {mxF qpUjq
nś
i“1
pF {mxF qpUi X Ujq
nś
i,k
pF {mxF qpUi X Uk X Ujq
with exact rows. By the consideration above, the middle and right restriction
morphisms are bijective. Thus, the same will hold for the left one. To conclude,
we look at the commutative diagram
F pXq F {mxpXq
Mj “ F pUjq F {mxpUjq “Mj{mxMj
for x P Uj , the exact sequence 0 Ñ mxF pXq Ñ F pXq Ñ F {mxF pXq Ñ 0
and the bijection F {mxF pXq Ñ F {mxF pUjq imply that Mj{mxMj , as an
Aj-module, is generated by the image of F pXq. Hence, by the classical lemma
of Nakayama, F pXq generates Mj locally at each point x P Max pAjq. Then
the submodule of Mj which is generated by the image of F pXq must coincide
with Mj . Therefore, we can choose elements f1, . . . , fs P F pXq such that their
images generate all modules Mi “ F pUiq simultaneously for i “ 1, . . . , n. As
a consequence, the morphism of OX -modules φ : OsX Ñ F given by f1, . . . , fs
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is an epimorphism of U -coherent OX -modules, and its kernel Kerφ is a U -
coherent submodule of OsX by proposition 6.1.18. We can work now in the
same way as before with Kerφ in place of F and construct an epimorphism
ψ : OrX Ñ Kerφ, thus obtaining an exact sequence
OrX ψÑ OsX φÑ F Ñ 0
of OX -modules. Hence, we see that F is isomorphic to the cokernel of ψ, and
so F is associated to the cokernel of the A-module morphism rψ : Ar Ñ As
by proposition 6.1.18. The latter is finite and, hence, F is associated to a
finite A-module. This finishes the proof of the third step and also the proof of
theorem.
Corollary 6.1.22. Let A be a k-dagger affinoid algebra and X “MpAq. Then a
OX-modules is coherent if and only if is associated to a finite A-dagger module.
Proof. The non-strict case is easily reduced to the strict case base changing the base
field with K{k for which A b:k K becomes a strict K-dagger affinoid algebra and
using lemma 6.1.11.
Corollary 6.1.23. Let A be a k-dagger affinoid algebra and X “MpAq. Then, the
category of finite A-modules is equivalent to the category of coherent shaves on X.
Proof. By proposition 6.1.18 the association of a finite A-module to its associated
coherent sheaf is a fully faithful functor. To prove that this functor is an equivalence
it remains only to show that it is essentially surjective, which is precisely what
theorem 6.1.21 asserts.
Remark 6.1.24. The main contribution of theorem 6.1.21 is to unify the proofs of
known results in both archimedean and non-archimedean analytic geometry. Indeed,
the dagger version of Kiehl’s theorem has been already discussed in Grosse-Klo¨nne
work [32] whereas the analog of Kiehl’s theorem for compact Steins in complex
geometry has been discussed in theorem 11.9.2 of [61].
Definition 6.1.25. Let A be a k-dagger affinoid algebra. A closed subset U ĂMpAq
is called special if it is a finite union of k-dagger affinoid subdomains.
On X “MpAq we can consider the special G-topology whose admissible open
subsets are given by special subsets and whose coverings coincide with the coverings
of the weak G-topology of X.
Definition 6.1.26. Let A be a k-dagger affinoid algebra and V ĂMpAq a special
subset. Given a finite covering V1, . . . , Vn Ă V of V by dagger affinoid subdomains
we define
AV
.“ Ker
˜ ź
1ďiďn
AVi Ñ
ź
1ďi,jďn
AViXVj
¸
.
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Proposition 6.1.27. Let V ĂMpAq “ X be a special subset. Then
1. AV does not depend on the choice of the dagger affinoid covering of V ;
2. the correspondence V ÞÑ AV is a sheaf for the special G-topology;
3. V is a dagger affinoid subdomain if and only if AV is a k-dagger affinoid
algebra, and in this case there is a canonical homeomorphism MpAV q – V .
Proof. 1. Since the association U ÞÑ AU is a sheaf for the G-topology whose
coverings are finite coverings by dagger affinoid subdomains the value of
Ker
˜ ź
1ďiďn
AVi Ñ
ź
1ďi,jďn
AViXVj
¸
does not depend on the choice of the covering of V used to calculate it.
2. The family of coverings for the special G-topology and for the weak G-topology
of dagger affinoid subdomains (essentially) coincide.
3. The direct implication is proved in corollary 3.5.6. For the converse, let Vi
be a finite covering of V by rational subdomains (we can always do it by our
generalization of the Gerritzen-Grauert theorem), i.e. subdomains of the form
Vi “ X
ˆ
f i
gi
˙
, i “ 1, . . . , n.
We have a canonical morphism
AÑ
ź
1ďiďn
AVi
whose image lands in the kernel ofź
1ďiďn
AVi Ñ
ź
1ďi,jďn
AViXVj .
We will deduce that there exists a unique map α : A Ñ AV that identifies
MpAV q with the subspace V ĂMpAq. Given any morphism of dagger affinoid
algebras β : A Ñ B such that Im pMpBqq Ă V , there is a unique continuous
map γ˚ :MpBq ÑMpAV q for which the following diagram
MpAq MpAV q
MpBq
α˚
β˚
γ˚
commutes. We have to show that this map is induced by a map of affinoid
algebras γ : AV Ñ B. Let 1 ď i1, . . . , im ď n be the indexes such that
gi does not vanish in V . Then, it is clear that the morphism of k-algebras
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Arg´1i1 , . . . , g´1im sãÑAV has dense image. Moreover, βpgiq is also a unit inMpBq
hence there is a unique morphism Arg´1i1 , . . . , g´1im s Ñ B extending A Ñ B.
Putting all together we get the diagram
A AV
Arg´1i1 , . . . , g´1im s
B
γ
where the dashed arrow γ is uniquely defined by the uniqueness ofArg´1i1 , . . . , g´1im s Ñ
B and the density of the image of Arg´1i1 , . . . , g´1im sãÑAV . This is the required
morphism of dagger affinoid algebras representing γ˚.
6.2 Dagger analytic spaces
In this section we address the problem of the construction of the category of dagger
analytic spaces over k. We start by recalling the properties of Berkovich nets that
we will use later on. We will follow very closely the discussion of the first section of
[12], checking that all the main results can be translated in our settings with minor
changes in some proofs.
Notation 6.2.1. Let X be a set, τ ĂPpXq a collection of subsets of X and Y Ă X.
We write
τ |Y .“ tV P τ |V Ă Y u
and call it the restriction of τ to Y .
Definition 6.2.2. Let X be a topological space and τ ĂPpXq we say that:
1. τ is dense if for any V P τ each point x P V has a neighborhood basis of
elements of τ |V ;
2. τ is a quasi-net on X if for any x P X there exists V1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Vn P τ such that
x P V1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Vn and V1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Vn is a neighborhood of x;
3. τ is a net on X (or better a Berkovich net) if τ is a quasi-net and for any
U, V P τ the collection τ |UXV is a quasi-net on U X V .
Proposition 6.2.3. Let τ be a quasi-net on X then
1. a subset U Ă X is open if and only if for any V P τ the subset U X V is open
in V ;
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2. if every element of τ is compact, then X is Hausdorff if and only if for any
U, V P τ the intersection U X V is compact.
Proof. [12], lemma 1.1.1.
Proposition 6.2.4. Let τ be a net of compact subsets of X then
1. for any U, V P τ the intersection U X V is locally closed in U and V ;
2. if V Ă V1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Vn for V, V1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Vn P τ then there exist U1, ..., Um P τ such
that
V “ U1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Um
and Ui Ă Vji for any i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mu and ji P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu.
Proof. [12], lemma 1.1.2.
Definition 6.2.5. Let X be a locally Hausdorff topological space. A k-dagger affi-
noid atlas on X is the data of a net τ on X such that to each V P τ there is assigned
a k-dagger affinoid algebra AV and a homeomorphism V – MpAV q such that if
V 1 P τ and V 1 Ă V we assign a map αV {V 1 : AV Ñ AV 1 which is the dagger affinoid
subdomain embedding of V 1 in V .
The triple pX,A, τq is called a k-dagger analytic space. If all AV are strict
k-dagger affinoid algebras then this triple is called a strictly k-dagger analytic space.
By propositions 3.4.6 and 5.1.34 each point of a dagger affinoid space has a
fundamental system of open arcwise connected subsets that are countable at infinity.
It follows that a k-dagger analytic space has a basis for the topology formed by open
locally compact paracompact arcwise connected subsets.
Lemma 6.2.6. Let pX,A, τq be a k-dagger analytic space. If W is a k-dagger
affinoid subdomain in some U P τ , then it is a k-dagger affinoid subdomain in any
V P τ that contains W .
Proof. Since τ |UXV is a quasi-net and W is compact, we can find U1, . . . , Un P
τ |UXV with W Ă U1 Y . . . Y Un. Furthermore, since W and Ui, are dagger affinoid
subdomains in U , then Wi
.“ W X Ui and Wi XWj are dagger affinoid subdomains
in Ui and a fortiori also in V . By Tate’s Acyclicity Theorem, applied to the dagger
affinoid covering tWiu of W the bornological algebra
AW “ Ker p
ź
1ďiďn
AWi Ñ
ź
1ďi,jďn
AWiXWj q
is k-dagger affinoid and W –MpAW q. So W is a k-dagger affinoid subdomain in V
by proposition 6.1.27.
Definition 6.2.7. Let pX,A, τq be a k-dagger analytic space. With τ we denote the
family of all W Ă X such that W is a k-dagger affinoid subdomain in some V P τ .
Then, τ is a dense net in X and we call τ the completion of the net τ .
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Proposition 6.2.8. Let pX,A, τq be a k-dagger analytic space. The family τ is a
net on X, and there exists a unique (up to a canonical isomorphism) dagger affinoid
atlas A for the net τ which extends τ .
Proof. The proof is identical to [12], proposition 1.2.6.
Definition 6.2.9. A strong morphism of k-dagger analytic spaces φ : pX,A, τq Ñ
pX 1, A1, τ 1q consists of a continuous map φ : X Ñ X 1, such that for each V P τ
there exists V 1 P τ 1 with φpV q Ă V 1, and for any such pair pV, V 1q a system of
compatible (with respect to the atlases τ and τ 1) morphisms of k-dagger affinoid
spaces φV {V 1 : pV,AV q Ñ pV 1, AV 1q.
Proposition 6.2.10. Any strong morphism φ : pX,A, τq Ñ pX 1, A1, τ 1q induces in
a unique way to a strong morphism φ : pX,A, τq Ñ pX 1, A1, τ 1q.
Proof. Let U and U 1 be dagger affinoid subdomains in V P τ and V 1 P τ 1, respec-
tively, and suppose that φpUq Ă U 1. Take W 1 P τ 1 with φpV q Ă W 1. Then φpUq Ă
W1Y . . .YWn for some W1, . . . ,Wn P τ 1|V 1XW 1 , because φpUq is compact. The mor-
phism of dagger affinoid spaces φV {W 1 induces a morphism Vi
.“ φ´1V {W 1pWiq Ñ Wi
that induces, in its turn, a morphism of dagger affinoid spaces Ui
.“ U X Vi Ñ U 1.
Thus, we have morphisms of dagger affinoid spaces Ui Ñ U Ñ U 1 that are compat-
ible on intersections. So they give a system of morphisms of dagger affinoid spaces
φU{U 1 : pU,AU q Ñ pU 1, AU 1q which are clearly compatible, showing that we can
extend φ to the morphism φ in a unique way.
The composition of two strong morphisms φ and ψ is simply the composition of
the underlying continuous map and of the system of dagger affinoid maps, which can
always be arranged in a compatible way passing to the maps φ and ψ canonically
induced by φ and ψ by previous proposition. The category of k-dagger analytic
spaces with strong morphisms is denoted by ĄAn:k.
Definition 6.2.11. A strong morphism φ : pX,A, τq Ñ pX 1, A1, τ 1q is said to be
a quasi-isomorphism if φ induces a homeomorphism between X and X 1 and, for
any pair V P τ and V 1 P τ 1 with φpV q Ă V 1, φ identifies V with a dagger affinoid
subdomain in V 1.
It is easy to see that if φ is a quasi-isomorphism, then so is φ. The following easy
lemma is needed to show that the system of quasi-isomorphisms admits calculus of
fractions.
Lemma 6.2.12. Let φ : pX,A, τq Ñ pX 1, A1, τ 1q be a strong morphism. Then, for
any pair V P τ and V 1 P τ 1 the intersection V Xφ´1pV 1q is a finite union of k-dagger
affinoid subdomains in V .
Proof. Take U 1 P τ 1 with φpV q Ă U 1. Then, we can find U 11, . . . , U 1n P τ 1|U 1XV 1 such
that φpV q Ă U 11 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y U 1n, and
V X φ´1pV 1q “
nď
i“1
φ´1V {U 1pU 1iq.
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Proposition 6.2.13. The system of quasi-isomorphisms in ĄAn:k admits calculus of
right fractions.
Proof. We have to verify that the system of quasi-isomorphisms satisfies the follow-
ing properties:
1. all the identity morphisms are quasi-isomorphisms;
2. the composition of two quasi-isomorphisms is a quasi-isomorphism;
3. any diagram of the form pX,A, τq φÑ pX 1, A1, τ 1q gÐ pX2, A2, τ2q, where g is a
quasi-isomorphism, can be completed to a commutative square
pX,A, τq pX 1, A1, τ 1q
pX3, A3, τ3q pX2, A2, τ2q
φ
gf
where f is a quasi-isomorphism;
4. given two strong morphisms φ, ψ : pX,A, τq Ñ pX 1, A1, τ 1q and a quasi-isomorphism
g : pX 1, A1, τ 1q Ñ pX2, A2, τ2q such that g ˝φ “ g ˝ψ, then there exists a quasi-
isomorphism f : pX3, A3, τ3q Ñ pX,A, τq with φ ˝ f “ ψ ˝ f . (We shall show,
in fact, that in this situation φ “ ψ).
The property (1) is clearly valid. To verify (2) it suffices to apply the definition
of the composition and the third statement of proposition 6.1.27. Suppose then, that
we have a diagram as in (3). We can assume that X 1 “ X2 and then τ2 Ă τ 1. Let
τ3 denote the family of all V P τ for which there exists V 2 P τ2 with φpV q Ă V 2.
By lemma 6.2.12 it follows that τ3 is a net on X. We can attach to τ3 a k-
affinoid atlas by restricting the dagger affinoid atlas τ and the strong morphism φ
induces a strong morphism σ : pX,A3, τ3q Ñ pX 1, A1, τ 1q. Then σ factors through
the canonical quasi-isomorphism pX,A3, τ3q Ñ pX,A, τq, obtaining the required
commutative diagram.
Finally, we claim that in the situation (4) the morphisms φ and ψ coincide. First
of all, it is clear that the underlying maps of topological spaces coincide. Further-
more, let V P τ and V 1 P τ 1 be such that φpV q Ă V 1. Take V 2 P τ2 with gpV 1q Ă V 2.
Then we have two morphisms k-dagger affinoid spaces φV {V 1 , ψV {V 1 : V Ñ V 1 such
that their compositions with gV 1{V 2 coincide. Since V 1 is a dagger affinoid domain in
V 2, it follows that φV {V 1 “ ψV {V 1 , because gV 1{V 2 is a monomorphism by corollary
5.2.9.
Definition 6.2.14. Let pX,A, τq be a k-dagger analytic space. If σ is a net on X,
we write σ ă τ if σ Ă τ and we say that σ is finer then τ .
The system of nets tσu Ă PpXq such that σ ă τ is filtered and there is a
canonical quasi-isomorphism
pX,Aσ, σq Ñ pX,A, τq
where Aσ is the restriction of A to σ.
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Definition 6.2.15. The category obtained by inverting quasi-isomorphisms of ĄAn:k
is denoted An:k and is called the category of k-dagger analytic spaces.
The category of k-dagger affinoid spaces embeds fully faithfully in An:k. We can
state the following corollary to proposition 6.2.13, which is simply a more explicit
way to describe the localization we just defined.
Corollary 6.2.16. Let pX,A, τq, pX 1, A1, τ 1q be two k-dagger analytic spaces, then
Hom
An:k
ppX,A, τq, pX 1, A1, τ 1qq “ limÑ
σăτ
Hom ĄAn:kppX,Aσ, σq, pX 1, A1, τ 1qq.
Proof. See [29] chapter 1 §2, where it is shown that previous formula holds when
the system of morphisms to invert satisfies calculus of right fractions, as we showed
in proposition 6.2.13.
To continue our study of k-dagger analytic spaces we need to substitute the
concept of k-dagger affinoid subdomain with a more general concept.
Definition 6.2.17. Let pX,A, τq be a k-dagger analytic space. We say that a subset
W Ă X is τ -special if it is compact and there exists a covering W “W1Y . . .YWn
such that Wi,Wi XWj P τ , for all 1 ď i, j ď n, and
AWi b:k AWj Ñ AWiXWj
is a strict epimorphism, for all 1 ď i, j ď n. A covering of W of the above type is
said to be a τ -special covering of W .
Proposition 6.2.18. Let W be a τ -special subset of pX,A, τq. If U, V P τ |W , then
U X V P τ and
AU b:k AV Ñ AUXV
is a strict epimorphism.
Proof. Let tWiu be a covering of W as in definition 6.2.17, i.e. a τ -special covering.
Since the subsets U XWi, and V XWi, are compact for any i, we can find finite
coverings tUi,ku of U XWi, and tVi,ku of V XWi, by subsets from τ . Furthermore,
since the diagonal maps WiXWj ÑWiˆWj , are closed immersions, it follows that
Ui,k X Vj,l P τ and Ui,k X Vj,l Ñ Ui,k ˆ Vj,l are closed immersions for all i, j, k, l.
Consider now the finite dagger affinoid covering tUi,k ˆ Vj,lu of the dagger affinoid
space UˆV . For each quadruplet i, j, k, l, the algebra AUi,kXVj,l is a finite AUi,kˆVj,l-
algebra, and the system tAUi,kXVj,lu satisfies the condition of Kiehl’s theorem applied
to the k-dagger affinoid space U ˆ V , i.e. they glue to give a finite AUˆV -module.
So this system defines a finite AUˆV -algebra whose underlying module is isomorphic
to
AUXV
.“ Ker p
ź
AUi,kXVj,l Ñ
ź
AUi,kXVj,lXUi1,k1XVj1,l1 q,
and therefore AUXV is k-dagger affinoid (by proposition 3.2.27). SinceMpAUXV q –
U XV we see that U XV is a dagger affinoid subdomain in U and V i.e. , U XV P τ ,
by proposition 6.1.27.
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Corollary 6.2.19. Let W be a τ -special subset of X, then any finite covering of W
by subsets from τ is a τ -special covering.
Definition 6.2.20. Let pX,A, τq be a k-dagger analytic space. We denote by pτ the
set of τ -special subsets such that the algebra
AW
.“ Ker
´ź
AWi Ñ
ź
AWiXWj
¯
,
for a τ -special covering tWiu, satisfies the following conditions:
1. AW is a k-dagger affinoid algebra;
2. MpAW q –W ;
3. the k-dagger affinoid spaces pWi, AWiq defines k-dagger affinoid subdomains in
pMpAW q, AW q.
We call pτ the specialization of the net τ .
Proposition 6.2.21. Let pX,A, τq be a k-dagger analytic space, then
1. the collection pτ is a net;
2. for any net σ such that σ ă τ one has pσ “ pτ ;
3. there exists a unique (up to a canonical isomorphism) dagger analytic atlas pA
on the net pτ that extends the atlas A;
4. ppτ “ pτ .
Proof. 1. Let U, V P τ and take τ -special coverings tUiu of U and tVju of V .
Since U X V “ Ť
i,j
pUi X Vjq and τ |UiXVj are quasinets, it follows that pτ |UXV is
a quasinet.
2. Let σ be a net with σ ă τ . By proposition 6.2.18, to verify the equalitypσ “ pτ , it suffices to show that for any V P τ there exist U1, . . . , Un P σ with
V “ U1 Y . . . Y Un. Since σ is a net on X, we can find W1, . . . ,Wn P σ with
V Ă W1 Y . . . YWn, because V is compact. Since V,Wi P τ and τ is a net
of compact subsets we can find U1, . . . , Un P τ such that V “ U1 Y . . . Y Un
and each Ui is contained in some Wj applying proposition 6.2.4. Finally, since
Wj P σ, it follows that Ui P σ.
3. For each V P pτ we fix a τ -special covering tViu and assign to V the algebra
AV and the homeomorphism MpAV q – V . Then, we have to construct for
each U P pτ with U Ă V a canonical bounded homomorphism AV Ñ AU
that identifies pU,AU q with a dagger affinoid subdomain in pV,AV q. Consider
first the case when U P τ . By proposition 6.2.18, U X Vi is a dagger affinoid
subdomain in Vi and therefore in V . It follows that U is a dagger affinoid
subdomain in V . If U is arbitrary we can consider a τ -special covering tUiu of
U and then by what we said each Ui is a dagger affinoid subdomain in V . It
follows that U is a dagger affinoid domain in V .
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4. From proposition 6.2.18 it follows that pτ “ pτ . Let tViu be a pτ -special covering
of some V P ppτ . For each i we take a τ -special covering tVi,ju, of Vi. Then
tVi,ju, is a τ -special covering of V , and therefore V P pτ .
Remark 6.2.22. (4) of proposition 6.2.21 tells that pτ is the maximal atlas on X in
the isomorphism class of k-dagger analytic spaces in which pX, τ,Aq belongs.
Definition 6.2.23. Let pX,A, τq be a k-dagger analytic space. The subsets of X
which are in pτ are said to be k-dagger affinoid domains in X.
Definition 6.2.24. We say that a k-dagger analytic space pX,A, τq is good if for
each point x P X there is a k-dagger affinoid domain which is neighborhood of x.
Now we want to study how to glue k-dagger analytic spaces, how to put a
structural sheaf on them and to study the relations between the weak G-topology
induced by k-dagger affinoid domains and its ’true’ topology of the underlying space.
The key definition to do such a study is the next one. From now on we often suppress
the explicit reference to the net τ and the atlas A of a dagger analytic space and we
always suppose to work always with its maximal atlas given by pτ .
Definition 6.2.25. A subset Y of a k-dagger analytic space pX,A, τq is said to be
a k-dagger analytic domain if, for any point x P Y , there exist k-dagger affinoid
domains V1, . . . , Vn P τ that are contained in Y and such that x P V1 X . . .X Vn and
the set V1 Y . . . Y Vn is a neighborhood of x P Y ( i.e. , the restriction of the net
affinoid domains on Y is a net on Y ).
We remark that the intersection of two dagger analytic domains is a dagger
analytic domain, and the preimage of a dagger analytic domain with respect to a
morphism of a dagger analytic spaces is a dagger analytic domain. Furthermore, the
family of dagger affinoid domains that are contained in a dagger analytic domain
Y Ă X defines a dagger affinoid atlas on Y and there is a canonical morphism of
dagger analytic spaces ι : Y Ñ X which satisfy the following universal property.
For any morphism φ : Z Ñ X with φpZq Ă Y there exists a unique morphism
ψ : Z Ñ Y with φ “ ι ˝ ψ. A morphism φ : Y Ñ X that induces an isomorphism
of Y with a dagger analytic domain in X is said to be an open immersion also if Y
may not be open in the topology of X. We remark also that then all open subsets
of X are dagger analytic domains. It is clear that a dagger analytic domain that is
isomorphic to a k-dagger affinoid space is a k-dagger affinoid domain.
Proposition 6.2.26. Let tYiuiPI be a covering of a k-dagger analytic space pX,A, τq
by dagger analytic domains such that each point of x P X has a neighborhood of the
form Y1Y . . .YYn, with x P Y1X . . . Yn ( i.e. , tYiuiPI is a quasinet on X). Then for
any dagger analytic space X 1 the following sequence of sets is exact
Hom pX,X 1q Ñ
ź
iPI
Hom pYi, X 1q Ñ
ź
i,jPI
Hom pYi X Yj , X 1q.
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Proof. Let φi : Yi Ñ X 1 be a family of morphisms such that, for all pairs i, j P I,
φi|YiXYj “ φj |YiXYj . Then, these φi define a map of underlying topological space
X Ñ X 1 which is continuous. Furthermore, let σ be the collection of dagger affinoid
domains V Ă X such that there exist i P I and a dagger affinoid domain V 1 Ă X 1
with V Ă Yi, and φpV q Ă V 1. σ is a net on X and σ ă τ , therefore there is a
morphism φ : X Ñ X 1 that gives rise to all the morphisms φi, by the localization
we used to define morphism of dagger analytic spaces.
We now describe two ways of gluing k-dagger analytic spaces. Let tXiuiPI be a
family of k-dagger analytic spaces, and suppose that, for each pair i, j P I, we are
given dagger analytic domains Xi,j Ă Xi and an isomorphism of k-dagger analytic
spaces φi,j : Xi,j Ñ Xj,i so that Xi,i “ Xi, φi,jpXi,j X Xi,lq “ Xj,i X Xj,l and
φi,l “ φj,l ˝ φi,j on Xi,j X Xi,l, for any i, j, l P I. We are looking for a k-dagger
analytic space X with a family of morphisms µi : Xi Ñ X such that:
1. µi is an isomorphism of Xi with a k-dagger analytic domain in X;
2. the family tµipXiquiPI covers X;
3. µipXi,jq “ µipXiq X µjpXjq;
4. µi “ µj ˝ φi,j on Xi,j .
If such X exists, we say that it is obtained by gluing Xi along Xi,j .
Proposition 6.2.27. The space X obtained by gluing Xi along Xi,j exists and is
unique (up to a canonical isomorphism) in each of the following cases:
1. all Xi,j are open in Xi;
2. for any i P I, all Xi,j are closed in Xi and the number of j P I with Xi,j ‰ ∅
is finite.
Furthermore, in the case 1) all µipXi,jq are open in X. In the case 2) all µipXi,jq are
closed in X and if all Xi are Hausdorff (resp. paracompact), then X is Hausdorff
(resp. paracompact).
Proof. Let rX be the disjoint union š
iPI
Xi. The system tφi,ju defines an equivalence
relation R on rX. We denote by X the quotient space rX{R and by µi : Xi Ñ X
the induced maps. In the case 1. the equivalence relation R is open, and therefore
all µipXiq are open in X. In the case 2., the equivalence relation R is closed, and
therefore all µipXiq are closed in X and µi induces a homeomorphism Xi Ñ µipXiq.
Moreover, if all Xi are Hausdorff then X is Hausdorff by the fact that R is closed.
If all Xi are paracompact, then X is paracompact because it has a locally finite
covering by closed paracompact subsets. Furthermore, let τ denote the collection of
all subsets V Ă X for which there exists i P I such that V Ă µipXiq and µ´1i pV q is
a k-dagger affinoid domain in Xi (in this case µ
´1
j pV q is a k-dagger affinoid domain
in Xj , for any j with V Ă µjpXjq). It is easy to see that τ is a net, and there is
an evident k-dagger affinoid atlas A with this net induced by the atlases on the Xi.
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In this way, we get a k-dagger analytic space (X,A, τq that satisfies the properties
1.-4. above. That X is unique up to canonical isomorphism follows from proposition
6.2.26.
Definition 6.2.28. Let X be a k-dagger analytic space. The family of its dagger
analytic domains can be considered as a category, which can be equipped with a
Grothendieck topology generated by the pretopology for which the set of coverings of
a dagger analytic domain Y Ă X is formed by the families tYiu of analytic domains
in Y that are quasinets on Y . For brevity, the above Grothendieck topology is called
the (Berkovich) G-topology on X and the corresponding site is denoted by XG.
From Proposition 6.2.26 it follows that any representable presheaf on XG is a
sheaf.
Definition 6.2.29. We define the n-dimensional affine space Ank over k as the
spectrum of the Fre´chet algebra
(6.2.29.1) Ank “Mp limÐ
ρÑ8
Wnk pρqq – limÑ
ρÑ8
MpWnk pρqq
equipped with its canonical k-dagger analytic space structure.
To see that indeed limÐ
ρÑ8
Wnk pρq is a Fre´chet algebra we can use the same reasoning
of proposition 5.1.22 and the homemorphism of (6.2.29.1) is proved in corollary
2.5.10. The family of all closed polydisks centered in zero in Ank , with their canonical
k-dagger structure, defines on Ank a k-dagger affinoid atlas with respect to which Ank
is a good analytic space. Moreover, A1k is a ring object in the category of k-dagger
analytic spaces and we have the following proposition.
Proposition 6.2.30. Let pA,MpAqq be a k-dagger affinoid space equipped with its
canonical structure of k-dagger analytic space, then
Hom
An:k
pMpAq,A1kq – A.
Proof. By the universal property that charcterize the algebras Wkpρq we see that
Hom
An:k
pMpAq,A1kq “ HomAn:kpMpAq, limÑ
ρÑ8
MpWkpρqqq –
– limÑ
ρÑ8
Hom
An:k
pMpAq,MpWkpρqqq “ limÑ
ρÑ8
ρA˛ “ A
because
A “ limÑ
ρÑ8
ρA˛
follows by the spectral characterization of weakly power-boundedness. Notice that
we can write the isomorphism
Hom
An:k
pMpAq, limÑ
ρÑ8
MpWkpρqqq – limÑ
ρÑ8
Hom
An:k
pMpAq,MpWkpρqqq
because the spectrum of A is compact and therefore its image in A1k by a continuous
map must land in MpWkpρqq for some ρ.
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So, it make sense to give the following definition of the structural sheaf of a
k-dagger analytic space.
Definition 6.2.31. Let X P ob pAn:kq we define OXG, the structural sheaf of X for
the G-topology, as the sheaf
U ÞÑ OXGpUq “ HomAn:kpU,A
1
kq
for any dagger analytic domain of X.
Remark 6.2.32. In the complex analytic case this definition naturally generalize
the classical definition of structural sheaf (we will see in next sections how to embed
fully faithfully the category of classical complex analytic spaces in the category of
C-dagger analytic spaces). Thus, given any complex analytic space X, thought as a
dagger analytic space, any open subset of X is a dagger analytic domain. We have
that the structural sheaf just defined gives the association
U ÞÑ OXGpUq “ HomAn:CpU,Cq
for any open set in X, i.e. it precisely restricts to the classical structural sheaf of
complex analytic geometry on open subsets of X.
Remark 6.2.33. We also remark that if pX,A, τq is a Berkovich analytic space
over k, which we now suppose non-archimedean, and X is such that every affinoid
algebra AU , for U P τ , can be written as
AU – T
nU
k pρq
pfU1 , . . . , fUn q
with nU P N and fU1 , . . . , fUn P TnUk overconvergent analytic functions on the disk
MpTnUk pρqq, then we can associate to AU canonically a dagger affinoid algebra A:U
and hence to A canonically an atlas A: of dagger affinoid algebras. In this way,
we can associate to pX,A, τq the k-dagger analytic space pX,A:, τq. We will say
more on this topic later on. What we want to underline now is that if X is without
borders for any open (with respect to the topology of X) subset V Ă X we get the
canonical isomorphism
Hom
An:k
pU,A1kq – OBerXGpUq
of Fre´chet algebras, where OBerXGpUq is the structural sheaf of pX,A, τq as defined in
[12].
6.3 Sheaves over dagger analytic spaces
Let X be a k-dagger analytic space. The category of OXG-modules over XG is
denoted by ModpXGq.
Definition 6.3.1. An object F P ob pModpXGqq is said to be coherent if there
exists a quasinet τ of k-dagger affinoid domains in X such that, for each V P τ ,
F |VG is isomorphic to the cokernel of a homomorphism of free OVG-modules of finite
rank. The category of coherent OXG-modules over XG is denoted by CohpXGq.
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By Kiehl’s theorem (cf. 6.1.21) this is equivalent to require that for the given
quasinet τ of k-dagger affinoid domains in X the restriction F |VG , for V P τ , is
associtated to a finite OVGpV q-module.
Definition 6.3.2. For any object F P ob pCohpXGqq we define the support of F
as the set
Supp pF q .“ tx P X|Fx ‰ 0u.
Moreover, for any ideal sheaf I Ă OXG the variety of I is defined
V pI q .“ Supp
ˆOXG
I
˙
.
Definition 6.3.3. We define PicpXGq to be the group of isomorphisms classes of
invertible sheaves on XG and we call it the Picard group of XG, equipping it with
the multiplication given by the tensor product of sheaves.
We notice that PicpXGq – H1pXG,OˆXGq, by a general result on G-ringed spaces,
cf. [35] exercise III.4.5.
Since every open subset of X is a k-dagger analytic domain, then the identity
map
pi : XG Ñ X
is a morphism of G-topological spaces, from which we get a morphism of topoi that
we now describe. The direct image functor is simply the restriction i.e. for any
presheaf F on XG and any open subset U we have that
ppi˚F qpUq “ F pUq.
In particular, this permits to equip canonically X with the structural sheaf
OX .“ pi˚pOXGq
which gives to pX,OXq the structure of a locally ringed space. The inverse image
functor is defined
ppi´1F qpUq “ limÑ
VĄU
F pV q.
for any presheaf F on X, where the direct limit is taken on the open neighborhoods
of U for any k-dagger analytic domain U of X.
Notation 6.3.4. Given a site X, we denote with rX its associated topos.
Proposition 6.3.5. The couple pi “ ppi˚, pi´1q : rXG Ñ rX defines a morphism of
topoi. Moreover, for any sheaf F on X we have that F – pi˚pi´1F , so in particular
pi´1 is fully faithful.
Proof. First we notice that the relation F – pi˚pi´1F follows easily form the defi-
nitions because for any open set U Ă X
ppi˚pi´1F qpUq “ limÑ
VĄU
F pUq “ F pUq
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where V Ă U runs through the open neighborhood of U , but U is an open neigh-
borhood of itself. This fact implies that pi´1 is fully faithful by a well-known result
of abstract non-sense, after we show that ppi˚, pi´1q is an adjoint pair of functors.
So, we have only to check that ppi˚, pi´1q is an adjoint pair of functors. Let
φ : pi´1F Ñ G be a morphism of sheaves on XG, then this induces a morphism
pi˚φ : pi˚pi´1F – F Ñ pi˚G .
On the other hand, given a morphism φ : F Ñ pi˚G , this induces a morphism
pi´1φ : pi´1F Ñ pi´1pi˚G .
Let now U Ă X be an admissible open in XG then we have a canonical map
ppi´1pi˚qG pUq “ limÑ
VĂU
G pV q Ñ G pUq
obtained taking the limit map of the restriction maps G pV q Ñ G pUq. This system of
maps gives a canonical morphism of sheaves pi´1pi˚G Ñ G which gives the required
adjuntion. To end the proof we need to check that pi´1 is an exact functor, and this
follows from the exactness of the functor limÑ for filtered index sets.
Example 6.3.6. We use the same counter-example used in [12], remark 1.3.8, to
see that pi˚ is not fully faithful. Let X be the closed unit disk on k, with k non-
archimedean, and let x0 be the maximal (Gauss) point of X. We construct two
sheaves F and F 1 on XG as follows. Let Y be a dagger analytic domain in X.
Then define F pY q “ Z if x0 P Y , and F pY q “ 0 otherwise and F 1pY q “ Z if tx P
X|r ă |T pxq| ă 1u Y tx0u Ă Y for some 0 ă r ă 1, and F 1pY q “ 0 otherwise. The
sheaves F and F 1 are manifestly not isomorphic on XG, but pi˚F “ pi˚F 1 “ i˚Z,
where i is the embedding tx0u Ñ X.
Let XPro denote the pro-site of X relative to the Grothendieck topology of X
defined by the underlying topological space, as defined in definition A.3.3. There
are canonical morphisms of topoi
f “ pf˚, f´1q : rXPro Ñ rX
and
g “ pg˚, g´1q : rXPro Ñ rXG
Proposition 6.3.7. The following diagram of morphism of topoi
rXPro rX
rXG
f
g
pi
is commutative.
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Proof. The morphism f : rXPro Ñ rX is the topos morphism as defined in the ap-
pendix A, after definition A.3.2. The map f factors through pi because the definitions
of f and pi agree on the elements of XG.
We recall, also this from appendix A, that we can pullback the structural sheaf
of X to XPro giving to XPro the structure of a ringed topos. Hence, the morphisms
pi, f, g defines naturally adjoint pairs of functors
pi˚ : ModpXGqÔModpXq : pi˚
f˚ : ModpXProqÔModpXq : f˚
g˚ : ModpXProqÔModpXGq : g˚
where the direct image functors are as above and the pullback functors are defined
pi˚pF q .“ pi´1F bpi´1OX OXG
f˚pF q .“ f´1F bf´1OX OXPro
g˚pF q .“ g´1F bg´1OXG OXPro .
Definition 6.3.8. Let F P ModpXq we says that F is coherent if locally on X
is isomorphic to a cokernel of a morphism of free finite rank modules. We denote
with CohpXq the category of coherent OX-modules over X and with PicpXq “
H1pX,OˆXq the Picard group of X.
Proposition 6.3.9. Let X be a k-dagger analytic space, then
1. for any OX-module F one has
F – f˚f˚F ;
so, in particular the functor f˚ is fully faithful;
2. for any OX-module F one has
F – pi˚pi˚F ;
so, in particular the functor pi˚ is fully faithful;
and if X is good
1. the functor f˚ restricts to an equivalence of categories CohpXq Ñ CohpXProq;
2. the functor pi˚ restricts to an equivalence of categories CohpXq Ñ CohpXGq.
Proof. The two parts of the proposition have very similar proofs that therefore are
written together.
1. It is sufficient to verify that for any point x P X there is an isomorphism of
stalks Fx – pf˚f˚F qx (resp. Fx – ppi˚pi˚F qx). Since every open subset of X
is open in XPro and in XG then f
˚F pUq “ F pUq and pi˚pi˚F pUq “ F pUq.
The fully faithfulness of f˚ and pi˚ follows by abstract non-sense.
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2. Since f˚ (resp. pi˚) is fully faithful, it suffices to verify that for a coherent
OXG-module F the OX -module f˚F (resp. pi˚F ) is coherent and (resp.
F – pi˚pi˚F ). Since X is good then f˚F (resp. pi˚F ) is coherent because
every point has an affinoid neighborhood where we can write it as a the sheaf
associated to a finite module. By the coherence of f˚F (resp. pi˚F ) it follows
that on a net of k-dagger affinoid domains tUiuiPI of XPro (resp. XG) the
sheaf f˚f˚F (resp. pi˚pi˚F ) is associated finite OUi-modules which agrees
with F pUiq, hence the assertion.
Proposition 6.3.10. If X is a good k-dagger analytic space, then a coherent OX-
module F is locally free if and only if pi˚pF q is locally free.
Proof. We may assume thatX “MpAq is k-dagger affinoid since we are dealing with
a local property on a good k-analytic space. Since A is Noetherian it suffices to show
that a finite A-moduleM is projective if and only if theOXG-module associated to M
is locally free. The direct implication follows by the characterization of projectivity
on Noetherian modules. Indeed, a finitely presented module M is projective if
and only if it is locally free for the Zaraski topology of Spec pAq, and this readily
implies that M is locally free on MpAq because Zariski opens are open in MpAq.
Conversely, suppose that for some finite k-dagger affinoid covering tViuiPI of X the
finite AVi-modules M b:A AVi are free. It suffices to verify that M is flat over A,
because for finitely presented modules over commutative rings flatness is equivalent
to projectivity. To show flatness, we take an injective homomorphism of finite A-
modules P Ñ Q. Then the homomorphisms
pM b:A P q b:A AVi Ñ pM b:A Qq b:A AVi ,
are also injective for all i, because we are supposing M b:AAVi free. Applying Tate’s
Acyclicity Theorem to the finite A-modules M b:A P and M b:A Q, we obtain the
injectivity of the homomorphism M b:A P ÑM b:A Q.
Corollary 6.3.11. If X is a good k-dagger analytic space, then there is an isomor-
phism PicpXq – PicpXGq.
Remark 6.3.12. For proving the result of proposition 6.3.10 for the pro-site of X
one needs a better local understanding of non good dagger analytic spaces.
Proposition 6.3.13. Let X be a good k-dagger analytic space:
1. for any abelian sheaf F on X, one has HqpX,F q – HqpXG, pi´1F q, for any
q ě 0;
2. then HqpX,F q – HqpXG, pi˚F q, for any q ě 0 and any F P ob pCohpXqq.
Proof. 1. Any open covering of X is a covering both for the topology of X and for
the G-topology. Therefore it generates two Leray spectral sequences that are
convergent to the groups HqpX,F q and HqpXG, pi´1F q, respectively. Com-
paring them, we see that it suffices to verify the statement for sufficiently small
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X, so we can assume that X is paracompact. It suffices to verify that if F
is injective, then HqpXG, pi´1F q “ 0 for q ě 1. Since X is paracompact, it
suffices to verify that the C˘ech cohomology groups of pi´1F with respect to a
locally finite covering by compact analytic domains are trivial. And choosing
such a covering tUiuiPI for which the topological interiors of the Ui cover X,
which can always be done because X is good, the C˘ech cohomology groups of
pi´1F with respect to this covering agree with the C˘ech cohomology groups
of F with respect to the covering of X obtained by the topological interior of
Ui, and hence vanishes.
2. The same reasoning as before reduces the proof to the case when X ĂMpAq is
an open paracompact subset of a k-dagger affinoid space, and we can suppose
that X does not intersect the border of MpAq. In this case HqpX,F q is an
inductive limit of the q-th cohomology groups of the C˘ech complexes associated
with locally finite open coverings tUiuiPI of X. On other hand, since the
cohomology groups of a coherent sheaf on a dagger affinoid space are trivial
with respect to its weakG-topology, thenHqpXG, pi˚F q is the q-th cohomology
group of the C˘ech complex associated with an arbitrary locally finite affinoid
covering tVjujPJ of X. It remains to remark that for any open covering tUiuiPI
we can find a dagger affinoid covering tVjujPJ such that each Vj is contained in
some Ui and
Ť
j Int pVj{Xq “ X, because we are supposing X Ă Int pMpAqq
and Ui are open in X.
We recall that we showed, in the previous section, that a morphism of k-dagger
analytic spaces φ : Y Ñ X induces a morphism of G-ringed topological spaces
φG : YG Ñ XG. If the spaces X and Y are good, then for any coherent OX -module
F there is a canonical isomorphism of coherent OYG-modules
piY˚ pφ˚F q – φG˚ppiX˚F q
which can be readily verified by calculating the sections on any analytic domain of
Y .
Lemma 6.3.14. The following properties of a morphism of k-dagger analytic spaces
φ : Y Ñ X are equivalent
1. for any point x P X there exist k-dagger affinoid domains V1, . . . , Vn Ă X
such that x P V1 X . . . X Vn, V1 Y . . . Y Vn is a neighborhood of x and the
induces maps φ´1pViq Ñ Vi are finite morphisms (resp. closed immersions) of
k-dagger affinoid spaces;
2. for any dagger affinoid domain V Ă X, φ´1pV q Ñ V is a finite morphism
(resp. a closed immersion) of k-dagger affinoid spaces.
Proof. The second condition implies the first obviously. So, suppose that the first
condition is true. Then, the hypothesis implies that the collection τ of all dagger
affinoid domains V Ă X such that φ´1pV q Ñ V is a finite morphism (resp. a closed
immersion) of affinoid spaces is a net. So, since an arbitrary dagger affinoid domain
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V is compact then V Ă V1 Y . . .Y Vn for some V P τ . By proposition 6.2.4, we can
find affinoid domains U1, . . . , Um Ă X such that V “ U1 Y . . . Y Um and each Ui is
contained in some Vi. So this implies that φ induces a finite morphism (resp. closed
immersion) on each Ui (because they are subdomains of some Vj) and so by Kiehl
theorem φ induces the same kind of morphism on V .
Definition 6.3.15. A morphism φ : Y Ñ X satisfying the equivalent properties of
the previous lemma is said to be finite (resp. a closed immersion).
A finite morphism φ : Y Ñ X induces a compact map with finite fibres on the
underlying topological spaces, and φ˚pOYGq is a coherent OXG-module. If φ is a
closed immersion, then it induces a homeomorphism of the topological space Y with
its image in X and the homomorphism OXG Ñ φ˚pOYGq is surjective. Its kernel
is a coherent sheaf of ideals in OXG . Furthermore, we say that a subset Z Ă X
is Zariski closed if, for any dagger affinoid domain V Ă X, the intersection Z X V
is Zariski closed in V . The complement to a Zariski closed subset is called Zariski
open. If φ : Y Ñ X is a closed immersion, then the image of Y is Zariski closed in
X. Conversely, if Z is Zariski closed in X, then there is a closed immersion Y Ñ X
that identifies the underlying topological space of Y with Z.
Furthermore, a morphism of k-dagger analytic spaces φ : Y Ñ X is said to be
a G-locally (resp. locally) closed immersion if there exist a quasinet τ of analytic
(resp. open analytic) domains in Y and, for each V P τ , an analytic (resp. an open
analytic) domain U Ă X such that φ induces a closed immersion V Ñ U .
Proposition 6.3.16. The category An:k admits fibre products.
Proof. The same argument of [12], proposition 1.4.1 applies.
Definition 6.3.17. A morphism of k-dagger analytic spaces φ : Y Ñ X is said to be
separated (resp. locally separated) if the diagonal morphism ∆Y {X : Y Ñ Y ˆX Y is
a closed (resp. a locally closed) immersion. If the canonical morphism X ÑMpkq
is separated (resp. locally separated), then X is said to be separated (resp. locally
separated).
Recall that a continuous map of topological spaces f : Y Ñ X is said to be
Hausdorff if for any pair of different points x, y P Y with fpxq “ fpyq there exist
open neighborhoods Ux of x and Uy of y with Ux X Uy “ ∅. This is equivalent to
require that the image of Y in Y ˆX Y is closed and so, applying this definition
to the identity map, one recovers the definition of Hausdorff topological space. We
remark that if f : Y Ñ X is a Hausdorff map and X is a Hausdorff topological
space, then also Y is a Hausdorff topological space.
Furthermore, let X and Y be topological spaces and suppose that each point
of X has a compact neighborhood. In this situation a compact (or proper) map
f : Y Ñ X is Hausdorff, then it takes closed subsets of Y to closed subsets of X
and each point of Y has a compact neighborhood.
Proposition 6.3.18. A locally separated morphism of k-dagger analytic spaces
φ : Y Ñ X is separated if and only if the induced continuous map of underlying
topological spaces is Hausdorff.
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Proof. If a morphism φ : Y Ñ X is separated, then the set-theoretic image of Y is
closed in the topological space Y ˆX Y , because it corresponds to V pI q for some
coherent ideal sheaf on the analytic space Y ˆX Y . By the construction of the fiber
product, cf. [12], one can see that it exists a canonical map
pi : |Y ˆX Y | Ñ |Y | ˆ|X| |Y |
where | ¨ | denotes the underlying topological spaces. pi is a compact map, then,
as remarked so far, it is in particular a closed map, so pipφpY qq is closed also in
|Y | ˆ|X| |Y | and φ is a Hausdorff map.
On the other hand, if the map φ : Y Ñ X induces a Hausdorff map of topological
spaces, then W “ pY ˆX Y q ´∆Y {XpY q is an open subset. Since by hypothesis the
diagonal morphism ∆Y {X is a composition of a closed immersion with an open
immersion, it suffices to show that ∆Y {XpY q is closed in |Y ˆX Y |. To show this
claim we consider the compact map pi as above and z P pY ˆX Y q ´∆Y {XpY q, and
let pipzq “ py1, y2q. If y1 ‰ y2 then pi´1pW q is an open neighborhood of z that does
not meet ∆Y {XpY q. If y1 “ y2, then we take an open neighborhood V of y1 “ y2
such that ∆V {X : V Ñ V ˆX V is a closed immersion. Since V ˆX V is an open
subset of Y ˆX V and z R ∆Y {XpY q, then we can find an open neighborhood of z
that does not meet ∆Y {XpY q. The required fact follows.
In particular it follows that if Y is separated, then its underlying topological
space is Hausdorff.
Corollary 6.3.19. A morphism of good k-dagger analytic spaces is separated if
and only if the induces continuous map is Hausdorff. In particular a good k-dagger
analytic space is separated if and only if is Hausdorff.
Proof. Good k-dagger spaces are locally separated because every point has a neigh-
borhood isomorphic to a k-dagger affinoid space and k-dagger affinoid space are
separated.
The notion of boundary of a morphism between analytic spaces we gave so far
for dagger affinoid spaces can be globalized. Our aim is to do it in the same fashion
it has been done in definition 1.5.4 of [12] but it seems to us that that definition has
a circularity problem. Indeed, it asserts that ”The relative interior of a morphism
φ : Y Ñ X is the set Int pY {Xq of all points y P Y for which there exists an open
neighborhood V of y such that the induced morphism V Ñ X is closed”. But,
by definition (cf. page 49 of [10]), a closed morphism is a morphism such that
BpY {Xq “ H. Therefore, the notion of closed morphism relies on the notion of
interior and boundary of a morphism and cannot be used to define them! So, we
propose an alternative, more explicit, definition.
Definition 6.3.20. The relative interior of a morphism φ : pY,AY , τY q Ñ pX,AX , τXq
is the set Int pY {Xq of all points y P Y for which there exists V1, . . . , Vn P τY and
U1, . . . , Um P τX such that
1. y P V1 X . . .X Vn and V1 Y . . .Y Vn is a neighbohood of y;
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2. φpyq P U1 X . . .X Um and U1 Y . . .Y Um is a neighbohood of φpyq;
3. for each 1 ď i ď n there exists a 1 ď j ď m such that φpViq Ă Uj and
y P Int pY {Xq.
The complement of Int pY {Xq is called the relative boundary of φ and is denoted by
BpY {Xq. If X “Mpkq, these sets are denoted by Int pY q and BpY q and are called
the interior and the boundary of Y , respectively.
Definition 6.3.21. A morphism φ : Y Ñ X of k-dagger analytic spaces is called
closed if BpY {Xq “ H.
Proposition 6.3.22. Let φ : Y Ñ X be a morphism of k-dagger analytic spaces.
1. If Y is a dagger analytic domain in X, then Int pY {Xq coincides with the
topological interior of Y in X.
2. For a sequence of morphisms Z
ψÑ Y φÑ X, one has
Int pZ{Y q X ψ´1pInt pY {Xqq Ă Int pZ{Xq.
If φ is locally separated (resp. and good) then
Int pZ{Xq Ă Int pZ{Y q
presp. Int pZ{Xq “ Int pZ{Y q X ψ´1pInt pY {Xq q.
3. For a morphism f : X 1 Ñ X, one has pf 1q´1pInt pY {Xqq Ă Int pY 1{X 1q, with
f 1 : Y ˆX X 1 Ñ X 1.
4. For a non-archimedean field K over k, one has
pi´1pInt pY {Xqq Ă Int pY b:k K{X b:k Kq,
where pi : Y b:k K Ñ Y .
6.4 Relations with classical analytic geometries
In this section we study the relations between the analytic spaces we constructed
so far and others present in the literature. In particular, we start from the non-
archimedean case and we compare our k-dagger analytic spaces with the rigid an-
alytic spaces of defined by Tate, with Berkovich’s spaces and with Grosse-Klo¨nne’s
dagger spaces. After that, we discuss the archimedean complex case.
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6.4.1 The non-archimedean case
Assume that k is a non-archimedean complete valued field and that the valuation on
k is nontrivial. Let X be a Hausdorff strictly k-dagger analytic space and consider
the set
X0 “ tx P X|rHpxq : ks ă 8u.
From [10], proposition 2.1.15, it follows that the set X0 is everywhere dense in X.
If X “MpAq is strictly k-dagger affinoid space then X0 “ Max pAq, so X0 can be
equipped with the structure of dagger analytic space in the sense of Gro¨sse-Klonne,
[32]. Therefore, we consider on X0 the weak (and strong) G-topology generated by
the family of strictly dagger affinoid subdomains of X0. We briefly recall the main
definitions of dagger spaces in the sense of Gro¨sse-Klonne.
Definition 6.4.1. A locally G-ringed space pX,OXq whose G-topology is saturated
is said a rigid k-dagger space if there exists a covering
X “
ď
i
Ui
by admissible open subsets such that pUi,OX |Uiq is isomorphic to the locally G-ringed
space of a dagger affinoid space (equipped with the strong G-topology) associated to
some strict k-dagger algebra Ai. A morphism of rigid k-dagger spaces is a morphism
of locally G-ringed spaces.
We can state for rigid k-dagger spaces the following standard definitions.
Definition 6.4.2. Let f : X Ñ Y be a morphism of rigid k-dagger space. We say
that f is
1. an open immersion if is a homeomorphism onto its image and if for any x P X
the canonical morphism fx : OY,fpxq Ñ OX,x is an isomorphism;
2. a closed immersion if is injective and if the canonical map OY Ñ f˚pOXq is
surjective;
3. a locally closed immersion if is injective and if the canonical maps fx : OY,fpxq Ñ
OX,x are surjective for all x P X;
4. quasi-compact if for any quasi-compact open subspace Y 1 Ă Y the inverse
image f´1pY 1q is a quasi-compact subset of X;
5. quasi-separated if the diagonal morphism ∆X{Y : X Ñ X ˆY X is a closed
immersion;
6. separated if the diagonal morphism ∆X{Y : X Ñ X ˆY X is quasi-compact
morphism.
Definition 6.4.3. A rigid k-dagger space X is said
1. quasi-compact if it has a finite admissible covering by dagger affinoid subdo-
mains;
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2. quasi-separated (resp. proper, resp. separated) if the canonical morphism
X ÑMpkq is quasi-separated (resp. proper (see definition 6.4.10), resp. sep-
arated);
3. normal at a point x P X0 if OX,x is a normal ring; it is said normal if is
normal at every point in X0;
4. reduced at a point x P X0 if OX,x is a reduced ring; it is said reduced if is
reduced at every point in X0;
5. smooth at a point x P X0 if OX,x is a regular ring; it is said smooth (or
regular) if is smooth at every point in X0;
6. quasi-algebraic if there exists an admissible covering X “ ŤXi such that for
all i there exists an open immersion XiãÑY ani into the analytification of a k-
scheme Yi of finite type (see section 3.3 of [32] for the definition of the dagger
analytification of a k-scheme of finite type).
Now, suppose that X is an arbitrary Hausdorff strictly k-dagger analytic space.
We want to associate to ita rigid k-daggger analytic space by defining on the points
X0 Ă X a G-topology. Therefore, we say that a subset U Ă X0 is admissible open
if, for any strictly dagger affinoid domain V Ă X, the intersection U X V0 is an
admissible open subset in the rigid k-dagger affinoid space V0. In the same way, a
covering tViuiPI of an admissible open subset U Ă X0 by admissible open subsets
is said admissible if, for any strictly dagger affinoid domain V Ă X, tVi X V0uiPI is
an admissible open covering of V0 X U . In this way we get a G-topology on the set
X0 and sheaves of rings OV0 , with V0 “ V XX0, where V runs through the strictly
dagger affinoid domains in X and these sheaves are compatible on intersections. So
these sheaves glue together to give a sheaf of rings OX0 on the G-topological space
X0 just defined. The locally G-ringed space pX0,OX0q constructed in this way is
thus a quasiseparated rigid k-dagger space.
Definition 6.4.4. A collection of subsets of a set is said to be of finite type if each
subset of the collection meets only a finite number of other subsets of the collection.
The next theorem is the dagger analogous of theorem 1.6.1 of [12].
Theorem 6.4.5. The correspondence pX,A, τq ÞÑ pX0,OX0q is a fully faithful func-
tor from the category of Hausdorff strictly k-dagger analytic spaces to the category of
quasiseparated rigid k-dagger spaces. This functor induces an equivalence between,
the category of paracompact strictly k-analytic spaces and the category of quasisepa-
rated rigid k-dagger spaces that have an admissible dagger affinoid covering of finite
type.
Proof. Let X be a Hausdorff strictly k-dagger analytic space. We need the following
dagger version lemma 1.6.2 of [12].
Lemma 6.4.6. 1. Any open dagger affinoid domain in the rigid k-dagger space
X0 associated to X is of the form V0 for a V Ă X, a strictly dagger affinoid
domain in X.
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2. A system tViuiPI of strictly dagger affinoid domains in X induces an admissible
covering of X0 if and only if each point of X has a neighborhood of the form
Vi1 Y . . .Y Vin ( i.e. , if and only if tViuiPI is a quasinet on X).
Proof. 1. Let f : U0 Ñ X0 be an open k-dagger affinoid domain in X0 and V Ă X
a strictly k-dagger affinoid domain in X. Then, f´1pV0q is a finite union of
dagger affinoid domains in U0 and the family tf´1pV0qu, where V runs through
strictly k-dagger affinoid domains in X, is a dagger affinoid covering of U0. It
follows that we can find strictly k-dagger affinoid domains U1, . . . , Un Ă U
and V1, . . . , Vn Ă X such that U “ U1 Y . . . Y Un and f |pUiq0 is induced by a
morphism of strictly k-dagger affinoid spaces φi : Ui Ñ Vi, that identifies Ui
with a k-dagger affinoid domain in Vi. All morphisms φi are compatible on
intersections, therefore, they induces a morphism of strictly k-dagger analytic
spaces φ : U Ñ X. Since φ, as a map of topological spaces, is proper and
induce an injection on the everywhere dense subset U0 Ă U , it follows that φ
induces a homeomorphism of U with its image in X. Finally, φ identifies Ui,
with a strictly k-dagger affinoid domain in Vi and therefore φ identifies U with
a strictly k-dagger affinoid domain in X.
2. Suppose first that tpViq0uiPI is an admissible covering of X0 for some family
of strictly k-dagger affinoid domain Vi Ă X. This means that, for any strictly
k-dagger affinoid domain V Ă X the family
tV0 X pViq0uiPI
is an admissible covering of V0. It follows that V is contained in a finite
union of the form Vi1 Y . . . Y Vin , and so it follows that each point of X has
a neighborhood made of a finite unions of elements of tViuiPI , because V is
strictly k-dagger affinoid.
Conversely, assume that the latter property is true. Then any strictly k-dagger
affinoid domain is contained in a finite union Vi1 Y . . . Y Vin and therefore
tpViq0 X V0uiPI is an admissible covering of V0.
To check that the functor pX,A, τq ÞÑ pX0,OX0q is fully faithful one only needs
to use the previous lemma and some properties of the rigid G-topology which are
true also for rigid dagger G-topology we used to define pX0,OX0q. So, we omit this
part of the proof that is identical to the corresponding part of theorem 1.6.1 of [12].
Instead, we give the details of the proof of the equivalence between paracompact
Hausdorff strictly k-dagger spaces and quasiseparated rigid k-dagger spaces.
If X is a paracompact strictly k-dagger analytic space, then it has a strictly
k-dagger affinoid atlas with a locally finite net, and therefore the rigid k-dagger
space X0 has an admissible affinoid covering of finite type. It is also quasiseparated
because of the first point of previous lemma and lemma 6.2.4. Conversely, let X be
a quasiseparated rigid k-dagger space that has an admissible affinoid covering tUiu
of finite type. We fix k-dagger affinoid spaces MpAiq “ Vi such that pViq0 – Ui,
where the Ai are strictly k-dagger affinoid algebras. Since X is quasiseparated, for
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any pair i, j P I the intersection Ui X Uj is a finite union of open affinoid domains
in X . Thus, there are strictly dagger special domains Vi,j Ă Vi and Vi,j Ă Vj that
correspond to Ui X Uj , under the identifications Ui ÞÑ pViq0. Let νi,j : Vi Ñ Vj
denotes the induced isomorphism. It is clear that this system of maps satisfies the
glueing properties needed for applying the second part of proposition 6.2.27 which
gives a paracompact strictly k-dagger analytic space X which, by its construction,
is such that X0 – X .
Thanks to work of Grosse-Klo¨nne, it is not difficult to describe a functor from
the category of rigid k-dagger spaces to the category of rigid k-spaces. This functor
can be described starting from dagger affinoid algebras in the following way. If A
is a strict k-dagger affinoid algebra we can equip A canonically with a norm which
is intrinsic to A. This norm is the norm used by Grosse-Klo¨nne in [32] and can
be canonically attached to A from its dagger bornology in the following way. Let
P “ tpρuρą1 be the family of norms on A which define the dagger bornology of A.
This family is a chain in the lattice of all seminorms over A, so we can equip A
with the infimum of this family (which is not an element of P because otherwise the
bornology on A would be given by a norm).
By the results in the first section of [32], the completion of A with respect to this
norm gives a k-Banach algebra pA which is an affinoid algebra and if f : AÑ B is a
morphism of strict k-dagger algebra, then f induces a morphism pf : pAÑ pB between
the strict k-affinoid algebras. In [32] the association A ÞÑ pA is studied only for the
case of strictly (dagger) affinoid algebras, but this association extends obviously to
the non-strict case.
Proposition 6.4.7. Consider the functor p¨ : Aff :k Ñ Affk, from the category of k-
dagger affinoid algebras to the category of k-affinoid algebras. Then,MpAq –Mp pAq
and if A is strictly k-dagger affinoid there is a canonical map of G-topological spaces
A0 “ Max p pAq Ñ Max pAq is a isomorphism of G-topological spaces.
Proof. The homeomorphism MpAq –Mp pAq is an easy consequence of proposition
2.3.25. Then, if A is striclty k-affinoid, the isomorphism Max p pAq Ñ Max pAq one
can show that every rational affinoid subdomain of pA can be defined by polynomials
with coefficients in pA which are overconvergent analytic functions, therefore the
G-topologies of Max p pAq and Max pAq coincide.
We can extend the functor p¨ : Aff :k Ñ Affk to a global functor p¨ : Rig:k Ñ Rigk
defining it locally. This functor has the following properties.
Theorem 6.4.8. The functor p¨ : Rig:k Ñ Rigk has the following properties
1. p¨ induces a homeomorphism of underlying G-topological space X – pX and an
isomorphisms between the local rings of the structure sheaves (notice that here
only rigid points are considered);
2. X is connected (resp. normal, resp. reduced, resp. smooth) if and only if pX
is;
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3. f : X Ñ Y is a closed immersion (resp. an open immersion, resp. a locally
closed immersion, resp. an isomorphism, resp. quasicompact, resp. separated)
if and only if pf : pX Ñ pY is;
4. if f : X Ñ Y is finite, then pf is finite;
5. if X is a quasialgebraic rigid space, there exists an admissible affinoid covering
X “ ŤUi and affinoid dagger spaces Vi and isomorphisms pVi – Ui.
Proof. We refer to [32] for the proofs of the assertions of this theorem.
Definition 6.4.9. Let X be a rigid k-dagger space. We say that an OX-module F
is coherent if there exists an admissible affinoid covering tUiu of X such that F |Ui
is associated to a finite OXpUiq-module.
The functor p¨ naturally extends to a functor p¨ : CohpOXq Ñ CohpO pXq in the
following way. Given a dagger affinoid space X “ Max pAq and an A-module M we
get functorially a pA-module by considering the modulexM .“M bA pA.
Clearly if M is a finite A-module then xM is a finite pA-module, so this gives a
functor CohpOXq Ñ CohpO pXq when X is dagger affinoid space because of the
Kiehl theorem (cf. theorem 6.1.21). So, given a coherent OX -module F , for a
general rigid k-dagger space, then if tUiu is covering such that F |Ui is associated to
a finite OXpUiq-module the data of the sheaves xF |pUi associated to finite O pXppUiq-
modules defines a coherent O pX -module.
Definition 6.4.10. A morphism f : X Ñ Y of rigid k-dagger spaces is called
partially proper if f is separated and there exist admissible affinoid coverings Y “Ť
Yi and f
´1pYiq “ ŤXi,j (all i), such that for every Xi,j there is an admissible open
affinoid subset X˜i,j Ă f´1pYiq with Xi,j ãÑX˜i,j inner with respect to X˜i,j ãÑf´1pYiq.
A morphism f : X Ñ Y is said proper if is partially proper and quasi-compact.
Remark 6.4.11. In definition 6.4.10 we used Berkovich’s terminology of inner mor-
phisms but our definition is equivalent to definition 2.24 of [32].
Definition 6.4.12. Let X be a rigid k-dagger space. We says that X is Stein if it
admits a dagger affinoid exhaustion i.e. a covering tUiuiPN such that
X “
ď
iPN
Ui
and Ui Ă Int pUi`1q for all i such that each UiãÑUi`1 is a Weierstrass subdomain
embedding.
Clearly every Stein rigid k-dagger space is partially proper.
Theorem 6.4.13. If A is a partially proper rigid k-dagger spaces then p¨ : CohpXq Ñ
Cohp pXq is an equivalence and for every F P CohpXq we have
F pXq – xF p pXq.
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Proof. We address first the case when X “ Ť
iPN
Ui is Stein. Let G be a coherent
O pX -module. Since Ui Ă Int pUi`1q then G defines a OXpUiq-module that we denote
with F pUiq, for any i. By Kiehl’s theorem we get coherent OX |Ui-modules which
by definition glues to give an OX -module F . So, xF is a coherent O pX -module andxF “ G . Moreover F pXq “ G p pXq because
F pXq “ limÐ
iPN
OXpUiq “ limÐ
iPN
O pXppUiq “ G p pXq
which is due to the fact that the projective systems are cofinal one in each other,
because of the condition Ui Ă Int pUi`1q.
For the general case it is enough to show that any partially proper rigid k-
dagger space has an admissible open covering of the form X “ Ť
jPJ
Sj where Sj are
Stein spaces and their finite intersection are Stein. And such a covering can be
constructed from a dagger affinoid covering X “ Ť
iPI
Vi given by definition 6.4.10. So,
for any admissible open dagger affinoid domain Zj Ă X we can find a Zj Ă Int pViq,
as explained in the last part of the proof of theorem 2.26 of [32], from which we can
construct the desired Stein covering.
Theorem 6.4.14. The functor p¨ induces an equivalence between the category of par-
tially proper rigid k-dagger spaces and the category partially proper rigid k-analytic
spaces.
Proof. We refer to theorem 2.27 of [32] for the proof of this result.
Example 6.4.15. The prototype of Stein rigid k-(dagger) space is the affine space,
which is defined as the direct limit
pAnkq: .“ limÑ
ρÑ8
Max pWnk pρqq
in the dagger case and
Ank
.“ limÑ
ρÑ8
Max pTnk pρqq
in the rigid case. And applying the functor p¨we get {pAnkq: – Ank .
Proposition 6.4.16. Let X be a partially proper rigid k-dagger space and F a
coherent OX-module then
H ipX,F q – H ip pX, xF q.
Proof. [32] theorem 3.2.
Then, we see the relations between our k-dagger analytic spaces and Berkovich
k-analytic spaces.
Definition 6.4.17. Let X be a k-analytic space in the sense of Berkovich. An
affinoid subdomain U Ă X is said wide if U Ă Int pXq.
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Definition 6.4.18. Let X be a k-analytic space in the sense of Berkovich. We say
that X is wide if there exists a net of wide affinoid subdomains Ui Ă X such thatď
iPI
Ui “ X.
Remark 6.4.19. The wideness condition is equivalent to the closeness condition of
definition 6.3.21. Namely, X is wide if and only if
BpXq “ H.
In particular, Stein spaces (defined in Berkovich geometry) are wide.
Theorem 6.4.20. There is an equivalence of categories between the category of wide
k-analytic spaces in the sense of Berkovich and the wide k-dagger analytic space.
Proof. Working locally we can define a functor p¨ : An:k Ñ Ank. Using the same
ideas of the proof of theorem 6.4.14, it is easy to see that the functor p¨ admits a
quasi-inverse when the spaces are without boundary.
Corollary 6.4.21. There is an equivalence between, the category of wide paracom-
pact strictly k-dagger analytic spaces and the category of partially proper quasi-
separated rigid k-dagger spaces that have an admissible dagger affinoid covering of
finite type.
Proof. It is enough to combine the equivalence given by theorem 6.4.20 with the one
given by 6.4.5.
6.4.2 Complex analytic case
In this section we show how the category of classical complex analytic spaces embeds
fully faithfully in the category of C-dagger analytic spaces.
Lemma 6.4.22. Let X be a separated complex analytic space in the classical sense.
Any x P X has a neighborhood basis made of compact Stein subsets whose algebra of
germs of analytic functions is a C-dagger affinoid algebra.
Proof. By definition each x P X has an open neighborhood x P Ux such that
pUx,OX |Uxq is isomorphic to an affine analytic set and by the separateness hypoth-
esis X is Hausdorff. Choosing an explicit isomorphism
Ux – tz P U Ă Cn|f1pzq “ . . . “ frpzq “ 0, f1, . . . , fr P OCnpUqu “ U˜x
and denoting by z˜ the image of x in U˜x we can choose a basis of closed polydisks
tDiuiPN centered in z˜ as base of neighborhoods of z˜ in Cn. Then, the subsets
tDi X U˜xuiPN form a basis of neighborhoods of z˜ in U˜x and they are canonically
C-dagger affinoid spaces that form the required system of neighborhoods.
Let X be a separated complex analytic space in the classical sense. By the
previous lemma it is clear that the family of C-dagger compact Stein subsets of X
endow X with a structure of a good C-dagger analytic space.
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Definition 6.4.23. Let X be a separated complex analytic space, we denote by X :
its associated good C-dagger analytic space.
Lemma 6.4.24. The association X ÞÑ X : defines a functor from the category of
complex analytic spaces to the category of C-dagger analytic spaces.
Proof. Let f : X Ñ Y be a morphism of separated complex analytic spaces and
U Ă X : a C-dagger affinoid domain. Since fpUq is compact then, by lemma 6.4.22,
it can be covered by a finite number of compact subsets U1, . . . , Un Ă Y each of which
is an analytic subset of some closed polydisk of Cmi . So, each fpUqXUi in a compact
subset of an analytic subset of a closed polydisk of Cmi . Clearly, U X f´1pUiq is
a dagger affinoid subdomain of X : such that fpU X f´1pUiqq Ă Ui. Moreover, the
family of all such Ui’s for U P τX : ( where τX : is the Berkovich net of C-dagger
affinoid subdomains of X :) is a net on Y which belongs in the equivalence class of
the net of Y:. Therefore, the collection of data f |UXf´1pUiq : U X f´1pUiq Ñ Ui for
all U P τX : defines a morphism of C-dagger analytic spaces f : X : Ñ Y:.
Lemma 6.4.25. Let X be a complex analytic space. The C-dagger analytic and the
complex analytic structural sheaves agree on open subsets, i.e. if U Ă X is an open
set, then
OX pUq – OX :pUq.
Proof. In 6.2.31 we defined
OX :pUq “ HomAn:CpU,A
1
Cq
for any analytic domain of X :. Without lost of generality we can suppose that U is
connected. Since X has a countable base for the topology and it is locally compact,
then U is hemi-compact and it can be exhausted by compact subsets. Moreover,
we can suppose that U is Stein because complex analytic spaces can be covered by
Stein subspaces. Therefore, we can suppose that
U “
ď
iPN
Ui
where Ui are C-dagger affinoid spaces and UiãÑUi`1 is a dagger affinoid embedding
such that Ui Ă Int pUi`1q. Reasoning like proposition 5.1.22 one can directly verify
that
Hom
An:C
pU,A1Cq – limÐ
iPN
AUi
which is isomorphic to the Stein algebra associated to U , therefore
Hom
An:C
pU,A1Cq – HomAnCpU,A1Cq – OX pUq.
Theorem 6.4.26. The category of separated analytic spaces over C embeds fully
faithfully in the category of good C-dagger analytic spaces.
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Proof. The fact that X : is a good C-dagger analytic space for every complex analytic
space X is an immediate consequence of lemma 6.4.22. So, by lemma 6.4.24, only
the fully faithfully part of the statement of the theorem remains to be proven.
It is clear that a morphism f : X : Ñ Y: induces morphism of complex analytic
spaces X Ñ Y just by restricting it to open subsets of X and Y, which are analytic
domains. So, the association X Ñ X : is a full functor, it remains to show that it
is faithful. Let f, g : X Ñ Y be two morphisms which define the same morphisms
of associated C-dagger analytic spaces. Consider U P τX : and V P τY: such that
fpUq Ă V . Since the canonical embeddings ιU : U ãÑX : and ιV : V ãÑY: are
isomorphisms on their image, then
AU – OX :pUq, AV – OY:pV q.
By lemma 6.4.25 for all open Stein neighborhoods U Ă U˜ and V Ă V˜ one has that
OX :pU˜q – OX pU˜q, OY:pV˜ q – OYpV˜ q,
and since U and V are compact Stein subsets of X and Y we have that
AU – limÑ
U˜ĄU
OX pU˜q, AV – limÑ
V˜ĄV
OX pV˜ q.
Hence, the fact that f and g agree on open Stein subsets of X readily implies that
f and g agree on compact Stein subsets of X which is equivalent to say that f and
g induces the same morphism of C-dagger analytic spaces.
We end by giving some examples of the spaces we have defined so far.
Example 6.4.27. 1. The dagger real affine line A1R is homeomorphic to the up-
per half plane of C with its boundary which agrees with the real line R Ă C.
More precisely, A1R is homeomorphic to C quotiented by the action of the
complex conjugation. Analogous statements are true for AnR.
2. In [10], remark 1.5.5, Berkovich suggested an application of its theory of ana-
lytic spaces for the archimedean base fields. But, using his theory he was able
to show that one could obtain a topological manifold, that is something which
does not belong to analytic geometry. We can now see how our approach fixes
this problem. Berkovich considered for k “ C and n “ 2 the “archimedean
affinoid space”
MpDnq – tpz1, z2q P C||z1| ď 1, |z2| ď 1u
where Dn is the disk algebra of the unitary polydisk in Cn. The subset defined
by the equation X1X2 ´ 1 “ 0, where X1 and X2 are coordinate is given by
X “M
ˆ
Dn
pX1X2 ´ 1q
˙
– tpz1, z2q P C||z1| “ 1, |z2| “ 1u.
The elements of Dn define continuous on the border and moreover any contin-
uous function on the border of MpDnq “induces” a unique analytic function
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inside the polydisk which is an element of Dn. Hence, the structural sheaf
by which X is endowed in this way is the sheaf of continuous function from
X – S1 Ñ C, which is not a space that one would like to study in analytic ge-
ometry. On the other hand, the same space considered as a C-dagger affinoid
space gives
X: “M
ˆ
WnC
pX1X2 ´ 1q
˙
– tpz1, z2q P C||z1| “ 1, |z2| “ 1u.
So for the underlying topological spaces we have the homeomorphism |X:| –
|X| but on X: we consider functions that can be extended to analytic functions
on a neighborhood of X: in the hypersurface of C2 given by the equation
X1X2 ´ 1 “ 0. In this way, one can see easily that X: is isomorphic to the
circle of the complex plane equipped with the algebra of functions of the form
WnC
pX1X2 ´ 1q –
#ÿ
iPZ
aiX
i,
ÿ
iPZ
|a| ă 8
+
,
which is a compact Stein subset of C and hence it is a meaningful object to
study in analytic geometry.
3. Building on last example, one can easily see that (using proposition 6.2.27)
that it is possible to construct the projective line over C by glueing two copies
of the unital polydisk of C on their boundaries. This allows to obtain projec-
tive geometry directly from compact Stein space and to use only Noetherian
algebras in the process of constructing projective analytic space.
6.5 Flatness for k-dagger analytic spaces
In this last section, we want to discuss flatness for morphisms of k-dagger analytic
spaces. We see how the natural concept of flatness behaves better and simpler
in dagger analytic geometry and some pathologies of Berkovich geometry simply
disappear. Indeed, these pathological behaviours are induced by non-overconvergent
analytic functions, which, from the point of view discussed in this work, should not
be considered analytic functions.
Definition 6.5.1. A morphism f : X Ñ Y of k-dagger analytic spaces is said to be
flat at x P X if the morphism fx : OY,fpxq Ñ OX,x is flat. We say that f is flat if it
is flat at all x P X.
In Berkovich geometry there are two non-equivalent definitions of flat map be-
tween k-analytic spaces, that we borrow from [22].
Definition 6.5.2. A morphism f : X Ñ Y of k-analytic Berkovich spaces is said
to be naively flat at x P X if the morphism fx : OY,fpxq Ñ OX,x is flat. We say that
f is naively flat if it is naively flat at all x P X.
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The problem of this definition of flatness in Berkovich geometry is that it is not
stable under base changes. But this failure can happen only at boundary points and
they are given by the existence of non-overconvergent analytic functions, as explained
in examples 2.19-2.23 of [22]. Therefore, it is natural to expect that these problems
do not arise in dagger analytic geometry. The next definition is the substitute to
flatness proposed by Ducros for solving the problems of naive flatness in Berkovich
geometry.
Definition 6.5.3. A morphism f : X Ñ Y of k-analytic Berkovich spaces is said
to be (universally) flat at x P X if:
1. when both X and Y are good, given any g : Y 1 Ñ Y morphism of good k-anaytic
spaces and x1 P X ˆY Y 1 is such that ppx1q “ x, where p : X ˆY Y 1 Ñ X is the
canonical morphism, then g˚OY,f 1px1q is a flat OXˆY Y 1,x1-module, for every x1;
2. for general X and Y , if there exist U Ă X and Y Ă Y such that U and V are
good analytic domains such that fpUq Ă V and f is (universally) flat at x.
Clearly the definition of universally flat morphism can be given also for k-dagger
analytic spaces. We do not give the details of such a definition because it is not
important for us and it can be easily worked out from definition 6.5.3. The next
lemma shows that the only problems that the notion of naively flat morphisms have
in Berkovich geometry are placed on the boundary.
Lemma 6.5.4. Let f : X Ñ Y be a morphism of k-analytic Berkovich spaces and
let x P Int pX{Y q. Then, f is flat at x if and only if it is naively flat.
Proof. See theorem 6.5.2.3 of [22].
Finally, the dagger analytic improvement of the above results.
Theorem 6.5.5. Let f : X Ñ Y be a morphism of k-dagger analytic spaces. Then,
f is universally flat if and only if it is naively flat.
Proof. We proved in proposition 5.1.33 that dagger affinoid subdomain embeddings
are open immersions of dagger affinoid spaces, in the sense of definition 5.1.29. This
means that for every point in the bornological spectrum of a dagger affinoid space
a dagger affinoid subdomain embedding induces an isomorphism on the stalk of the
structural sheaves of the spaces involved. This property readily implies the same
property for k-dagger analytic spaces as they are built glueing dagger affinoid spaces.
Notice that, as we already remarked so far, this property fails for boundary points
of Berkovich spaces.
Therefore, since the local rings of points on the boundary of dagger affinoid
spaces are not special, as it is the case in Berkovich geometry, they have the same
properties of inner points. In particular, they always satisfy property 6.5.1 of [22]
which implies that universally flatness is equivalent to naively flatness.
Chapter 7
Addendum: applications
In this work we have not discussed very much the possible applications of the theory
developed so far. This is due partially because we think that the theory is interesting
per se and partially because this work is already long enough. We devote this small
ending chapter to describe some applications that our results have found, which go
beyond the scope of this work.
In [8] Kreminzer and Ben-Bassat describe a formal framework in which one can
interpret Berkovich geometry as a kind of relative algebraic geometry (in the sense of
To¨en-Vezzosi) on the quasi-abelian category of Banach spaces over k, for a complete
non-archimedean field k. One of the key ideas of that work is to use the homological
methods of the theory of quasi-abelian categories developed by Schneiders in [57]
for giving an algebraic (more precisely derived algebraic) characterization of affinoid
subdomain embeddings. This characterization is a key step toward the foundation
of a theory of derived analytic spaces using the approach homotopical algebraic
geometry of To¨en-Vezzosi.
In [6] the author and Ben-Bassat show that the methods of dagger analytic
geometry can be used for extending the results of [8] to encompass complex analytic
geometry. The ideas of the present work are very suitable for this scope for the
following reasons:
1. adapting the proofs of [8] to the classical complex analytic case is not a straight-
forward task because they heavily rely on the theory of affinoid spaces;
2. there is no direct parallel of the theory of affinoid spaces over C, i.e. using
C-Banach algebras, as we explained so far;
3. the category of complete bornological vector spaces is canonically a closed
symmetric monoidal category whose monoidal functor is the completed pro-
jective tensor product we descrbed so far; this is in contrast with the category
of locally convex spaces which has not such a structure;
4. in the main proofs of [8] the Gerritzen-Grauert theorem is used in a crucial way
and the main result of the present work is the generalization of this theorem
for C-dagger affinoid spaces.
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These reasons render the extension of the results of [8] very natural in the context
of dagger analytic geometry. Then, theorem 6.4.26 implies that classical complex
spaces fit into this theory.
Another advantage of the dagger affinoid approach is that it seems be more
naturally extendible over general Banach rings with respect to the affinoid approach.
In [50] Poineau proposed a notion of global analytic space with the main motivation
of studying the case when the base Banach ring is pZ, | ¨ |8q. The proposed definition
of global analytic space is the one suggested by Berkovich in the first chapter of [10]
and it uses local models that are akin to classical complex spaces instead of affinoid
spaces. Also in this case one can ask for an affinoid approach in the aim of a deeper
understanding of global analytic spaces. One of the main problems that one faces
for developing such a theory is the same one that is met over C: Using Banach
algebras of convergent power-series does not lead to the desired results. We notice
also that one would like to have a theory over pZ, | ¨ |8q that gives a meaningful
theory over C by base change, but since no theory of affinoid spaces exists over C it
turns out that it cannot exist neither over Z (or if it exists it is bad behaving for base
changes). It turns out that overconvergent power-series rings can be used for solving
this problem, see for example [48]. We remark that over a general Banach ring the
theory of bornological modules is not meaningful as the theory of bornological vector
spaces is over a non-trivially valued field. Therefore, the right framework for dealing
with overconvergent algebras of power-series over Banach rings is to use the ind-
category of the category of Banach modules, see the first part of [6] for a detailed
study of this category. For a more detailed description of these issues we refer the
reader to section 6 of [6] where it is also explained how to simplify some technical
issues of [48].
Our last remark builds on the concluding remarks of chapter 5. There we have
proved that there exist compact Stein subsets which are not isomorphic to C-dagger
affinoid spaces and we claimed that compact Stein subsets of Cn with an associated
Noetherian algebra of germs of analytic functions are precisely the ones which are
endowed with a structure of C-dagger anlaytic spaces. This result follows from
the classical theorem of Siu (cf. 5.2.24) and it will be studied in full details in
the future work [5]. We remarked also that this result unifies and simplifies the
understanding of the notions of “compact Steinness” present in the literature about
complex geometry and non-archimedean geometry. Therefore, we have reasons to
think that the methods proposed in this work can be very helpful in the study of
the geometry of complex analytic and non-archimedean spaces.
Appendix A
The pro-site
This appendix describes a construction that helps to study the relations between the
classical analytic spaces and the ones we defined in this work. Since our approach
uses overconvergent analytic functions, it is natural to think to dagger analytic
spaces as pro-analytic spaces, i.e. as objects in the pro-category of the category of
analytic spaces, Ank. Since Ank has a structure of a site one could ask if this
structure induces a natural structure of site on its pro-category. We devote this
appendix to work out such a construction in full generality, namely for any site.
A.1 Pro-objects and Ind-objects
Here we recall the definitions of pro and ind objects as given in the first expose´ of
[2]. In this section C denotes a category and pC the category of presheaves of sets
over C, i.e. the objects of pC are functors F : C˝ Ñ Set and morphisms are natural
transformations between functors. To avoid set-theoretical problems the reader can
think that C is a small category, but we neglect this issue that can always be avoided
fixing suitable Grothendieck universes.
Definition A.1.1. A category C is said pseudo-filtered if
1. all diagram of the form
j
i
k
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can be inserted to a commutative diagram of the form
j
i l
k
;
2. all diagram of the form f, g : i Ñ j can be inserted in a diagram of the form
iÑ j hÑ k with h ˝ f “ h ˝ g.
A category is said filtered if is pseudo-filtered, non-empty and connected, i.e. if any
couple of objects can be connected by a sequence of arrows (without imposing any
condition on the direction of the arrows). A category C is said cofiltered if C˝ is
filtered.
Definition A.1.2. Let φ : I Ñ I 1 be a functor. We say that φ is cofinal if for any
functor u : I 1˝ Ñ C the canonical natural transformation limÐ u Ñ limÐ u ˝ φ is an
isomorphism.
If φ : I Ñ I 1 is an inclusion of categories we say that I is a cofinal subcategory
of I 1.
Given two objects i, j P ob pIq we say that i is bigger than j if Hom pi, jq ‰ ∅.
Proposition A.1.3. Let φ : I Ñ I 1 be a functor then:
1. if φ is cofinal then for any j P ob pI 1q there exist an object i P ob pIq such that
φpiq is bigger than j;
2. if I is filtered, then φ is cofinal if and only if for any i P ob pIq and couple
of arrow i1
f,g
Ñ φpiq in I 1 there exists an arrow h : i Ñ j in I such that
φphq ˝ f “ φphq ˝ g;
3. if I 1 is filtered and φ is fully faithful then φ is cofinal if and only if it satisfies
condition (1).
Proof. Proposition 8.1.3 of the first expose´ of [2].
Corollary A.1.4. Let φ : I Ñ I 1 be a cofinal functor then:
1. if I is filtered then I 1 is filtered;
2. if I 1 is filtered and φ fully faithful then I is filtered.
Proof. Ibid.
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Proposition A.1.5. (Deligne)
Let I be a small filtered category, then there exists a partially ordered set E and a
cofinal functor φ : E Ñ I, where E is the category canonically associated to E.
Proof. Proposition 8.1.6 of the first expose´ of [2].
Definition A.1.6. An ind-object (or inductive system) of C is a filtered functor
φ : I Ñ C. I is called the index category of the system. The category of all ind-
objects of C with system morphisms is denoted by IndpCq.
Definition A.1.7. A pro-object (or projective system) of C is a cofiltered functor
φ : I˝ Ñ C. I is called the index category of the system. The category of all
pro-objects of C with system morphisms is denoted by PropCq.
Proposition A.1.8. Let C be a category, then PropCq admits small filtered projec-
tive limits. If C admits pullbacks then also PropCq admits pullbacks. Moreover, there
is a canonical fully faithful functor c : C Ñ PropCq which commutes with pullbacks
but not in general with small filtered projective limits.
Proof. Proposition 8.5.1 of the first expose´ of [2] and proposition 8.9.5 of the same
expose´.
A.2 Sites
We recall that a site is a category C equipped with a Grothendieck topology and
that to any site we can associate its category of sheaves of sets rC. This category is
defined to be the full subcategory of pC identified by objects F P ob ppCq such that
Hom pCpX,F q – Hom pCpR,F q
for any covering sieve of C over any X P ob pCq. If the topology of C is given by a
pre-topology this is equivalent to the usual exact sequence condition in the definition
of sheaves. We recall also that the inclusion functor i : rC Ñ pC has a left adjoint
functor, denoted a : pC Ñ rC, which associates to any presheaf a sheaf.
We also need the following proposition from [2], expose´ II.
Proposition A.2.1. Let C be a category and F “ tFiuiPI a family of presheaves
over C. We denote with JFpXq, for all object X P ob pCq, the class of sieves RÑ X
such that for any morphism Y Ñ X of C with codomain X, the sieve R ˆX Y has
the following property: The map
Hom pCpY,Fiq Ñ Hom pCpRˆX Y,Fiq
is bijective (resp. injective) for all i P I. Then, the collections JFpXq define a
Grothendieck topology on C, which is the finest topology such that all Fi are sheaves
(resp. a separable presheaves).
Proof. See ibid. proposition 2.2.
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A.3 The pro-site and pro-analytic spaces
Let k be a complete valued field (in this appendix also the trivially valued case is
allowed). It is possible to associate to k a category Ank of analytic spaces over
k. If k is archimedean the construction is classical and we are mainly interested in
the case k “ C. If k is non-archimedean there are different possible choices for the
definition of what Ank is. At least there are the following: Classical rigid analytic
spaces, Berkovich analytic spaces and Huber adic spaces. In our work we were mainly
interested on Berkovich spaces so we will mainly refer to this category, but what we
say in this appendix can be recasted in any settings with suitable adaptations. In
particular, when we talk about open subsets of some analytic space we refer to the
open sets of the topological spaces underlying the Berkovich space and not to the
admissible opens for the G-topology of analytic domains over it.
Definition A.3.1. We call an object of PropAnkq a k-pro-analytic space.
PropAnkq is a complete category because Ank admits fiber products. The
inclusion AnkãÑPropAnkq is fully faithful and so any analytic space over k can
be canonically considered as a pro-analytic space. But PropAnkq has much more
objects, hence also objects of Ank have much more subobjects (i.e. open immersions)
when seen as objects of PropAnkq.
Definition A.3.2. When we consider the small site induced by PropAnkq on a
pro-analytic space, we call its admissible open subset pro-open subsets.
So, in some sense the inclusion AnkãÑPropAnkq enhance also the concept of
open subspace. We define a topology on PropAnkq in order to make the definition
of pro-open subset rigorous.
Let C be a site and PropCq the pro-category of C. For any sheaf F on C we can
define a presheaf of PropCq in the following way
pi´1pF qpUq “ pi´1pF qp“ limÐ
iPI
”Uiq .“ limÑ
iPI
F pUiq.
We want to put in a canonical way a topology on PropCq such that all the presheaves
obtained in this way are sheaves. So, we give the following definition.
Definition A.3.3. Let C be a site. We denote by CPro the category PropCq endowed
with the finest topology such that all presheaves of the form pi´1pF q, for F P ob prCq,
are sheaves and we call it the pro-site of C and its topology the pro-topology of CPro.
Remark A.3.4. From proposition A.2.1 it follows that the definition of the pro-site
is well-posed.
Proposition A.3.5. There is a canonical morphism of topoi ppi˚, pi´1q : rCPro Ñ rC
for any site C, where
pi˚F pXq “ F p“ limÐ
iPI
”Xiq
where X P C and “limÐ
iPI
”Xi is the trivial system with Xi “ X and morphisms equal
to the identity.
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Proof. The functors pi´1 is exact because filtered inductive limits are exact in the
category of sets. We have to check that ppi˚, pi´1q is an adjoint pair of functors,
i.e. that given any couple of sheaves F P ob prCq and G P ob prCProq there is a
bijection
Hom rCProppi´1F ,G q – Hom rCpF , pi˚G q.
On the one hand, any map φ : pi´1F Ñ G induces a morphism F Ñ pi˚G simply
by restricting φ to trivial projective systems. On the other hand, given any map
φ : F Ñ pi˚G and any “limÐ
iPI
”Xi we can define the map
limÑ
iPI
φ : pi´1F p“ limÐ
iPI
”Xiq Ñ pi´1pi˚G p“ limÐ
iPI
”Xiq
because pi´1F p“limÐ
iPI
”Xiq “ limÑ
iPI
F pXiq and pi´1pi˚G p“limÐ
iPI
”Xiq “ limÑ
iPI
G pXiq and be-
cause the direct limit is a functor. So, there is a canonical morphism
limÑ
iPI
G pXiq Ñ G p“ limÐ
iPI
”Xiq
by mean of which we get the required morphism of sheaves pi´1F Ñ G .
Proposition A.3.6. For any F P ob prCq the canonical morphism F Ñ pi˚pi´1F is
an isomorphisms. In particular pi´1 is fully faithful.
Proof. For any C P ob pCq the morphism F pCq Ñ pi˚pi´1F pCq is an isomorphism
by the definitions of pi´1 and pi˚. Therefore, pi´1 is fully faithful by abstract non-
sense.
Let now pX,OXq be a ringed site. By mean of the canonical morphism of sites
pi : XPro Ñ X we can pullback the structural sheaf OX to a sheaf of rings pi´1OX
on XPro which, in this way, can be equipped canonically with a structure of ringed
site. The morphism pi : XPro Ñ X then becomes a morphism of ringed sites and
also ppi˚, pi´1q : rCPro Ñ rC becomes a morphism of ringed topoi.
The association C ÞÑ PropCq is functorial in the category of all (small) categories.
In fact, if F : C Ñ D is a functor then for any C-pro-object “limÐ
iPI
”Xi we can asso-
ciate the D-pro-object “limÐ
iPI
”F pXiq and moreover given a morphism f : “limÐ
iPI
”Xi Ñ
“limÐ
jPJ
”Yj then we can associate to it the morphism Ff : “limÐ
iPI
”F pXiq Ñ “limÐ
jPJ
”F pYjq,
because f is a morphism of systems, hence it is defined as a morphism of diagrams
of C.
Definition A.3.7. • A category I is said loopless if it has no non-identity en-
domorphisms.
• A category I is said cofinite if it is small, loopless, and for every object i P
ob pIq, the set of arrows in I with domain i is finite.
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• A diagram I Ñ C is said cofinite if the category I is cofinite.
Proposition A.3.8. Let C and D be two sites. Suppose that both C and D admits
all finite limits and that f : C Ñ D is a morphism of sites. Then, f induces a
morphism of sites fPro : CPro Ñ DPro.
Proof. Since C and D have fiber products, then every Grothendieck topology on
them can be defined by a pre-topology, see [2] 1.3.1, expose´ II. So, We suppose
having pre-topologies that define the topologies of C and D. By definition a family
of morphisms tUi Ñ UuiPI in CPro is a covering if and only if for every sheaf on C
the sequence
(A.3.8.1) pi´1C F pUq Ñ
ź
i
pi´1C F pUiqÑ
ź
i,j
pi´1C F pUi ˆU Ujq
is exact, because of definition A.3.3. Since the diagram tUi Ñ UuiPI is cofinte, we
can apply theorem 3.3 of [40] to deduce a level representation1
t“ limÐ
kPK
”Vi,k Ñ “ limÐ
kPK
”WkuiPI
for a small filtered category K, which does not depend on i P I, where U “ “limÐ
kPK
”Wk
and Ui “ “limÐ
kPK
”Vi,k. Using this level representation and the definition of the pullback
pi´1C , the equation (A.3.8.1) becomes
limÑ
kPK
F pWkq Ñ
ź
iPI
limÑ
kPK
F pVi,kqÑ
ź
i,jPI
limÑ
kPK
F pVi,k ˆWk Vj,kq.
Let f : D Ñ C be the continuous functor associated to f . As remarked so far, f
induces a functor fPro : DPro Ñ CPro, and since f is continuous for any covering
tUi Ñ UuiPI inD the family tfpUiq Ñ fpUquiPI is a covering of C. Hence, considering
a covering tUi Ñ Uu of DPro and F P ob prCq, then the exactness of
pi´1C F pfPropUqq Ñ
ź
iPI
pi´1C F pfPropUiqqÑ
ź
i,jPI
pi´1C F pfPropUiq ˆfPropUq fPropUjqq
is equivalent to the exactness of
limÑ
kPK
F pfpWkqq Ñ
ź
iPI
limÑ
kPK
F pfpVi,jqqÑ
ź
i,jPI
limÑ
kPK
F pfpVi,kq ˆfpWkq fpVj,kqq
which is equivalent to
limÑ
kPK
F pfpWkqq Ñ
ź
iPI
limÑ
kPK
F pfpVi,jqqÑ
ź
i,jPI
limÑ
kPK
F pfpVi,k ˆWk Vj,kqq
1See the second section of [40] for the precise definition of level representation. Here we only give
the rough idea that it means that we can find an equivalent diagram to the given one where all pro-
objects are index by the same category and all morphisms can be expressed as system morphisms
between these uniformly indexed systems. We avoid to enter in a detailed explanation of what an
equivalence of diagrams is.
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which is exact by the definition of pro-site.
To conclude the proof we need to show that the pullback functor f´1Pro is exact.
Without lost of generality we can consider a finite loopless diagram tUiuiPI in DPro,
because every finite diagram as a cofinal loopless diagram. We can apply theorem 3.1
of [40] to get a level representation for the diagram tUiuiPI . Then, by the definition of
fPro we can apply it to the level representation of tUiuiPI and obtain the exactness of
fPro from the levelwise exactness given by the fact that f is a morphism of sites.
Remark A.3.9. We expect that proposition A.3.8 holds without any restrictions
on the categories C and D, but the hypothesis that they have pullbacks simplify a
lot the proof and it is not a restrictive hypothesis for applications.
We now describe some examples of the definitions given so far.
Proposition A.3.10. If X is a T1 topological spaces then there is an inclusion
functor PpXqãÑPropOuvpXqq.
Proof. If X is a T1 topological space, then points are closed subsets. Hence, given
any subset S Ă X and any open neighborhood U Ă X of S and any finite sets of
points s1, . . . , sn P X´S the set U ´ts1, . . . , snu is open in X. This proves that the
intersection of the system of neighborhoods of S is equal to S, which is therefore a
“pro-open” set.
Therefore, every subset of a T1 topological space becomes a pro-open set in the
pro-site associated to it.
Example A.3.11. 1. Consider the Zariski site on Max pCrT sq – C and the sub-
set D “ tz P C||z| ď 1u Ă Max pCrT sqC. Since the Zariski topology on C is T1,
then D is a pro-open set and OProZar pDq (the canonical pro-ringed sites struc-
ture on Max pCrT sq as described so far) coincides with the rational functions
in CpT q with poles outside D.
2. In analogy with the category of pro-analytic spaces we can construct the cat-
egory of pro-algebraic variety and pro-schemes.
3. The pro-analytic site of a complex analytic space gives a systematic way to
deal with the operation of taking germs of analytic functions, as dagger affinoid
algebras do.
4. Another interesting example, not strictly linked with the scope of this thesis,
is the application of the construction of the pro-site to the e´tale site of the
category of schemes or to the e´tale site over a scheme. In fact, there is already
in literature a construction called the “pro-e´tale” site, see [58] for an introduc-
tion to the topic. In particular by the results of section 17 of [58], we see that
there is a canonical morphism of sites from the pro-site of the e´tale site, in
our terminology, to the pro-e´tale site of [58]. It is not clear whether these two
definitions agree.
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5. Consider the topological space X “ r0, 1s equipped with its usual topology.
The subintervals r0, 1n s, . . . , rn´1n , ns form an admissible covering for the pro-
site topology on XPro. This is due to the fact that limÑ is an exact functor
that commutes with finite limits. This explains in a general way why different
constructions scattered in literature have to required some finiteness conditions
on the coverings: the compact Stein site, the rigid weak G-topology, the dagger
weak G-topology are the main examples. The requirement of finiteness on
covering is necessary because the functor limÑ is exact but does not commute
in general with all limits. This fact naturally bound the coverings of the pro-
site. Indeed, since X is Hausdorff any subset of X is pro-open (cf. A.3.10)
and we can cover X with the following coveringď
xPr0,1s
txu “ r0, 1s.
All the subset txu are admissible opens for the pro-site associated to X but is
easy to see that the covering is not an admissible covering for the topology of
XPro.
Finally we remark that pAnkqPro is equivalent to the category of pro-analytic
spaces defined by Berkovich as a bare category. So, we are adding more structure
on it by putting a natural topology induced by the ones on Ank and consider it as
a site. It seems that is worth to study these notions in more details in the future
and their relations between other known notions like the pro-e´tale site.
We conclude this appendix with a counter-example. We have seen how the
notion of pro-open generalize the notion of open space of a geometric space. This
generalization is very broad and allows pathological examples. The next counter-
example shows how the theory of dagger analytic spaces is precisely what is needed
for discerning the good from the non-good pro-open subset.
Example A.3.12. Consider the complex compact Stein space K 1 described after
remark 5.2.23. This space has the very unpleasant property that its associated
algebra of germs of analytic functions is non-Noetherian. Using Siu’s theorem (cf.
5.2.24) it is not hard to see that K 1 is not a C-dagger affinoid space. Moreover,
it can be proved (not as easily) that conversely every compact Stein space whose
associated algebra of germs of analytic functions is Noetherian is a C-dagger analytic
space (we will work out the details of this issue in the future work [5]).
So, the theory of C-dagger analytic spaces gives a natural theoretical framework
for explaining the classical interests of complex geometers for compact Stein spaces
whose associated algebra of germs of analytic functions is Noetherian in comparison
with the ones for which it is non-Noetherian: The former ones are C-dagger analytic
spaces whereas the latters are not. Finally, we remark that what we just described
for C holds also over non-archimedean fields and it is explained (among other results)
in the work of Liu [44]. In that article it is shown, in the context of classical rigid
spaces, that compact Stein spaces over k can be described as finite unions of affinoid
spaces over k and their algebras of analytic functions are Noetherian. The theory of
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C-dagger analytic spaces permits to make the results of Liu uniform over any base
field, in the overconvergent setting, and to uniformize the notions of compact Stein
space.
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Appendix B
Generalized rings of Durov
This appendix is a recall of the work done by Durov in his Ph.D. thesis [23]. We recall
only the definitions and results that are used in this work and add some remarks in
the final part of the appendix.
B.1 Monads and generalized rings
Definition B.1.1. A monad over a category C is a triple Σ “ pΣ, µ, q where Σ :
C ÝÑ C is an endofunctor, µ : Σ2 ÝÑ Σ (where Σ2 denote the composition Σ ˝Σ),
 : idC ÝÑ Σ are natural transformations, called multiplication and identity, such
that µ and  respect the axioms of associativity and of unit, i.e. for any X P ob pCq
the following diagrams
Σ3pXq Σ2pXq
Σ2pXq ΣpXq
µΣpXq
ΣpµXq
µX
µX
,
ΣpXq Σ2pXq ΣpXq
ΣpXq
ΣpXq
id ΣpXq
µX
id ΣpXq
ΣpXq
commutes.
A morphism of monads over C, ϕ : Σ1 ÝÑ Σ2, is a natural transformation
between the endofunctor which defines Σ1 and Σ2 such that
ϕY ˝ Σ1pfq “ Σ2pfq ˝ ϕX , ϕX ˝ Σ1pXq “ Σ2pXq and
µΣ2pXq˝Σ2pϕXq ˝ ϕΣ1pXq “ ϕX ˝ µΣ1pXq “ µΣ2pXq ˝ ϕΣ2pXq ˝ Σ1pϕXq
for each couple X,Y P ob pCq and any morphism f : X ÝÑ Y . We can restate the
last conditions requiring the following diagrams to commute
Σ1pXq Σ2pXq
Σ1pY q Σ2pY q
Σ1pfq
ϕX
ϕY
Σ2pfq
,
X
Σ1pXq Σ2pXq
Σ1pXq
ϕX
Σ2pXq
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Σ1pΣ1pXqq
Σ1pΣ2pXqq Σ2pΣ1pXqq
Σ1pXq
Σ2pΣ2pXqq Σ2pΣ2pXqq
Σ2pXq
Σ1pϕXq
ϕΣ1pXq
µΣ1,X
ϕΣ2pXq Σ2pϕXq
µΣ2,X
ϕX
µΣ2,X
.
The class of all monads over C is therefore endowed with a structure of category
and it is denoted by Mon pCq.
Definition B.1.2. Mon pSetsq has an initial object (the identity functor) which is
denoted by F∅ and it is called the field without elements.
We recall the following definition of category theory.
Definition B.1.3. Let F : C Ñ Sets be a functor. We say that G : C Ñ Sets is a
sub-functor of F , denoted by G Ă F , if
1. for all X P ob pCq, GpXq Ă F pXq and
2. for every morphism f : X ÝÑ Y , Gpfq “ F pfq|GpXq.
We can go on with our exposition of the theory of monads.
Definition B.1.4. Let Σ P ob pMon pSetsqq. A sub-monad Σ1 of Σ is a subfunctor
Σ1 Ă Σ stable for µ and , i.e. a monad Σ1 such that
1. Σ1pXq Ă ΣpXq for all X P ob pSetsq;
2. the natural transformation Σ1 ÝÑ Σ induced by the inclusion is a morphism
of monads.
Given two submonads Σ1,Σ2 Ă Σ, one defines their intersection as the fiber
product:
Σ1 X Σ2 .“ Σ1 ˆΣ Σ2.
Definition B.1.5. An endofunctor Σ : C Ñ C is said algebraic if it commutes with
filtered colimits. A monad Σ “ pΣ, µ, q over C is said algebraic if the functor Σ is
algebraic.
The composition of two algebraic functors is an algebraic functor and an algebraic
functor Σ : Sets Ñ Sets is uniquely determined by its values on finite sets, because
any set is isomorphic to the filtered direct limit of its finite subsets.
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Notation B.1.6. We denote by N the full subcategory of Sets formed by the
standard finite sets i.e. the sets t1, 2, ..., nu for all n P N. Moreover, we denote
objects of N by bold letter like n,m,1,2.
Thus, the restriction Σ ÞÑ Σ|N defines an equivalence of categories between the
category of algebraic endofunctor over Sets and HomCatpN,Setsq. Henceforth all
our monads are defined over Sets, if not differently stated.
Notation B.1.7. Let Σ P ob pMon pSetsqq be algebraic. We denote:
1. |Σ| .“ Σp1q and we call it the underlying monoid of Σ;
2. }Σ} .“ š
nPN
Σpnq;
3. we call an element t P Σpnq an n-ary operation.
We recall that the data of an algebraic monad Σ is equivalent to the following
set of data (cf. [23] section 4.1 and 4.3):
1. A collection of sets tΣpnqunPN and maps Σpφq : Σpmq Ñ Σpnq, defined for any
map φ : m Ñ n, subject to the conditions Σpid nq “ id Σpnq and Σpψ ˝ φq “
Σpψq ˝ Σpφq.
2. A collection of “multiplication” or “evaluation” maps µ
pkq
n : Σpkq ˆ Σpnqk Ñ
Σpnq, subject to the conditions µpkqn ˝pid ΣpkqˆΣpφqnq “ µpk
1q
n ˝pΣpφqˆid Σpnqk1 q
for any φ : k Ñ k1, and µpkqn ˝ pid Σpkq ˆ Σpψqkq “ µpkqm for any ψ : m Ñ n. We
write rtsΣpnqpx1, x2, . . . , xkq “ tpx1, x2, . . . , xkq instead of µpkqn pt;x1, x2, . . . , xkq
for any t P Σpkq and x1, . . ., xk P Σpnq. In this case the above requirements
can be rewritten as
φ˚ptqpx1, . . . , xk1q “ tpxφp1q, . . . , xφpkqq
and
ψ˚ ptpx1, . . . , xkqq “ tpψ˚x1, . . . , ψ˚xkq.
3. An element e P Σp1q, called the identity of Σ, such that epxq “ x for any
x P Σpnq.
Similarly, a pre-action α : ΣpXq Ñ X is given by a collection of maps αpnq :
ΣpnqˆXn Ñ X, subject relations analogous to (2) and we will write rtsαpx1, . . . , xnq “
rtsXpx1, . . . , xnq “ tpx1, . . . , xnq instead of αpnqpt;x1, . . . , xnq. Notice that µX :
Σ2pXq Ñ ΣpXq defines a pre-action of Σ on ΣpXq, so the notation rtsΣpXqpx1, . . . , xnq
makes sense for any t P Σpnq and x1, . . ., xn P ΣpXq. If we take X “ n, we recover
again the maps µ
pkq
n , so the notation rtsΣpnq is consistent.
Let Σ be an algebraic monad and U Ă ||Σ||, one can consider the smallest
submonad of Σ containing U , i.e. the intersection of the family of submonads Σα of
Σ which contain U , and denote it by
xUy .“
č
UĂ}Σα}
Σα.
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Proposition B.1.8. Let U Ă ||Σ|| be a subset of a monad Σ. Then Σ1 :“ xUy is
the submonad of Σ whose sets Σ1pnq are obtained applying a finite number of times
the following rules:
1. tkun P Σ1pnq for all 1 ď k ď n.
2. (Replacement property) Let u P U be a k-operation ( i.e. an element of Σpkq).
Then, for all t1, . . . , tk P Σ1pnq, one has
rusΣpnqpt1, . . . , tkq P Σ1pnq.
Proof. Cf. [23] 4.5.2.
We can generalize the previous definition in the following way. Let ρ : Σ0 ÝÑ Σ
be a morphism of monads and U Ă }Σ}, one calls the sub-monad generated by U
over Σ0 the monad
Σ0xUy “ xU Y ||ρpΣ0q||y.
Definition B.1.9. Let ρ : Σ0 ÝÑ Σ be a morphism of monads. An algebraic
monad Σ is said of finite type over Σ0 if there exists a finte set U of }Σ} such that
Σ “ Σ0xUy.
A monad is said absolutely of finite type if it is of finite type over F∅.
Definition B.1.10. Let Σ be an algebraic monad. Two operations t P Σpnq and
s P Σpmq are said to commute if for any Σ-module X and any xi,j P Xnm, with
1 ď i ď n, 1 ď j ď m we have
sptpx1,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xn,1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tpx1,m, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xn,mqq “ tpspx1,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x1,mq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , spxm,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xm,nqq.
An algebraic monad monad is said commutative if any couple of elements of }Σ}
commutes.
A commutative algebraic monad over Sets is called a generalized ring (in Durov
terminology).
The terminology ”generalized ring” is justified by the fact that the category of
rings embeds fully faithfully in the category of generalized rings, which also contains
as a full sub-category the category of monoids and much more objects. We refer to
[23] for the explicit description of how to see rings and monoids as algebraic monads.
B.2 Monads given by multiplicative submonoids of rings
We recall the following construction from [23], 4.3.8 and 5.1.3.
Definition B.2.1. Let X be a set we define the absolute endomorphism ring of X
as the monad EndrXs given by the following algebraic monad:
EndrXspnq .“ Hom SetspXn, Xq, eEndrXs “ IdX P Hom SetspX,Xq
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with the multiplication maps
µpkqn : Hom SetspXk, Xq ˆHom SetspXn, Xqk Ñ Hom SetspXn, Xq
given by the usual composition of maps, i.e.
pg, f1, . . . , fkq ÞÑ g ˝ pf1 ˆ . . .ˆ fkq.
Remark B.2.2. Let Σ be an algebraic monad. To give an action α : ΣpXq Ñ X of
Σ on X is equivalent to give a morphism of monads ρ : Σ Ñ EndrXs.
Definition B.2.3. Let X be a set and Y Ă X. We define the relative endomorphism
ring of Y in X as the monad EndXrY s given by the submonad of EndrXs of all the
maps that stabilize Y , i.e.
EndXrY spnq .“ tf P Hom SetspXn, Xq|fpY nq Ă Y u.
It is readily verified that EndXrY s is a submonad of EndrXs. In the case when
Y is a submonoid of a ring, the last definition is equivalent to the following.
Definition B.2.4. Let A be a ring and M Ă A be a multiplicative submonoid of A
with 0 PM . For any n P N we define
RnpMq .“
#
pλ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λnq P An|
nÿ
i“1
λixi PM,@xi PM
+
and
RpMq .“
ď
nPN
RnpMq.
We associate to M the functor ΣM P Mon pSetsq by taking finite linear combina-
tions of the form
ΣM pXq “
#ÿ
xPX
mxx|x P X, pmxq P RpMq
+
.
We also define the map X : X Ñ X to be the identity and µX : ΣM pΣM pXqq Ñ
ΣM pXq as
µX
˜
mÿ
j“1
µj
˜
nÿ
i“1
λi,jxi
¸¸
“
nÿ
i“1
˜
mÿ
j“1
µjλi,j
¸
xi.
Remark B.2.5. The sets RnpMq ĂMn are ideals of Mn equipped with the direct
product monoid structure. Indeed, if pλ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λnq P RnpMq, pa1, ..., anq P Mn and
px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq PMn then
nÿ
i“1
λiaixi “
nÿ
i“1
λipaixiq PM,
hence pλ1a1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λnanq P RnpMq.
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Proposition B.2.6. For a multiplicative monoid in a ring M Ă A the triple defined
above pΣM , µ, q is an algebraic monad over the category of sets.
Proof. The only non-trivial fact to check is that µX satisfies the associativity law.
We have to check that given α P Σ3M pXq then the equality
pµX ˝ µΣM pXqqpαq “ pµX ˝ ΣM pµXqqpαq
holds. The elements of Σ3M pXq are of the form
pÿ
l“1
σl
˜
mÿ
j“1
µj,l
˜
nÿ
i“1
λi,j,lxi
¸¸
“ α.
So,
µΣM pXqpαq “
mÿ
j“1
˜
pÿ
l“1
σlµj,l
¸˜
nÿ
i“1
λi,j,lxi
¸
and
pµX ˝ µΣM pXqqpαq “
nÿ
i“1
˜
mÿ
j“1
˜
pÿ
l“1
σlµj,lλi,j,l
¸¸
xi.
On the other hand,
ΣM pµXqpαq “
pÿ
l“1
σl
˜
nÿ
i“1
˜
mÿ
j“1
µj,lλi,j,l
¸
xi
¸
pµX ˝ ΣM pµXqqpαq “
nÿ
i“1
˜
mÿ
j“1
˜
pÿ
l“1
σlµj,lλi,j,l
¸¸
xi.
The algebraicity follows directly from the definition of ΣM because only finite sums
are used.
Proposition B.2.7. Let A,B be commutative rings, MA Ă A,MB Ă B sub-
monoids, and f : A Ñ B a morphism of rings such that fpMAq Ă MB. Then,
there is a commutative diagram of monad morphisms
ΣA ΣB
ΣMA ΣMB
f
f˝
.
Proof. It is easy to check that the monads ΣMA and ΣMB associated to MA Ă A and
MB Ă B are sub-monads of ΣA and ΣB. Therefore, by proposition B.1.8 there exists
a smallest sub-monad of ΣB which contains fpMAq, which is necessarily contained
in ΣMB . Therefore, the restriction of f to ΣMA (i.e. the pullback with respect to
the inclusion ΣMA Ñ ΣA) must factor through ΣMB .
Appendix C
The bornology of coefficientwise
convergence
In this appendix we define a bornology on the ring RvX1, ..., Xnw for any bornolog-
ical ring R. This bornology, which will be called the bornology of coefficientwise
convergence, is used for proving one of our main result, theorem 3.1.11.
C.1 The bornology of coefficientwise convergence
Let R be a bornological ring and let RvX1, ..., Xnw be the ring of formal power-
series on R. The bornology that we will define on RvX1, ..., Xnw is the bornological
analogous of the topology of coefficientwise convergence defined in the first chapter
[27].
For all k P Nn we denote the projection map pik : RvX1, ..., Xnw Ñ R defined
pikp
ÿ
iPNn
aiX
iq “ ak.
This is an R-linear map of R-modules. We can consider the R-modulus homomor-
phism
pi :
ź
iPNn
piv : RvX1, ..., Xnw Ñ RNn
and consider on RN
n
the product bornology. On RvX1, ..., Xnw we can canonically
put the biggest bornology which makes the map pi bounded, and with this bornology
pi becomes an isomorphism of bornological modules. We call it the bornology of
coefficientwise boundedness on RvX1, ..., Xnw.
Proposition C.1.1. Let R be a bornological ring and let RvX1, ..., Xnw be equipped
with the bornology of coefficientwise boundedness, then RvX1, ..., Xnw is a bornolog-
ical ring.
Proof. On RN
n
the sum and the product by scalars are bounded operations and
pi : RvX1, ..., Xnw Ñ RNn is an isomorphism of R-modules, hence also the addition
and the scalar product on RvX1, ..., Xnw are bounded. It remains to check that the
multiplication map of RvX1, ..., Xnw is a bounded map.
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Let
µ : RvX1, ..., Xnw ˆRvX1, ..., Xnw Ñ RvX1, ..., Xnw
denote the multiplication map. By the bornological identificationRN
n – RvX1, ..., Xnw
of modules we have to check that the map
pi ˝ µ : RvX1, ..., Xnw ˆRvX1, ..., Xnw Ñ RNn
is bounded, which is true if and only if all maps
pik ˝ µ : RvX1, ..., Xnw ˆRvX1, ..., Xnw Ñ R
are bounded. Given f, g P RvX1, ..., Xnw, with f “ ř
jPNn
ajX
j , g “ ř
jPNn
bjX
j
pik ˝ µpf, gq “
ÿ
i`j“k
piipfqpijpgq “
ÿ
i`j“k
aibj
is a finite composition of the multiplication and the addition maps of R. Hence
pik ˝ µ is bounded because is a finite composition of bounded maps.
Specializing the result when k is a valued field, we obtain.
Proposition C.1.2. kvX1, ..., Xnw equipped with the bornology of coefficientwise
boundedness is a bornological algebra whose underlying bornological vector space is
of convex type.
Proof. kvX1, ..., Xnw is a bornological algebra as proved so far. The underlying
bornological vector space of kvX1, ..., Xnw is of convex type because it is isomorphic
to the direct product of a family of bornological vector spaces of convex type.
We recall some definitions given by Grauert and Remmert in [27]. For any
ρ “ pρ1, ..., ρnq P Rn`, we define the algebra
Bρ “
# ÿ
iPNn
aiX
i|
ÿ
iPNn
|ai|ρi ă 8
+
Ă kvX1, ..., Xnw
for any complete valued field k, archimedean or not. In this case the summation
symbol in the formula
ř
iPNn
|ai|ρi always means the usual sum of real numbers. This
definition does not fit well with the discussion we developed so far (in particular in
chapter 2). Therefore, we change the definition of Bρ taking
Bρ
.“ kxρ´1Xy,
where kxρ´1Xy is defined as in equation 2.3.0.1 of the beginning of section 2.3.
Remark C.1.3. Our change in the definition of Bρ does not affect the archimedean
side of the theory. For the non-archimedean side of the theory, nothing substantial
changes. Indeed, we would like to study direct limits of the algebras Bρ for ρ Ñ r,
for some r which can also be 0. In turns out that both definitions give the same
results to the limits. See section 6 of [6] for a proof of this fact.
Therefore, we use the definition ofBρ which is compatible with what we explained
so far.
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Now, following [27], we call the algebra
limÑ
ρą0
Bρ “ Kn
the n-dimensional stellen algebra on k. Bρ are k-Banach algebras when endowed
with the usual norm, hence Kn becomes naturally a complete bornological m-algebra
when equipped with the direct limit bornology.
Definition C.1.4. We define the bornology of coefficientwise boundedness on Kn
as the bornology induced by the inclusion Kn Ă kvX1, ..., Xnw, giving to kvX1, ..., Xnw
the bornology of coefficientwise boundedness.
It is a classical consequence of Weierstrass preparation theorem that Kn is a
local Noetherian algebra. See the first chapter of [27] for a proof of this fact.
Proposition C.1.5. Let m Ă Kn denotes the maximal ideal of Kn. Then, the
coefficientwise boundedness bornology is the weakest for which all the projections
αe : Kn Ñ Kn
me
for e ě 1 are bounded.
Proof. We have the isomorphism
Kn
me
–
$&% ÿ|i|ăe aiXi P Kn
,.- – kpn`e´1e´1 q
of bornological vector spaces, where the finite dimensional k-vector space Knme is
equipped with the quotient bornology and kpn`e´1e´1 q is equipped with the product
bornology of finitely many copies of k. This follows from the commutative diagram
Kn kvX1, ..., Xnw
Kn
me k
pn`e´1e´1 q
αe
–
pie
where both vertical arrows are quotient maps and kvX1, ..., Xnw is equipped by
definition with the projective limit bornology induced by the system of maps pie for
e P N.
Suppose that Kn is equipped with a bornology such that all αe are bounded, then
there exists a unique bounded map Kn Ñ kvX1, ..., Xnw which makes the diagram
Kn kvX1, ..., Xnw
Kn
me
kvX1,...,Xnw
pX1,...,Xnqe
αe
–
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commutative. Set-theoretically this map is the injection KnãÑkvX1, ..., Xnw. So,
the bornology on Kn must be stronger than the bornology induced on Kn by the
coefficientwise boundedness bornology of kvX1, ..., Xnw.
We need to recall the following consequence of Krull intersection theorem.
Lemma C.1.6. Let A be a Noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m and J, I Ă A
two proper ideals of A with J ‰ 0. If I Ă J `me for all e ě 1 then I Ă J .
Proof. By Krull intersection lemma we know that there exists a k ě 1 such that
mk Ă J . Then, for all e ě k we have that J `me “ J , hence
I Ă J `me,@e ě 1 ñ I Ă
č
eě1
pJ `meq “ J.
Proposition C.1.7. Every ideal of Kn Ă kvX1, ..., Xnw is bornologically closed for
the bornology of coefficientwise boundedness.
Proof. By definition 2.1.43 to say that a subspace of a bornological vector space
F Ă E is bornologically closed is the same to say that all sequences tfnunPN Ă F ,
which converges bornologically to a limit in E, the limit lim
nÑ8fn P F . Let I Ă Kn
be an ideal and let tfnunPN Ă I Ă Kn be a sequence of elements which converges
bornologically to an element f “ lim
nÑ8fn P Kn (see definition 2.1.43). Since αe :
Kn Ñ Knme are bounded maps then all the sequences tαepfnqunPN are convergent
in Knme – kp
n`e´1
e´1 q which is finite dimensional over k and equipped with the direct
product bornology. Thus, necessarily αepIq is closed in Knme , hence αepfq P αepIq.
This is true for each e hence
Knf Ă I `me
for any e and applying lemma C.1.6 we deduce that f P I.
Corollary C.1.8. All the ideals of Kn are bornologically closed for the direct limit
bornology induced by the direct limit Kn “ limÑ
ρą0
Bρ.
Proof. For the direct limit bornology all the maps
Kn Ñ Kn
me
for e ě 1 are bounded when Knme is equipped with the bornology of kp
n`e´1
e´1 q. There-
fore, this bornology must be finer the bornology of coefficientwise boundedness. By
proposition 2.1.46 the preimages by bounded maps of bornologically closed subset
are bornologically closed, and we get the corollary.
Corollary C.1.9. For any ideal I Ă Kn the ideal I XBρ is closed in Bρ.
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Proof. The canonical injection φρ : BρãÑKn is a bounded map, hence
φ´1ρ pIq “ I XBρ
is a bornologically closed set in Bρ by proposition 2.1.46.
We notice that algebraically Kn – Okn,0, the ring of germs of analytic functions
at 0 P kn, when k “ R,C, and it is isomorphic to its ”rigid-analytic” counterpart if
k is non-archimedean. Moreover, given any x P kn we can consider a neighborhood
basis of x by polydisks centred in x and obtain Knpxq – Okn,x as a direct limit of
k-Banach algebras over these polydisks. We call Knpxq the n-dimensional k-stellen
algebra centred in x. It is clear that there is an isomorphism Kn – Knpxq of algebras
and we can put on Knpxq the bornology of coefficientwise boundedness induced by
this isomorphism. We have the following proposition.
Proposition C.1.10. Any ideal of Knpxq is bornologically closed for the bornology
of coefficientwise boundedness and this bornology is the smallest for which the maps
αe : Knpxq Ñ Knpxq
mex
are all bounded, where mx is the maximal ideal of Knpxq.
Proof. We have the following commutative diagram
Kn
Kn
me
Knpxq Knpxqmex
where Knme Ñ Knpxqmex is an isomorphism of bornological vector spaces since is an
algebraic isomorphism of finite dimensional vector spaces equipped with the direct
product bornology. Hence all the properties claimed for Knpxq follow from the
respective properties for Kn.
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